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Abstract 

Childhood obesity is a growing problem in the UK and primary schoolchildren are particularly 

at risk. With this growing concern the associated co-morbidities of obesity are increasingly 

evident.  There has been limited research undertaken to quantify the impact of excessive body 

fat mass (adiposity) on the function of the child’s lower limb and feet.  The primary aim of this 

research was to explore the relationships between adiposity with lower limb and foot 

biomechanics in boys age 7 to 11 years old.  

Fifty five children were recruited to participate in protocols for body composition and three-

dimensional gait analysis established in the initial phases of the study. Kinematic and kinetic 

variables from four lower limb joints (pelvis, hip, knee and ankle) and four foot joints 

(hindfoot-shank, midfoot-hindfoot, forefoot-midfoot and hallux-first metatarsal) were 

analysed over the gait cycle.  Statistical analysis by principal component analysis was 

undertaken and allowed the determination of components, constructed of lower limb and foot 

variables, to be analysed in multiple regression.  Multiple regression was also undertaken to 

assess the relationships between the lower limb and foot variables and body composition 

whilst accounting for confounding factors including age, anthropometric and spatiotemporal 

variables.  The key findings demonstrated that higher adiposity was associated with greater hip 

flexion, knee adduction moments and a pronated foot type.  These findings indicate that boys 

with higher fat mass are at risk of future musculoskeletal co-morbidities including concerns of 

developing flat feet.   

This work presents a novel protocol for advanced understanding of lower limb and foot 

biomechanics and comprehensive data of paediatric lower limb and foot function during gait in 

normal weight and obese children.  The research details, for the first time, that obesity affects 

the dynamic function of the paediatric foot.  This work underpins the need for further 

longitudinal research looking at the prevention and management of musculoskeletal 

complications associated with childhood obesity. 
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1.  Thesis Introduction 

Childhood obesity, defined as an excess of body fat mass (also referred to as adiposity) that 

may impair health, is a major public health concern (World Health Organisation, 2000).  The 

aetiology of childhood obesity is multifaceted, but low levels of physical activity have been 

linked to the prevalence of obesity in school-age children (Hills et al., 2007). Walking is a major 

mechanical factor for musculoskeletal development in childhood and is recommended to 

increase physical activity and reduce sedentary behaviours in obese children (Shultz et al., 

2011).  However, musculoskeletal co-morbidities of the lower limbs and foot joints may 

predispose obese children to discomfort and pain reducing motivation to partake in walking 

activities.  Therefore, determining altered walking characteristics associated with obesity may 

lead to clinical interventions to facilitate healthy gait and increase participation in physical 

activity.   

Studies examining the effects of obesity on paediatric gait have found altered spatiotemporal 

characteristics reported to include a slower walking speed, greater stance phase duration and 

lower cadence (Hills & Parker 1991; Morrison et al., 2008).  With regard to lower limb joint 

motion, obese children walk with less hip, knee and ankle flexion in the sagittal plane, greater 

knee adduction and hindfoot eversion in the frontal plane (Hills & Parker 1991; McMillan et al., 

2009).  Analysis of the forces acting on the lower limb joints revealed that joint moments are 

higher in obese children at the hip, knee and ankle joint in the sagittal and frontal planes 

(Shultz et al., 2009; McMillan et al., 2010).  These findings indicate that obese children 

demonstrate greater dynamic instability, higher medial/lateral limb motion, and larger joint 

forces during gait which may predispose obese children to musculoskeletal co-morbidities 

(Shultz et al., 2009). 

Musculoskeletal co-morbidities associated with childhood obesity include slipped capital 

femoral epiphysis, Blount’s disease (tibia vara), and flatfeet (pes planus) (Skinner 1996; 

Riddiford-Harland et al., 2000; Zwiauer et al., 2006).  These conditions are related to increased 

stress on the immature musculoskeletal system due to the carriage of excessive body mass. 

This can lead to malalignment and structural damage of the lower limbs inhibiting movement 

and impairing mobility (Shultz et al., 2009). However, there is a dearth of information on the 

dynamic alignment of the lower limb and foot joints during gait of obese children.  

Significant differences in foot structure between obese and non-children have been reported 

using foot print indices, radiographs, anthropometric and morphological measures (Wearing et 
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al., 2004; Morrison et al., 2007; Mauch et al., 2008; Villarroya et al., 2009).  These studies 

reveal that obese children present a flatter midfoot region, valgus calcaneus, dorsiflexed first 

metatarsal, relatively lower navicular height and larger foot dimensions.  However, static 

measures of foot structure are not indicative of dynamic foot motion and the relationship 

between static and dynamic foot structure may be altered by obesity (Taisa Filippin et al., 

2008). The impact of obesity on the three-dimensional motion of the foot has not been 

determined.  It is therefore essential that further work be conducted in order to evaluate the 

full impact of obesity on the biomechanics of the paediatric lower limb and feet.  

The novelty and originality of the work can be defined as follows: 

1. To provide a thorough analyse of lower limb kinematic and kinetic variables associated 

with obesity during gait whilst controlling for anthropometric and spatiotemporal 

confounding factors that impact gait. 

2. To define obesity in terms of adiposity, a measure of body fat mass rather than body 

mass index (a ratio of weight-to-height), which serves as a proxy for body fat mass.   

3. Two protocols to improve lower limb marker placement in obese and non-obese 

children will be tested to increase between-session reliability and better represent 

skeletal motion.  

4. Test between-session reliability of biomechanical foot models in order to present the 

most appropriate model to understand the relationships between 3D foot segment 

motion and obesity in children.  

 

1.1 Thesis Aims  

The aim of this research was to explore the association between gait biomechanics and 

adiposity in a cross-sectional sample of boys age 7 to 11 years old.  More specifically, to 

characterise angular motion and external joint moments of the lower limb joints (hip, knee and 

ankle) and the foot segments (hindfoot, midfoot, forefoot and hallux) whilst walking at a self-

selected speed. Furthermore, to relate any kinematic and kinetic findings to the level of body 

fat mass when controlling for other factors that influence gait biomechanics (age, 

spatiotemporal or anthropometric factors).  The specific aims are related to the experimental 

chapters of the research which were defined as follows: 
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Aim 1. Experimental chapter 1 (chapter 5):  

Establish protocols and tested between-session reliability of body composition 

assessment for determining childhood obesity and adiposity, presented in chapter 5. 

 

Aim 2. Experimental chapters 2 and 3 (chapters 6 and 7):  

Establish protocols and tested between-session reliability of three dimensional gait 

analysis of lower limb and foot biomechanics during paediatric gait, presented in 

chapter 6 and 7. 

 

Aim3. Main study chapter (chapter 8):  

Explore the relationship between adiposity and gait biomechanics in a cross-sectional 

sample of boys age 7 to 11 years old, presented in chapter 8. 

 

1.2  Thesis Structure 

The structure of this thesis is presented in Figure 1.1. The first outcome of the first literature 

chapter on childhood obesity (thesis chapter 2) defined the need to find a reliable and 

accurate measure of obesity which was examined in experimental chapter 1 (thesis chapter 5).  

The second outcome of the first literature review chapter on childhood obesity (thesis chapter 

2) describes the need to review measures of gait in obese children in literature review chapter 

2 (thesis chapter 3).  The first outcome of the second literature review on three-dimensional 

gait analysis  (thesis chapter 3) details the need to test between-session reliability of the Plug-

in Gait (PiG) lower limb model in obese children in experimental chapter 2 (thesis chapter 6).  

The second outcome of the second literature review on three-dimensional gait analysis (thesis 

chapter 3) informs the need to test between-session reliability of available foot models to 

measure foot motion during gait in experimental chapter 3 (thesis chapter 7).  The results of 

the first experimental chapter (thesis chapter 5) inform the protocols used in the main study 

(thesis chapter 8) to determine childhood obesity by adiposity measures.  The results of 

experimental chapters 2 and 3 (thesis chapters 6 and 7) will determine the protocols for 

measuring lower limb and foot biomechanics in obese children. The main study chapter (thesis 

chapter 8) will explore the relationships between adiposity with lower limb and foot 

biomechanics during gait using the literature review outcomes and experimental protocols 

defined in earlier chapters.        
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Figure 1.1. Chapter structure in thesis.  The outcomes of the literature review chapters inform the measures in 

experimental chapters (chapters 5, 6 & 7) which define the protocols to be used in the main study (chapter 8) 
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2.   Literature Review Chapter 1: Childhood Obesity 

2.1  Introduction to Childhood Obesity 

The following chapter will critically explore childhood obesity.  The current literature on the 

assessment of childhood obesity by body mass index, body fat mass (adiposity), bioelectrical 

impedance analysis, air displacement plethysmography, reference body composition methods 

and multi-component body composition models are evaluated. The aetiology of childhood 

obesity will be examined with special attention on the relationship between childhood obesity 

and physical activity.  The health consequences of childhood obesity will be explored with 

particular relevance to childhood obesity and musculoskeletal co-morbidities.  Finally, the 

results of previous research to investigate lower limb and foot biomechanics during gait in 

obese and non-obese children are reviewed.  The aims of this chapter are to: (1) demonstrate 

the need to define childhood obesity using accurate and reliable measurement protocols, and 

(2) demonstrate the need to investigate foot and lower limb biomechanics during gait in obese 

children.     

 

2.2  Definition of Obesity 

Obesity is described as a disease in which excessive body fat mass accumulates to the extent 

that health may be impaired (World Health Organisation, 2000).  Accumulated body fat mass is 

referred to as adiposity which occurs when energy intake exceeds expenditure (Dehghan et al., 

2005).  Overweight and obesity can be defined as a body mass index (BMI) higher than a 

predefined standard or cutoff (Flegal & Ogdan, 2011).  Table 2.1 presents the BMI classification 

system for adults; a BMI between 30 – 39.9kg·m2 defines obese and a BMI between 25 – 

29.9kg·m2 defines overweight. 

 

Table 2.1. World Health Organisation (WHO) BMI classification system for adults 

BMI range (kg/m
2
) Classification 

<18.5 Underweight 
18.5 – 24.9 Normal weight 
25  - 29.9 Overweight 
30 – 39.9 Obese 
>40 Morbidly obese 
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In adults, obesity is defined by morbidity and mortality related cutoffs according to measures 

of adiposity.  Childhood obesity has not been related to morbidity and mortality, as there is no 

consensus on the optimum approach to identify children at risk of future adverse health 

outcomes due to obesity or overweight (Flegal & Ogden 2011).  Furthermore, health studies 

have routinely used BMI rather than measures of body fat mass to identify disease risk in 

children (Freedman & Sherry 2009).  Whilst the definition of adiposity is clear what constitutes 

excess adiposity has not reached consensus.  However, increasing incidence of health co-

morbidities linked to excessive adiposity may be used in the future to define childhood obesity 

(Styne 2001).  Currently childhood obesity is defined by a BMI relative to previous national 

obesity rates or predicted obesity at the age of 18 years old.  The definition of childhood 

obesity is important to establish in research studies if relationships with potential health co-

morbidities are to be explored.  For the purpose of this thesis obesity and overweight refers to 

a BMI over predefined cutoffs and adiposity refers to the level of body fat with no cutoff.  

It is important to recognise that a small proportion of obese children have a syndrome or 

pathology underlying their obesity, termed endogenous obesity.  Genetic syndromes, such as 

Prader-Willi, Bardet-Biedl and Cohen’s present with dysmorphic features and delayed 

development (North et al., 1985; Green et al., 1989; Farooqi & O’Rahilly 2000). Endocrinologic 

causes of overweight include hypothyroidism and Cushing’s syndrome (Barlow & Dietz 1998).  

The vast majority of obese children do not have an underlying cause and are termed 

exogenous (simple obesity) and have specific problems and clinical signs.  For the purpose of 

this thesis only exogenous obesity will be considered. 

 

2.3  Prevalence of Obesity 

The prevalence of childhood obesity has been estimated on international, national and 

regional scales with the incidence increasing in most countries over recent decades. According 

to International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) criteria it was estimated that 10% of children aged 5-

17 years old had excessive body fat mass (Lobstein et al., 2004).  The IOTF estimates up to 200 

million children are overweight, of which 40-50 million are obese (International Obesity Task 

Force, 2010).  

Data from the Health Survey for England (HSE) in 2002 estimated the level of national 

childhood obesity to be 5.5% and overweight to be 22% in boys age 2- to 15-years (Rennie & 

Jebb 2005).  As seen in Figure 2.1 the latest numbers (for years 2010/11) from the National 
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Child Measurement Programme (NCMP) highlight the prevalence of obesity and overweight 

for boys aged 4 – 5 years as 10.1% and 13.8% respectively, increasing to 14.3% and 20.6% at 

age 10-11 years (NCMP, 2012). Comparing data from 2002 to 2010/11 indicates that the 

prevalence of overweight among boys in England has remained stable over the last decade, 

but the incidence of obesity has doubled.  

 

 

Figure 2.1. Prevalence of obesity, overweight, healthy weight and underweight in England in reception class (4-5 
years) and Year 6 (10-11 years) according to the UK90 growth reference for BMI for the years 2010/11 (National 

Child Measurement Programme 2012). 

  

In the London borough of Newham, levels of obesity and overweight was 11.2% and 12.9% 

respectively at 5-6 years of age and 15.1% and 24.7% at 10-11 years (NCMP, 2012).  The 

incidence of overweight and obesity among primary school boys is generally higher in Newham 

than the English average particularly for the prevalence of obesity at age 10-11 years old.  

Local prevalence rates are of interest to this thesis as the subject sample will be recruited as a 

representative sample of the local Newham population. 

 

2.4  Assessment of Obesity 

The difficulties associated with the assessment of obesity arise from the definition of obesity. 

Obesity is measured by BMI, an indirect anthropometric measurement, which has been 

validated against measures of body fat (adiposity) (Lobstein et al., 2004).  In large scale 

population surveys and clinical public health screening BMI is commonly used to infer body fat 

mass content because of the ease of data collection.  The prevalence of adiposity and the links 
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with future mortality and morbidities are dependent on BMI cutoffs and reference data-set 

used to define obese and overweight children (Troiano & Flegal 1999; Rolland-Cachera 2011).  

When obesity is defined in terms of adiposity (level of body fat mass) the measure of body 

composition is required to be accurate, reliable and valid.  Therefore, to understand 

relationship between lower limb and foot biomechanics and childhood obesity, the methods of 

determining obesity and adiposity must be tested against reference body composition 

measures.  This section will review the various forms of assessments used to define obesity 

and adiposity.    

 

2.4.1  Reference Measures of Body Composition 

Body composition assessment ranges from cellular, molecular and tissue measures which can 

determine the level of body fat mass in an individual. Reference measures of body 

composition provide an estimation of body fat mass which can be used to validate indirect 

measures of body fat mass. Computerised tomography (CT) uses X-rays to produce cross 

sectional images of the body allowing body fat mass to be measured.  These scans expose 

participants to high levels of radiation (Duren et al., 2008).  This method is highly accurate at 

measuring intra-abdominal and subcutaneous fat.  Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) records 

the resonating frequencies of protons in tissues producing an image to measure body 

composition.  This method is accurate for measuring body fat mass and there is no known 

long-term side effects (Kullberg et al., 2009).  Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) is a 

scanning technique that measures bone mineral, fat tissue, and fat-free soft tissue.  However, 

the estimates of fat mass can be influenced by several factors including the hydration and level 

of obesity of the subjects (Freedman & Sherry 2009; Beechy et al., 2012).  Finally, isotope 

dilution is used to measure Total Body Water (TBW) by introducing a known isotope to a 

participant (relative to their weight) to estimate their total water content.  This method relies 

on assumptions of the hydration of fat-free mass (FFM) of 73% to estimate fat mass which may 

be altered in obese participants.  These reference procedures provide greater accuracy of body 

fat mass measures compared to indirect measures, but are time consuming and may not be 

suitable for children (Lobstein et al., 2004). 
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2.4.2  ‘Gold standard’ Multi-Component Body Composition Models 

Multi-component models of body composition account for the fact that the human body is 

composed of different components including fat mass and fat free mass (water, muscle, 

protein, bone, minerals).  Combinations of two, three, four or more body composition 

methods are often used in a multi-compartment model.  They are considered the ‘gold 

standard’ for other body composition methods (Wang et al., 1998). Many single body 

composition assessments are based on assumptions, like the assumption of standard 

hydration or FFM density and the assumption of constant hydration in fat-free soft tissues in 

air displacement plethysmography (ADP) (Plasqui et al., 2009).  The most basic two-

compartment models are also based on assumptions like the water or potassium constancy in 

FFM (Wang et al., 1998).  A three-compartment model allows for improvement over a two-

compartment model, because it does not rely on the assumptions of standard hydration of 

FFM density (Das et al., 2003).  Three compartment models may combine body density and 

TBW measures to account for hydration assumptions (Das 2005).  Four-compartment methods 

include measurements of fat, water, mineral, and protein, for example combining 

measurements from body density, TBW, and DEXA to account for body mineral mass (Fuller et 

al., 1992).  However, multi-compartment methods rely on the accuracy of the different 

measurements that are combined. An error in one of the measurements will result in an 

inaccurate body composition assessment.  Furthermore, the negative aspects of using 

reference body composition techniques in children reduce their application.  These reference 

and ‘gold standard’ measures of body composition are referred to throughout this section with 

regard to validity of measures of obesity.  

 

2.4.3  Assessment of Obesity by Anthropometrics 

Anthropometric measures are basic methods for assessing body composition and are used to 

determine body mass, size, shape and level of body fat mass (Duren et al., 2008).  For 

anthropometric measurements to be accurate and of value, skill and training of the observer 

(rater) is important (Wang et al., 2007).  The most frequent measurements are weight and 

height, these are usually combined as weight to a power of height to minimise the correlation 

with height or maximise the correlation with body fat mass.  Other measurements of relative 

adiposity are waist, hip and other girth measurements (Lobstein et al., 2004).  This section will 
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review the definition of childhood obesity by body mass index (BMI) describing the theory, 

methods, accuracy and issues that surround this measure. 

 

2.4.3.1  Assessment of Childhood Obesity by Body Mass Index  

Body weight is related to body fat mass and the adjustment of weight for height (Body Mass 

Index) provides a sensitive and specific index of adiposity (Cole, 1991, Cole et al 2002).  BMI is 

associated with body composition and health risk factors in childhood so it is accepted as a 

valid indirect measure of adiposity in children (Kotchen et al., 1980; Must et al., 1992; Gidding 

et al., 1995).  

During childhood fluctuations in growth and development make comparisons of BMI across 

ages and genders difficult.  Therefore, BMI values for children have been transformed into 

BMI-for-age and -gender Z-scores for comparison against BMI distributions based on national 

or international representative surveys (Freedman & Sherry, 2009).  Centile curves have been 

constructed from data sets of children’s BMI measurements using the lambda, mu, and sigma 

(LMS) method (Cole et al., 1998).  The LMS method describes three smoothed age-specific 

curves from which a child’s centile can be extracted describing their BMI in relation to age and 

gender specific population (Cole et al., 2000).  The advantage of using BMI-for-age and -gender 

reference charts and Z-scores is that a child can be described as being above or below a certain 

centile line (i.e. obesity = >95th percentile, overweight = >85th) relative to their age and gender 

(Lobstein et al., 2004). 

Body Mass Index (BMI) is a screening tool and is useful for making comparisons between 

populations and monitoring population groups (Rolland-Cachera 2011). Several childhood 

reference population BMI charts have been constructed (Cole et al., 1995; Cole et al., 2000; 

Kuczmarski et al., 2000; de Onis et al., 2007).  The 1990 UK (UK90) growth reference (Cole et 

al., 1995) contains measurements of weight and height from 37,000 children in the United 

Kingdom.  In the US, the centre for disease control (CDC) growth charts were developed from 

five nationally representative survey data sets (the National Health Examination Surveys II and 

III in the 1960s, the NHANES I and II in the 1970s, NHANES III, 1988-1994) (Kuczmarski et al., 

2000).  The World Health Organisation (WHO) developed growth standards based on the same 

data from the CDC growth charts (de Onis et al., 2007). International BMI reference curves 

based on large representative data sets from six countries (Cole et al., 2000) is referred to as 

the International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) reference shown in Table 2.2.  Choosing the 
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appropriate reference data set to determine if a single child is obese in relation to the 

population is necessary as age, gender and ethnicity affect the measurement (Reilly et al., 

2000).  

 

Table 2.2. IOTF cutoffs for childhood overweight and obesity in 
males according to BMI score at 18 years old. 

Age Body Mass Index 
25kg/m

2
 

Body Mass Index 
30kg/m

2
 

2 18.41 20.09 
3 17.89 19.57 
4 17.55 19.29 
5 17.42 19.30 
6 17.55 19.78 
7 17.92 20.63 
8 18.44 21.60 
9 19.10 22.77 

10 19.34 24.00 
11 20.55 25.10 
12 21.22 26.02 
13 21.91 26.84 
14 22.62 27.63 
15 23.29 28.30 
16 23.90 28.88 
17 24.46 29.41 
18 25 30 

 

Once a reference population has been determined a BMI centile or Z-Score relative to age and 

gender cutoffs are required to define the level of obesity.  There are different approaches to 

define overweight and obesity in childhood.  In Britain the UK90 data set cutoffs (Table 2.3) of 

the 91st and 98th percentiles, based on increments of  Z-score of +1.33 and +2.37 respectively 

represent overweight and obese (Cole et al., 1995).  Other BMI-for-age reference charts use 

cutoffs of 85th and 95th (Kuczmarski et al., 2000) or a standard deviation score (SDS) of +1 and 

+2 (World Health Organisation, 2006; de Onis et al., 2007) to define overweight and obesity.  

Table 2.2 presents the IOTF charts with cutoff values representing obesity were chosen as the 

percentiles that match the adult BMI cutoff values of 25kg/m2 and 30kg/m2 for women and 

men respectively at 18 years (Cole et al., 2000).  Because little is known about the levels of risk 

associated with specific BMI levels in children cutoffs are based on arbitrary statistical 

approaches (Sweeting, 2007) rather than related to incidence of obesity-related co-

morbidities. 
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Table 2.3. UK90 clinical cutoffs for obese, overweight, healthy weight 
and underweight boys 

BMI classification UK90 Centile range UK90 Z-Score range 

Obese >=98th +1.64 
Overweight >=91st +1.33 
Healthy weight >=2nd -2.16 
Underweight <=2nd <-2.16 

 

Studies have examined the ability of BMI reference cutoffs to screen for obesity in children 

(Barlow & Dietz 1998; Pietrobelli et al., 1998; Reilly et al., 2000).  BMI correlated with 

measures of adiposity in children and adolescents, the correlation coefficient ranges from low 

to highly correlated (r = 0.39 to 0.90) depending on the method of adiposity measurement, the 

age and sex of the subjects (Barlow & Dietz 1998).  A study of 198 white boys and girls aged 5-

19 years found a correlation of 0.85 between BMI and total body fat mass measured with dual 

energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) (Pietrobelli et al., 1998).  Reilly et al., (2000) compared the 

IOTF and the UK90 cutoffs against measures of body fat mass (by bioelectrical impedance 

analysis).  The UK90 cutoff had a moderately high sensitivity (88% of children who were obese 

were classified correctly as obese by BMI) and high specificity (94% of children who were not 

obese were classified correctly as non-obese by BMI).  Sensitivity of BMI using the IOTF cutoff 

for obesity was much lower (46% boys and 72% girls), specificity was high at 99%.  Any 

definition suitable for clinical use must have high specificity in order to avoid unnecessary 

treatment of non-obese children, the stigma associated with being labelled obese, and 

potential for consequential harm (Power et al., 1997; Barlow & Dietz 1998).  Data from Reilly 

et al (2000) suggests that the use of the BMI>98th centile with UK90 reference data as an 

obesity definition has low sensitivity (71%) but high specificity (98%) and therefore may be 

more appropriate to define childhood obesity. 

Although BMI is generally accepted as a reasonable measure of body fat mass there is some 

evidence that the relationship between BMI and adiposity is not constant throughout a 

population and may vary greatly between ethnic groups in children (Must et al., 1991).  Data 

from British population studies have consistently shown that, compared with white Europeans, 

south Asian children had higher percentage body fat mass for a given BMI (Viner et al., 2010). 

Ehtisham et al., (2005) found south Asian adolescents living in the UK to have significantly 

higher %FM calculated from skinfold thickness across BMI ranges compared to Caucasians. 

Freedman et al., (2008) found at equivalent levels of BMI-for-age, black children had less body 

fat mass (mean 3%) than white children.  Variations in relative subcutaneous fat distribution 

and relative proportions of the trunk and lower extremities to height have been suggested to 

be potential causes (Deurenberg et al., 1999) as well as physical activity level (Gurrici et al., 
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1999).  These ethnic differences in the BMI-%FM relationship result in differences in the 

sensitivity of BMI to identify children with excess adiposity. 

In adults BMI cutoffs values correspond to a significant increased risk of mortality and are 

consistent with the WHO definition (Rolland-Cachera 2011).  Presently a BMI of 25kg/m2 is 

considered overweight and 30kg/m2 is considered obese (World Health Organisation, 2000).  

Children with a BMI over predefined cutoff points do not necessarily have clinical 

complications or health risks related to adiposity (Flegal & Ogdan 2011).  As stated earlier links 

between high BMI in childhood and health risk factors have been established, but which cutoff 

is most appropriate for intervention has not been defined. The long duration before adverse 

outcomes appear makes finding risk related cutoffs difficult (Flegal & Ogdan 2011).  However, 

the use of the 95th BMI-for-age percentile identifies children with a significant likelihood or 

persistence of obesity into adulthood (Barlow & Dietz 1998).  Further examination of the 

relation between various health measures and adiposity measured as a continuous variable 

may provide additional valuable information and therefore a cutoff may not be needed (Bell et 

al., 2007). 

Body Mass Index is a simple, low cost tool that incurs little burden to the child, but is 

dependent on the reliability of the observer to take the measures (Wang et al., 2007). The key 

limitation for the use of BMI in children is that it is an indirect measure of body composition 

and thus, fat mass and lean mass cannot be distinguished.  Additionally, the measure assumes 

that height and weight increase linearly during childhood. However, lean mass increases more 

than fat mass during growth (Maynard et al., 2001) giving misleading information about 

children’s body composition (Wells et al,. 1999).  The disagreement between previously 

published correlations of BMI against measures of fat mass in children means there is a need 

to assess the relationship between the two measures in the sample population of interest.    

There is a need to determine the use of BMI to define the level of childhood obesity against 

measures of obesity from determinants of adiposity (body fat level).  Furthermore, the 

reliability of height and weight measures are required in order to demonstrate the utility of 

BMI in the research setting. 

 

2.4.4  Assessment of Obesity by Adiposity (Body Fat Mass) 

Power et al., (1997) stated that an ideal measure of adiposity should be accurate in its 

estimate of body fat mass (small measurement error) accessible (low cost, ease of use), 
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acceptable (comfortable for the subjects), and well-documented (references against ‘gold 

standards’).  Health consequences of obesity have been related to excess adipose tissue, 

therefore the ideal method of classification should be based on direct measurement of body 

fat mass (Dehghan et al., 2005).  However, there is no consensus on the classification for 

excessive adiposity in children or adults. This section will review indirect methods of 

estimating body fat mass in children demonstrating their validity with previous references 

methods.   

 

2.4.4.1  Assessment of Adiposity by Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis 

Impedance is the term used to describe the reactance and resistance of the human body to an 

electrical current (Kyle et al., 2004a).  The opposition of the tissues cause the resistance and 

the additional hindrance due to the capacitance of membranes, tissue interfaces, and non-

ionic tissues results in reactance.  Impedance measured through different tissues varies with 

the frequency of the current used (typically 50 kHz, when a single frequency is used).  

Therefore applications of BIA use multi-frequency measurements (5 to 200 kHz) to evaluate 

differences in body composition. 

In practise electrodes are placed on the wrist and foot with the current passing from the 

source electrode and measured at the sink electrode.  The current magnitude is about 800µA 

which is small enough so as not to be perceived by the subject, but large enough to produce 

voltages that are above interfering noise.  The conditions for recording impedance should be 

standardised (body position, previous exercise and dietary intake) to optimise measurements 

(Kyle et al., 2004b). 

Bioelectrical impedance analysis only measures the current across the entire path of the body 

between the electrodes.  Impedance measurements do not provide any direct information 

with respect to the amount of current travelling through different tissue volumes, body liquids, 

or in fat versus fat-free mass.  Relationships between impedance and TBW, fat-free mass 

(FFM), or body fat mass (%FM) have been established in statistical regression analysis with 

impedance for a specific population rather than on a biophysical basis (National Institutes of 

Health, 1996). 

There is no direct relationship between impedance and body fat mass but the resistance of 

current through the body is related to total body water (TBW).  An empirical relationship can 

be estimated between impedance (height2/resistance) and the volume of body water which 
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contains electrolytes that conduct the electrical current through the body.  Total body water 

(TBW) is strongly related to fat-free mass (typically 73% water) and resistance relative to body 

height.  Therefore, predication equations from regression analysis are used in specific subject 

populations to estimate body fat mass. 

Selecting a BIA equation should be based on the specific population under investigation and 

general prediction equations should be avoided (Kyle et al., 2004a).  Most of the validation 

studies compared TBW, FFM or FM to criterion methods (DEXA or 4 compartment models) so 

are dependent on the accuracy of the criterion method.  Determination of FFM from TBW 

assumes a constant hydration level of FFM of 73% within and across individuals.  These 

assumptions can differ in populations and therefore population specific regression equations 

are advised. 

Between-session reliability and accuracy of whole-body BIA have been evaluated for 

estimating body composition in children. Houtkooper et al., (1989) compared fat free mass 

and %FM against a deuterium dilution (a reference method using chemically labelled water to 

estimate TBW) in 94 Caucasian children.  Impendence measures referenced to body weight 

had adjusted R2 values of 0.93 and 0.87 and standard error of the estimate (SEE) values of 

2.0kg and 4.2% for FFM and %FM respectively. Houtkooper et al., (1989) concluded that BIA 

measures of impendence were found to be reliable to estimate body composition in 10-14 

year old children.   

The use of BIA to measure body fat mass in 77 obese children and adolescents (5-22 years old) 

was reported by Haroun et al., (2009).  Body fat mass was over-estimated by 3.5kg compared 

to the reference method (three-compartment model) and showed a tendency (not significant) 

to over-estimate body fat mass in larger children.  Obesity alters the hydration of the FFM 

making predictions of body fat mass based on a fixed value liable to error.  The paper 

concludes that obesity specific regression equations are required to estimate body fat mass. 

Techniques have been used to estimate gender- and age-specific percentiles of body fat mass 

(Lazarus et al., 1996; Mei et al., 2000; Zimmermann et al., 2004) as well as age-specific levels 

that correspond to the percentage body fat mass of a typical 18 year old with BMI of 30 (Taylor 

et al., 2002; McCarthy et al., 2006).  McCarthy et al., (2006) devised sex-specific centile curves 

for body fat mass based on reference data from 1985 Caucasian children aged 5 to 18 years.  

Smoothed centile curves for %FM in boys and girls were constructed and cutoffs, consistent 

with the IOTF BMI cutoffs (85th and 95th centiles), were applied for overweight and obese.  The 
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benefit of this method was the new curves assess adipose tissue mass, the component of 

excess weight that is associated with co-morbidities (Fortuno et al., 2003).  This therefore, 

reduces misclassification in large-framed and/or muscular children who are defined as 

overweight or obese by BMI.  Problems with this method relate to other anthropometric 

reference curves where the study sample needs to be representative of the wider population.  

Body fat mass cutoffs also share problems with previous BMI charts; namely they lack clinical 

correlates on which to base such definitions of obesity.  Future risk factors and obesity-related 

ill health from large scale surveys could relate body fat mass to morbidity and mortality.   

Bioelectrical Impedance analysis can be taken quickly and inexpensively, it is relatively non-

invasive and has high within- and between-rater reliability.  It may be a useful tool in 

longitudinal studies addressing questions of morbidity and/or mortality outcomes according to 

relative body fat mass in early childhood.  However, it requires equations specific to the 

instrument used and for the population under investigation.  The measurements may vary with 

hydration status affected by obesity and ethnic status (Wabitsch et al., 1996). 

 

2.4.4.2  Assessment of Adiposity by Air Displacement Plethysmography 

Air displacement Plethysmographic (ADP) methods to determine body volume involve the use 

of a volumetric chamber to which a subject is introduced and the change in volume recorded 

(Dempster & Aitkens, 1995).  The Bodpod is a commercially available ADP consisting of the test 

chamber (for the subject) and a references chamber separating by an oscillating diaphragm 

(Figure 2.2).  Small volume perturbations between the chambers change the pressure equal in 

magnitude but opposite in sign which are recorded.  The ratio of the pressures between the 

two chambers is a measure of the test chamber’s volume.     

The presence of a subject in the chamber causes changes to temperature and gas composition 

with the test chamber creating adiabatic conditions.  However, air in the lungs, hair, clothes 

and close to the skin is held under isothermal conditions (constant temperature).  Under 

isothermal conditions the relationship between pressure and volume is constant, according to 

Boyle’s law.  However, under adiabatic conditions air temperature does not remain constant as 

its volume changes and is instead described by a ratio of pressure to volume at the specific 

temperature (1.4 for air), according to Poisson’s law.  This difference in behaviour of gases 

under isothermal and adiabatic conditions is significant for the accurate measure of volume by 

ADP. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the Bodpod.  Dempster & Aitkens, (1995) 

 

To account for isothermal air minimal clothing and a swim cap to compress the hair are worn.  

Skin surface area artefact is calculated based on regression formula from weight and height 

(Dubois & Dubois, 1916) although other subject specific formulas are available from the 

literature.  The amount of air in the lungs can be measured at mid-tidal exhalation by occluding 

the airway while the subject performs 2 or 3 gentle puffs whilst in the ADP chamber.  The 

changes in chamber pressure allow calculation of lung volume via proprietary methods (Fields 

et al., 2002).  However, children may have difficulty performing this procedure (Lockner et al., 

2000). Therefore, lung volume can be predicted based on Crapo et al., (1982) equations within 

the Bodpod software. 

Once the raw body volume has been corrected for skin area artefact and lung volume the 

properties of densitometry are applied.  Body density is calculated by dividing body mass by 

the corrected body volume.  Body density is then entered into formulas for estimating body fat 

mass based on the two-compartment model (fat and fat-free mass).  The assumptions of 

estimating body fat mass according to the two-compartment model is that fat and fat-free 

mass have constant densities of 0.9 and 1.1kg/l respectively.  However, the density of the fat-

free mass can differ substantially in the elderly, children and people of black ethnicity (Fields et 

al., 2002).  The Siri, (1961) body fat mass estimation equation based on adult two-

compartment densities is integrated into the Bodpod software. 

Wells & Fuller, (2001) investigated the precision of estimating %FM by ADP in 28 adults and 30 

children.  The absolute precision of repeated measurements of %FM was 0.83% (of total body 

mass) for boys and 0.99% for girls.  Precision was shown to be similar to findings in adults 

(0.99% and 0.76% %FM for men and women respectively) validating its use in participants of 

varying body sizes.     
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Fields & Goran, (2000) evaluated Bodpod against a four component (4C) model of Lohman 

(1989) comprised of individual body density, TBW and DEXA measurements.  The age adjusted 

two component model of Lohman, (1989) was used to calculate %FM to allow for changes in 

hydration status in children compared to adults.  The correlation, measured by R2 value, was 

relatively high (0.85) and SEE low (3.2% BF).  The Bodpod significantly underestimated %FM by 

2.7% compared to the 4C body composition model.  However, compared to the individual 

measures of body composition (body density, TBW and DEXA) the Bodpod was the only 

method that showed no significant tendency to underestimate %FM at a lower fatness and 

underestimate %FM at higher fatness.  Thus in children the Bodpod emerged as the single best 

method to evaluate %FM comparison with the gold standard provided by the 4C model.   

In obese children (BMI 31.6 ± 5.5), no difference in %FM was found between the Bodpod and 

the 4C model (Gately et al., 2003).  This study used body fat mass prediction equations for ADP 

in children by Lohman, (1989) finding a non-significant mean difference of -0.04 ± 3.6% (%BF) 

compared to the 4C model.  The authors concluded that the Bodpod accurately accounting for 

the variation in hydration of the FFM in obese children (Gately et al., 2003).   

The tool is highly sensitive to  change in body volume, is valuable for trending small changes in 

body composition, is quick to perform, has low participant burden (Le Carvennec et al., 2007) 

and is non-invasive (Shafer et al., 2009). However, compared to BIA fewer studies have 

examined the accuracy of the ADP measured by Bodpod in obese children. Because of its high 

precision and validity, ADP is now considered to be a criterion method of body composition 

(Bosy-Westphal et al., 2005).  In research studies this method of estimating body density in 

children is deemed the ‘gold standard’ for measuring body composition (Pietrobelli et al., 

2003). 

  

2.4.5  Summary of Assessment of Obesity by Adiposity (Body Fat Mass) 

To determine health related consequences of childhood obesity in a research setting an 

accurate, reliable and valid method of measuring body fat mass is needed.  Although some 

studies have provided cutoff points in body fat mass for children related to metabolic and 

cardiovascular health risks these are considered arbitrary.  Similar to the use of BMI centile 

scores as a continuous variable, body fat mass percentage can be considered as a continuous 

variable, therefore avoiding errors in defining a cutoff for excessive adiposity.  Estimates of 

paediatric body fat mass by BIA provide high correlations with reference methods, but 
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accuracy is dependent on valid regression equations taking into account participants age and 

gender.  The measure of body density by ADP using the Bodpod has been shown to accurately 

estimate body fat mass across a wide range of adiposities compared to reference methods and 

is considered a standard method of determining paediatric body composition.  Both BIA and 

ADP are dependent on the characteristics of the population being tested.  Therefore, both 

should be tested within a study’s sample population to insure the tool can accurately and 

reliably measure adiposity.   

 

2.5  Aetiology of Obesity 

Obesity results from an energy imbalance; a disruption between energy consumed and energy 

expended (Hills et al., 2011).  This results from a complex interaction between diet, physical 

activity, metabolic and genetic factors in an environment that encourages consumption of 

high-energy food and discourages expenditure of energy (Pietrobelli et al., 2008; Bouchard 

2010).  The multi-factorial nature of obesity in children includes; genetic (Link et al., 2004), 

socioeconomic (Saxena et al., 2004; Rennie & Jebb, 2005), psycho-social (Lang & Rayner 2005), 

the obesogenic environment (Egger & Swinburn, 1997), and diet (Gregory et al., 2000) factors. 

This section will focus on physical activity.  Understanding the relationship between physical 

activity and childhood obesity is of importance to determine the effects of carrying excessive 

fat on the biomechanics of the feet and lower limbs.  Furthermore, determining the 

biomechanical differences between obese and non-obese children may lead to interventions 

to increase physical activity and reduce obesity. 

 

2.5.1  Physical Activity and Obesity 

Studies examining the relationships between physical activity and childhood obesity have been 

limited due to methodological issues regarding measures of adiposity and physical activity.  

Inconsistent results have been reported with some studies indicating no association between 

the two variables while others postulating physical activity as a major contributing factor in the 

increased prevalence of childhood obesity (Riddoch et al., 2009; Owen et al., 2010; Hills et al., 

2011, Shultz et al., 2011).  Hills et al., (2011) discusses a strong association between physical 

activity and obesity and defined this as ‘reciprocal causality’ such that physical activity enables 

individuals to control their weight by increasing energy expenditure.  In contrast, unsuccessful 
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weight control reduces aerobic fitness, increases musculoskeletal pain and increases 

discomfort, which results in physical activity being more challenging.   

Owen et al., (2010) examined the associations of physical activity, obesity and cardiovascular 

risk factors in a cross-sectional study of 2,049 UK children, of multi-ethnic origin, aged 9 and 10 

years.  Body fat mass was measured by bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) and skinfold 

thickness (SKF). Physical activity was recorded (wearable activity monitor and activity 

questionnaire) providing activity counts per minute for each child over seven days. The 

findings demonstrated a strong inverse relationship between physical activity and adiposity.  

For every increase in 100 counts of physical activity per minute recorded across the sample 

population, a 12.2% (95%CI 10.2-14.1%) reduction in body fat mass was recorded.   

The prospective association between physical activity and adiposity in children between the 

age of 12 and 14 years was studied by Riddoch et al., (2009).  The study recruited 1,964 boys 

from the UK, measuring fat mass by dual X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) and physical activity.  

The study quantified total activity level by activity counts per minute from an accelerometer 

worn over 10 days.  For twelve year old boys, a higher total activity level of 100 counts/mins 

was associated with a 6.4% lower fat mass.  Furthermore, moderate-vigorous physical activity 

(defined an activity count corresponding to a brisk walking pace) that was 15min/day higher at 

age 12 was associated with an 11.9% lower fat mass, in boys, at age 14 years.  The study 

confirmed that higher levels of physical activity are strongly and inversely associated with 

levels of fat mass in twelve year old boys and prospectively at fourteen years old.   

Metcalf et al., (2011) examined the relationship over time between physical activity and 

obesity in 202 UK children aged 7 to 10 years.  The study recorded total physical activity and 

time in moderate-vigorous activity using accelerometry and fat mass, measured by DEXA, at 

yearly intervals for 3 years.  The results indicated that a 10% higher body fat mass percentage 

at age 7 years was predictive of a decrease in moderate to vigorous activity of 4 mins/day from 

ages 7 to 10 years old.  However, greater physical activity did not predict a decrease in body 

fat mass percentage between 7 and 10 years old.  The authors concluded that percentage 

body fat mass predicted changes in physical activity over the 3 year period but physical activity 

did not predict changes in body fat mass percentage over the same period.  This leads to the 

suggestion that encouraging physical activity in children with higher body fat mass at the age 

of seven may reduce obesity in later years. 
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Shultz et al., (2011) reviewed childhood obesity and physical activity and highlighted 

recommendations and challenges daily walking targets. Physical activity targets of 60 minutes 

of moderate-to-vigorous intensity daily activity were recommended for all children (US 

Department of Health and Human Services, 2008).  However, the review reported lower step 

counts for obese children compared to non-obese children.  Lower physical activity levels 

recorded in obese children may be due to increased metabolic and biomechanical demands.  

Increased metabolic demands relate to the increased energy expenditure and reduced 

economy from carry of extra mass during walking.  Obese children preferred to walk at slower 

velocity and, when walking at a given walking speed, expended more energy compared to non-

obese children (Hills et al., 2001, Shultz et al., 2011).  Increased biomechanical demands relate 

to excessive joint loads and instability from the carriage of extra mass during walking.  

Increased stress across hip, knee and ankle joints were suggested to predispose obese children 

to injury, trauma and pain and may result in obese children having more difficulty walking 

(Shultz et al., 2011). This has led to speculation that increased pain and injury in obese children 

could affect motivation to be physically active and hinder attainment of moderate intensity of 

physical activity shown to reduce body fat mass in children (Shultz et al., 2009, de Sa Pinto et 

al., 2006).  However, US boys are recommended to accumulate 15,000 steps per day (120-150 

minutes) to meet physical activity targets  

Hills et al., (2007) reviewed the contribution of physical activity and sedentary behaviours to 

skeletal health.  The authors stated that physical activity represents a major mechanical 

loading factor for bone growth, modelling and remodelling during childhood, important for 

long term skeletal health.  Children who are overweight or obese may be vulnerable to skeletal 

health problems as they commonly have marginal nutrition and are sedentary; the more 

common risk factors for low bone mineral. 

 

2.5.2  Summary of the Aetiology of Childhood Obesity 

The results of these studies indicate that obese children performed less physical activity than 

non-obese children and that higher levels of moderate to vigorous activity was associated with 

less fat between the ages of 12 and 14 years.  Physical inactivity appears to be caused by a 

higher fat mass rather than the cause in 7 to 10 year old children. Therefore, children with 

higher fat mass may reduce the chance of becoming obese by participating in physical activity. 

Musculoskeletal growth and development rely on weight bearing activities, such as walking, 
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for the mechanics of the lower limbs to develop allowing efficient locomotion.  A 

recommendation for 60-mins of moderate-to-vigorous activity has been made for children to 

maintain healthy weight and 45mins of moderate activity has been shown to reduce body fat 

mass.  However, moderate-to-vigorous activity, may cause discomfort in obese children and 

hinder motivation to be physically active.  Therefore, it is important to explore the 

biomechanical alterations of walking with obesity in order to correct for pathological motion 

and increase the potential for physical activity participation.   

 

2.6  Health Co-morbidities of Obesity 

Until recently, co-morbidities of childhood obesity were rarely seen until many years after 

obesity developed, usually in adulthood.  However, with the escalating prevalence of 

childhood obesity and predisposition to obesity into later life, the health risks and morbidities 

are no longer the exclusive domain of adulthood (Lobstein et al., 2004).  Children as young as 5 

years old have been identified as having cardiovascular risk factors (Ebbeling et al., 2002).  

Examination of the links between obesity and health consequences in childhood (shown in 

Figure 2.3) reveals; cardiovascular (Freedman et al., 1999; Bell et al., 2007), endocrinology 

(Weiss et al., 2004), psychosocial (Hills et al., 2011), and respiratory consequences (Young et 

al., 2002; Speiser et al., 2005).  However, for this study particular interest will be paid to 

musculoskeletal consequences in order to explore the links between excessive adiposity and 

lower limb biomechanics. 

 
Figure 2.3.  Health co-morbidities of childhood obesity.  Ebbeling et al., (2002) 
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2.6.1  Musculoskeletal Consequences of Obesity 

The delineation of the effects of childhood obesity on musculoskeletal structure in terms of 

mass, adiposity, anthropometry, metabolic effects or physical inactivity, or their combination, 

have not been investigated (Wearing et al., 2006).  In the child, the musculoskeletal system 

develops under appropriate magnitude, direction and duration of load to form the long tubular 

bones of the lower limbs (Bernhardt 1988).  At the ends of bones is an area of cartilage growth 

plate which is the site for bone formation and growth (Tachdjian, 1985).  The formation of 

bone and articulation of joints depends on the loading patterns across articular cartilage and 

epiphyseal plates (Watt et al., 2006).  Immature cartilage, unfused epiphyseal plates and softer 

cartilaginous bones of the lower limbs have not evolved to carry substantial body mass and 

may lead to malalignment and structural damage of the lower extremity joints in obesity. This 

contributes to orthopaedic complications of slipped capital femoral epiphysis, Blount’s disease 

and flat feet (pes planus) seen in childhood obesity.  Reports of persistent obesity in the 

paediatric population are associated with inhibition of normal movement patterns leading to 

greater impairment of mobility (Shultz et al., 2009) exacerbating the situation.  This section 

details lower limb and foot musculoskeletal conditions reported in childhood obesity and the 

methods to measure static skeletal structure.  Understanding the effects of childhood obesity 

on the static musculoskeletal structure of the lower limbs and feet may determine the 

potential for altered biomechanics during gait.  

 

2.6.2  Lower limb Musculoskeletal Consequences of Obesity  

2.6.2.1 Consequences of Obesity on Hip Structure 

The hip is the articulation of the concave acetabulum of the pelvis and the convex head of the 

femur.  Torsion of the femur in the transverse plane relative to the femoral head and neck 

medially rotates the lower limb from an externally rotated position of 25-30⁰ at birth.  This 

anteversion decreases throughout life to 8-16⁰ at maturity (Levangie & Norkin 2005).  Femoral 

anteversion correlates with femoral neck-shaft angles and bicondylar angles. Excessive 

anteversion has been linked with in-toeing during gait (Carriero et al., 2009).  In the transverse 

plane the normal range of motion of the hip joint is 120-150⁰ (70⁰+ external, 0-30⁰ internal 

rotation) at birth, this decreases to 90-120⁰ by 4 years of age and approximately 90⁰ at 6 years 

of age (45⁰ external, 45⁰ internal rotation) (Yates, 2009).   
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Galbraith et al., (1987) compared hip alignment using computer axial tomography in 12 obese 

children (>93rd centile CDC) and 13 non-obese children (<93rd centile CDC).  The obese children 

had significantly less hip anteversion (0.4 ± 13.0⁰) compared to the non-obese (10.6 ± 8.6⁰).  

The authors concluded that greater weight-bearing forces promoted remodelling of the 

femoral neck resulting in less anteversion.  Decreased femoral anteversion has been reported 

to be a predisposing factor for slipped capital femoral epiphysis in obese children (Esposito et 

al., 2013). 

Slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE) occurs when the epiphysis of the proximal femur slips 

off the metaphysis posteriorly and medially and there is proximal and anterior migration of the 

femoral metaphysic (Skinner 1996).  The incidence is approximately 3.4 per 100,000 children 

(Kelsey et al., 1972) but 50-70% of patients with SCFE are obese and two-thirds of patients 

with bilateral SCFE are obese (Zwiauer et al., 2006). 

Further to the findings of less hip anteversion in obese children is the finding of greater hip 

abduction (Wills, 2004).  Greater hip abduction in obese increase shear forces across the 

capital femoral growth plate resulting in a higher risk of SCFE.  These studies indicate that 

obesity can alter the hip joint in the frontal and transverse planes during skeletal development 

causing malalignments.  Whether obesity induces these malalignments is not fully understood 

but the excessive compressive and shear forces in obese children may cause failure of the 

proximal femoral epiphysis and SCFE.   

 

2.6.2.2 Consequences of Obesity on Knee Structure 

The two articulation between the tibiofemoral joint and the patellofemoral joint describe the 

knee (genu refers to the knee joint).  Normal genu varum (medial rotation of the shank relative 

to the thigh) values of 15-20⁰ are measured at birth, but knee alignment moves in the frontal 

plane with development to; straight at 2-5 years old, genu valgum between 4-6 years, and 

back to straight around 6-12 years old (Yates, 2009). The femoral bicondylar angle represents 

the angle between the long axis of the femur and axis between the distal condyles in the 

femoral plane.  The bicondylar angle reaches adult values (8-11⁰) by the age of 4-8 years.  The 

ultimate effect of femoral bicondylar angle in humans is to adduct the knee, thereby placing 

the knee under the body’s centre of gravity during locomotion (Cowgill et al., 2010).   

Childhood obesity has been related to Blount’s disease, characterised by tibia vara (medial 

bowing of the tibia).  Tibia vara is formed from irregular growth of the medial aspect of the 
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proximal tibial epiphysis. It is suggested that the condition results from growth suppression 

due to increased compressive forces across the medial aspect of the knee (Cook et al., 1983).  

Previous studies have shown the prevalence of obesity to be 50% to 80% in children with 

Blount’s disease (Skinner, 1996).  Younger age of onset and bilateral Blount’s disease are 

particularly related to obesity (Styne 2001). 

Incidence of genu valgum has been reported to be higher in obese children compared to non-

obese counterparts (Taylor et al., 2006).  De Sa Pinto, (2006) found significant associations 

between genu valgum and obesity (BMI) in 53 children.  The authors related genu valgum to 

the presence of obesity during normal physiologic valgus (at 3-4 years old) while genu varus 

may be related to obesity during normal varus (18-20 months old). 

 

2.6.2.3 Consequences of Obesity on Foot Structure 

Flatfoot (pes planus) is a term describing any condition of the foot in which the medial 

longitudinal arch (MLA) is lowered or lost (Kim & Weinstein, 2000).  It is characterised by 

eversion of the subtalar joint during weight bearing with dorsiflexion of the talus and 

calcaneus, an abducted navicular and pronated foot (Gunther, 2004).  Paediatric studies have 

repeatedly found associations between flat feet and increased body weight (Bordin et al., 

2001; Riddiford-Harland 2000; Dowling et al., 2001).  Excess weight-bearing in overweight 

children may lead to structural dysfunction and collapse of the longitudinal arch (Hills, 2002).      

Riddiford-Harland et al., (2000) used a pedograph (ink imprint of feet on paper) to evaluate the 

plantar footprint from both feet of 62 obese (BMI>95th percentile) and 62 non-obese (10th 

percentile <BMI> 90th percentile) children (mean age 8.5 ± 0.5 years).  Obese subjects 

demonstrated a flatter cavity and broader midfoot area of the footprint corresponding to a 

lower MLA (Cavanagh & Rogers, 1987). These findings are indicative of decreased integrity of 

the foot as a weight-bearing structure which may hinder participation in physical activity.   

Villarroya et al., (2009) examined radiographic parameters in 49 obese children and 

adolescents between the ages of 9 and 16.5 years of age.  The study used footprint 

assessments together with radiographic measures of talus-first metatarsal head angle (TFMA) 

and Calcaneal inclination angle (CIA) as indicators of flatfoot deformity.  Mean TFMA values 

showed of the 49 subjects, only three had TFMA less than 4° indicating normal MLA structure.  

The mean value for the obese subjects was 15°-16° meaning a moderate amount of flatfoot 
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deformity. Similarly mean CIA were indicative of flatfootedness, with 37 out of the 49 obese 

subjects demonstrating angles lower than the 18°- 21° described as normal values.        

Pfeiffer et al., (2006) conducted a cross-sectional study, examining 835 children (aged 3 to 6 

years) for clinical diagnosis of flatfeet based on valgus positioning of the heel.  A laser skin 

surface scanner was employed to create a 3D model of the child’s feet from which hindfoot 

angles (calculated from the Achilles tendon to the distal extension of the hindfoot) were 

measured to define flat-footedness.  The results demonstrated that obese and overweight 

children had a significantly greater prevalence (62% and 51% respectively) of flatfeet 

compared to normal weight counterparts (42%).  A further finding of the study was that the 

children tended to have a greater prevalence of flatfeet in the younger age groups which 

decreased in the older groups.  In boys particularly the prevalence of flat-footedness 

decreased from 71% to 32% between the ages of 3 to 6 years (Pfeiffer et al., 2006).   

Difficulty arises from defining how structural changes of the foot leads to pathologies because 

it is not possible to infer compromised gait dynamics from indirect static measures.  Measures 

of static footprints are expected to respond predictably to variations in the medial longitudinal 

arch. However, the fact that these are indirect measures of foot structure means they may 

inconsistently predict dynamic dimensions of the foot (Mathieson 1999). 

  

2.6.3  Summary of Lower Limb Musculoskeletal Consequences of Obesity  

The health consequences of childhood obesity are becoming more apparent as the prevalence 

of obesity rises.  Musculoskeletal dysfunction of the lower limbs associated with obesity has 

been examined in children, with many studies reporting links between orthopaedic conditions 

such as slipped capital epiphysis and Blount’s disease and static measures of flat feet (Taylor et 

al., 2006; Chan & Chen 2009).  Foot structural maladaptations, such as flat feet may arise due 

to musculoskeletal dysfunction as a result of excessive weight bearing, the consequences of 

which may lead to deformity, pain and a reluctance for weight bearing activities such a gait.  

However, little attention in the literature has been paid to effects on dynamic alignment of the 

lower limb joints during walking.  The dynamic nature and forces that act on the lower limb 

joints during gait can lead to altered alignment and potential structural damage of the lower 

extremity joints in childhood obesity.  There is a need to investigate the dynamic structure of 

the lower limbs and feet to understand the effects of obesity on joint motion and forces.  
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2.7  Lower limb and Foot Biomechanics during Gait in Obese Children 

The repetitive nature of loading and unloading during ambulation makes significant demands 

on the musculoskeletal system.  Physical activity and in particular walking can be linked to both 

the aetiology of childhood obesity, with low levels linked to incidence of obesity, and aetiology 

of musculoskeletal co-morbidities, from excessive joint loads and malalignments.  This section 

will examine findings from gait analysis conducted on obese and overweight children to 

determine the associations between obesity and gait characteristics in relation to 

understanding musculoskeletal pathology and promoting physical activity. 

 

2.8.1  Introduction to Gait 

Bipedal walking is a process of vaulting over an inverted pendulum of the stance limb while 

simultaneously swinging the contralateral limb (a compound pendulum) in a synchronised 

fashion (Ivanenko et al., 2007).  Spatiotemporal parameters of gait include stride length (the 

distance between two successive placements of the same foot), step length (the distance 

between the placement of one foot with the forward placement of the other foot), step width 

(the medio-lateral distance between the mid-point of each ankle), cadence (steps per minute), 

stride time, step time and walking speed (Whittle, 1997).   

Perry, (1992) described the gait cycle according to phases distinguished by reciprocal foot 

contact patterns.  The stance phase describes the first ~60% of the gait cycle for one limb and 

can be divided into; first double support (first ~10%), first single support (~40%) and second 

double support (~10%), shown in Figure 2.4.  Ipsilateral initial contact (IIC) of the heel 

determines the start of the gait cycle, the first double support phase (DS1) is defined from IIC 

to contralateral toe-off (CTO).  The first single support phase is defined from CTO to 

contralateral initial contact (CIC).  The second double support phase is defined from CIC to 

ipsilateral toe-off (ITO). The limb then enters the swing phase for the final ~40% of the gait 

cycle while the other limb is in single limb stance.  The second single support phase (the swing 

phase) is defined from ITO to IIC which determines the end of the gait cycle. 
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Figure 2.4.  Timing of single and double support phases starting from 

right initial contact (ipsilateral initial contact).  Whittle, (1997) 

 

The phases of the gait cycle can be further broken down by the functional characteristics of 

the foot and lower limbs which are to absorb shock of impact, stabilise the body, and facilitate 

the goal of gait which is progression.  The first task is weight acceptance made up of initial 

contact (0-2%) and loading response (2-12%).  The heel is positioned for initial contact to 

preserve progression, plantarflexion of the hindfoot occurs as the heel rocks forward (Smith et 

al., 2008). The ankle is positioned at 90⁰ with the ground reaction vector behind the ankle, the 

knee is fully extended (5⁰ flexed) and hip slightly flexed (20⁰).  During single limb support, 

consisting of mid stance (10-30%) and terminal stance (30-50%) one limb supports the entire 

body weight as it progresses over and beyond the stance foot.  The ankle rocker advances the 

ground reaction vector over the ankle joint axis as the hindfoot gradually dorsiflexes relative to 

the tibia, eversion of the subtalar joint peaks at 4-6⁰ by early midstance.  The knee remains 

fully extended to maintain stability as the ground reaction vector moves anterior to knee joint 

axis.  The hip extends and the joint centre advances in front of the ground reaction vector.  As 

the heel rises to mark the onset of terminal stance, the subtalar joint inverts (end position 2⁰ 

eversion) locking the midtarsal joint.  Body weight is now supported on the forefoot, the 

metatarsal heads providing the third rocker, advancing the ground reaction vector for 

continued progression.  The third functional task of gait is limb advancement, constituted of 

the swing phases; pre-swing (50-60%), initial swing (60-73%), mid swing (73-87%) and terminal 

swing (87-100%).  In pre-swing, the ankle plantarflexes (to 15⁰ plantarflexion) as weight is 

transferred on to the contralateral limb and the forefoot supinates as toe-off occurs (Smith et 

al., 2008).  The knee passively flexes to 40⁰ which gives adequate toe clearance for the swing 

phase.  The hip begins to accelerate forward from its hyperextended position (from 20⁰ to 10⁰ 
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hyperextension by end of phase).  During the rest of the swing phase the ankle dorsiflexes and 

the forefoot pronates and abducts to reach approximate neutral for the next heel strike.  The 

knee extends through the swing phase for limb advancement and preparation for stance.  The 

thigh flexes to 15⁰ at the end of initial swing to 25⁰ at end of mid swing but finishes at 20⁰ for 

heel strike. 

                

2.7.2  Measures of Gait 

Gait can be assessed using a variety of techniques from instrumented walkways, 

accelerometers to two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis systems.  

Three-dimensional gait analysis, the most common method discussed in this section, utilises 

the motion capture of body segments and the forces that act on them to describe locomotor 

patterns during the gait cycle.  Information on joint kinematics, the forces exchanged, and the 

loads transmitted across body segments can be quantified and compared to distinguish gait 

performance (Cappozzo et al., 2005).  When applied to three-dimensional gait analysis, motion 

analysis offers a wealth of information on the gait cycle including temporal and spatial 

parameters such as speed, cadence, step and stride length, the stability and dynamic control of 

gait and the efficiency of ambulation (Theologis & Stebbins 2010).  A detailed review of the 

methods of 3D motion analysis and the biomechanical models used are in literature review 

chapter 2 (chapter 3). 

 

2.7.3  Spatiotemporal Findings of Obese Gait in Children 

Table 2.4 shows the findings from studies to compare spatiotemporal characteristics in obese 

and non-obese children.  In one of the first studies to examine spatiotemporal and kinematic 

characteristic differences between obese and non-obese children, Hills & Parker (1991) 

identified obese children as having a slow and tentative gait.  Using two cameras placed in the 

sagittal and frontal plane, the authors recorded ambulation of ten obese (26.0 ± 1.6 kg/m2) 

and ten normal weight (16.0 ± 0.7 kg/m2) children (mean age 10.5 years).  Walking at a self-

selected walking speed obese participants demonstrated greater cycle duration, lower 

cadence, and velocity.  Obese subjects also demonstrated consistently higher mean values for 

double stance (61.48 and 61.22% for obese and normal weight subjects respectively).  Step 

length differed significantly for obese subject’s right and left limbs, but not for normal weight 

subjects indicating greater asymmetry.  The authors concluded that this may be indicative of 
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greater weight bearing instability during gait in the children with excessive body mass (Winter, 

1987).  Gait stability refers to the body’s reaction to small perturbations whilst maintaining 

equilibrium, during dynamic conditions (Hamacher et al., 2011). 

McGraw et al., (2000) also reported that obese boys (BMI 30.3 ± 7.86 kg/m2) spent significantly 

greater amount of time in double support compared to ten non-obese (BMI 17.4 ± 1.14 kg/m2) 

boys age 8 to 10years.  The study also measured postural sway, employing a force plate to 

measure static ground reaction force.  The findings demonstrated greater sway areas in the 

medial/lateral direction in the obese boys; this together with more time spent in double 

support may indicate that instability in obese children is caused by excess weight rather than 

underlying postural instability.  

Nantel et al., (2006) found few spatiotemporal differences between obese (BMI 26.7 ± 

7.1kg/m2) children and non-obese children, aged 8 to 13 years.  The only measure significantly 

different between the two body mass groups in this study was that obese children exhibited 

less single support phase time during the gait cycle (36.6 ± 3.6% and 39.5 ± 2.0% obese and 

non-obese respectively).  The authors reported that reduced single support time in the obese 

group maximised stability by keeping the centre of mass within the base of support.   

Morrison et al., (2008) found both shorter single support duration and longer double support 

duration with increased body mass.  Forty four children (mean age 9.5 ± 0.6years) were 

analysed for temporal parameters of gait using the GAITrite®, a pressure sensitive instrumental 

walkway.  Individuals with excessive body mass (BMI Z-Score 2.05 ± 0.14) were described as 

having experienced disequilibrium during gait compared to those with normal body weight 

(BMI Z-Score -0.16 ± 0.14).  The spatiotemporal findings revealed; increased stance phase 

time, slower walking speed and lower cadence which may be a strategy employed by obese 

children to decrease instability.     

In summary, the spatiotemporal findings show that obese children present a slower, more 

tentative gait and greater instability.  This has implications for physical activity in the long term 

as obese children are encouraged to be active including walking more.  However, greater 

instability may be caused by reduced musculoskeletal function and/or structural 

malalignments.  Therefore, the short term goal should focus on improving musculoskeletal 

function to enable the children to become active and prevent or reduce structural 

malalignments which can cause problems for life (Morrison et al., 2008).  The findings of 

altered medial/lateral ground reaction force in obese subjects may indicate that frontal plane 
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biomechanics are affected by excessive body weight.  An important consideration is whether 

spatiotemporal changes in obese subjects lead to or are as result from lower limb 

malalignments which may be linked to musculoskeletal pathologies.     

 

Table 2.4  Mean ± SD for spatiotemporal findings from studies of childhood obesity 

Author Speed (m·s
-1

) Cadence (steps·min) 
*(strides·min) 

Stride length (m) 
*Step length (m) 

Stance phase duration 
(%) 

Single support 
duration (%) 

Double support 
duration (%) 

 obese Non-obese obese Non-obese obese Non-obese obese Non-obese obese Non-obese obese Non-obese 
Nantel et 
al., 
(2006) 

0.98±0.22 1.01±0.16 111.6±6.9 110.9±13.4 1.06±0.20 1.08±0.16 62.3±1.4 62.7±2.5 39.5±2.0 36.6±3.6 22.8±3.0 26.0±5.5 

Morrison 
et al., 
(2008) 

  129±9.9 123.6±10.7     38.6±3.4 39.7±1.0 22.7±3.2 19.9±2.4 

Hills & 
Parker 
(1991) 

1.29±0.10 1.43±0.04 125±4.6 133±5.3 0.63±0.07* 0.60±0.06* 61.48 61.22     

McGraw 
et al., 
(2000) 

  65.3±8.1* 70.4±6.7*         

 

2.7.4  Kinematic Findings of Obese Gait in Children 

Kinematic analysis of gait involves the measurement of linear and angular displacements, 

velocities and accelerations of body segments, it is not concerned with the forces that act on 

the segments but with the movement itself (Richards, 2008).  Three-dimensional motion 

capture techniques have allowed the quantification of segmental movement within the 

laboratory setting.  Table 2.5 shows the significant results of kinematic studies that reported 

the differences in lower limb joint angles between obese and non-obese children. 

Using infrared-emitting diodes, Gushue et al., (2005) tracked the movement of pelvic, hip, 

knee and ankle motion in ten overweight (mean age 11.9 ± 1.2years) and thirteen normal 

weight children (mean age 12.2 ± 1.6years).  In this study the only kinematic difference 

between the weight groups was that the overweight children (BMI 29.9 ± 5.4 kg/m2) walked 

with a significantly lower peak knee flexion angle (21.1 ± 5.0° versus 14.5 ± 5.5° for normal and 

overweight subjects respectively) during early stance compared to the normal weight (BMI 

18.0 ± 2.2 kg/m2).  Hip and ankle kinematics maintained a similar pattern over the stance 

phase between the weight groups indicating that overweight children’s hip and ankle motion 

may not be affected by increased adiposity.   

Shultz et al., (2009) found that 3D kinematic measures of overweight and healthy weight 

children (n = 10, mean age 10.4 ± 1.6years) were comparable, with no significant differences 
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observed for angular displacement of the lower limb.  All overweight (BMI 30.47 ± 5.54 kg/m2) 

and normal weight (BMI 16.85 ± 1.31 kg/m2) children exhibited less hip, knee and ankle joint 

motion during gait when walking at 130% compared to 100% of their self-selected walking 

cadence.  Walking speed is an important factor in gait analysis because of the effect it has on 

joint kinematics (Stansfield et al., 2001).  Spatiotemporal findings, as described in the previous 

section, present obese children as having a slower gait which may increase frontal plane 

movement due to greater medial/lateral sway.  However, it is necessary to determine whether 

increased body weight reduces walking speed to maintain stability or whether a slower 

walking speed is as a result of musculoskeletal malalignments and pathologies.            

Frontal plane kinematics of the lower limbs during gait in male children (n = age 10 to 12 years) 

have been examined in isolation from the other planes (McMillan et al., (2009).  The study 

reported that overweight boys (BMI 40.5 ± 10.0 kg/m2) produced greater hindfoot eversion, 

larger range of motion (ROM) and later peak eversion motion (temporal) relative to the 

healthy weight subjects (BMI 17.0 ± 3.3 kg/m2).  Peak knee abduction motion in early and late 

stance was of greater amplitude in the obese group.  The authors conclude that overweight 

boys redistribute forces in the medial-lateral direction during gait, this may lead to excessive 

stress on the joints possibly leading to musculoskeletal injuries.  McMillan et al., (2009) study 

recruited participants with a greater degree of obesity than in many of the other studies; with 

a mean BMI of 40.5kg/m2 the subjects were approximately 10kg/m2 heavier than Gushue et 

al., (2005) and Shultz et al., (2009).  Indeed, the difference between the obese and non-obese 

group (11.9 kg/m2) in Gushue et al., (2005) was similar to the difference between the obese 

groups in Gushue et al., (2005) and McMillan et al., (2009) (10.4kg/m2).  These large 

differences in obese subject group definitions may mean that comparisons between studies 

are difficult and possibly lead to inaccurate assertions.  The use of obesity measures as a 

continuous variable may alleviate the issue of group comparisons as the error involved in 

defining the groups is removed. 

McMillan et al., (2010) conducted a study examining lower limb motion during gait on 36 

obese (44.6±10.2kg/m2) and healthy weight (20.3±2.0kg/m2) male and female adolescents.  No 

significant differences were reported in the magnitude, timing or range of joint motion at the 

ankle.  However significant differences were discovered at the knee and hip in the sagittal and 

frontal planes; obese subjects demonstrated less knee flexion and more knee valgus at initial 

contact, the knee remained in valgus positioning throughout stance and the hip joint remained 

less flexed at initial contact.  The larger degree of valgus motion of the knee during the stance 
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phase and greater joint ROM in the frontal plane may be a result of excessive weight causing 

structural alteration.  

In summary, these studies on the associations between childhood obesity and kinematic 

changes in the lower limb reveal that; flexion of the hip joint is reduced during stance and 

adduction is increased; the knee is less flexed and demonstrates more valgus positioning at 

initial contact; and, no differences have been observed when the foot is considered as one 

segment articulating at the ankle joint.  However, when the hindfoot is considered separate to 

the distal foot (relative to the shank) it appears to be more everted during the stance phase in 

obese children.  There is no clear definition of how excessive body mass affects lower limb 

kinematics during gait. In contrast to the significant differences summarised above, one study 

found no significant difference between obese and non-obese children gait kinematics.  The 

major confounding factor for analysing gait is that there is no consensus on the gold standard 

for kinematic modelling and how to analysis the gait cycle to determine where differences may 

occur.  As technology and techniques for measurement of gait kinematics become more 

sophisticated the ability to accurately describe the movements of gait has improved.     

However, errors due to excessive soft tissue motion in obese participants may hinder the 

application of marker attachment and tracking to skeletal landmarks and warrants further 

investigation. 

 

Table 2.5. Mean ± SD of significant joint angle findings in gait studies of obese and non-obese children.  

  Hip Knee Hindfoot 

Author  Sagittal Frontal Transverse Sagittal Frontal Transverse Sagittal Frontal Transverse 

McMillan 
et al., 
(2009) 
(⁰) 

 
N 
O 
 
N 
O 

    Add (1
st

) 
1.81±5.01 

-11.96±5.74 
Add (2

nd
) 

5.19±5.60 
-6.23±4.33 

    

McMillan 
et al., 
(2010) 
(⁰) 

 
N 
O 
 
N 
O 
 
N 
O 

Flex (IIC) 
30.47±9.62 

18.01±10.50 
 

  Flex (IIC) 
-7.10±3.41 
-1.38±7.35 

Abd (IIC) 
0.35±2.46 
4.12±4.37 
Add  (1

st
) 

2.99±2.73 
-0.76±4.32 
Abd (2

nd
) 

-0.80±3.94 
-9.55±7.62 

    

O – Obese/overweight and N – Non obese children.  (1
st

) or (2
nd

) used if there is more than one peak during the gait cycle, (IIC) 
moments at ipsilateral initial contact.  Flex = flexion, abd = abduction, add = adduction 
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2.7.5 Kinetic Findings of Obese Gait in Children 

Kinetic analysis of gait parameters is imperative to explain the causes of joint movement, the 

mechanisms of locomotion and why differing strategies are employed by specific study 

populations.  All studies referenced in this section reported internal joint moments which, in 

general, provide information on the joint areas involved and the tension between them 

(Whittle, 1996).  External joint moments are calculated using a combination of ground reaction 

forces (GRF), anthropometric and 3D joint centre positional data entered into inverse dynamic 

equations to give the forces, moments and powers about a joint.  Kinetic findings have varied 

considerably between studies due to differences in the equipment and protocols used.  This 

section will highlight the various studies that have looked at hip, knee and ankle joint moments 

in obese and non-obese children.  Table 2.6 is a summary of findings from 3D gait analyses 

conducted on children who are overweight compared to normal weight controls.     

Gushue et al., (2005) reported that increased internal knee abduction moments suggest that 

overweight children may not adequately compensate for increased loads placed on the knee 

causing movement in the frontal plane increasing medial compartment joint loads.  This study 

reported internal joint moments both non-normalised and normalised to body weight.  When 

the latter was reported significant differences between weight groups were eliminated. 

Studies that have examined how obesity affects joint structure found that increases in body 

mass are not proportional to articulating surface area (Ding et al., 2005) the greater absolute 

forces acting around the joint will cause relatively greater stress.  This increase in stress has 

been proposed to lead to a number of malalignments and injuries to the lower limbs such as 

slipped capital femoral epiphysis and genu valgum (Pritchett, 1988; Taylor et al., 2006).  This 

supports the use of absolute joint kinetics to determine differences between obese and non-

obese children rather than joint kinetics normalised to body weight. 

Shultz et al., (2009) reported greater absolute (not normalised to body weight and/or height) 

internal joint moments and the hip, knee and ankle in all planes except; hip adduction and 

internal rotation; knee external rotation; and, ankle dorsiflexion and eversion.  The authors 

reported that greater internal hip moments can cause excessive compressing, shearing and 

rotational forces at the proximal femoral epiphysis resulting in slipped capital femoral 

epiphysis (SCFE).  Increased internal knee abduction moments may increase the risk of genu 

valgum, a common condition in obese children.  At the ankle joint, increased internal inversion 

moments may be the consequence of altered hip and knee joint loading, and a greater peak 

internal ankle dorsiflexor moment may be attributed to a greater braking mechanism in the 
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overweight subjects aiding them to remain upright.  The paper concludes that increased joint 

forces can impact orthopaedic health and implications for non-weight bearing activity 

prescription.   

McMillan et al., (2009) presented frontal plane hip, knee and hindfoot kinetics (normalised to 

participant’s height and weight) in addition to the kinematic findings discussed above.  

Significantly greater hip abduction peaks in early and late stance were found between obese 

and non-obese children.  The study explained that greater hip abduction moments were in 

response to the adducted position of the hip and may relate to slipped capital femoral 

epiphysis (SCFE).    

In a later study, McMillan et al., (2010) also presented hip, knee and hindfoot kinetics 

(normalised to participants height and weight) in the sagittal and frontal planes.  Obese 

children had significantly less hip extension, knee flexion and hindfoot plantarflexion moments 

in early stance and higher hip flexion moments during late stance.  In the frontal plane, obese 

children had significantly lower hip abduction, knee abduction and hindfoot inversion 

moments.  The authors reported that increased hip flexion moment was a compensatory 

mechanism whereby the hip flexors pull rather than the plantarflexors push the limb into the 

swing phase.  It was hypothesised that muscle weaknesses is a potential cause of the 

movement differences.  

In summary, the results of studies examining kinetic differences between obese and non-obese 

children are dependent on the means of expressing joint moments.  Expressing absolute joint 

moments may provide more insight into the alterations of the lower limbs during gait in obese 

children.  Higher internal joint moments may indicate muscle weakness relative to the force of 

ambulating the body particularly damaging to lower limb joints in the frontal and transverse 

planes.   
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Table 2.6. Mean ± SD of significant joint moment findings in gait studies of obese and non-obese children.  

  Hip Knee Ankle (hindfoot) 

Author  Sagittal Frontal Transverse Sagittal Frontal Transverse Sagittal Frontal Transverse 

Gushue 
et al., 
(2005) 
(Nm) 

 
N 
O 

    Abd 
10.8±5.5 

22.5±10.5 

 Flex 
67.6±17.0 
95.0±27.0 

  

Shultz et 
al., (2009) 
(Nm) 

 
N 
O 
 
N 
O 

Flex 
25.12±7.88 

54.66±27.08 
Ext 

32.58±5.00 
65.36±27.80 

Abd 
30.46±10.69 
66.30±20.22 

Ext rot 
14.15±4.50 

33.62±13.68 

Flex 
10.34±3.66 

23.65±13.67 
Ext 

18.28±8.48 
51.67±26.75 

Abd 
14.11±4.35 

26.24±14.15 
Add 

2.29±1.41 
9.81±7.22 

 
 
 

Int rot 
3.65±1.78 
9.46±6.38 

Flex 
50.93±16.24 
96.97±33.81 

Ext 
50.93±16.24 
96.97±33.81 

 
 
 

In 
2.69±1.83 
7.27±4.41 

Ext rot 
7.23±2.36 

13.48±5.58 
Int rot 

0.68±0.38 
1.99±1.41 

McMillan 
et al., 
(2009) 
(Nm·kg*
m) 

 
N 
O 
 
N 
O 

 Abd (1
st

) 
0.24±0.07 
0.50±0.10 
Abd (2

nd
) 

0.27±.010 
0.55±0.14 

       

McMillan 
et al., 
(2010) 
(Nm·kg*
m) 

 
N 
O 
 
N 
O 
 
N 
O 

Flex (IIC) 
0.72±0.23 
0.43±0.12 
Flex (1

st
) 

0.24±0.08 
0.37±0.16 

Abd (1
st

) 
0.55±0.13 
0.42±0.12 

 Flex (IIC) 
0.28±0.11 
0.19±0.06 
Flex (1

st
) 

0.31±0.11 
0.10±0.14 

Abd (1
st

) 
0.30±0.09 
0.16±0.06 
Abd (2

nd
) 

0.27±0.09 
0.14±0.06 
Add (1

st
) 

0.07±0.06 
0.03±0.03 

 

 Flex (2
nd

) 
0.88±0.07 
0.67±0.13 

 
 
 

In (1
st

) 
0.11±0.02 
0.07±0.03 

 

O – Obese/overweight and N – Non obese children.  Gushue et al., (2005) reported peak absolute internal moments, Shultz et al., 
(2009) presents mean absolute internal moments over stance phase.  McMillan et al., (2009 & 2010) reported peak normalised 
joint moments at gait cycle peaks and events.  (1

st
) or (2

nd
) used if there is more than one peak during the gait cycle, (IIC) moments 

at ipsilateral initial contact.  McMillan reported hindfoot moments, Gushue et al., (2005) and Shultz et al., (2009) reported ankle 
moments.  Flex = flexion, Ext = extension, abd = abduction, add = adduction, Int rot = internal rotation, Ext rot = external rotation, 
In = inversion. 

  

2.7.6 Foot Motion during Gait in Obese Children  

Fewer studies have examined the kinematics of the foot in obese and non-obese children 

compared to the lower limb joints.  The foot deals with high forces over multiple joints as it 

supports, balances and propels the body during gait and is, therefore an area that warrants 

investigation in relation to childhood obesity.  There is a need for studies to examine how 

alterations in joint motion caused by body mass affect movement of the joints up and down 

the kinematic chain.  However, currently studies have only examined foot structural 

differences using 2D plantar measures of dynamic footprint and plantar pressure analysis. 

 

2.7.6.1 Dynamic Foot Prints 

In one of only a few studies to examine the differences between static footprints and dynamic 

plantar pressure in obese and non-obese children, Taisa Filippin et al., (2008) found that 
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obesity may have an effect on relationships between static and dynamic measures.  Twenty 

children aged 9 to 11 were divided into obese and non-obese groups according to BMI 

percentiles. Obese subjects demonstrated significantly higher arch index (midfoot area relative 

to the whole foot area), static contact area and dynamic contact area.  Non-obese children 

demonstrated good correlations between static contact area and dynamic contact area (r=0.7), 

and arch index with dynamic contact area (r=0.8) but obese group did not (r=0.4 and r=0.3 for 

static and dynamic contact area and arch index and dynamic, respectively).  The paper 

proposed that static footprints taken in isolation were not enough to infer the characteristics 

of obese children’s feet in dynamic conditions.   

Wearing et al., (2004) used dynamic electronic footprints in a pilot study to determine the 

indirect measure of arch height in 24 overweight and obese adult subjects  (mean age 39.9±8.1 

years) from arch index.  Body composition and body mass index (BMI range 26.7kg/m2 to 38.1 

kg/m2) were both measured and compared by correlation analysis to the plantar surface area 

of the foot and arch index.  Interestingly arch index was significantly correlated with 

percentage fat mass (r = .67) but not with body weight (r = -.13) or BMI (r = .27).  Midfoot area 

was significantly correlated with fat mass explaining approximately 29% of the variance.  

Furthermore, ultrasound assessment of the obese paediatric foot has revealed the medial 

longitudinal arch to be flatter and the plantar fat pad larger than non-obese children 

(Riddiford-Harland et al., 2000).  Excessive fat mass and the distribution of body mass may be 

related to altered foot structure seen in obese children. 

Whilst these studies have found differences in dynamic footprint measures between obese 

and non-obese children there are methodological limitations to the procedures.  Direct 

measures of medial longitudinal arch height such as navicular height have not been used as 

frequently in the literature compared to indirect measures such as arch index.  While both 

measures have been found to correlate with each other (r = -0.46) navicular height may be 

more sensitive to define arch height in children and is not affected by body weight in contrast 

to measures of arch index (Gilmour & Burns, 2001).  This finding may highlight the fact that 

excessive body weight may predispose the foot to larger amounts of adiposity, on the sole 

rather than the navicular area, increasing soft tissue on the plantar surface of the foot 

changing the footprint to appear flatter.  Furthermore, the reliability of footprint parameters 

compared to direct measures of arch height is low with only 4-15% of the variation in arch 

height explained by variations in footprints (Razeghi & Batt, 2002).  Therefore, measuring 
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dynamic foot structure by tracking bone landmarks such as the navicular, rather than 

examining the plantar surface, could reveal associations between flat feet and obesity.   

 

2.7.6.2  Plantar Pressures 

Foot structure and function can be assessed using plantar pressure measurements, which 

divide the foot into specific regions from which loading characteristics can then be calculated 

(Stebbins et al., 2005).  Dowling et al., (2001) examined foot plantar pressures during static 

and dynamic conditions in 13 obese and 13 non-obese children (mean age 8.1 ± 1.2years).  

Each dynamic pressure footprint was divided into two areas; the forefoot and hindfoot.  The 

obese group demonstrated greater peak force under both forefoot (341.0±93.6 and 

227.5±33.9N for obese and non-obese subjects respectively) and hindfoot (446.6±83.9 and 

311.0±55.0N for obese and non-obese subjects respectively) areas but this was distributed 

over a larger surface area (total foot area 97.1±11.9 versus 74.3±9.2cm2).  Therefore, hindfoot 

peak pressures (force/area) were not significantly different between the obese and non-obese 

groups but forefoot peak pressures were (39.3±15.7N·cm-2 versus 32.3±9.2 N·cm-2).  The 

authors reported that the increased forefoot plantar pressures in obese children may lead to 

discomfort and hinder participation in physical activity.  A limitation of this study is the division 

of the foot in half to describe the forefoot and hindfoot eliminating important findings that 

may have been found under the midfoot region.  

In a follow-up study Dowling et al., (2004) examined ten obese and non-obese children (mean 

age 8.8 ± 2.0years) using static and dynamic assessment of pressure, dividing the plantar 

surface of the feet into ten discrete regions.  This study found significant differences in plantar 

pressures between the weight groups (37.1 ± 9.4Ncm-2 versus 26.2 ± 8.5Ncm-2 for obese and 

non-obese subjects respectively, p=.022).  The authors conclude that the obese children 

demonstrated altered distribution of forces over their feet compared to their leaner peers 

which may be related to structural alterations due to excessive body mass.  However, 

differences may also arise from the technology of the different systems used as type of sensor, 

number of sensors and sampling frequency vary between systems and will have an effect on 

the data presented (Taisa Filippin et al., 2008).  Dowling et al., (2004) reported that all regions 

of the foot except the toes demonstrated an increase in plantar force in the obese group, 

similarly all plantar contact areas apart from the hallux were of greater size compared to the 

non-obese.  Plantar pressures in obese children highlight the midfoot regions as showing the 
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greatest difference compared to the non-obese children.  These are the areas under or 

adjoining the MLA (including medial and lateral midfoot and metatarsal heads 2 to 5). The 

authors concluded that the increase in midfoot plantar pressure is likely a consequence of the 

obese group having flatfeet. However, whether this is soft tissue or a structural change in the 

MLA is unknown.   

Mickle et al., (2006) examined dynamic plantar pressures in a study of 17 obese pre-school age 

children (mean age 4.4 ± 0.8years).  In this study the only foot plantar region to demonstrate 

significantly higher pressure was the midfoot.  Force-time integrals were also significantly 

higher in the obese group at the midfoot region, possibly predisposing their feet to increased 

stress upon the navicular and cuneiform during weight-bearing activities.  Furthermore trauma 

to the soft tissues in the obese subjects is likely to cause pain and discomfort, possibly 

decreasing activity levels without interventions (Mickle et al., 2006).   

Studies that have examined plantar pressures in obese and non-obese have reported 

significant differences between forces, surface area and pressure from the supporting foot 

during the stance phase of gait.  Certainly excessive body mass will cause greater force to be 

imparted on the ground during ambulation but what affect this has on the joints of the foot 

cannot be discovered using plantar pressure technology.  Obese subjects may develop an 

altered gait pattern in order to cope with the greater forces thereby reducing the possibility of 

damage to joints in the lower limbs.       

 

2.7.7  Summary of Lower Limb and Foot Biomechanics in Obese Children 

Co-morbidities associated with childhood obesity may affect the position of the foot and lower 

limb during gait.  It has been proposed that these changes lead to musculoskeletal pathology 

and reduced engagement with physical activity.  However, further work is required to 

understand the kinematic and kinetic differences between obese and non-obese paediatric 

gait.  Analyses of spatiotemporal gait data have found obese children spend longer in double 

support phase of the gait cycle, possibly as a way of compensating for loss of stability.  

Kinematic findings of how obesity effects joint motion have reported differing results with 

some studies finding significant differences between obese and non-obese children while 

others did not.  However, due to the greater amount of forces being transferred across the 

joints of the lower limbs even a small change in joint motion or position may result in 

musculoskeletal pathologies.  Kinetic analysis, in particular joint moments, can provide an 
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insight into the true nature of gait disruption from obesity as the combination of greater forces 

and joint malalignment can cause detrimental affects to joint structures.  Footprint and plantar 

pressure measures show that a greater area of the midfoot region comes into contact with the 

ground in children with higher fat-mass.  Relatively few studies have examined in detail the 

biomechanical affects of obesity on paediatric gait characteristics.  An overall understanding of 

how adiposity relates to altered walking patterns and how children may employ protective 

mechanisms to cope with developmental changes is required.  

 

2.8 Clinical Reasoning of Study 

Virtually all reviews have indicated that the prevention of obesity is the most realistic and cost 

effective approach for dealing with childhood obesity (Ebbeling et al., 2002; Lissau et al., 

2002).  Given the genetic propensity for certain populations to develop obesity in conducive 

environments, prevention is best targeted at young people (Lobstein et al., 2004).  This may be 

achieved through a variety of interventions targeting the environment, physical activity and 

diet (Dehghan et al., 2005).  Identifying ‘anti-obesogenic’ environments including walking and 

cycling networks, parks and recreation facilities can be promoted to the community as a 

healthier choice.  However, sedentary pursuits including television, computers and video 

games have a greater effect on childhood obesity (Swinburn & Egger, 2002; Tremblay & 

Willms, 2003) and there is evidence that obese children spend more time in sedentary 

activities than non-obese children (Marshall et al., 2004).  As stated earlier in this chapter 

(aetiology of childhood obesity), physical inactivity appears to result in reciprocal causality 

with childhood obesity.  Therefore, the prevention of childhood obesity appears to be linked to 

levels physical activity.   

Approaches to the management of childhood obesity are generally designed to bring weight 

gain under control and to mange and alleviate associated co-morbidities (Lobstein et al., 

2004). Interventions that target energy expenditure are more successful when reductions in 

sedentary behaviour are targeted rather than increases in the level of exercise (Robinson 2001, 

Epstein et al., 2001).  Appropriate levels of physical activity can confer fitness while lowering 

the risk of obesity and health risks associated with excess adiposity and contributing to greater 

bone density (Fogelholm, 2010; Hamer & O’Donovan, 2010; Hills et al., 2011).  Furthermore, 

partaking in physical activity may induce musculoskeletal pain, discomfort and impairment of 

mobility (Shultz et al., 2009).  Therefore, for the prevention or management of childhood 
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obesity physical activity is encouraged and walking is a recommended form of physical activity 

for obese children (Shultz et al., 2011).   

Figure 2.5 presents the potential causal pathways between childhood obesity and altered 

lower limb and foot biomechanics during gait.  Beginning with childhood obesity at the bottom 

of Figure 2.5 the relationship with physical activity is reciprocal; i.e. obese children perform 

less physical activity than non-obese children and this may lead to an energy imbalance due to 

less energy expenditure than energy intake and a build up of fat mass.  Being less physically 

active may result in lower relative muscle strength due to improper development of the 

musculoskeletal system.  This is also true for the skeletal system where lower limb and foot 

structural development is dependent on mechanical loading.  Both lower relative muscle 

strength and altered structure of the feet and lower limbs in obese children can lead to 

abnormal gait characteristics.  These factors, in turn, can lead to pain and discomfort which 

results in even lower physical activity and/or joint malalignment from repetitive joint loading.  

If untreated the effects of childhood obesity could lead to musculoskeletal co-morbidities such 

as slipped capital femoral epiphysis, Blount’s disease and pes planus.  The long term affects of 

childhood obesity could result in osteoarthritis in adulthood from abnormal joint alignment 

and lower muscle strength (Chan & Chen 2009).  This literature review demonstrates the 

potential causal relationships between childhood obesity, physical activity, muscle strength, 

lower limb and foot alignment and gait characteristics.  However, there is a dearth of 

information on these relationships indicting the need for future research to explore the causal 

pathways.  The aim of this thesis is to explore the relationships between two factors in Figure 

2.5; childhood obesity with lower limb and foot biomechanics during gait.  The findings of 

which will provide a basis for future work to explore the multifaceted pathways between 

childhood obesity and musculoskeletal co-morbidities.  
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Figure 2.5. Potential causal pathways between childhood obesity and altered lower limb and foot biomechanics 

during gait 

 

2.9  Chapter Summary 

The findings of this literature review demonstrate two needs for the investigation of foot and 

lower limb biomechanics during gait in obese children.  Firstly, there is a risk of obese children 

to develop musculoskeletal co-morbidities such as slipped capital femoral epiphysis, Blount’s 

disease and flat feet.  These co-morbidities are linked to altered alignment and greater forces 

acting on the lower limb joints caused by carriage of excessive load during gait.  Secondly, 

walking is a form of physical activity recommended for obese children to increase energy 

expenditure and future incidence of obesity.  Reports have demonstrated that obese children 

walk less and are less motivated to do participate in physical activity. Thus, there is a need to 

understand the effects of childhood obesity on gait in order to prevent incidence of 

musculoskeletal co-morbidities and increase physical activity.  The methods of measuring 

lower limb and foot biomechanics are addressed in the second literature review chapter 2 

(chapter 3). 
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In order to understand the effects of obesity on foot and lower limb biomechanics during gait 

there is a need to determine a measure of obesity.  The findings of this literature review 

demonstrate that body mass index (BMI) Z-Score has been previously used to define obese 

and non-obese children.  The measure is quick, cheap and with little participant burden, but 

the ability of BMI to act as a proxy for body fat is inconsistent.  Measures of body fat in 

children involve more invasive methods compared to BMI but demonstrate greater accuracy to 

define obesity.  There is no conclusive evidence as to the best measure of childhood obesity, 

therefore there is a need to compare methods to define obesity.      
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3.      Literature Review Chapter 2: 3D Assessment of Lower Limb and Foot Motion During gait 

3.1    Introduction 

Human motion and, in particular, gait has been analysed using a variety of techniques from 

instrumented walkways, accelerometers to three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis systems.  

Three-dimensional gait analysis utilises the capture of body segment motion and forces to 

describe musculoskeletal mechanics and locomotor patterns during the gait cycle. Information 

on joint kinematics and kinetics can be quantified and compared to distinguish motor task 

performance (Cappozzo et al., 2005).  This section will focus on methods of three-dimensional 

gait analysis; how locomotor patterns are quantified and the validity, variability and reliability 

of these systems.  The aims of this chapter are; (1) to demonstrate the need to understand 

between-session reliability and the affect of obesity of lower limb biomechanics, and (2) 

review currently used foot models to determine the most appropriate to determine 

relationship between adiposity and foot biomechanics based on reliability and segmentisation.   

  

3.1.1 Stereophotogrammetry 

Stereophotogrammetry (SPG) is the use of multiple cameras to record the position of markers, 

usually placed on the skin surface, which represent bone landmarks.  From these markers the 

position and orientation of the segments, comprised of one or more bones, can be estimated.  

When recorded over many time frames the motion of two segments adjacent to each other 

can be calculated thus determining the kinematics of a joint.  When combined with external 

force, measuring devices such as ground reaction forces from floor mounted force plates, joint 

kinetic information can be recorded (Cappozzo et al., 2005).   

Optoelectronic SPG captures the 3D position of markers within the laboratory capture volume 

using the geometrical properties of central projection from multi-camera observation (Braune 

& Fischer, 1987).  At least two cameras must record the marker for its centroid position to be 

located and digitised from image matching the marker shape (Chiari et al., 2005).  Calibration 

of the SPG cameras is essential and determines the geometric and optical characteristics of the 

cameras (internal parameters) and the position and orientation of the camera within the 

laboratory (external parameters) (Chiari et al., 2005).  Each camera provides a two dimensional 

(2D) image from known 3D coordinates of markers placed in the calibration volume. The 

residuals of the difference between the captured position and the actual position are recorded 
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as a measure of systematic accuracy. Typical accuracy of 3D coordinates is ±0.1mm for all 

three planes (Richards, 2008). 

The converted coordinate data from SPG capture is raw data; it contains additive noise from 

sources including the optoelectronic devices themselves which produce electrical noise.  It is 

therefore important to use smoothing and filtering techniques on the raw data (Winter, 2005).  

Human movement data is usually low frequency with impulsive events associated with impacts 

(Chiari et al., 2005).  Many smoothing algorithms or filters have been applied to marker 

trajectories and can affect kinematic data; the most common are digital filters and spline 

techniques.  The commonly used plug-in gait (PiG) body model, in Vicon software, uses a 

quintic spline filter based on code written by Woltring (1986).  High frequency noise, 

associated digitising and skin movement errors, is filtered out by low pass filters. 

 

3.1.2 Three-Dimensional Movement Analysis  

Three dimensional (3D) movement analysis requires the reconstruction of the instantaneous 

position and orientation of a system of axes which rigidly relate to the bones of a body 

segment within the global coordinate system (GCS).  The GCS is the SPG frame which sets the 

axis in which marker position coordinates are defined (Cappozzo et al., 2005).  The usual GCS 

convention is with the X axis anterior/posterior, Y axis vertical and the Z axis medial/lateral 

(Winter, 2004).  The GCS is aligned by the calibrated matrix of the force plates axes (defining 

the origin) and positive/negative orientations aligned with the direction of walking.   

Skin mounted markers, placed on bony landmarks, represent limb segments and are captured 

using SPG.  These markers provide an axis system defined by a technical local coordinate 

system (LCS) for each segment.  The origin and orientation of this LCS can be specified in the 

GCS.  A second LCS (anatomical) is created in the Cartesian reference system based on the 

morphology of the segment with points representing the segments centre of mass (COM), 

joint centre and point of external force application (Winter, 2004).  The anatomical LCS 

provides vector quantities based on the orthogonal set of axes involved for numerical 

representation of the segment to quantify segment orientation (Cappozzo et al., 2005). A total 

of two transformations are required to get from the GCS to the technical LCS (marker based 

axes) and from the technical LCS to the anatomical LCS (morphology based axes). 

The first of the two transformations, required to get from the GCS to the technical axes, 

involves a rotation matrix that is time-varying because the markers continually change relative 
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to the GCS.  To define the technical, marker based, LCS at least three markers must be placed 

(non-collinearly) on the segment.  Markers are placed on bony landmarks which are chosen to 

provide bone geometry and orientation of the anatomical axis system (Cappozzo et al., 1995).  

Superficial anatomical landmarks, usually bony prominences, are used and identified by 

palpation. Internal anatomical landmarks are estimated from the position of superficial 

anatomical landmarks and predictive biomechanical models (Cappozzo et al., 2005). The 

anatomical calibration procedure finds the relation between the technical marker axes and the 

anatomical LCS.  For this procedure the subject is required to adopt a well defined position, 

usually the anatomical position.  Anthropometric measures can be recorded to aid the 

calculation of joint centres by offsets from the external markers.  Extra calibration markers can 

be temporarily attached during the calibration procedure to define the segments anatomical 

axes and are removed during the motor tasks.  The position of these extra markers, termed 

technical or virtual markers, can be tracked from the remaining markers attached to the limb 

during the dynamic tasks.  The second transformation is required to get from the technical 

markers to the anatomical axis system.  This rotation matrix is assumed to be constant and 

results from the calibration protocol.  The combination of the two rotation matrices gives the 

final orientation of the anatomical axes directly from the tracking marker’s coordinates in the 

GCS (Winter, 2004). 

A comparison of the representative anatomical axes system from two adjacent bony segments 

allows the estimation of three angular and three linear qualities which effectively describe 

joint attitude (Grood & Suntay, 1983; Woltring, 1994).  Errors between the technical LCS, 

based on marker position, and actual anatomical LCS affect joint angles and reliability of 

kinematic outputs.  A primary intrinsic issue with marker placement on anatomical landmarks 

is the fact that bony landmarks tend to be convex or concave areas rather than discrete points 

(Della Croce et al., 1999).  The anatomical LCS is not arbitrary, as the technical LCS is, but is 

constructed to approximate the sagittal, frontal and transverse anatomical planes of the limbs 

and therefore, reliably determine segment motion (Coppozzo et al., 2005). 

 

3.1.3  Joint Coordinate Systems 

The limb segments are considered non-deformable to adhere to classical mechanics, with each 

modelled joint having between no or six degrees of motion based on the actual anatomy of the 

joint (Cappozzo et al., 2005). Angular motion of each joint is calculated in a rotation sequence 
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which aligns the joint with the final orientation of the actual movement called the 

Carden/Euler sequences.  The commonly used Carden sequence of x-y-z results in the first 

rotation occurring around the x axis, the second around the y-axis and finally the z-axis (Winter 

2004).  Euler angles are another commonly used system to describe the angular orientation of 

a segment in space (Winter, 2004).  Euler sequences (z-y-z, z-x-z, y-x-y, etc) have been applied 

to shoulder movements to aid relatively high ROM in multiple planes (Wu et al., 2005). The 

joint coordinate system (JCS) described by Grood & Suntay (1983) gives anatomical meaning to 

the Carden/Euler sequence (Richards 2008).   

The conventional lower limb model (PiG) uses the Euler sequence Y-X-Z to define motion of the 

hip, knee and ankle relating to the medial/lateral, anterior/posterior and vertical axis 

respectively.  This gives the order of rotation of flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and 

rotation in line with the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) recommendations for the 

description of lower limb kinematics, including the use of the JCS (Wu et al., 2002).  In the ISB 

JCS recommendations (Wu et al., 2002) the Cartesian coordinate system is established for two 

adjacent segments.  The common origin of both segments is the point of reference; about 

which, two body fixed and one orthogonal axis are derived.  However, the alignment of the 

coordinate systems in each segment may not be correctly aligned with the cardinal planes and 

therefore, cross-talk between the different planes of motion can occur (Richards, 2008). 

 

3.2  Biomechanical Models  

In landmark specific marker placement the final kinematic output is reliant on the accuracy of 

markers to represent their corresponding bony landmarks.  The most commonly used example 

is the Newington Hospital Helen Hayes model (Kadaba et al., 1990; Davis et al., 1991,).  This 

model and associated marker set is referred to by different names; Vicon Clinical Manager 

(VCM), PiG (Plug-in Gait) and the modified Helen Hays marker-set.  There are significant issues 

relating to the assumptions of this model; firstly, repeatability of marker placement, secondly 

the underlying geometry of the model is generalised and not subject specific, and finally 

motion of soft tissue relative to the bone causes errors in the kinematic calculations. This 

section will highlight these issues with reference to the lower limbs and foot biomechanical 

models.  
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3.2.1 Marker Placement 

Della Croce et al., (1999) examined the repeatability of marker placement on anatomical 

landmarks commonly used in lower limb three-dimensional gait analysis.  Six observers (raters) 

and 2 subjects participated in the study.  Precision of all lower limb anatomical landmark 

identification, indicated by RMS, was 6-21mm and 13-25mm for within- and between-rater 

respectively.  Pelvis landmark dispersion was greater than the lower limbs and repeatability of 

foot landmarks was reasonable with the exception of the calcaneal marker position.  Joint 

angle precision in standing posture was then reported based on marker positing; hip RMS error 

values were 4⁰, 2.5⁰ and 6⁰; knee angles were and 1⁰, 2⁰, and 6⁰ for flexion/extension, 

abduction/adduction and internal/external rotation respectively.  The ankle RMS values were 

1.5⁰, 3.5⁰ and 3.9⁰ for flexion/extension, abduction/adduction and internal/external rotation 

respectively.  These finding highlight the imprecision of anatomical landmark identification 

that could limit accurate 3D motion analysis and the need for detailed protocols. 

Henley et al., (2008) determined between-session and between-clinician reliability associated 

with placing markers on specific landmarks on the foot and ankle of 14 adult feet and 8 

paediatric feet.  Three clinician across three gait laboratories applied markers to anatomical 

landmarks of the foot and ankle in two sessions.  To ensure the subjects’ feet were positioned 

in the same orientation in the capture volume a plaster of Paris mould was formed around the 

sole of each foot.  Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for the reliability of the subjects to 

stand in the same position in the moulds without reapplication of markers ranged from 0.826 

for the vertical position of the fifth metatarsal head to 0.997 for the horizontal position of the 

cuboid.  Between-application ICCs ranged from 0.487 for the vertical position of the fifth 

metatarsal head to 0.958 for the horizontal position of the first metatarsal head.  ICCs for 

between-clinician comparison ranged from -0.098 for the vertical position of the cuboid to 

0.497 for the mediolateral position of the hallux.  The mean measured differences in marker 

position ranged from 1.33mm for repositioning the feet, 2.39mm for between-application and 

5.10mm for between-clinician.  The effects of differences in marker placement on standing 

joint angles was greatest at the hindfoot, measured to laboratory coordinates, with between-

application errors of 0.45⁰, 8.03⁰ and 4.72⁰ for sagittal, frontal and transverse planes 

respectively. Between-application errors in the first ray relative to the hindfoot were 2.33⁰ and 

5.77⁰ for sagittal and transverse planes.  Between-application errors in fifth ray relative to the 

hindfoot were 3.04⁰ and 5.19⁰ for sagittal and transverse planes respectively.  Finally, 

between-application errors at the hallux relative to the forefoot were 3.95⁰ and 4.02⁰ for 
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sagittal and transverse planes respectively.  The authors summarise that errors in the motion 

capture system are small, with <1mm of marker position errors for markers placed ≥10mm 

apart.  Subjects were able to stand in the same position, but between-application variability 

was high indicating limitation in reliably palpating and marking anatomical landmarks of the 

foot.     

  

3.2.2 Segment and Joint Centre Estimations 

Each limb segment of the human body is estimated from an anthropometric model from 

measurements of cadavers (Dempster, 1959; Braune & Fisher, 1987; Seidel et al., 1995).  The 

geometry of the bones and joint axes are estimated from marker positions forming the LCS in 

the GCS based on vector algebra and standardised algorithms (Charlton et al., 2004).  The hip 

joint centre position is predicted from an approach requiring regression equations and 

anthropometric measurements (Della Croce et al., 2005).  The most commonly used prediction 

approaches are those provided by Bell et al., (1990) and Davis et al., (1991).  However, these 

are based on a very specific and limited population of subjects with little published data on the 

validity of use in children (Baker, 2006).  Studies that have examined the error in estimating hip 

joint centre have reported mean errors of approximately 21-23mm (Leardini et al., 1999).  

Jenkins et al., (2000) examined the accuracy of hip joint centre location with magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) analysis; finding mean discrepancies of 22mm in children and 17mm 

in adults. These studies suggested the need for specific regression parameters according to 

age, gender, anthropometric and pathology.   

Baker et al., (1999) proposed an approach to determine the hip rotation profile based on a 

correction factor from knee varus-valgus artefacts.  Malalignment of the thigh segment from 

thigh marker misplacement causes the knee joint centre to displace which results in cross-talk 

between knee sagittal and frontal motion occurs.  The thigh-marker rotation offset technique 

was tested on 40 children with cerebral palsy with various levels of walking ability.  The results 

of subjective assessments suggested that the correct factor improved lower limb kinetics in 

60% of cases.  The authors proposed this technique as an alternative approach to Cappozzo et 

al., (1995) use of functional techniques to define the lower limb joint centres.  Malt et al., 

(2012) justifies the use of thigh marker rotation off-sets from monitoring of knee valgus-varus 

motion at the knee.  The authors examined between- and within-rater reliability in one adult 

subject.  The results showed that correction of the thigh marker offsets decreased mean and 
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SD of knee valgus-varus, variability in hip rotation and reduced knee hyperextension in the 

stance phase.   

The knee joint is modelled as a ball-and-socket joint for ease of marker-sets though the 

substantial movement of the skin over the distal femur during knee flexion may move the knee 

joint centre several centimetres.  The effect of anatomical axis misplacement on joint 

kinematics has been shown to cause offsets but not affect the waveform patterns through the 

gait cycle (Kadaba et al., 1990).  Piazza & Cavanagh (2000) estimated knee kinematics by 

controlling the degrees of freedom using custom devices.  They found that cross-talk between 

the angular components was sensitive to incorrect rotation axes and recommended limited 

use of out-of-sagittal angular data.  

The ankle joint centre like the knee joint centre is derived from the position of the proximal 

joint centre using a chord function (Vicon manual, 2010).  The chord is the circumference of a 

circle on which the proximal joint centre, the lateral segment marker and the distal joint centre 

lie on.  To estimate the knee joint centre, the estimated hip joint centre (from pelvis), the 

lateral thigh marker and the knee joint marker (with an offset for knee joint width) are used.  

However, the ankle joint centre is dependent on the placement of seven markers (pelvis, thigh 

and shank), thus errors in the proximal joints are transferred to the distal joints.  This is 

especially true in subjects where bony landmarks are difficult to identify around the pelvis, e.g. 

obese or overweight subjects (Prabhakaran Nair, 2010). 

 

3.2.3 Soft Tissue Artefacts 

Errors in marker position relative to the underlying bone are referred to as relative and 

absolute errors (Richard, 2008).  Relative errors describe the movement of two markers 

relative to each other on a rigid segment.  Absolute errors are defined as the movement of 

markers with respect to the bony landmark it represents.  Together these errors are referred 

to as soft-tissue artefacts (STA) (Leardini et al., 2005).  Despite numerous solutions to dealing 

with STA the reliable estimations of skeletal motions has not been achieved satisfactorily.   

Peters et al., (2010) systematically reviewed the literature on soft tissue artefacts (STA) in 

lower limb motion.  The review found that greatest STA from landmark tracking at the thigh 

(>20mm) compared to the shank (>10mm).  Reinschmidt et al., (1997) examined STA by 

comparing differences in knee and ankle motion during walking from skin mounted markers 

and intra-cortical pins inserted into the femur, tibia and calcaneus of six volunteers.  Root 
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mean squared (RMS) differences at the knee ranged from 1.5-3.2⁰, 2.1-2.8⁰ and 2.1-5.3⁰ for 

sagittal, frontal and transverse plane motion respectively.  At the ankle RMS differences were 

2.5-4.4⁰, 2.0-4.3⁰ and 2.9-4.4⁰ for sagittal, frontal and transverse plane motion respectively.   

The calibrated anatomical system technique (CAST) was proposed for a more rational 

determinant of anatomical local reference frames (Cappozzo et al., 1995).  This technique 

involves a single static calibration of a number of anatomical landmarks for their identification 

in the relevant technical LCS.  An ‘instrumented pointer device’ mounted with markers in 

known locations or temporary skin mounted markers can be used to identify these anatomical 

landmarks accurately (Leardini et al., 2005).  Some anatomical landmarks may not represent 

good attachment for markers due to many reasons including; marker occlusion from cameras 

and skin motion artefact.  Therefore, some markers may be positioned on the skin giving 

priority to experimental requirements making the anatomical LCS arbitrary (Cappozzo et al., 

1995). The CAST method provides a means for determining the orientation and position of 

anatomical landmarks in a technical LCS which can be used to determine the anatomical LCS 

during motion trials. Thus the CAST technique is a method to reduce STA because markers may 

be placed on the segment where STA is expected to be less significant (Stagni et al., 2005). 

 

3.3 The Effect of Obesity on Biomechanical Modelling of the Lower Limbs. 

An important factor to consider when examining the relationship between obesity and lower 

limb kinematics and kinetics is whether biomechanical models can accurately represent 

osseous structures in individuals with excessive fat mass.  Relatively few studies have 

examined the effects of obesity on the kinematics and kinetics of lower limb biomechanical 

modelling.  Rash et al., (1999) examined the effects of simulating anterior superior iliac crest 

(ASIS) marker placement in obese subjects.  A single gait trial from three non-obese adults was 

captured to which the ASIS markers where anteriorly or laterally displaced, simulating 

abdominal fat mass.  The hip joint centre was calculated based on the Davis et al., (1991) 

method described in the conventional (PiG) lower limb model.  Lateral movement of the ASIS 

markers demonstrated the least amount of change (<3⁰) in kinematic and kinetic outputs.  

However, when the ASIS markers were moved anteriorly pelvic tilt reduced by 2-5⁰, hip flexion 

by 10-15⁰, knee flexion by 5-10⁰, and hip and knee rotation by 10-20⁰.  Hip flexion/extension 

moments and powers altered by 50-75Nm and 100-150Watts respectively.   
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Board et al., (2012) tested five lower limb kinematic models on eleven obese adults using skin 

mounted markers, marker clusters and digitised (virtual) landmarks.  The conventional (PiG) 

lower limb model marker set was applied with 4 alterations; one used virtual ASIS markers 

based on DEXA derived offsets, another used virtual markers on the ASIS and skin mounted 

markers on the iliac crests and another two custom built models.  Peak knee and hip flexion 

and extension angles during stance were significantly different between models (by 11% and 

14% respectively).  Peak hip flexor, knee extensor and knee flexor moments were significantly 

different between the models.  Peak hip and knee powers were also significantly different 

between all five lower limb models.  However, peak ankle plantar-flexor angles, moments and 

powers were similar between models.  The authors conclude that the model used to describe 

obese data has a substantial effect on kinematic data and future studies should clearly 

describe marker placement protocols on obese subjects. 

Together these two studies highlight the fact that obesity can have an effect on the palpation 

and tracking of ASIS landmarks due to soft tissue artefact (STA) from greater adiposity.  These 

errors from STA can affect kinematic and kinetic outputs from the lower limb conventional 

(PiG) model.  Protocols employed to identify and track ASIS markers irrespective of greater 

adipose tissue may help the interpretation of gait parameters between obese and non-obese 

participants.  However, there is a need to examine the effects of obesity on palpation and 

tracking of the ASIS in children and develop protocols to reduce STA.  

 

3.4  Between-Session Reliability of Lower Limb Models Kinematic and Kinetics Measures 

The purpose of the reconstruction of a limb segment in 3D space is the collection of 

quantitative data from segmental kinematics over the time period of the motor task (Cappozzo 

et al., 2005).  With regard to lower limb biomechanical models, which are used to represent 

the underlying bony anatomy of the limb, many have been implemented in 3D gait analysis.  

The reliability of lower limb models with specific interest in the reliability of the conventional 

lower limb model (PiG) in adults and children is detailed in the section.  If a model is unreliable 

or demonstrates high error conclusions regarding the relationships between gait biomechanics 

and obesity cannot be made.     
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3.4.1 Concepts of Reliability and Statistics Analysis 

In order to determine the between-session reliability of the conventional (PiG) lower limb 

model an understanding of the concept of reliability and statistical measures is required.  

Reliability is the extent to which measurements are consistent and free from error (Portney & 

Watkins 2000).  A reliable lower limb biomechanical model will produce consistent kinematic 

and kinetic outputs between multiple sessions under the same conditions.  However, 

measures are rarely perfectly reliable; humans demonstrate gait variability, the 3D motion 

capture is susceptible from reconstruction errors and inconsistent marker placement is 

common in motion capture.  Therefore, an estimate of between-session reliability is required 

to quantify the extent to which lower limb biomechanics varies.  Repeatability refers to the 

variation in repeated measurements made on the same subject under the same conditions.  A 

test retest assessment can establish the variability from repeated measurement to ascribe the 

errors to the measurement protocol.   

Coefficient of Variation (CV) is calculated as the standard deviation of the data divided by the 

mean and multiplying by 100.  However, the problem with expressing error as a percentage is 

that smaller scores will differ markedly compared to larger scores (Bruton et al., 2000).  Chinn 

et al., (1991) suggests that the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) is preferable to CV 

because error variation is related to the size of the score in CVs.  

Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) can measure the level of agreement among different 

measuring instruments when used on the same set of objects or people.  In the case of the 

conventional (PiG) lower limb model it is the extent to which kinematic and kinetic outputs 

agree when performing the same test twice.  The total variance of the output σ2
total    is made 

up of two components:  the variance of the true output, which can be termed σ2
output and the 

error variance σ2 within output, which depends partly upon differences between the sessions.  In 

simple terms, a larger first component of total variance in relation to the second, the closer the 

agreement between the sessions.   

Reliability can be assessed using one of the six ICC models described by Shrout and Fleiss, 

(1979) (ICC 1,1; ICC 1,k; ICC 2,1; ICC 2,k; ICC 3,1; ICC 3,k). The first four ICC models describe 

reliability of multiple raters and can be generalised beyond the limits of the research situation.  

The last two ICC models can evaluate between-session reliability with one rater of lower limb 

biomechanical outputs but, only within the specific research setting.  The within-rater ICC 

equations 3, 1 and 3,k are differentiated by the number of measurements, 1 refers to a single 
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measurement and k several measurements (re-tests).  The equation for ICC 3,k can be 

calculated from a two-way ANOVA: 

 

(1) 

BMS is the between subject variance and EMS is the error or residual mean square variance.  

Intraclass correlation coefficient can only give the reliability of a single output, usually the 

output will be a kinematic or kinetic peak value or value at a specific gait event.  Therefore, it is 

not known whether kinematics or kinetics are reliable over the whole gait cycle. 

The output of ICCs is a coefficient that ranges from 0 (no reliability) to 1 (perfectly reliable), but 

this does not give an idea of the expected error of repeated measurements.  The Standard 

Error of Measurement (SEM) can be calculated to quantify the standard deviation (SD) of 

measurement errors in the same units as the measurement is given.  The SD of repeated 

measures in expressed relative to its ICC score, thus giving a measure of absolute between-

session reliability (Bruton et al., 2000). 

Bland & Altman (1986) described a series of statistical methods for assessing agreement 

between two methods of clinical measurement.  Their approach was based on analysis of 

differences between measurements and they suggest that estimation of the agreement 

between measures is more appropriate than a reliability coefficient or hypothesis 

(significance) testing.  The differences between two measures are plotted against the average 

of the two measurements, the mean.  From this graph, the size of each difference, the range of 

differences, their distribution about zero (perfect agreement) and measurement bias can be 

seen clearly.  The mean difference (d) and the standard deviation (SDdiff) are calculated.  The 

closer d is to zero and the smaller the value of SDdiff the better the agreement between 

measures.  It is also of interest to estimate the true value of d which is a measure of the bias 

between measures and a 95% confidence interval (95%CI).  If zero does not lie within the 

interval it can be concluded that a bias exists between the two measures.  The main 

disadvantage of Bland & Altman plots is that a sample set of 50 is required otherwise the 

95%CI will be very wide making interpretation of the result difficult (Rankin & Stokes, 1998).   

Kadaba et al., (1989) described the similarity or variability of waveforms using Coefficient of 

Multiple Correlation (CMC) to determine the reliability of repeated measurement from 

kinematic and kinetic outputs.  The advantage of CMC is that the whole waveform is assessed 
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and a single coefficient score is produced.  The CMC is calculated as a ratio of the variance 

about the mean at a particular time point to the total variability about the grand mean for the 

session.  However, CMC are susceptible to small range of motion (ROM) of the waveform 

which results in lower CMC values.  Also waveforms with higher ROM will appear more similar, 

i.e. higher CMC values.  This strong dependency of CMC on ROM implies that comparisons 

across joint, planes, biomechanical models and participants would not be meaningful (Røislien 

et al., 2012). 

McGinley et al., (2009) performed a systematic review on the reliability of 3D gait analysis 

measurements.  Their paper highlighted evidence for between-session and between-assessor 

reliability by examining sample selection procedures, procedures, statistical analysis and 

reliability.  The key points of the review found that; most 3D gait analysis studies chose 

convenience sampling which may be susceptible to bias such as selective sampling of more 

cooperative subjects; the authors warned against generalising the error associated with 

repeated measures of healthy adults to children as adult data is generally less variable than 

children’s; measures of gait data variability are population-specific, therefore, between-session 

reliability testing should be conducted on the population of interest; studies should provide 

spatiotemporal data concurrent to kinematic data as an indicator of between-session gait 

stability, and variations due to walking speed effects; and, adequate model description for the 

comparison of reliability of alternative models is also recommended.   

In terms of statistical analysis, McGinley et al., (2009) stated that correlation indices (CMC, 

ICC), alone do not give enough information on reliability.  Studies that have used CMC have 

shown an influence of ROM on the value, with large ROM resulting in high CMCs and vice 

versa.  The authors recommend expressing gait variability in a measurement that in quantified 

in the same units (e.g. ⁰). Furthermore, reporting of reliability should include absolute 

measurement error such as SD or SEM and consideration for the minimum levels of detectable 

change (MDC).  Other points to consider when examining between-session reliability of 3D gait 

analysis included justification of session intervals, amount of sessions, amount of trials within a 

session, blinding assessors.  The review concludes that whether 3D gait analysis data is reliable 

can only be answered in the context of the proposed use.  Although, most errors are 

considered acceptable they are not small enough to be ignored during clinical interpretation.  

The authors summarise that in most clinical situations, error of 2⁰ or less is considered 

acceptable, errors between 2⁰ and 5⁰ reasonable and errors >5⁰ should raise concern of 

misleading clinical interpretation. 
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3.4.2 Reliability of the Conventional Lower Limb Model (PiG) 

Davis et al., (1991) was one of the first studies to describe a protocol for assessment lower 

limb kinematics using a model known as the conventional lower limb model (PiG).  The testing 

protocol involved anthropometric measures of knee and ankle width, between-ASIS distance 

and the vertical distance in the sagittal plane between the ASIS and greater tronchanter.  

Markers were placed on specific bony landmarks or on wands defining the frontal plane of the 

lower limb.  The hip joint centre calculation was based on an algorithm from radiographic 

examination of 25 hips and was a function of leg length.  The knee and ankle joint centres were 

calculated based on the coronal plane joint width measurements.  The limb rotation algorithm 

was based on the determination of Euler angles with a y-x-z axis.  The transformation matrix 

which defined the orientation of a particular set of coordinate axes was developed and 

employed to yield the joint angles corresponding to flex/ext, add/abd and int/ext rotation 

respectively.  Trunk and pelvis angles are absolute angles referenced to the inertially fixed 

laboratory coordinate system.  The hip, knee and ankle angles were all relative angles.  Foot 

rotation angle was an absolute angle referenced to the laboratory, which indicates the 

subject’s foot with respect to the direction of progression (Davis et al., 1991).  This model was 

developed using the minimum number of markers possible to determine 3D kinematic and 

kinetics of the lower limb (Ounpuu et al., 1991) because, at the time, the camera systems were 

only capable of detecting a small number of markers (Baker, 2006). 

Kadaba et al., (1989) tested the reliability of the conventional lower limb model (PiG) in 40 

healthy adult subjects.  Markers were attached to specific lower limb anatomical landmarks to 

create the segments described by Davis et al., (1991).  In addition two floor plates recorded 

ground reaction forces and foot switches indicated gait cycle timings during preferred 

individual gait speed locomotion. Data was captured on three sessions on three different test 

days.  The authors used coefficient of multiple correlation (CMC) statistical analysis to describe 

the similarities or variability of waveforms.  Within-day CMC values ranged from 0.643 ± 0.180 

for pelvic tilt to 0.996 ± 0.003 for hip flexion/extension.  Between-day CMC values ranged from 

0.240 ± 0.180 for pelvis tilt to 0.985 ± 0.009 for knee flexion/extension.  The authors noted 

that within-day reliability was not influenced by marker reapplication errors; low CMC values 

within-day for pelvic tilt was due to the low range of motion (ROM).  Furthermore, between-

day reliability was affected by inherent physiological and systematic variability and marker 

placement errors, significantly affecting pelvic tilt and knee varus/valgus motion.  The lower 

limb joints demonstrated an axis specific rank of variability with sagittal the most reliable, 
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followed by frontal and transverse.  Ground reaction forces demonstrated small variability 

with most attributed to physiological factors.  The reliability of joint moments were similarly 

ranked between the axis of rotation as the angular motion with the highest order of reliability 

at sagittal, then frontal and transverse.  The ankle demonstrated greater reliability of moment 

patterns due to less variability in the estimation of the instantaneous position of the joint 

centre compared to hip and knee.  The authors concluded that variability of joint angle motion 

in the sagittal plane was small compared to the frontal and transverse plane.  Between-day 

reliability of joint motion in these two planes was dramatically affected by errors in the 

application of lateral wand markers that define rotation along the longitudinal axis.  Variability 

in the patterns of force and moments were minimal.   

Ramakrishnan & Kadaba (1991) examined the effects of uncertainties in the definition and 

construction of embedded segment axes, from local coordinate system (LCS), using 

representative data from a healthy subject and a subject with cerebral palsy.  Using the 

conventional lower limb model (PiG), embedded reference axes for the pelvis, thigh, shank and 

foot segments were created.  By perturbing the embedded axis system the flexion/extension 

axis of the hip and knee were displaced in the transverse plane from 15⁰ internal to 15⁰ 

external.  Knee and hip joint motion in the healthy subject showed relatively unaffected 

flexion/extension angles, while abduction/adduction and rotation angles were significantly 

affected. Knee abduction/adduction error in the stance phase were small (2-3⁰) due to 

relatively small flexion/extension angles (5-12⁰) but during the early to mid swing phase (60-

80% of the gait cycle) errors in abduction/adduction angle increase (8-12⁰) with greater knee 

flexion (40-60⁰). Knee rotation errors were minimal during the stance phase and had a 

constant offset approximately equal to the error in the imposed flexion/extension axis.  Hip 

abduction/adduction angle errors were relatively larger in the stance phase (5-7⁰) when hip 

flexion angle is large (30-35⁰).  Hip rotation angles are also affected by hip flexion but to a 

smaller degree (1-2⁰).  The authors conclude that the measurement of 3D joint angle motion 

can be subject to uncertainties in the definition of the embedded axes in the body segments.   

This highlights the need for accurate marker placement to define the lower limb segments in 

the transverse plane. 

Gorton et al., (2009) assessed the kinematic reliability of 12 motion analysis laboratories using 

the conventional lower limb model (PiG) on one adult subject walking at a self-selected speed.  

The range of mean values for each of kinematic variables varied between 5.6⁰ for pelvic 

obliquity to 28.3⁰ for hip rotation.  A follow-up assessment was undertaken after 
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implementation of a standardised gait analysis protocol.  This lead to a 20% decrease in 

variability although some kinematic measures still demonstrated low reliability; range of mean 

values for hip rotation 33.8⁰, hip flexion 17.1⁰ and pelvic tilt 13.9⁰.  Using an instrumented rod, 

the study also examined systematic accuracy of simulated motion of the lower limb.  The 

average standard deviation across 12 sties was 0.5⁰ and the maximum difference between 

measurements ranged from 1.4⁰ to 1.9⁰.  Within-session reliability, consisting of changes in a 

subject’s walking patterns, was not a major contributor to overall variance.  Between-session 

reliability included walking pattern differences and marker placement errors.  The authors 

reported that the marker placement errors contributed more to the degree of variance.  

Schwartz et al., (2004) estimated errors associated with quantitative gait data by proposing a 

method for incorporating these errors into the interpretation process.  Using the conventional 

lower limb model (PiG) on two healthy adult subjects a total of 120 trials were recorded; 5 

trials from 3 sessions, from 4 observers. Within-subject, within-rater and between-rater errors 

at each time point for the gait cycle were computed.  The reliability of a joint angle was 

measured by the between-observer error and a ratio of between-trial error to between-

observer error.  Between-trial error serves as a baseline for comparisons because it is free of 

methodological error (marker placement errors).  The authors determined the error in all 

lower limb kinematic outputs and gave reasons for the quantified errors.  Of the 11 joint 

angles, pelvis obliquity and pelvis rotation were the most reliable, pelvic tilt contained 

significantly larger errors.  Position of the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) markers effects 

pelvic obliquity more than pelvic rotation and posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS) position 

causes errors in pelvic tilt. At the hip largest errors were in the transverse plane due to 

problems aligning the long axis of the thigh.  Hip flexion/extension was more reliable but hip 

abduction/adduction demonstrated high methodological errors possibly due to the regression 

equations used to calculate hip joint centres.  Errors in the knee are caused by the hierarchical 

biomechanical model (errors in proximal segments are propagated to distal segments), joint 

centre locations and long axis alignment.  The largest between-observer errors were for knee 

varus/valgus, meaning experimental errors due to axis definition and cross-talk reduce 

reliability in this plane.  Knee flexion/extension and rotation errors are similar to hip errors.  

Foot progression errors were both high for between-observer and the ratio to between-trial 

indicating discrepancies in marker placement and methods to achieve this placement.  

Dorsi/plantarflexion error was small throughout most of the gait cycle and most likely due to 

inherent variability.  The authors state that these results are only valid for the laboratory used 

but the general magnitudes are likely to be consistent across laboratories.  The proposed 
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assessment of between-trial and between-observer approach gives understanding of intrinsic 

(inherent) and extrinsic (experimental) factors that cause gait data variability.  An unbiased 

method was proposed for identifying significant deviations during routine gait analysis from 

which clinical significance may then be subjectively judged.  However, the authors also note 

that deviations in joint angles may be a result of a temporal shift from altered spatiotemporal 

variables (i.e. walking speed) which is not accounted for in this analysis.  

These studies have described the conventional lower limb model (PiG) from the development 

of the protocol Davis (1991), the within- and between-session reliability testing on adult 

subjects (Kadaba et al., 1989) as well an assessment of errors in embedded axis, between-rater 

reliability (Schwartz et al., 2004) and between-laboratory reliability (Gorton et al., 2009). The 

results of these studies highlight the fact that the model is prone to larger errors in out-of-

sagittal plane kinematics at the hip and knee joints.  A particular issue for reliability is 

placement of the thigh marker to determine the transverse rotation of the hip and knee and 

warrants further investigation (Ramakrishnan & Kadaba., 1991, Schwartz et al., 2004).  The 

conventional (PiG) model has been compared to more recent models to examine reliability of 

gait data in healthy adult populations, these studies are summarised below. 

 

3.4.3 Reliability of Other Lower Limb Models  

Charlton et al., (2004) compared the reliability of the conventional lower limb model (PiG) with 

an optimised lower-limb gait analysis model (OLGA).  The optimised algorithms of OLGA model 

were designed to correct for marker motion, improve smoothing for STA and knee cross-talk 

minimisation.  A single healthy adult completed 25 walking trials with the Helen Hayes marker 

set attached by three observers (raters) on one occasion and by one observer (rater) on 

another occasion (total trials = 100).  The SD of local marker coordinates, equating to 

erroneous marker motion relative to the underlying anatomy, was 0.6 to 27.8mm for the 

conventional lower limb model (PiG) compared to OLGA with greatest SD at the heel and toe 

markers.  This indicates that the ankle joint centres are least well located.  Cross talk at the 

knee joint between knee flexion and varus/valgus angles resulted in significantly altered 

varus/valgus and rotation profiles.  At the hip, significant differences between the rotation 

angles were seen due to misalignment of the knee axis (Baker et al., 1999).  Significant 

differences were reported in inversion/eversion and rotation profiles at the ankle joint due to 

poorly aligned knee axes and cross-talk.  Compared to OLGA, between-session kinematic RMS 
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errors of the conventional lower limb model (PiG) joint rotations were <8⁰ for rotation angles, 

<4⁰ flex/ext angles and <2⁰ abd/add angles.  Between-session kinetic RMS errors of the 

conventional lower limb model (PiG) were <400Nm/kg flex/ext, <150Nm/kg abd/add and 

<50Nm/kg abd/add.  This paper highlighted the reliability associated with lower body 

kinematics caused by specific landmark errors which results in joint centre location 

inaccuracies.    

Benedetti et al., (2012) explored between-laboratory consistency of three lower limb 

biomechanical models; the conventional lower limb model (PiG) protocols; Total3DGait 

(anatomically based protocol, see Leardini et al., 2007b); and, the CAST protocol, across seven 

gait laboratories.  A single healthy adult subject was examined within each laboratory by one 

observer (rater) providing 6 gait trials of anthropometrics, spatiotemporal kinematics and 

kinetics.  Anthropometric measurement differences were as large as 2-3cm for the pelvis.  

Coefficient of variation (CV) of spatiotemporal parameters was generally lower than 6%.  

Similarity of kinematic curves between the laboratories was measured by coefficient of 

determination (r2).  Sagittal and frontal plane r2 values were greater than 0.90 and transverse 

plane greater than 0.60 (excluding the knee), the worse performance was the transverse plane 

hip (r2 0.30).  Joint moments demonstrated excellent similarity at the ankle (r2 0.90), good at 

the knee (r2 0.70) and hip (r2 0.66).  The paper concluded that large consistencies were found in 

joint kinematic curves between the laboratories despite the large spectrum of different 

techniques utilised.  Reliability was accounted for by differences in marker positioning on the 

thigh, anthropometric measurements and event detection. 

Ferrari et al., (2008) compared five body model protocols for gait analysis over exactly the 

same gait cycles from two adult healthy subjects and a subject with a lower limb prosthesis.  

The conventional lower limb model (PiG) was compared to Total3DGait (Leardini et al., 2007), 

CAST (Cappozzo et al., 1995, Benedetti et al., 1998), SAFLo (Frigo et al., 2008) and LAMB 

(Rabuffetti et al., 2004) for gait data acquisition.  A single marker set was designed that 

incorporated each of the marker sets from the five body models.  Neither normalisation nor 

offset subtraction was performed on the kinematic data.  This study protocol allowed the 

analysis of multiple body models independent of landmark identification, marker attachment, 

anthropometric measurements and data processing.  Within-protocol reliability was high and 

similar for each protocol, mean absolute variability was less than 7⁰ for all joint rotations and 

less than 18Nm for joint moments.  Between-protocol mean absolute reliability was high, 

especially for knee internal/external rotation (31⁰) and ankle dorsi/plantarflexion (27⁰), and up 
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to 21Nm for all joint moments.  Joint rotations measured for one subject with a prosthesis 

allowing full knee flexion/extension and internal/external rotation but restricted 

abduction/adduction demonstrated between-protocol differences.  The conventional lower 

limb model (PiG) demonstrated abduction/adduction ROM of 35⁰ but the other four protocols 

resulting in ROM <10⁰.  The findings indicate that while sagittal plane kinematics were 

comparable between body models, frontal and transverse plane were poorly correlated and 

even biased.  It was hypothesised that large variability in knee abd/add was due to bias in axis 

location and resulted in cross-talk between planes.  In the conventional lower limb model 

(PiG), this is caused by high variability in alignment of wand markers (Gorton et al., 2001 & 

2002).  The authors concluded that comparisons of gait data between protocols should be 

made very carefully, especially for knee frontal and transverse plane motion.       

In summary, the previous findings indicate that, while most lower limb kinematic variables are 

reliable, hip and knee transverse plane reliability is less so (Ferrari et al., 2008; Benedetti et al., 

2012).  Methodological errors of the conventional (PiG) body model have been highlighted and 

new approaches suggested to improve the reliability of gait data.  The methods described 

utilise some form of mathematical method to determine, marker motion, STA and cross-talk 

(Charlton et al., 2004).  Ferrari et al., (2008) demonstrated the reliability of using different 

body model protocols on concurrent gait cycle to reduce inherent variability from intrinsic gait 

variability and marker placement between errors between-protocols.  This protocol has been 

implemented to determine the between-session reliability of concurrent foot models in 

experimental chapter 3 (chapter 7). The between-session reliability of the conventional (PiG) 

model has not been extensively examined in paediatric populations as adult populations, but 

the next papers presents the findings of the few studies available. 

 

3.4.4  Reliability of the Convention Lower Limb Model (PiG) in Children 

Ounpuu et al., (1991) developed a paediatric database of gait kinematics and kinetics in 

healthy children using the conventional lower limb model (PiG).  Thirty one healthy children 

(mean age 9.6 years) were asked to ambulate at a self selected speed for 3 trials with the 

conventional (PiG) marker-set attached.  The study found between-subject reliability to be 

low, ranging from SD between 2 and 8⁰ for maximum, minimum, ROM and mean joint 

kinematic data over the gait cycle.  The authors reported that the reliability was similar to that 
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from adult gait data of Kadaba et al., (1990) confirming the use of the convention lower limb 

model in children.  

Within- and between-session reliability of lower limb kinematics and kinetics during gait 

analysis was examined in 5 healthy children and 5 children with cerebral palsy, mean age 9.6 

years (Miller et al., 1996, Quigley et al., 1997).  A modified Helen Hays marker set 

(conventional lower limb model, PiG) was attached to the children’s lower limbs to calculate 

3D joint kinematics of the hip, knee and ankle.  Children were asked to walk at their self-

selected walking speed for 3 trials per session over 5 sessions.  Intraclass correlation 

coefficients (ICC) were calculated for each time point of 100 time points over the gait cycle, for 

within and between-session to determine reliability.  Healthy children’s within-session 

reliability of kinematic data was high (ICC averaged 0.856), with highest ICCs for knee rotation 

and lowest for knee flexion/extension.  Between-session ICC for the healthy children was 

lower, averaging 0.687, highest knee flexion/extension and lowest for hip abd/add.  Between-

session kinetic data results demonstrated highly reliable joint forces, average ICC of 0.855, 

highest in the compression force at the knee and lowest in the anterior/posterior force at the 

knee.  Joint moments were also highly reliable, average ICC 0.853, highest at the hip 

flexion/extension moment and lowest at the hip rotation moment. The authors concluded that 

the techniques to capture joint kinematics and kinetics during paediatric gait analysis was 

reproducible both within- and between-sessions. 

Further to these two studies, the same research team examined the reliability of gait 

measurements, from the same captured data, at specific points of the gait cycle (Quigley et al., 

1999).  Lower limb angles were extracted at initial contact and peaks in the stance and swing 

phases based on values of clinical interest.  For the analysis the authors utilised within- and 

between-session CV and SD of spatiotemporal, kinematic and kinetic measures.  The 

spatiotemporal parameters demonstrated low reliability both within-session (CV range 0.02-

0.19%) and between-session (CV range 0.02-0.17%).  Ground reaction force peak also 

demonstrated low reliability both within-session (CV range 0.03-0.09) and between-session 

(CV range 0.03-0.09). Kinematics CV range for within-session was 0.02-1.34% and between-

session 0.02-0.88%.  Kinetics CV range within-session was 0.02-0.17% and between-session 

0.02-0.19%.  The authors conclude that spatiotemporal, ground reaction forces and joint 

kinetics are more consistent than joint kinematics.  The sources of reliability can be attributed 

to inherent within-session variability and marker placement error contributing to between-

session variability.     
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Gorton et al., (1997) presented the findings of their study on between-session reliability of the 

conventional lower limb model (PiG) for gait analysis in 50 children between the ages of five 

and sixteen.  The children were invited to two sessions one week apart. In each session 

markers were placed on anatomical landmarks by two observers (raters).  The children were 

asked to walk at their self-selected walking speed, three trials were selected to represent 

session data.  The study used within- and between-day CMC to assess the reliability of the 

kinematic and kinetic waveforms.  Within-day CMC ranged from 0.805 for pelvic tilt to 0.994 

for hip flexion and between-day CMC 0.791 for pelvic tilt to 0.990 for hip flexion.  Within- and 

between-day CMC for kinetic waveforms were >0.98 for all variables examined.  In general, the 

reliability of gait variables observed in this study were higher than those reported by Kadaba et 

al., (1989) suggesting improvements in gait analysis technology and methods.  The authors 

summarised that gait patterns were consistent across the age range but reliability was found 

to increase with age. 

More recently, Skaaret et al., (2012) examined between-session reliability of 3D gait 

kinematics in 10 healthy children age 8 to 14 years using the conventional lower limb 

protocol/model (PiG).  Two observer teams placed markers on two consecutive days, two 

weeks apart.  This study determined reliability from Bland & Altman plots and corresponding 

Limits of Agreement (LoA) with LoA of ±10⁰ considered clinically acceptable.  The greatest 

difference within- and between- observers was in the all knee planes, ankle sagittal plane and 

hip transverse plane (LoA ranging from ±10 to20⁰).  Pelvic motion, foot progression, hip 

sagittal and frontal plane motion were all <±10⁰.  The greater differences found in some 

variables confirm marker placement reliability between- and within-observers.  Joint kinematic 

demonstrated higher variability at certain periods of the gait cycle, for example, ankle sagittal 

during pre-swing and knee sagittal during terminal swing.  These periods may have more 

inherent variability from sensitivity to walking speed or experimental variability from event 

detection errors.   

Steinwender et al., (2000) examined within-subject reliability of gait analysis data in healthy 

children and children with cerebral palsy.  Forty children (20 with cerebral palsy, 20 healthy), 

age range 7-15 years, took part in three sessions within the period of one week.  Marker sets 

where attached to anatomical landmarks in-line with protocols for the conventional lower limb 

model (PiG).  Data analysis involved the calculation of CV for spatiotemporal parameters and 

CMC for kinematic and kinetic parameters.  Spatiotemporal parameters from the healthy 

children demonstrated CV values of 3.4-5.2% within-day and 5.7-8.0% between-day.  Joint 
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kinematics of the healthy children ranged from, within-day 0.73 for pelvis rotation to 0.98 for 

hip and knee flexion/extension, and between-day 0.34 for knee rotation and 0.96 for hip and 

knee flexion/extension.  Joint kinetics of the healthy children ranged from within-day 0.86 for 

hip frontal plane power to 0.96 for hip sagittal plane moment and between-day 0.73 for hip 

frontal plane power and 0.91 for ankle sagittal plane moment.  The authors concluded that the 

healthy children had a reliable kinematic gait pattern due to their ability to vary individual joint 

moments but keeping the overall lower limb moment steady.   

Van der Linden et al., (2002) examined kinematic and kinetic characteristics of 36 healthy 

children (mean age 9 years) at 5 clinically relevant speeds.  Walking speed was normalised to 

body height using the method of Hof (1996), 3 trials at a self-selected walking speed and at 

four speeds slower were collected.  Markers were attached according to the conventional 

lower limb model (PiG) and a knee alignment device (KAD) was utilised to orientate the knee 

flexion-extension axis.  Dimensionless spatiotemporal, GRFs and moments were calculated 

(Hof 1996) for comparison across the speed groups.  All spatiotemporal parameters; speed, 

cadence, stride time, percentage of single and double support, step length, stride length were 

significantly different between groups except step width.  Some significant differences in lower 

limb joint angles and moments were found, especially in the sagittal plane, between the speed 

groups but not necessarily ordered incrementally.  Walking speed had a strong effect on the 

anterior-posterior and vertical GRF.  The anterior GRF peak in the second half of the stance 

phase and the trough in the vertical GRF were significantly greater at higher speeds.  The 

authors reported that walking speed strongly influenced the kinematics and kinetics 

characteristics of gait, but its effects were not linear. This study advises caution when 

examining gait data for abnormalities attributed to pathology but may be due to the effects of 

walking speed.   

Comparisons between these paediatric gait studies are difficult due to the varying statistical 

analyses used to assess reliability of kinematics and kinetics.  In general, spatiotemporal, GRF 

and joint kinetics are more reliable than kinematics (Quigley et al., 1999) at gait cycle events 

and peaks.  However, the protocols to measure 3D paediatric gait involving the conventional 

lower limb model (PiG) is reproducible both within- and between-sessions.  Marker placement 

errors are the biggest cause of variability and have greatest effect at points in the gait cycle 

where large rotations occur, causing cross-talk between planes.  Walking speed has a large 

effect on gait data and may underlie significant differences between subject groups (Van der 

Linden et al., 2002). Therefore, measures to control walking speed variability should be used 
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whether during capture (metronome) or post capture (mathematical scaling or regression 

analysis).  There is a need to understand between-session reliability of the lower limb model 

within a paediatric population to determine the relationships between obesity and lower limb 

biomechanics during gait.     

 

3.5  Foot Models  

The conventional gait model (PiG) represents the foot as a rigid body articulating at the ankle. 

This over-simplification can lead to errors caused by disregarding relative motion within the 

foot.  Review articles have highlighted the vast number of foot models tested on healthy and 

pathological adults as well as children (Rankine et al., 2008; Deschamps et al., 2011; Bishop et 

al., 2012).  International standards have been published for the modelling of upper and lower 

limbs according to joint coordinate systems, anatomical landmarks and axes recommendations 

(Wu et al., 2002 & 2005).  However, no standards exist for modelling the foot.  This section will 

give a brief history of the development of foot models and detail studies that have tested foot 

model protocols in terms of reliability in adult and child populations. 

The conventional lower limb model (PiG) for gait analysis regards the foot as a single rigid 

segment articulating at the ankle.  This was due to limitations in motion capture technology at 

the time which restricted the complexity of the model (Theologis & Stebbins 2010).  This single 

segment description leads to errors when motion occurs within the foot segment.  Early 3D 

foot models, tested on adults, involved comparing the calcaneus or hindfoot segment to the 

shank (Kepple et al., 1990; Scott & Winter 1991; Siegel et al., 1995; Moseley et al., 1996; Liu et 

al., 1997; Cornwall et al., 1999; Woodburn et al., 1999).  Difficulty in tracking the talus with 

surface markers and optoelectronic capture systems led to the talus and calcaneus being 

considered as one segment (Rankine et al., 2008).   

In 1996, Kidder et al. developed a foot model which captured motion of the shank, calcaneus, 

metatarsals and hallux; this model would later be known as the Milwaukee Foot Model.  This 

foot model used radiographic measures of foot segmental alignment to construct correlation 

matrices to which segment coordinate systems could be rotated into anatomical positions.  In 

this way offsets were created as a reference to ‘neutral alignment’.  Because of the exposure 

to x-rays, this model may not be appropriate for clinical studies particularly those that involve 

children.  Carson et al., (2001) also developed a 3D foot model describing the shank, hindfoot 

(calcaneus and talus), forefoot (five metatarsals) and hallux segments.  Their protocol was non-
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invasive, did not dependent on x-ray information and was later adapted for use in children 

(Stebbins et al., 2006). Leardini et al., (1999) produced a five segment 3D foot model, 

describing motion of the tibia/fibula, calcaneus, midfoot (cuboid, three cuneiforms and 

navicular), first metatarsal and hallux.  This study utilised rigid clusters of markers placed and 

anatomical landmark calibration techniques to define joint rotations.  The use of marker 

clusters to describe foot segments was also utilised by Jenkyn & Nicol (2007) in their foot 

model which described five segments of the foot; the calcaneus, talus, midfoot (cuboid, three 

cuneiforms and navicular) , as well as medial and lateral forefoot but no hallux segment.  The 

five marker clusters are composed of three 10mm markers at set angles and distance to each 

other resulting in a 40mm triad cluster.  The use of this marker cluster on paediatric feet may 

be difficult to track due to markers from adjacent clusters being in close proximity to each 

other.  Leardini et al., (2007) produced a second foot model utilising skin mounted markers to 

create the tibia/fibula, calcaneus, midfoot (cuboid, three cuneiforms and navicular), and 

metatarsals with the hallux represented as two projection lines from the first metatarsal in the 

sagittal and transverse plane.  The Heidelberg foot model uses a series of projection lines to 

define motion between functional foot segments (Simon et al., 2006). Relative motion 

between segments is represented by vectors along a predetermined axis or rotation which 

does not necessarily align with the standard planes (Deschamps et al., 2011).  A nine-segment 

foot model proposed by MacWilliams et al., (2003) includes the joints; talocrural, subtalar, 

calcaneocuboid, medial tarsometatarsal, lateral tarsometatarsal, lateral metatarsophalangeal, 

medial metatarsophalangeal and first metatarsophalangeal.  This model calculated segment 

position and orientation based on skin mounted markers and estimates based on adjacent 

segments to provide a database of normal gait in adolescents.    

 

3.5.1  Validity of Foot Models 

Few foot model studies have demonstrated the validity of digitally reconstructing foot 

segment motion to actual motion between the bones of the foot.  Some studies have 

examined the validity of using a SPG system to reconstruct marker sets (Myers et al., 2004).  

Studies have also examined the kinematic output of their foot models when the foot is placed 

in known alignments (MacWilliams et al., 2003).  Reliability of each foot model has usually 

been tested for within-session and between-sessions and sometimes between-rater using 

varying statistical techniques (Carson et al., 2001; Stebbins et al., 2006; Wright et al., 2010; 

Caravaggi et al., 2010; Deschamps et al., 2011; Bruening et al., 2012; Sarawat et al., 2012).    
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Studies that have sort to quantify the errors involved in foot model’s attempt to record actual 

bone motion have depended on bone pins or cadaver methodologies which are reliant on 

assumptions of normal gait patterns under testing conditions.  These studies do however, 

provide evidence for the validity of describing multi-segment foot motion using skin mounted 

markers. 

 

3.5.2 Invasive Testing of Validity in Foot Models 

Nester et al., (2007) compared kinematic data from an experimental foot model that 

segmented the foot into the heel, navicular and cuboid, medial forefoot and lateral forefoot to 

measure bone motion from markers mounted on inter cortical pins.  Six adult subjects 

ambulated in three conditions; bone pins, skin mounted markers and plate mounted markers 

(the plates were stuck directly to the skin and the markers on top).  Data were collected from 

10 gait trials from each subject to be representative of their gait patterns. The mean and 

maximal differences between any two of the three protocols during stance was >3° in 35% and 

100% respectively and >5° in 3.5% and 73% respectively. The results of the experimental foot 

model in the three conditions demonstrated that error due to violation of rigid body 

assumption (within-segment motion within an assumed rigid segment) and skin motion 

artefacts were minimal.  Kinematic differences were greatest for the navicular-cuboid to 

calcaneus and medial forefoot to navicular-cuboid.  The authors concluded that although 

precise foot kinematics will not be accurately captured with plate or skin mounted markers, 

foot models are of value in distinguishing gross pathology compared to healthy individuals or 

changes over time.  

Okita et al., (2009) evaluated the fidelity of a three segment foot and ankle model by recording 

skin mounted against bone mounted marker sets on cadaver’s feet during simulated stance 

phase of gait. Internal/external rotation of the hindfoot segment, based on skin mounted 

markers, differed significantly from the actual motion of the calcaneus by a mean difference of 

0.6⁰.  Larger differences between forefoot segment and underlying bone motion were 

recorded in adduction/abduction and internal/external rotations by 1.5⁰ and 1.2⁰ respectively.  

The artefact of skin motion compared to bone motion varied by 3mm to 7mm, but no more 

than 3mm in one direction, in the foot segments.  Segmental kinematics were compared to 

bone kinematics to examine the rigid body assumption; the shank and hindfoot behaved as 

rigid bodies however the forefoot violated the rigid body assumption.  This finding indicates 
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that the forefoot segment could be modelled more accurately by subdividing the metatarsals 

into medial and lateral portions as proposed by MacWilliams et al., (2003) and Buczek et al., 

(2006).  The study reported that, despite errors the segmental foot model appeared to 

perform reasonably well. 

Nester et al., (2010) examined mean and maximal errors due to violation of the rigid body 

assumption from foot models that divide the bones of the foot into segments for kinematic 

analysis.  The authors used data from a dynamic cadaver model with markers attached to bone 

pins during simulated stance phase of gait.  Kinematic differences between individual motion 

and segmental motion were calculated with mean errors between 0.8° to 4.4°.  Based on the 

errors reported a three segment mid and forefoot model was proposed consisting of the; (1) 

navicular and cuboid, (2) cuneiforms and metatarsals 1, 2 and 3 and, (3) metatarsals 4 and 5.  

The authors stated that the greater the number of bones and articulation within a rigid 

segment the greater the likely violation of the rigid segment assumption.  

These studies using bone pins or cadaver specimens indicate that dividing the foot into 

segments consisting of multiple bones incurs errors in the kinematic outputs compared to 

actual bone motion.  Errors also occur due to skin movement which causes marker 

displacement irrespective of the underlying bony landmark.  Modelling the hindfoot resulted in 

the greatest accuracy because of fewer errors from assumptions of rigid body modelling. The 

midfoot and forefoot segments produce greater errors, though most errors were reported to 

be <5°.  

 

3.5.3 Validity of Foot Models in Adolescents and Children 

MacWilliams et al., (2003) validated their nine-segment foot model in four adult subjects using 

wedges placed under the foot to give known angles between the forefoot and toes, as well as 

ankle flexion.  Average mean errors between the foot model output and the known angles 

were 1.4⁰ at the ankle, 1.6⁰ for the hallux, 3.3⁰ for medial toes and 1.8⁰ for lateral toes.  The 

study also compared the kinematic foot angles during the stance phase with radiographic 

measures of Cavanagh et al., (1997).  They found the largest difference between these studies 

was 4⁰ in first metatarsal inclination angle which the authors note was less than the SD in both 

studies for this measure.   

Myers et al., (2004) reported the development, accuracy, within-session reliability and 

validation protocol of a four-segment paediatric foot model.  The study population consisted 
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of three children between the ages of 6 and 11 years from which foot kinematic outputs were 

cross-correlated against the Milwaukee model in adult subjects (Kidder et al., 1996).  

Validation of the model incorporated static and dynamic linear and angular testing of a dummy 

segment consisting of markers placed at distances representative of the foot model and 

repeated on a different day.  Computed marker position reconstruction and distances were 

compared to measurements taken by vernier callipers.  Dynamic angular testing involved 

motion capture of a dummy segment against a Biodex dynamometer rotating at a set angular 

velocity.  The authors stated that system accuracy was ‘exceptional’ with static linear accuracy 

>99.9%, dynamic linear accuracy >99.8% and angular accuracy to be >98.9%.  Correlation 

coefficients ranged from 0.988 ± 0.001 to 0.749 ± 0.200 between this paediatric model and the 

Milwaukee model (Kidder et al., 1996).  The static marker reconstruction indicated high 

accuracy in all 3D orientations.  Dynamic testing revealed that resolution increased with 

decreasing marker distance, but even at the shortest marker distance (39.9mm) resolution was 

still satisfactory, 0.53 ± 0.31mm at 0.01 significance level.  Compared to the Milwaukee foot 

model used in adults (Kidder et al., 1996) all but one of the segments had positive correlation 

coefficients, the hallux demonstrated an altered waveform and offset throughout most of the 

gait cycle (mean correlation coefficients -0.096).  The mean correlation coefficients of the 

other 11 kinematic graphs were 0.961±0.044.  The planar order of highest correlation is 

sagittal, coronal and transverse in segment order of tibia, hindfoot, forefoot and hallux.  This is 

due to the order of Euler rotations and segment expression relative the next proximal 

segment. 

These validity findings indicate that the accuracy of typical SPG motion capture systems is high 

enough to capture markers in close proximity (40mm) on the foot of a child (Myers et al., 

2004).  Validating the static angular outputs to measured angles either from wedges or 

radiography demonstrated errors <5°, although this protocol may result in errors between 2D 

and 3D comparisons.  High between-subjects SD in MacWilliams et al., (2003) study indicates 

that dividing the foot into nine segments incurs a large amount of variability which could be 

due to large differences between walking patterns or errors in modelling assumptions.   

 

3.5.4  Reliability of Foot Models 

This section reviews six foot models that have been tested for reliability by original studies and 

where necessary by subsequent studies (a summary of the studies is in Table 3.1).  Comparison 
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of foot model reliability between studies is difficult due to the different populations being 

tested; adults (Carson et al., 2001; Simon et al., 2006; Jenkyn & Nicol 2007; Leardini et al., 

2007), adolescents (MacWilliams et al., 2003) and children (Stebbins et al., 2006); the study 

design, between-session repeated measures (Carson et al., 2001; Stebbins et al., 2006; Simon 

et al., 2006; Caravaggi et al., 2010; Deschamps et al., 2011), between-subject measures 

(MacWilliams et al., 2003; Leardini et al., 2007); and the statistics used to measure reliability, 

standard deviation (Carson et al., 2003; Stebbins et al., 2006; Leardini et al., 2007; Caravaggi et 

al., 2010), intraclass correlation coefficient (Curtis et al., 2009; Wright et al., 2011), coefficient 

of multiple correlation (Deschamps et al., 2011; MacWilliams et al., 2003, Jenkyn & Nicol 2007; 

Simon et al., 2006).  The purpose of this review was to highlight the technical aspects 

(including segmentation, joint coordinates and testing protocols) and reliability.  The outcomes 

of this review will aid the selection of a foot model to be used to determine the relationships 

between foot biomechanics and obesity in children.    

 

Table 3.1.  Review of foot models; population tested, number of segments, measures of validity and reliability and 
relevant clinical applications. 

Reference Population Foot segments (amount) Validity and reliability Relevant clinical 
applications 

Carson et al., 
(2003) 

n=2 HS  
(24 and 29y) 

(3) Hindfoot, forefoot and 
hallux 

No validation 
BR BS BT, n=2 , R=2 

Theologis et al., (2003) 
paed club foot 

MacWilliams et 
al., (2003) 

n=18 HS 
(12.4±2.6y) 

(8)Talus/navicular/cuneiform, 
cuboid, calcaneus, lateral 
forefoot, medial forefoot, 
lateral toes, medial toes and 
hallux 

Compared to radiographic data 
and wedge test 
BSu BT, n=18, R=1 

 

Simon et al., 
(2006) 

n=10 HS (19-
43y) 

(0) No segments, projection 
angles 

Compared to radiographic data 
and indirect checks 
BR BS BT, n=1, R=5 

Twomey et al., (2010) 
paed flat feet 

Stebbins et al., 
(2006) 

n=15 HS (6-
14y) 

(3) Hindfoot, forefoot and 
hallux 

No validation 
BS BT 
Also Curtis et al., (2009) and 
Wright et al., (2011) 

Alonso-Vazquez et al., 
(2009) paed forefoot 
varus.  Levinger et al., 
(2010) normal- and flat-
arched adults 

Jenkyn & Nicol 
(2007) 

n=12 HS (22-
40y) 

(4) Hindfoot, midfoot, medial 
forefoot, lateral forefoot 

No validation 
BSu BT n=18, R=1 

 

Leardini et al., 
(2007) 

n=10 HS 
(25±4.0y) 

(4) Calcaneus, midfoot, 
metatarsals, hallux and 
planar angles  

No validation 
BSu n=2, r=1  
also Caravaggi et al., (2010) 
and Deschmaps et al., (2011) 

Powell et al., (2011) high- 
and low-arched adults 

HS = healthy subjects, y = years old, n=number of subjects, R= number of Raters,  BR = between-Rater, BS = 
between-session, BT = between-trial, BSu = between-subject, paed = paediatric  

 

3.5.4.1 Reliability of Carson et al., (2001) Foot Model 

Carson et al., (2001) developed the Oxford Foot Model (OFM) and evaluated between-session 

reliability of the protocol and model in adult subjects.  The marker set and anatomical axes 
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definition were based on knowledge of foot kinematics and tested in healthy and deformed 

feet in a clinical setting.  The model used 17 markers of which three were removed following 

the static calibration trial (posterior medial heel, medial malleolus and head of 1st metatarsal).  

A four segment model was constructed for calculation of segmental kinematics.  Data were 

captured using Vicon motion capture system.  Between-segment angles were calculated 

according to Grood & Suntay’s (1991) method using Joint Coordinate System (JCS).  Reliability 

of the model was assessed in two healthy subjects, by two observers over four sessions, whilst 

walking a self-selected speed.  Subtle patterns of foot motion was detected using the OFM and 

qualitatively comparable to existing knowledge of foot kinematics.   

Between-trial SD for each inter-segment angle over the stance phase ranged from 0.57⁰ for 

forefoot to hindfoot abduction/adduction to 0.95⁰ for hallux plantar-/dorsiflexion.  Between-

session reliability was found to be within ±3.0⁰ for the ankle joint, ±4.3⁰ for the forefoot and 

±6.5⁰ for hallux motion.  Between-observer results were similar to between-session reliability, 

with expected differences between-observers no greater than 1⁰ of the between-session 

result.  Marker placement variability is the primary reason for the decrease in reliability 

compared to between-observer variability or skin movement artefact.  The authors conclude 

that their protocol for non-invasive assessment of the foot demonstrated acceptable reliability 

for use in research and clinical applications.   

 

3.5.4.2 Reliability of Stebbins et al., (2006) Foot Model 

The OFM was adapted by Stebbins et al., (2006) for use in a paediatric population and 

examined for between-session reliability in 15 healthy children (mean age 9.5 years).  The OFM 

describes hindfoot to tibia motion as flexion/extension about the medio/lateral axis, 

inversion/eversion about the longitudinal axis and internal/external rotation about the axis 

orthogonal to the previous two.  The forefoot of OFM is described by flexion/extension about 

the medio/lateral axis, supination/pronation about the longitudinal axis and 

abduction/adduction about the axis orthogonal to the previous two.   

Five variations of the OFM were tested for feasibility and between-session reliability over 

three trials performed by each child at their self-selected walking speed in three sessions 

between 2 weeks and 6 months apart.  These included using a scaled virtual marker instead of 

a toe marker between 2nd and 3rd metatarsals, tracking the forefoot segment with only lateral 

markers, removing the wand marker on the calcaneus, using markers on the tibia rather than 

the knee joint centre and finally removing the calcaneal wand marker during the static trial.  As 
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shown in Table 3.2, variations in the OFM model presented minimal changes in  between-

session reliability. The only significant change in between-session reliability came from 

elimination of the wand marker during the static trial, which reduced between-day variability 

of the hindfoot in the transverse plane.  The study recommended the continuing use of a 

physical toe marker, elimination of the calcaneal wand marker, to use the conventional knee 

joint centre to calculate the long axis of the tibia, and to measure forefoot medial arch height 

compared to lateral markers for estimation of error produced in forefoot supination as a result 

of rigid body assumptions.  

Within-subject SD of maximal values were higher than ROM values which the authors 

interpreted as good consistency between foot motion patterns, but with offsets affecting 

absolute values.  The sagittal plane was most reliable followed by frontal, then transverse.  

Table 3.2 reported the model’s maximal angles and ROM angular outputs; within subject 

variation was least in the hindfoot compared to the forefoot, (hallux SD not presented).  The 

authors conclude that awareness of the reliability of inter-segment foot motion in children is 

of importance for accurate interpretation of results. 

 

Table 3.2.  Mean ± SD (within subject) kinematics of the Stebbins et al., (2006) default foot model with model 

variations. 

 Default Model (°) SD (°) Variation of Model (°) 

 

Max Forefoot DF 9.8 3.4 9.8 – 10.1 

Max Forefoot Sup 6.5 5.3 6.4 – 6.5 

Max Forefoot Abd 5.0 7.4 0.6
a
 – 4.1 

Range Forefoot DF 20.8 2.7 19.2
a
 – 20.8 

Range Forefoot Sup 8.8 1.6 7.8
a
 – 8.6 

Range Forefoot Abd 9.9 2.4 8.8
a
 – 9.9 

Max Hindfoot DF 11.2 3.0 10.7 – 12.2 

Max Hindfoot Sup 9.0 5.2 7.6 – 9.3 

Max Hindfoot Abd 13.8 8.4 13.9 – 15.6
b
 

Range Hindfoot DF 24.2 2.7 20.4
a
 – 23.8 

Range Hindfoot Sup 10.8 2.2 10.2 – 11.5 

Range Hindfoot Abd 12.3 2.7 11.1 – 12.4 

a
 indicates significant differences in mean values. 

b
 indicates significant differences in reliability 

 

Further studies have examined the between-session reliability of the OFM in paediatric and 

adult populations.  Curtis et al., (2009) examined between-session reliability of the OFM in 8 
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healthy children (mean age 12 ± 3 years) during gait.  The children were tested, according to 

the protocols of Stebbins et al., (2006), on two sessions between 2 and 58 days apart.  

Maximal, minimal and mean values for each inter-segment angle were presented over the 

stance phase at each foot roll over process (heel, ankle and metatarsal head rockers).   

Absolute differences in foot segment kinematics were small ranging from 0.3⁰ to 1.9⁰ and non-

significant between sessions.  Absolute reliability (measured by typical error of measurement 

((SD(retest-test))√2) ranged from 0.93⁰ for maximal forefoot dorsiflexion during the ankle 

rocker to 8.56⁰ for maximal hindfoot internal rotation during the heel rocker.  The hindfoot, in 

particular, demonstrated poor between-session reliability in the frontal and transverse planes 

due to problems defining hindfoot neutral causing offsets in kinematic waveforms.   

Wright et al., (2011) tested the between-session reliability of the OFM defined by Stebbins et 

al., (2006) on 17 healthy adults during two sessions on the same day by one observer (rater).  

Ten trials were collected at each session whilst subjects walked at their self-selected speed.  

The OFM segmental outputs where presented either referenced to neutral stance angles 

(thereby reducing marker placement error) or non-normalised.  Inter-segment angles at initial 

contact and toe-off gait events were considered for between-session reliability.  When foot 

kinematics were not referenced to neutral stance, ICCs ranged from 0.38 (SEM 5.09⁰) for 

frontal plane hindfoot at toe-off to 0.97 (SEM 2.53⁰) for sagittal plane hindfoot at toe-off.  

When foot kinematics were referenced to neutral stance variability was decreased, ICC ranged 

from 0.83 (SEM 2.45⁰) for sagittal plane forefoot at toe-off to 0.97 (SEM 1.12⁰) for transverse 

plane hindfoot at toe-off.  This study found highest between-session reliability in the sagittal 

followed by transverse and frontal when not referencing to neutral standing, but when 

referencing to neutral standing transverse became less reliable than frontal suggesting that 

marker placement error for the OFM is greater in the frontal plane than transverse.  The 

authors conclude that referencing foot kinematics to a neutral standing position can minimise 

error between marker set applications enabling the detection of small angular changes 

between subject groups.  

The development, validation and reliability of the OFM has been described by detail in these 

studies (Carson et al., 2001, Stebbins et al., 2006, Curtis et al., 2009 and Wright et al., 2011).  

The model provides good between-session reliability of paediatric hindfoot, forefoot and 

hallux motion over the gait cycle.  Wright et al., (2011) reported the use of kinematic offsets by 

neutral standing angles to improve reliability of marker placement.  However, Stebbins et al., 

(2006) and Carson et al., (2001) do not implement this protocol as this artificially reduced 
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between-session variability and reduce clinical application of the model.  Another model that 

does describe foot kinematics relative to neutral standing position is the 3DFoot model 

(Leardini et al., 2007a).  The development of this model is described below as well as reliability 

in adult populations. 

 

3.5.4.3 Reliability of Leardini et al., (2007) Foot Model 

Leardini et al., (2007a) developed an anatomically based protocol for the description of five 

segments and planar angles over the gait cycle.  For all segments, flexion/extension was 

calculated about the z-axis (medio/lateral axis), abduction/adduction about the y-axis (vertical) 

and internal/external rotation about the x-axis (orthogonal to previous two).  The model used 

14 markers five of which were on the shank, three virtual markers were calculated using 

physical marker mid-points or a calibration procedure.  The location of bony landmarks was 

recorded with the use of an ‘instrumented pointer device’ to the position of skin mounted 

markers using CAST procedures.  Two markers were designated as defining two landmarks; the 

base of the 2nd met with the middle cuneiform and the base of the 5th met with the tuberosity 

of the cuboid.      

Data were captured using Vicon motion capture system from ten adult subjects, ambulating at 

self-selected speed, from which three trials were collected for analysis.  Inter-segment angles 

were calculated according to the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) recommendations 

which are based on the Joint Coordinate System (JCS).  Static joint angles, captured during 

standing, were used to offset the dynamic joint rotations.  This paper did not report reliability 

of using 3DFoot model but reported that the information obtained was consistent with 

previous clinical knowledge on the dynamics of the foot during stance phase of gait. 

Caravaggi et al., (2010) analysed the between-trial, between-session and between-rater 

reliability of 3DFoot model in two healthy adult subjects. Both subjects were tested by four 

observers (raters), two experienced and two not experienced, in three sessions.  For each joint 

rotation, between-rater reliability was largest followed by between-session and between-trial 

reliability.  Lowest reliability was found in the midfoot to calcaneus motion (Chopart joint) with 

sagittal plane variability of 1.1⁰, 7.8⁰ and 11.5⁰ for between-trial, between-session and 

between-rater respectively.  Overall between-session reliability of all the foot joints, over the 

stance phase was 3.6⁰ and 3.3⁰ for the two experienced observers (raters).  The study utilised 

the statistical method of Schwartz et al., (2004) to test the reliability of 3DFoot model protocol 
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by presenting between-trial and between-rater SD as well as a ratio between the two.  The 

large observer (rater)-to-trial ratio SD compared to observer (rater) SD at the calcaneus 

indicates methodological errors in the definition of the segment.  The authors discovered, 

through photographic examination, that significant differences in the placement of the medial 

and lateral calcaneal markers were present.  The close proximity of the markers placed on the 

calcaneus meant that small alterations in marker position resulted in significant variations in 

segment motion.  In summary, the authors reported that foot kinematic reliability can be 

increased to that of lower limb models.  

Deschamps et al., (2011) also examined the between-session reliability of 3DFoot for joint 

kinematics in adults, using six healthy volunteers walking at self-selected speed (Table 3.3).  

Two observers (one experienced, one not experienced) conducted the foot model protocol on 

each subject over four repeated sessions.  Both relative angles (offset to a standing position) 

and absolute angles were analysed for clinical utility. Between-trial CMCs were >0.82 for both 

observers for the relative angles, whereas absolute between-trial CMCs were 0.782 to 0.987 

and 0.673 to 0.991 for the experienced and inexperienced observer respectively.  Between-day 

relative CMCs ranged between 0.701 to 0.971 and 0.557 to 0.982 for the experienced and 

inexperienced observers respectively.  Between-observer relative CMCs of the 3D rotations 

ranged from 0.448 to 0.891.  Mean trial SD was <2.0⁰ for all angles, mean session relative 

angles ranged from 0.9 to 4.2⁰ and 1.6 to 5.0⁰ for the experienced and inexperienced 

observers respectively.  Mean observer relative SD ranged between 2.2 to 6.5⁰. When 

examining absolute angles, CMCs and SD were consistently lower within-day compared to 

between-day and between-observer.  Eighty percent of the relative parameters had a 

between-observer between-trial SD ratio of ≤4.0⁰, while only 35% of the absolute parameters 

had a ratio ≤4.0⁰.  The authors summarise that measuring reliability as the extent to which gait 

measurements are consistent or free from variations is critical for clinical application.  Clinical 

utility of the 3DFoot model should be based on absolute rather than relative angles as they are 

easier to incorporate in to clinical reasoning and decision making.  The findings of this study 

indicate that absolute angles did not have a critical impact on between-session reliability of 3D 

rotations and therefore, can be reliably used in clinical applications. 

The development and reliability of 3DFoot has been examined in these studies (Leardini et al., 

2007a; Caravaggi et al., 2010; Deschamps et al., 2011).  High within-trial reliability indicates 

that subjects are able to walk repeatability with the markers attached.  Between-session 

reliability was generally <5⁰ indicating that observers (raters) are able to repeatedly place the 
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markers on anatomical landmarks.  Differences between absolute and relative between-

session (relative to static standing pose) angles were minimal in an adult population.  

Between-observer reliability was higher indicating that practise and training of inexperienced 

users of 3DFoot is required.  However, the reliability findings from 3DFoot are based solely on 

adult gait data whereas OFM is based on both adult and paediatric samples. 

 

Table 3.3. Mean ± SD range of motion and between-trial, within-day and between-day coefficient of multiple 

correlation (CMC) for relative and absolute joint angles of Leardini et al (2007) foot model.   

   Relative angles Absolute angles 

Joint ROM (°) Mean 

Between-trial 

CMC 

Within-day 

CMC 

Between day 

CMC 

Within-day 

CMC 

Between day 

CMC 

Hindfoot sag 33.2 ± 5.1 0.968 0.923 0.933 0.911 0.890 

Hindfoot fro 22.5 ± 3.1 0.935 0.912 0.899 0.872 0.811 

Hindfoot tra 12.9 ± 1.2 0.907 0.877 0.854 0.884 0.840 

Midfoot sag 20.8 ± 6.2 0.981 0.952 0.842 0.814 0.733 

Midfoot fro 13.0 ± 4.2 0.964 0.933 0.831 0.797 0.712 

Midfoot tra 15.9 ± 10.1 0.881 0.782 0.801 0.733 0.699 

Forefoot sag 14.9 ± 8.1 0.928 0.837 0.741 0.786 0.819 

Forefoot fro 15.9 ± 5.3 0.924 0.867 0.801 0.799 0.686 

Forefoot tra 4.3 ± 3.5 0.908 0.851 0.761 0.735 0.652 

Hallux sag 40.0 ± 13.6 0.987 0.954 0.851 0.515 0.246 

Hallux tra 11.9 ± 3.5 0.920 0.901 0.862 0.681 0.623 

ROM: range of motion.  Sag: sagittal, fro: frontal, tra: transverse. CMC are based on the senior observers results 

presented in Deschamps et al., (2011) 

 

3.5.4.4 Reliability of MacWilliams et al., (2003) Foot Model 

The MacWilliams model divides the foot in nine segments with the use of 19 markers, three of 

which lie on the shank and include a marker triad on the hallux.  Kinfoot describes joint 

rotations using the Euler sequence with flexion/extension (medio/lateral axis) first followed by 

inversion/eversion (longitudinal axis) and internal /external rotation (orthogonal to previous 

two).  As previous noted in this chapter MacWilliams et al., (2003) validated their nine-

segment foot model using foot wedges placed and radiographic measures.  The study also 

examined reliability of 3D joint kinematics over the stance phase of gait in 18 adolescent 

subjects (mean age 12.4 ± 2.6 years) during one session, shown in Table 3.4.  Within-subject 
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sagittal plane variability, measured by SD, ranged from 0.8⁰ at the subtalar and lateral 

tarsometatarsal joints to 4.0⁰ at the hallux.  Within-subject reliability, measured by CMC, 

ranged from 0.92 at the medial metatarsophalangeal to 0.57 at the subtalar joint.  Between-

subject variability ranged from 4.7⁰ at the lateral tarsometatarsal to 11.1⁰ at the 

calcaneocuboid joint.  Between-subject reliability ranged from 0.82 at the lateral 

metatarsophalangeal to 0.11 at the subtalar joint.  These findings suggest subtalar and 

calcaneocuboid joints were the least reliable and lateral tarsometatarsal and lateral 

metatarsophalangeal joints the most reliable.  This may be due to the estimation of the talus, 

navicular, cuneiform and cuboid segments based on the position of adjacent segments rather 

than skin mounted marker tracking.  The hallux MP joint had the highest intra-subject SD most 

likely as a result of vibration artefact from the rigid triad used for the hallux segment.  This 

joint also had the second highest intersegment SD reflecting not only the range of walking 

patterns but also the positioning on the triad on the hallux on individual subjects.   

No subsequent study has examined between-session or between-rater reliability of the 

MacWilliams foot model.  Furthermore, no study has utilised the MacWilliams in a clinical 

population to define foot motion differences between groups.  High between-subjects SD in 

MacWilliams et al., (2003) study indicates that dividing the foot into nine segments incurs a 

large amount of variability which could be due to large differences between walking patterns 

or errors in modelling assumptions.  However, only the subtalar and calcaneocuboid joints 

demonstrated low between-subject reliability.  The ankle, hallux, medial and lateral forefoot 

and toe joints of the Kinfoot may provide greater insight into inter-segment foot motion.   

 

Table 3.4. SD and CMC of MacWilliams et al., (2003) Within- and between-subject variability and reliability of 

sagittal plane kinematics and kinetics 

 Angles (°) Moments (Nm/kg) Powers (W/kg) 

 Intra Inter Intra Inter Intra Inter 

 SD CMC SD CMC SD CMC SD CMC SD CMC SD CMC 

Talocrural 1.5 0.85 4.8 0.62 0.077 0.92 0.145 0.77 0.168 0.91 0.224 0.80 

Subtalar 0.8 0.57 8.1 0.11 0.060 0.87 0.098 0.53 0.035 0.56 0.035 0.33 

Calcaneocuboid 1.1 0.61 11.1 0.13 0.024 0.74 0.043 0.61 0.024 0.65 0.027 0.52 

Medial TM 1.2 0.93 7.6 0.40 0.034 0.94 0.046 0.88 0.064 0.84 0.092 0.74 

Lateral TM 0.8 0.74 4.7 0.43 0.009 0.46 0.016 0.31 0.010 0.67 0.014 0.40 

Hallux MP 4.0 0.81 10.7 0.65 0.003 0.74 0.015 0.50 0.035 0.80 0.048 0.72 

Medial MP 2.6 0.92 6.6 0.78 0.002 0.85 0.004 0.63 0.008 0.80 0.013 0.65 

Lateral MP 2.9 0.91 5.7 0.82 0.001 0.33 0.002 0.22 0.002 0.51 0.002 0.39 
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3.5.4.5 Reliability of Jenkyn & Nicol (2007) Foot Model 

Jenkyn & Nicol (2007) introduced a foot model for use in a clinical gait laboratory.  This study 

digitized bony landmarks on the subject’s feet following palpation in neutral standing posture. 

Three landmarks defined each segment, with the foot split into four segments (hindfoot, 

midfoot, medial forefoot and lateral forefoot) plus the shank and thigh.  Eight clusters were 

placed in each segment with the midfoot and lower leg containing two each. Segment fixed 

axes were created with two unit vectors formed from the digitized landmarks, the third vector 

was calculated orthogonally from the first two.  Ankle and subtalar JCSs were constructed 

(Grood & Suntay 1983), from which the midfoot orientation was determined.  Orientation of 

the hindfoot and forefoot was determined against the midfoot.   

The novelty of this model is that it separates the hindfoot into two segments; the calcaneus 

and the talus.  These segments were then used to define movements of the talocrural and 

subtalar joints.  The sagittal axis of rotation for the talocrural joint was calculated from the 

lateral and medial malleoli, the coronal axis by the lateral malleolus and the talar head.  The 

subtalar joint axis of rotation in the sagittal plane was the same as the talocrural joint, through 

the malleoli, whilst the coronal axis was defined by the calcaneal tuberosity and the subtalar 

head.  However, the paper only reports data for the talocrural joint in the sagittal and the 

subtalar joint in the coronal axes. 

Jenkyn & Nicol (2007) examined the kinematic outputs from the five segment model on 12 

subjects (22-40 years old) during one session consisting of five trials and a self-selected walking 

speed (shown in Table 3.5).  Within and between-subject CMC were reported; within-subject 

reliability ranged from 0.92 at the ankle, 0.86 subtalar, 0.71 and 0.58 for hindfoot frontal and 

transverse plane motion respectively, 0.85 at the forefoot and 0.73 for the medial longitudinal 

arch.  The authors commented that, in terms of clinical utility, more segments will provide 

greater information for determining foot joint motion between populations.  However, to 

record segmental motion more markers are required.  For 3D kinematics of segments three 

markers are required per segment, as more markers are tracked there is more marker 

trajectory drop-out and cross-over leading to errors. The model devised by Jenkyn & Nicol 

(2007) attempted to strike a balance between these contrasting points.   

The Jenkyn & Nicol (2007) has been further tested for utility during medial turning tasks which 

demonstrated the benefit of modelling the subtalar joint during a functional activity (Jenkyn et 

al., 2010).  However, no study has examined between-session or between-rater reliability of 
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the Jenkyn & Nicol foot model.  Furthermore, no study has utilised the Jenkyn & Nicol in a 

clinical population to define foot motion differences between groups.   

 

Table 3.5. ROM, mean ± SD within- and between joint angles of Jenkyn and Nicol (2007) foot model. 

Joint Motions ⁰ Range (⁰) (max, min) Within-subject mean 

(⁰) (SD) 

Between-subject (⁰) 

Ankle 15 (5 to -10) 0.92 ± 0.10 0.71 

Subtalar 10 (5 to -5) 0.86 ± 0.11 0.51 

Hindfoot 

SU/PR 

IN/EX Rot 

 

11 (8 to -3) 

8 (6 to -2) 

 

0.71 ± 0.18 

0.58 ± 0.20 

 

0.31 

0.41 

Forefoot 12  (15 to 3) 0.85 ± 0.15 0.70 

Medial Longitudinal Arch 0.4 (1.3 to 0.9) 0.73 ± 0.21 0.48 

 

3.5.4.6 Reliability of Simon et al., (2006) Foot Model 

Simon et al., (2006) developed the Heidelberg foot measurement method (HFMM) to analyse 

foot and ankle kinematics.  The aim of the study was to design a methodology to measure 

detailed kinematics of the foot in such a way that deformed feet could be included in the same 

protocol as healthy feet.  This study uses no rigorous definition of the foot segments instead 

‘functional segments’ are used to describe the relative motion of projection angles based on 

proposed clinically relevant angles.  Joints are broken down into single hinge joints with one 

degree of freedom.  A heel alignment device was used to ensure each subject’s foot was 

placed in neutral alignment for the malleoli to be accurate marked. 

Projection angles have advantages over conventional modelling in that only two markers are 

needed to define the angle compared to three markers used to define a segment.  The authors 

also infer that it is possible to define rotational angles without defined rigid segments. 

However, this interpretation of foot movement may limit deeper insights into the 

biomechanical properties of the foot.  Subtalar motion is calculated by the movements of the 

calcaneal markers due to the difficulty in placing talus markers in vivo.  Simon et al., (2006) 

validates this representation of the subtalar joint because the calcaneal motion can be 

attributed primarily to subtalar joint action.  However, the movement of the ankle and the 

subtalar joint cannot be separated leading to possible inaccuracies.  The paper monitored 

rigidity of the ankle and subtalar joints by measuring motion of the navicular to the calcaneus.  
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Angles which are calculated from the navicular marker position showed larger between-rater 

standard deviation, >5° compared to <5° for most other joint angles.   

The HFMM (Simon et al., 2006) presents an alternative method of quantifying foot segmental 

motion using projection angles.  Maximal between-trial and between-session standard 

deviations were 1.51⁰ and 3.93⁰ respectively indicating low variability, shown in Table 3.6.  

However offsets related to marker placement differences can cause high sensitivity of the 

magnitudes from kinematic variables.  The model has been show to be suitable for use in a 

paediatric population demonstrating the ability to find kinematic differences between normal- 

and low-arched children. 

 

Table 3.6.  SD and CMC of between-stride, -day and -rater reliability and ROM ± SD of Simon et al., (2006) foot 

model  

 SD stride SD Day SD Rater ROM ± SD CMC 

Stride 

CMC Day CMC 

Rater 

Tibio-talar flexion 0.93 1.34 1.89 22.2 ± 1.8 0.987 0.974 0.939 

Medial arch inclination 1.15 2.78 5.64 16.5 ± 1.0 0.958 0.873 0.693 

Medial arch 0.65 3.93 6.66 13.2 ± 1.0 0.985 0.675 0.476 

Lateral arch 0.68 3.06 4.96 9.2 ± 0.8 0.971 0.661 0.449 

Subtalar inversion 0.80 3.38 3.20 10.0 ± 0.3 0.966 0.653 0.702 

Forefoot/ankle supination 0.74 1.35 3.30 11.5 ± 0.8 0.974 0.919 0.680 

Fore-/midfoot supination 0.53 1.38 7.29 4.5 ± 0.4 0.859 0.520 0.086 

Forefoot/ankle abduction 0.67 1.22 3.29 12.0 ± 0.6 0.971 0.912 0.597 

Fore-/midfoot abduction 0.55 2.54 3.00 9.0 ± 1.6 0.950 0.518 0.388 

Met 1-5 angle 0.74 0.97 2.55 11.0 ± 1.1 0.985 0.975 0.849 

Hallux flexion 1.37 1.97 2.80 42.1 ± 1.1 0.993 0.984 0.970 

Hallux Abduction 0.45 1.45 2.87 3.2 ± 0.5 0.834 0.383 0.124 

 

3.5.5 Variability of Foot Models Segmental Motion 

Comparing reliability between foot models would be inappropriate because each previous 

study used different protocols and populations.  However, comparing standard deviations 

within the each foot model’s segments gives a measure of the most variable foot joints and 

planes.  A comparison of within-subject, between-subject, between-session and between-rater 

standard deviations (SD) of foot models (Oxford Foot Model, 3DFoot, Jenkyn & Nicol, HFMM 

and Kinfoot) is presented in Figure 3.1.  Within-subject variability range from 0.76⁰ ± 0.22⁰ for 

HFMM, 1.25⁰ ± 0.01⁰ for 3DFoot, 1.97⁰ ± 1.22⁰ for Kinfoot and 5.45⁰ ± 0.12⁰ for OFM (it should 
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be noted that OFM was the only study to analysis within-subject reliability in children, from 

Stebbins et al., 2006, which may have caused higher variability).  Between-subject variability 

was higher than within-subject variability in all models (except OFM which measured between-

subject SD in adults, from Wright et al., 2011); 5.76⁰ ± 0.59⁰ for HFMM, 6.89⁰ ± 2.13⁰ for 

Kinfoot,  5.30⁰ ± 0.06⁰ for OFM, and 1.29⁰ ± 0.27⁰ for Jenkyn & Nicol foot model.  Between-

session variability was 2.01⁰ ± 0.33⁰ for HFMM, 3.28⁰ ± 0.28⁰ for OFM and 5.06⁰ ± 0.82⁰ for 

3DFoot.  Finally, between-rater variability was 3.51⁰ ± 1.42⁰ for HFMM and 6.54⁰ ± 2.65⁰ for 

3DFoot.   

Within-subject SD was the lowest of variability measures in the foot model studies.  Within-

subject variability is a measure of the ability of a subject to walk through the capture volume 

under the testing conditions.  Also, errors in the motion capture system’s ability to reconstruct 

marker position and errors in the processing of motion data.  In general within-subject SD was 

highest in the transverse plane followed by frontal and sagittal.  This may be due to the order 

of joint rotations used to describe motion around a joint centre (Richards, 2008). Joint angular 

motion is first considered in the sagittal plane where most motion occurs followed by frontal 

then transverse.  Errors in the orientation of the sagittal plane axis during motion will cascade 

down to the other axis causes greater errors.     

Between-subject SD was generally the highest source of measurement variability in all three 

planes.  Sources of between-subject variability include the biological differences inherent in 

the sample population.  However, marker placement error between subjects may artificially 

increase variation within groups.  The ability to palpate and attach skin mounted markers to 

certain populations may lead to these sources of between-subject variability.  Obese subjects 

may have more adipose tissue which may make palpating anatomical landmarks difficult and 

result in soft tissue artefacts causing misrepresentation of bone motion.  Between-subject 

variability was generally higher than within-subject variability.  However, if within-subject 

variability is relatively high compared to between-subject variation the ability of the foot 

models to determine between group differences is lost.  Quantifying expected within- and 

between-subject variation provides information on the sample size needed to reach statistical 

significance, if differences exist. 

Between-session SD was higher than within- and lower than between-subject SD.  A low 

between-session SD indicates good reliability of the foot models to output kinematic 

parameters.  Sources of variability between repeated sessions include all variability discussed 

in within- and between-subject variability.  By measuring reliability over test-retest sessions 
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intrinsic sources of variability (natural gait variation) are reduced highlighting the extrinsic 

sources of variation (marker placement). The sagittal plane demonstrated higher variability 

than the frontal or transverse planes possibly due to greater ROM at the foot joints in this 

plane.  Between-rater SD was similar to between-session SD indicating that, for experienced 

users of foot models, variability is similar. 

Comparisons of between-session SD between the foot models show that OFM demonstrated 

greatest variability in the frontal plane at the hindfoot and forefoot between sessions.  The 

3DFoot model presented greatest variability in the sagittal plane for at the hindfoot and 

midfoot.  Both the 3DFoot and HFMM reported highest variability in the transverse plane at 

the forefoot.  Further examination of the individual segments reveals that the hallux has the 

highest variability of any foot joints with between-subject variability ranging from 5.5 to 10.7°.  

This may be due to issues aligned the axis of the hallux with the first metatarsal by using one 

marker of the phalanx and one on the first metatarsal head.  Both boney surfaces are concave 

meaning the flat surface of the marker can rotate position with little translation movement.  

Furthermore, the hallux demonstrates large ROM in the sagittal plane over the gait cycle 

increasing biological variation as a result.  The midfoot demonstrated slightly better variability 

than the hallux with values ranging from 2.1 to 11.1°.  This segment consists of many small 

joints which may move within the assumed rigid body altering marker relative marker position.  

Furthermore, landmarks including the third metatarsal base and navicular tuberosity, on the 

midfoot are harder to palpate.  The hindfoot and forefoot segments produced similar 

variability with SD of 1.1 to 7.6° and 1.0 to 8.1° respectively.  Both segment’s landmarks are 

readily palpable compared to the midfoot but errors in shank orientation can lead to hindfoot 

offsets in the frontal plane.  Variability of the forefoot segments may arise from motion 

between the medial and lateral metatarsal which have been shown to demonstrate 

considerable motion between each other (Nester et al., 2010). 
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Figure 3.1. Summary of within-subject, between-subject, between-session and between-observer (rater) standard 

deviations of foot models described by (1) The Oxford foot model (within-subject SD from Stebbins et al., 2006, 

between-subject and between-session SD from Wright et al., 2011), (2) the 3DFoot model (within-subject  and 

between-session SD from Caravaggi et al., 2010), (3) Jenkyn & Nicol foot model (between-subject SD from Jenkyn & 

Nicol, 2007), (4) The Heidelberg foot measurement method (within-subject , between-subject, between-session and 

between-observer from Simon et al., 2006),  (5), (6) and (7) the Kinfoot model (within-subject and between-subject 

SD from MacWilliams et al., 2003) 
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3.6  Chapter Summary 

Lower limb and foot motion analysis involves the use of biomechanical models which are 

applied to the captured and tracked marker coordinates. It is the application of the 

biomechanical model that creates the vast majority of the errors in 3D motion capture gait 

analysis.  Standing joint angles are affected by correct marker position on anatomical 

landmarks with errors up to 6⁰ noted at the hip and knee (Della Croce et al., 1999).  The model 

assumptions based on regression analysis create errors in joint centre locations. The sequence 

of joint angle rotations significantly alters measured angles and soft tissue artefact causes 

motion not representative of the bone.  The conventional lower limb model (PiG) was tested 

on adults and found to be reliable, with between-session SD of <4⁰ (Schwartz et al., 2004).  In 

children the conventional lower limb model (PiG) was less reliable between sessions but, it is 

not clear whether this is due to greater inherent variability in paediatric gait or difficulties 

attached the markers to smaller landmarks.  These findings highlight the need to determine 

between-session reliability of the conventional lower limb model (PiG) to determine the level 

of expected error.  The effect of soft tissue artefact on the ability of the conventional lower 

limb model (PiG) to determine joint centres is also required.  This will aid the interpretations of 

relationships between lower limb biomechanics during gait and obesity.   

A variety of multi-segmental foot models have been implemented to analyse foot motion 

during gait.  Whether the foot models represent the motion of bony segments sufficiently for 

clinical utility has not been established, however, mean differences between marker and bone 

pin motion was <5⁰ (Nester et al., 2007).  The between-session reliability of foot models during 

adult and paediatric gait have been reported to be <7⁰ for OFM (Carson et al., 2003; Stebbins 

et al., 2006) and <5⁰ for 3DFoot (Deschamps et al., 2011).  The range of approaches for 

segmentalising the foot means a decision on the appropriate foot model to measure foot 

biomechanics in children should be based on the reliability of the foot segments of interest. 

One of the aims of this thesis is to explore the relationships between adiposity and foot 

biomechanics and therefore, selecting and testing foot models is a prerequisite.  The first 

consideration is the amount of foot segments and the second consideration the reliability of 

each segment during gait.    

In conclusion, the between-session reliability of lower limb and foot models must be examined 

specific to the observer, laboratory, subject group, study design and statistical procedure.  

Furthermore, the reliability of protocols must be defined before implementation in a clinical 

study in order to provide a level of error above which clinical relevance can be distinguished.    
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4. Literature Review Chapter Summary 

The purpose of this chapter is to draw together the findings from the two literature review 

chapters.  The literature chapters highlighted what is understood about the relationships 

between obesity with lower limb and foot biomechanics and what areas need further 

investigation.  This gives the rationale behind the proceeding experimental chapters.  

 

4.1 Aims of Literature Review Chapter 1 (Chapter 2) 

The aims of literature review chapter 1 (chapter 2) were to:  (1) demonstrate the need to 

define childhood obesity and adiposity using accurate and reliable measurement protocols, 

and (2) demonstrate the need to investigate foot and lower limb biomechanics during gait in 

obese children.   

 

4.1.1 Literature Review Chapter 1 (Chapter 2), Aim 1 

Firstly, a definition of obesity is required in order to answer the aims of this thesis.  The World 

Health Organisation (2000) described obesity as a disease in which excessive body fat 

accumulates to the extent that health may be impaired.  The accumulation of body fat is 

referred to as adiposity which occurs when energy intake exceeds energy expenditure.  Whilst 

the definition of obesity is clear the measurement of obesity is not well defined.  Currently 

childhood obesity is measured by body mass index (BMI), a proxy for body fat mass.  This 

measure is a simple, low cost tool that incurs little burden to the child, but is dependent on the 

reliability of the observer to take the measures. The key limitation for the use of BMI in 

children is that it is an indirect measure of body composition and thus, fat mass and lean mass 

cannot be distinguished.  In order to demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of BMI to define 

childhood obesity a comparison with measures of body fat are required.  Two available 

measures of body fat (adiposity) are bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) and air 

displacement plethysmography (ADP).  The high precision and validity of ADP means it is 

considered to be a criterion measure of body fat against which other measures can be 

compared.  Measures of body fat by BIA offer greater ease-of-use and are less susceptible to 

changes in environmental conditions.  The first experimental chapter (chapter 5) will test the 

between-session reliability of BMI, ADP and BIA in order to determine the expected error of 

each measure.  Furthermore, the ability of BIA and BMI to define children as obese will be 
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tested against ADP (considered the criterion measure of body fat).  The results will provide the 

method for determining obesity (BMI) or adiposity (ADP or BIA) in the main study chapter 

(chapter 8).  

 

4.1.2 Literature Review Chapter 1 (Chapter 2), Aim 2 

The need to study the links between childhood obesity with foot and lower limb biomechanics 

was demonstrated by the literature review sections on the aetiology, musculoskeletal co-

morbidities, gait biomechanics and obesity management sections in literature review chapter 1 

(chapter 2).  Childhood obesity is a growing problem, with the prevalence in England doubling 

over the previous decade.  Of particular interest to this thesis is the higher incidence of obesity 

in the borough of Newham where participants for the study were to be recruited.  Recent data 

suggests that children in Newham are more likely to be obese compared to the rest of England.  

This information highlights the need to understand the links between childhood obesity with 

lower limb and foot biomechanics in Newham.  

The aetiology of childhood obesity is multifaceted, but in simple terms it arises from an energy 

imbalance.  Physical activity is a key factor for energy expenditure and low participation in 

physical activities such as walking has been linked to future incidence of obesity.  It has been 

suggested that to reduce childhood obesity a minimum level of physical activity should be 

prescribed.  However, obese children can find walking painful and discomforting which 

reduces motivation to be physical active.  The precise reasons for this are unclear but may 

relate to altered musculoskeletal structure which can manifest in orthopaedic conditions such 

as slipped capital femoral epiphysis, Blount’s disease and pes planus.     

Musculoskeletal development relies on weight bearing activities such as walking to provide 

appropriate forces for adaption and growth of lower limb and foot structures.  The dynamic 

nature and forces that act on the lower limb joints during gait can lead to altered alignment 

and potential structural damage of the lower extremity joints in obese children.  

Biomechanical analysis of obese children’s gait has shown altered spatiotemporal as well as 

lower limb kinematic and kinetic parameters.  However, few studies have examined the 

relationships between lower limb and foot biomechanics during gait and obesity.  Knowledge 

of these relationships can form a basis to explore interventions to prevent abnormal joint 

motion or forces during gait.  Two such interventions may seek to improve muscular strength 

or reduce pronation in pes planus.  The long term goal is to improve obese children’s gait 
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parameters to reduce pain and discomfort and increase physical activity.  The hope is that 

musculoskeletal maladaptations from the carriage of excessive mass can be corrected and will 

lead to an increase in physical activity which could reduce body fat and thus the health co-

morbidities associated with obesity.   

Further research is required to investigate the relationships between childhood obesity and 

altered gait biomechanics.  These relationships may provide a better understanding of the links 

between childhood obesity, reduced physical activity, abnormal musculoskeletal development 

and risk orthopaedic conditions.  The main study (chapter 8) will examine the relationships 

between childhood obesity with foot and lower limb biomechanics during gait. 

 

4.2 Aims of Literature Review Chapter 2 (Chapter 3) 

In order to measure lower limb and biomechanics a literature review of three-dimensional (3D) 

motion analysis was carried out in literature review chapter 2 (chapter 3).  As well as defining 

the process of capturing motion and applying biomechanical models to calculate kinematic and 

kinetics the errors of such techniques are considered.  The aims of this chapter were to: (1) to 

demonstrate the need to understand between-session reliability and the affect of obesity on 

lower limb biomechanics, and (2) review currently used foot models to determine the most 

appropriate to determine the relationships between adiposity and foot biomechanics based on 

reliability and segmentisation. 

 

4.2.1 Literature Review Chapter 2 (Chapter 3), Aim 1 

Biomechanical modelling of the human body involves the application of reflective markers to 

anatomical landmarks to track of body segments which are reconstructed to calculate joint 

biomechanics. The findings of the literature review showed that biomechanical modelling of 

obese individuals is affected by palpation and tracking of anatomical landmarks due to soft 

tissue artefact.  Soft tissue artefact describes the motion of markers irrespective of the 

osseous structures which causes errors in kinematic and kinetic measurements.  A particular 

issue surrounds the anterior superior iliac crest (ASIS) marker positions which can be misplaced 

by excessive adipose tissue.  These findings indicate the need to develop protocols to measure 

biomechanics of obese children which reduces soft tissue artefact. 
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A further consideration of biomechanical modelling of the human body is between-session 

reliability of the kinematic and kinetic measures.  Reliability is the extent to which 

measurements are consistent and free from error (Portney & Watkins, 2000).  To determine 

biomechanical relationships between the lower limb and foot with obesity the assessment of 

3D motion capture is required to be reliable.  Quantifying reliability and error from repeated 

tests gives a measure of the expected variance and its sources.  A large of source of variance is 

the application of reflective markers which is subject to human error from the identification 

and placement of anatomical markers.  A key finding from previous studies on the reliability of 

the conventional lower limb model (PiG) is the placement of the thigh marker to determine hip 

and knee joint centres and 3D motion.  There is a need to determine the use of protocols to 

reduce marker placement error and improve between-session reliability of the conventional 

lower limb model (PiG). 

In order to determine the relationships between childhood obesity with lower limb 

biomechanics and gait between-session reliability and validity of the conventional lower limb 

model (PiG) needs to be tested.  Experimental chapter 2 (chapter 6) will test between-session 

reliability and examine the use of methods to determine ASIS marker and thigh marker 

placement in obese children.  The findings of this experimental chapter will potentially reduce 

marker placement and soft tissue artefact error. 

 

4.2.2 Literature Review Chapter 2 (Chapter 3), Aim 2 

With no conventional biomechanical model to measure foot segment motion many foot 

models have been designed.  The variety of available foot models mean the foot can be 

segmented according to the area of the foot of interest.  Sophisticated foot models can divide 

the foot into eight segments allowing users to pin-point areas that may be affected by 

pathology.  However, these models suffer from lower reliability due to the amount of markers 

placed in a relatively small area and the amount of assumptions required to model smaller 

segments.  There is a need to investigate the most appropriate foot model to measure foot 

biomechanics during gait.  The primary emphasis of foot model selection is on extracting the 

most amount of information on foot motion which comes from greater segmentation of the 

foot.  However, prior to adopting a sophisticated foot model the secondary emphasis is on 

reliability.  By adopting this approach the foot model that provides the most reliable 

information can be selected in order to determine the relationships between childhood 
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obesity and foot biomechanics.  Experimental chapter 3 (chapter 7) examines the between-

session reliability of available foot models with a range of foot segments. 
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5.   Experimental Chapter 1:  Measurement of Obesity  

5.1  Introduction 

In order to investigate the relationships between childhood obesity with lower limb and foot 

biomechanics an accurate and reliable measure of obesity is required.  Ulijaszek & Kerr (1999) 

defined reliability as between-session variability taking into account measurement error 

(precision) and biological variation.  Precision is the variability of repeated measures due to 

within-and between-rater measurement differences.  Measuring reliability can identify the 

source of error and improve measuring techniques.  Large error in measurement precision can 

mask true biological differences meaning group differences may be lost.  Therefore, it is 

important to determine the precision of anthropometric (height, body mass and BMI) and 

percentage body fat mass (%FM) measures in the sample population.   

Adiposity is the accumulation of body fat mass which can be measured using two-

compartment models (fat mass and fat free mass) validated against ‘gold standard’ measures 

of body composition (four-compartment models).  Air displacement plethysmography (ADP) 

and bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) are measures of body fat mass percentage which 

rely on the underlying assumption regarding the hydration status of the lean tissues of the 

body.  Fields & Goran (2000) demonstrated the accuracy of ADP in 25 children (age range 9-14 

years) against the 4-C model with r2 values of 0.97 and standard error the estimate of 1.7kg.  

Sun et al., (2003) determined the accuracy of BIA in subjects (age range 12-94 years) against 

the 4-C model with r2values of 0.90 and root mean squared error (RMSE) values of 3.9kg.    

Both ADP and BIA methods of determining adiposity were tested for reliability and agreement 

for use in the main study (chapter 8).  Measures of %FM by ADP were determined to be the 

standard method in the current study against which BIA measures were compared as they 

show better agreement with ‘gold standard’ methods (Azcona et al., 2006).  Measures of body 

fat mass by BIA offered a more mobile method of measuring the participants in the main study 

(chapter 8) which would reduce testing time.  However, if BIA was to be utilised in the main 

study (chapter 8) it must demonstrate acceptable between-session precision and reliability and 

also agreement with %FM from ADP. 

Previous studies that have examined gait characteristics of obese and non-obese children have 

defined groups based on BMI Z-Score (Gushue et al., 2005; McMillan et al., 2009 & 2010; 

Shultz et al., 2009).  Children were assigned to an ‘obese’ or ‘non-obese’ group according to 

BMI Z-Score cutoffs referenced to age- and gender-specific curves from which mean 
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biomechanical data from each group was compared.  However, this may lead to a type II error 

(false negative) because groups defined by BMI Z-Score may mislabel children as non-obese 

when they are obese due to low sensitivity of BMI Z-Score to identify children with high body 

fat mass (Reilly et al., 2000). 

Furthermore, studies that have examined relationships between health risks and childhood 

obesity have determined obesity by BMI Z-Score on a continuous scale (Williams et al., 1992; 

Dwyer & Blizzard, 1996; Higgins et al., 2001; Bell et al., 2007).  This removes error in 

mislabelling a child as obese or non-obese but instead relies on BMI Z-Score being an 

acceptable indirect measure of body fat mass.  However, BMI Z-Score may not be the ideal 

measure to define obesity in children because previous studies have demonstrated only a 

moderate correlation between BMI Z-Score and body fat mass in children (Williams et al., 

2007).   

 

5.2  Aims 

The aims of this experimental chapter were to;  

(1) Determine between-session reliability of anthropometric measures (for BMI 

calculation) and %FM measures in boys  

(2) Measure agreement between %FM estimates from ADP and BIA to establish the 

appropriate method  to define adiposity  

(3) Demonstrate the sensitivity and specificity of BMI Z-Scores to define obese and 

overweight groups  

(4) Demonstrate the relationship between BMI Z-Score and %FM as continuous variables. 

 

In order to answer aim 1 anthropometric (height, body mass and BMI Z-Score) and %FM (BIA 

and ADP) measures will be tested for between-session reliability, calculated by total error of 

the measurement (TEM) and the coefficient of reliability (R).  Agreement between ADP and BIA 

%FM measures will be measured by Bland & Altman plots to answer aim 2.  Both generic 

(manufacturers) and child specific ADP and BIA %FM prediction equation will tested for 

agreement with the selected %FM measure from aim 2.  To answer aim 3 the sensitivity and 

specificity of BMI Z-Scores to categorise boys as overweight and obese will calculated against 

the number of boys categorised as overweight and obese by %FM.  Aim 4 will be answered by 
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determining the relationship between BMI Z-Score (as a continuous variable) and %FM by 

linear regression analysis.  The strength of the association between BMI Z-Score and %FM will 

be determined by the coefficient of determination (R2). 

 

5.3  Methods     

5.3.1  Participants 

Ethical approval was granted by the University of East London Research Ethics Committee (Ref 

No. ETH/13/11). Following ethical approval local school, after school clubs and children of 

university staff were invited to participate in the research. Teachers were approached based 

on a convenience sample of schools taking part in higher education activities at the University 

of East London.  Two local schools, a football club and 10 children of university staff agreed to 

participate in the study, of which approximately 90 boys were invited to participate in the 

research.  Consent forms and information documents were distributed for boy’s 

parents/guardians, only boys with completed consent forms being allowed to take part.  

Informed consent was obtained from each participant’s parent/guardians and verbal consent 

was also ascertained from each child. 

The participants recruited for this experimental chapter were selected to represent a range of 

%FM.  In total 82 boys (age 6-13 years old) participated in this study.  Not all participants took 

part in every test during this study.  Seventy two boys took part in the regression analysis 

between BMI Z-Score and body fat mass (measured from ADP) and the BMI Z-Score specificity 

and sensitivity analysis.  Ten participants took part in the between-session reliability analysis of 

ADP and BIA measures.  Twenty boys participated in the between-session reliability of 

anthropometric measures.  The number of participants in each test is presented in (Tables 5.3, 

5.5, 5.7 and 5.8).   

Bias may have been introduced in the recruitment of boys from the convenience sample. Boys 

most likely to engage in activity and accept exposing their upper body and legs during testing 

protocols would potentially be more willing to take part in the research.  This may under-

sample boys with higher body fat mass compared to the local area.  Future work should 

consider approaching obesity clinics with intention of obtaining a random sample of 

participants which could be matched (by age and height) to non-obese controls. 
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5.3.2 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

Consenting participants were included in the research if they were typically developing boys 

between the age of 6 and 13 years old.  Exclusion criteria included if the child reported to be 

unwell or with fever, had surgery or chronic illness.  Furthermore, any medical conditions 

affecting neuromuscular and orthopaedic integrity or any complications contributing to altered 

foot posture and/or gait disturbance.  A copy of the health medial questionnaire and consent 

forms can be found in appendix II and III. 

 

5.3.3 Testing Protocols 

Each participant wore tight fitting swimming shorts with no shoes or socks throughout the 

procedures.  Participants were instructed not to eat or exercise two hours before the 

measurement and to void their bladder 30 minutes before testing.  Each child’s height, weight, 

ADP and BIA were measured shortly after each other to avoid biological variation.  Participants 

were tested in pairs and randomly assigned to be tested by either ADP or BIA first after which 

they swapped so half the participants were first measured by ADP and then BIA and the other 

half vice versa. Estimates of body fat mass by ADP and BIA were measured within the same day 

by the same observer (rater).  The repeated test was within 10 minutes of the first in order to 

avoid biological variation in hydration and temperature.  Anthropometric measures of height 

and mass were measured over repeated sessions across a two week period.  The two week 

retest period was implemented so the observer (rater) would not remember participant height 

and mass between sessions thereby artificially increasing reliability.   

 

5.3.3.1 Anthropometric Measures 

Height was measured to the nearest 0.5cm using a stadiometer (Hadlands Photonics, 

Australia).  Height is the maximum distance from the floor to the highest point of the head 

with the participant looking straight ahead.  The participants were asked to stand straight with 

back, buttocks and heels against the stadiometer with feet together and flat on the floor.  The 

participants were asked to take and hold a deep breath whilst looking straight ahead.  Height 

was recorded at the end of the participants’ deep inward breath. 

Weight was recorded using the electronic weighing scales integrated within the Bodpod body 

composition device (Life Measurement, Inc, Concord, CA, USA) procedure.  Participants were 
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asked to stand on the centre of scales, without support and with their weight distributed 

evenly on both feet.  Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by Quetelet’s index (weight in 

kg/height2 in m). 

Body Mass Index Z-Score (BMI Z-Score) was input into LMSgrowth software (Harlow 

Healthcare, South Shields, UK).  The software calculates the BMI Z-Score and BMI Centile, from 

height and body mass inputs, based on reference data from the United Kingdom 1990 (UK90) 

data set (Cole et al., 1995) and International Obesity Task Force data set (Cole et al., 2000).   

 

5.3.3.2  Air Displacement Protocols 

Air displacement plethysmography (ADP) was measured using the Bodpod device following 

manufacturer’s protocols (Dempster & Aitkens, 1995).  Each participant wore a swim cap to 

cover and compress head hair.  The Bodpod weighing scale was calibrated before each testing 

session with known 20kg weights; all calibrations were within ±0.01kg (deemed acceptable by 

the Bodpod manual, 2004).  The chamber was calibrated against a known volume cylinder 

(50.024l) before each testing session.  Five repeated measures of cylinder volume were made 

during the calibration procedure; the average estimated volume was 50.047 ± 0.007l.  These 

are within the accuracy and variability range of repeated measures previously reported for 

volumetric measures by the Bodpod (Dempster & Aitkens, 1995).    

The ADP procedure involved three successive measurements of raw body volume, the total 

procedure time was less than one minute.  If body volume differed by more than 0.015l 

between the measures the procedure was repeated.  The mean of the three raw body volumes 

(Vb) was corrected for isothermal conditions of air in the lungs and around the skin surface.   

Two correction methods were applied to the raw Vb for analysis; ADPMan corrected raw Vb 

based on the manufacturer’s equations that were implicit in the procedure (Siri, 1961); ADPChild 

corrected raw Vb based on gender and age specific equations from the literature (Haycock et 

al., 1978; Lohman, 1989; Fields et al., 2004).  Thoracic gas volumes (TGV) were estimated from 

gender and child specific equations (Fields et al., 2004) and took the form:   

 

(2) 
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Where Ht is height measured in centimetres (cm).  Skin surface area (SAA) was estimated from 

child specific equations (Haycock et al., 1978) of the form: 

 

(3) 

Where Wt is body mass measured in kilograms (kg).   

Corrected body volume was converted to percentage body fat mass (%FM) by the gender and 

age specific equations published by Lohman (1989): 

 

(4) 

Where Db is body density (Wt/Vb) and k1 and K2 are gender and age specific constants. 

 

5.3.3.3  Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis Protocols 

A multi-frequency BIA device (Quantum II, RJL systems, Inc. Clinton Township, Michigan, USA) 

was used to measure body impedance in the participants.  The BIA device was calibrated 

before each testing session using known resistance and reactance.  The device recorded mean 

resistance figures of 383.6 ± 0.34Ω and reactance of 44.9 ± 1.22X which were with the 

manufacturer’s guidelines.  

The participants were instructed to lay supine on a portable couch for five minutes prior to 

testing as per the manufacturer’s instructions to allow extracellular water to level out across 

the body.  Figure 5.1 shows electrode’s placement on the ipsilateral bony prominences of the 

wrist and ankle (metacarpal and metatarsal lines) ensuring the electrodes were 5 cm apart.   
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Figure 5.1. Bioelectrical impedance analysis electrode placement.  http://www.rjlsystems.com 

 

Reactance (X) and resistance (Ω) were outputted for each participant for calculation of %FM 

based on gender and age specific equations BIAchild and the manufacturers equations BIAman.  

The equation of Horlick et al., (2002) was chosen to estimate %FM based on regression 

analysis of impedance measures from the same RJL device used in the current study, this 

equation has the following form: 

 
(5) 

Where FFM is fat free mass, Ht is height (cm), R is resistance, Wt is body mass (kg), A is age 

(years) and S is gender (1 for male and 0 for female).  To calculate %FM the following formula 

is used: 

 
(6) 

5.3.4  Statistical Analysis 

In order to carry out the parametric test of coefficient of variation the normality and 

homogeneity of each variable from the sample must be tested.  Shapiro-Wilk test compare the 

distribution of the variables in this study to a normal distribution with the same mean and 

standard deviation.  If the test is non-significant (p>.05) the distribution is not significantly 
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different from a normal distribution.  Homogeneity is the measure of the variance between 

variables being studied.  The variance of one variable should be stable at all levels of the other 

variables (Fields 2009).  This is tested by a Levene’s test.  If the test is non-significant (p>.05) 

then the assumption of equal variance is tenable. 

 

5.3.4.1 Between-Session Reliability Analysis 

Precision for between-session repeated measures of anthropometric and %FM values were 

assessed by the technical error of measurement (TEM): 

 
(7) 

Where d is the difference between measurements and n is the number of individuals 

measured.  This absolute value of precision is given relative to the mean of the variable being 

analysed: 

 
(8) 

This gives a measure of the coefficient of variation (CV) which can be used to compare 

precision across studies.  Another approach to compare precision across studies is to use the 

coefficient of reliability (R) using the following formula (Ulijaszek & Kerr 1999): 

 
(9) 

This formula reveals the proportion of between-session variance in the population which is 

free from measurement error.  Measures of R can be used to compare relative precision of 

different measurements and calculate sample size.  An alternative approach is to measure 

reliability by Intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) from the proportion of estimated true 

variance to the measurement error associated with it (Shrout & Fleiss 1979).  However, R is the 
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most widely used measure of reliability in anthropometric studies and is therefore, used in the 

current study to aid comparison with previous work (Ulijaszek & Kerr 1999).   

 

5.3.4.2 Agreement between %FM Measures of ADP and BIA 

Agreement between prediction measures of %FM was analysed using Bland & Altman analysis 

(Bland & Altman, 1986).  Bland & Altman analysis involves the calculation of the mean 

difference between two methods together with Limits of Agreement (LoA), based on 95% 

confidence intervals (95%CI), calculated from the SD of the mean difference for each 

participant (multiplied by 1.96).  Bland & Altman plots give a visual assessment of the 

agreement between two measures; a large mean difference indicates a large bias (over- or 

under-estimation) and wide LoA refer to large variation between measures.  The method of 

predicting %FM by ADPchild was used as the reference to which ADPman, BIAchild and BIAman were 

compared to previous findings of greater reliability and validity (Gately et al., 2003; Vicente-

Rodriguez et al., 2012).  Measures of %FM by BIA offer a more mobile method of measuring 

the participants in the main study (chapter 8) which will reduce testing time.  However, in 

order for BIA to be utilised in the main study (chapter 8) it must demonstrate agreement with 

%FM from ADP.    

 

5.3.4.3 Specificity and Sensitivity of BMI to Identify Childhood Obesity  

Sensitivity was defined as the percentage of obese children (from %FM measured by ADPchild, 

based on the %FM reference data set and cutoff of McCarthy et al., 2006) classified as such by 

BMI Z-Score.  Specificity was defined as the percentage of non-obese children (ADPchild with 

data set from McCarthy et al., 2006) classified as non-obese by BMI.  Of the 72 children who 

participated 15 were classified as obese by ADPchild and McCarthy et al., (2006) data set and are 

therefore the true positives. The sensitivity of BMI Z-Scores was calculated by the sum; 100 

multiplied by the number of participants defined as obese according to either the UK90 or 

IOTF data sets, divided by the number of true positives based on ADPchild with McCarthy et al., 

(2006) data set.  This was repeated with the definition of obesity replaced by overweight. The 

specificity of BMI Z-Scores was calculated by the sum; 100 multiplied by the number of 

participants defined as not obese or overweight by according to either the UK90 or IOTF data 

sets, divided by the number of true negatives based on ADPchild with McCarthy et al., (2006) 

data set.     
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5.3.4.4 Linear Regression Analysis of %FM (ADPchild) and BMI Z-Score 

In order to check the assumptions of random error and homoscedasticity of the model a plot 

of the standardised predicted values of %FM against the standardised residuals was produced.  

If the regression model fits the sample data well all data points fall on the regression line and 

the residuals would be zero (Field, 2009).  A histogram of the regression standardised residuals 

should appear as a normal distribution (bell-shaped curve).  Furthermore the normal 

probability plot shows deviations from normality by plotting the observed residuals against a 

straight line (representing a normal distribution).  All checks on the assumptions of the 

regression model were compared with published plots in Field (2009) 

Linear regression was utilised to determine the relationship between %FM, using the standard 

measure of this study (ADPchild), and BMI Z-Score as a continuous variable.  The strength of the 

association between %FM and BMI Z-Score was determined by the R2 value.  A quadratic term 

was entered into the linear regression model to assess if the proportion of variability in %FM 

was increased.  The model (linear or quadratic) that represented the best-fit (i.e. highest r2) 

was chosen to give the greatest explanatory power between %FM and BMI Z-Score.  Significant 

associations between %FM (ADPchild) and BMI Z-Score were reported (p<0.05).    

 

5.4  Results 

5.4.1 Normality and Homogeneity 

Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, presented in Table 5.1, showed that BMI centile scores were 

not normally distributed (P<0.05), but all other variables were normally distributed.  No 

parametric tests were conducted with BMI centile.  The Levene’s test for homogeneity was 

non-significant (p>0.05) indicating that all variables demonstrated similar variance, shown in 

Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.1 Shapiro-Wilk test for normality on anthropometric and body 
composition variables. Significance p<.05 

  

Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. 

Height .985 71 .741 

Weight .964 71 .054 

BMI .961 71 .054 

Z-score .973 71 .288 

Centile .858 71 .000* 

BIAman .977 70 .402 

BIAchild .984 70 .710 

ADPman .955 71 .500 

ADPchild .962 71 .093 

 

Table 5.2 Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances on anthropometric and 
body composition variables. Significance p<.05 

Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

.394 8 560 .757 

 

 

5.4.2  Aim 1: Between-Session Reliability Analysis 

Precision of four prediction equations for the estimation of %FM by ADP and BIA are presented 

in Table 5.4.  Precision of the estimates of body fat mass by BIAman and BIAchild were less than 

ADPman and ADPchild defined by the technical error of measurement (TEM%) and coefficient of 

reliability (R).  Precision (TEM% and R) of the child specific ADP and BIA estimates of body fat 

mass were higher than the manufacturer’s estimates.  Estimates of body fat mass by BIAman 

were higher than ADPchild, ADPman, with BIAchild the lowest. 

 

Table 5.3.  Mean, SD and range of physical characteristics of %FM reliability sample (n=10) 

 Age (years) Height (m) Mass (kg) BMI 

(height/mass
2
) 

BMI Z-score BMI centile (%) 

Mean 10.00 1.38 33.77 17.07 0.12 52.01 

SD 2.55 0.17 10.84 1.87 0.80 23.44 

Range 7 – 13 1.16 – 1.67 21.20 - 49.60 13.99 - 20.61 -1.14 – 2.00 12.63 - 97.75 
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Table 5.4.  Mean, SD and within-day test re-test for between-session reliability of %FM measures (n=10) 

Method  

 Mean (%FM) SD (%FM) TEM (%FM) TEM% R 

% BF BIAman 19.68 8.53 0.86 4.37 0.990 

% BF BIAchild 10.40 8.84 0.75 7.21 0.993 

% BF ADPman 12.68 8.70 0.53 4.12 0.996 

% BF ADPchild 13.70 8.46 0.55 4.01 0.996 

 

All anthropometric measures were highly reliable demonstrating low error values (see Table 

5.6).  Repeated height measures were more precise (TEM%) than mass and BMI,  but between-

session reliability was high for all three measures. 

 

Table 5.5.  Mean, SD and range of physical characteristic of height, weight and BMI reliability sample (n=20) 

 Age (years) Height (m) Mass (kg) BMI 

(height/mass
2
) 

BMI Z-score BMI centile (%) 

Mean 9.13 1.34 31.30 16.90 0.24 55.42 

SD 2.48 0.15 9.00 1.84 0.94 25.79 

Range 6 - 13 1.15 - 1.67 21.00 - 49.60 13.99 - 20.85 -1.69 - 2.34 4.57 - 99.04 

 

 

Table 5.6.  Mean, SD and between-day between-session reliability of anthropometric measures (n=20) 

Anthropometric 

measures 

Mean SD TEM TEM% R 

Height (m) 1.34 0.15 0.002 0.15 0.999 

Mass (kg) 31.30 9.00 0.094 0.30 0.999 

BMI (kg·m
2
) 16.90 1.84 0.085 0.50 0.998 

 

5.4.3  Aim 2: Agreement between %FM Measures of ADP and BIA 

Agreement between ADP and BIA measures was explored to determine the appropriate 

measure of %FM to be utilised in the main study (chapter 8) of the research.  Figure 5.2 

presents Bland & Altman plots for BIAman, BIAchild and ADPman against the ‘standard’ measure of 

%FM for this study, ADPchild.  Mean difference against ADPchild between methods of 

determining %FM (± limits of agreement) was -0.56 ± 1.26%, -2.54 ± 6.61% and 3.77 ± 6.26% 

for ADPman, BIAman and BIAchild respectively.  These findings indicate that ADPman
 and BIAman

 

overestimate %FM in this sample, but limits of agreement are wider for BIAman.  In contrast 
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BIAchild
 underestimates %FM but demonstrates wider limits of agreement of similar value to 

BIAman.   

Table 5.7.  Mean, SD and range of physical characteristics of sample for agreement between %FM and BMI measures (n=71) 

 Age (years) BIAman (%FM) BIAchild (%FM) ADPman (%FM) ADPchild (%FM) 

BMI 

(height/mass
2
) BMI Z-score 

BMI centile 

(%) 

Mean 10.01 24.26 17.96 22.29 21.73 18.71 0.63 63.19 

SD 1.67 8.74 9.19 9.17 9.00 3.67 1.45 33.96 

Range 7 - 13 6.67 - 49.65 -1.04 - 40.96 9.46 - 42.79 7.69 - 42.89 12.34 - 29.63 -2.87 - 3.54 0.21 - 99.98 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  5.2. Bland & Altman plots comparing %FM determined by ADPchild with (A) %FM by ADPman, (B) %FM by 

BIAman and (C) %FM by BIAchild. 

 

5.4.4  Aim 3: Demonstrate the Specificity and Sensitivity of BMI to Identify Obesity against 

the Standard Measure of %FM 

The specificity and sensitivity analysis of BMI demonstrated greater sensitivity of UK90 obesity 

and overweight definition compared to the IOTF definition.  However, specificity of the IOTF 

definition is greater than the UK90 definition as can be seen in Table 5.9. This means that more 

obese boys (measured by ADPchild %FM) were correctly identified as obese by BMI Z-Score 

according to UK90 the definition.  However, more non-obese boys (measured by ADPchild %FM) 

were correctly identified as non-obese by BMI according to the IOTF definition.  The results 

show that if participants were grouped by obesity defined by either IOTF or UK90 cutoffs 

53.33% and 27.67% of boys who are obese will be classified as non-obese compared to obesity 

defined by measures of body fat mass (ADPchild).    
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Table 5.8.  Mean, SD and range of physical characteristics of sample for specificity and sensitivity of BMI analysis 

and linear regression analysis of %FM (ADPchild) and BMI Z-Score (n=72) 

 

Age (years) Height (m) Mass (kg) 

BMI 

(height/mass
2
) BMI Z-score 

BMI centile 

(%) %FM 

%FM Z-

score 

%FM 

centile 

Mean 10.06 1.43 39.37 18.69 0.63 63.32 22.34 0.34 60.86 

SD 1.69 0.11 11.15 3.65 1.44 33.74 9.12 1.75 37.37 

Range 7 - 13 1.20 – 1.73 22.3 - 68.6 12.34 - 29.63 -2.87 - 3.54 0.21 - 99.98 9.46 - 42.79 -5.06 - 2.57 0 - 99.5 

 

Table 5.9.  Sensitivity and specificity (expressed as a percentage) of obesity by IOTF and UK90 

reference data against %FM measured by ADPchild and McCarthy et al., (2006) references curves. 

 Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

IOTF   

Obesity 46.67 (7/15) 96.49 (55/57)  

Overweight 69.57 (16/23) 81.63 (40/49) 

   

UK90   

Obesity 73.33 (11/15) 84.21 (48/57) 

Overweight 78.26 (18/23) 73.47 (36/49) 

 

5.4.5  Aim 4: Demonstration of the Relationship of %FM (ADPchild) and BMI Z-Score by 

Linear Regression Analysis. 

Physical characteristics of participants in this study are reported in Table 5.8.  Figure 5.3 shows 

the histogram of the standardised residuals, the distribution appears to form a bell-shaped 

curve.  The normal probability plot represents normal distribution as all points a close to the 

line.  The scatter plot of standardised residuals against standardised predictor value shows a 

random dispersion of points demonstrating homoscedasticity. 

 

 
 
Figure 5.3.  Histogram of standardised regression residual, normal probability plot and plot of standardised 
predicted values against standard residuals for %FM (ADPchild) and BMI Z-Score regression model. 
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Table 5.10 shows that the quadratic term for BMI Z-Score explained more the variance with 

%FM in this sample population (r2 = 0.45 and 0.34 for BMI Z-Score2 and BMI Z-Score 

respectively).  Linear regression analysis reveals a curvilinear relationship between %FM 

(derived from ADPchild) and BMI Z-Score, shown in Figure 5.4.  BMI Z-Score explained 42% (r2 

0.45) of the variance in body fat mass (p<0.001, Table 5.11).   

 

Table 5.10. BMI Z-Score Linear and quadratic terms for regression model with 
%FM. a. Predictors: (Constant), BMI Z-Score

2
.  b. Predictors: (Constant), BMI Z-

score 

Model r r Square 
Adjusted 
r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .673
a
 .453 .446 7.02 

2 .583
b
 .340 .330 7.36 

 

Table 5.11. Regression model of BMI Z-Score
2
 and %FM. Significance p<0.05 

Model 

Unstandardised Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 17.07 1.05  16.19 .000 

BMI Z-Score
2
 2.03 .282 .657 7.18 .000 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4.  Scatter plot and regression line of %FM ADPchild and BMI Z-Score 
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5.5  Discussion 

The aims of this phase were to; (1) measure between-session reliability of anthropometric 

measures (for BMI calculation) and %FM measures in boys, (2) determine the appropriate 

method (ADP or BIA) and prediction equation (generic or child specific) for measuring %FM, (3) 

demonstrate the sensitivity and specificity of BMI Z-Scores to define obese and overweight 

children groups, and (4) demonstrate the agreement between BMI Z-Score and %FM as 

continuous variables.  The findings of these analyses are compared to previous studies. 

 

5.5.1 Between-Session Reliability Analysis 

To compare precision and reliability of ADP and BIA a between-session, within-rater study 

design was implemented with the aim to examine methodological error and minimise 

biological and environmental variation.  In order to minimise instructor memory of height and 

mass measurements anthropometric measures were taken between-days.  The findings of this 

study indicate that %FM measured by ADP is a more reliable method for estimating %FM 

compared to BIA.  Of the two ADP equations to estimate %FM both demonstrated similar 

precision as measured by the technical error of the measurement (TEM) (Ulijaszek & Kerr 

1999).  

In comparison to other studies examining the between-session reliability of ADP in children, 

the results of this current study present consistent findings.  Wells & Fuller (2001) measured 

%FM in thirteen boys age 5 to 14 years old by ADP in a within-day repeated measures design 

study. The authors presented precision as [(SD/n)/d-1/2] (where n is the sample size and d the 

number of repeated measures). They found absolute precision of 0.83% or 6.6% (relative to 

mean %FM), concluding that this indicates good precision of body composition by ADP.  The 

current study’s estimation of %FM by ADPchild resulted in greater precision compare to Wells & 

Fuller (2001); with slightly lower absolute (0.69%) and relative precision (5.0%).   

The difference in precision (TEM and %TEM) and between-session reliability (R) between 

ADPchild and ADPman were relatively small because each prediction equation relied on the exact 

same raw body volume measures to estimated %FM.  The small differences that were found 

were most likely due to the use of height and weight measures in the calculation steps for 

thoracic gas volume (TGV) and skin area artefact (SAA).  Variation in height and weight 

measures between sessions will alter the results of between-sessions TGV and SAA formulas 

producing slight deviations between ADPchild and ADPman.          
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Vicente-Rodriguez et al., (2012) measured between-session, within-rater reliability of ADP 

measures of %FM in 84 adolescents (13-17 years old), finding TEM of 1.07% FM and an R value 

of 0.989.  The current study found greater precision (TEM of 0.55% FM) and greater reliability 

(R of 0.996) using ADPchild.  Better precision in the current study may be due to greater 

participant homogeneity because Vicente-Rodriguez et al., (2012) measured %FM in males as 

well as females across a broader range of body fat mass levels.  Higher between-session 

reliability in the current study is related to a smaller variation in measures (SD = 8.46%) 

compared to Vicente-Rodriguez et al., (2012) (SD = 9.96%).    

Vicente-Rodriguez et al., (2012) also measured between-session, within-rater reliability of 

%FM estimation by BIA (BIA device = RJL/Akern, model 101) in the same sample population as 

described above.  This study found within-rater TEM to be 0.74% FM and a R value 0.993 which 

are very similar to the current study’s findings (TEM = 0.75% FM and R = 0.993). Both the 

current study and Vicente-Rodriguez et al., (2012) found BIA to be less precise and reliable 

compared to ADP.  Vicente-Rodriguez et al., (2012) attributed this to the time difference (10 

minutes) between repeated sessions.  However, the authors acknowledge that changes in 

impedance would be small.  

The between-session reliability of body fat mass measures from ADP and BIA are dependent 

on environmental conditions, instructor competence, and participant adherence to the 

procedures.  Environmental variation included; pressure changes within the laboratory (from 

opening doors or drafts) during the procedure that can affect ADP reliability and; temperature 

changes in the 10 minutes between repeated measures that can affect BIA reliability.  In order 

to maximise between-session reliability of ADP and BIA %FM measures environmental 

conditions were strictly monitored throughout testing procedures. 

The instructor (RM) received prior training on all BIA and ADP protocols before testing 

procedures commenced.  However, correct electrode placement on the ipsilateral bony 

prominences of the wrist and ankle (the metacarpal and metatarsal lines) (Akern BIA manual, 

2010) can be subjective.  Electrode placement variability can alter impedance readings by 4% 

(Houtkooper et al., 1996) and would have reduced precision and reliability in this study.        

Variability due to procedural adherence includes movement of the participant in the Bodpod 

chamber or irregular breathing.  These can cause pressure changes within the Bodpod 

influencing raw body volumes (Fields et al., 2002).  For this reason ADP measures from Bodpod 

are taken in duplicate and if the raw body volumes differ by >150ml a third measure is taken.  
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Only if two measures are in agreement of <150ml is the mean of the two taken otherwise the 

procedure is started again.   

For BIA testing protocols participants were asked not to eat 2 hours before testing, because 

eating prior to testing induces changes in hydration which can alter impedance reading by 

0.6% (Fogelholm et al., 1993).  This point is potentially the hardest to control for in this study 

because prior eating or exercise could not be accounted for before arrival for testing.  BIA 

reliance on a controlled hydration state between repeated measures and greater instructor 

input could be the reason why precision and reliability of BIA was lower than ADP in this study.    

Height and body mass are requirements not only for calculations of BMI Z-Scores but are also 

input into BIA and ADP regression equations for calculation of %FM.  Furthermore, height and 

mass are requirements for the lower limb biomechanical model (PiG).  Therefore an 

understanding of the between-session precision and reliability of these measures is important 

because anthropometric measures not only define the level of participant adiposity, but also 

affect the biomechanical measures being compared.   

The between-session precision and reliability indices (TEM and R) of height and weight were 

within the range presented in a review by Ulijaszek & Kerr (1999).  The review presented TEM 

from five paediatric weight measurement studies as 0.1-0.3kg and four height measurement 

studies as 0.001-0.013m.  The R for repeated weight measures from seven weight 

measurement studies was 0.95-1.00 and height from three studies 0.93-0.99. Ulijaszek & 

Lourie (1997) provided anthropometric precision and reliability reference values based on age 

of subjects.  Maximal acceptable TEM values for children were 0.04-1.19kg for weight and 

0.0046-0.0076m for height.  The current study’s findings of height TEM = 0.002m and R = 

0.999, also weight TEM = 0.094 and R = 0.999 are within these recommendations.   

No acceptable values for BMI precision have been recommended, but because BMI is a 

composite measure, based on height and weight, precision is dependent on these two 

variables.  Mueller & Kaplowitz (1994) reported that anthropometric measures with R values 

less than 0.99 will result in low R values for composite measures (i.e. BMI).  High weight and 

height R values in the current study resulted in high R for BMI (>0.99) therefore BMI is reliable 

in this sample population.     
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5.5.2  Agreement between %FM Measures 

The ability to determine %FM in participants is dependent on the validity of ADP and BIA 

measures.  The validity of ADP and BIA has been previously reported in relation to Dual Energy 

X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA), Computerised Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(MRI) or multi compartment models of body composition (Kyle et al., 2004a, Fields et al., 

2002).  In the current study, access to these ‘gold standard’ methods was not available and not 

appropriate for the age of the participants.  Therefore, ADP was reported to be the ‘standard’ 

measure of %FM in children in the current study because of previous findings of high validity 

with ‘gold standard’ measures (Azcona et al., 2006).   

To validate the use of ADP in children, Wells et al., (2003) measured %FM in 28 children age 5 

to 7 years old against a ‘gold standard’ three compartment (3C) body composition model.  The 

study found mean difference and limits of agreement (LoA) between %FM from ADP and 3C of 

0.4 ± 1.9%.  The authors concluded that accuracy and LoA of ADP were high compared to ‘gold 

standard’ measures in children validating the use of ADP in a paediatric population.   

Further to the validity of ADP against ‘gold standard’ procedures reported in Wells et al., 

(2003), was the use of child- and gender-specific regression equations to calculate %FM from 

the raw body volume measures.  Gately et al., (2003) measured %FM in 30 overweight and 

obese children and adolescents (11 to 17 years old) by ADPchild and ADPman against a ‘gold 

standard’ four compartment (4C) body composition model.  Mean difference and LoA for %FM 

measured by ADPman was 1.8 ± 3.5% and by ADPchild -0.04 ± 3.6% compared to the 4C model.  

This finding indicates an overestimation of %FM using adult derived manufacturer’s regression 

equations (ADPman) and a slight underestimation using child and gender specific regression 

equations (ADPchild).  This study concluded that ADPchild equations presented better agreement 

with the 4C model in overweight and obese children.  Therefore, ADPchild was considered the 

reference ‘standard’ for the current study against which agreement of %FM by ADPman, BIAchild 

and BIAman were compared.       

In the current study, body fat mass estimates from ADPman were overestimated by 0.56% with 

LoA of 1.26% compared to the ADPchild ‘standard’.  This overestimation has been previously 

found in a study on 258 children and adolescents between the age of 5 and 18 years old (Bosy-

Westphal et al., 2005).  In the previous study a greater overestimation of %FM from ADPman 

was found (9.45%) with wider LoA values (4.91%) compared to the current study.  This may be 
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a result of greater sampling variation in the study by Bosy-Westphal et al., (2005) because their 

participants included males and females, across and wider age range than the current study.      

Bosy-Westphal et al., (2005) demonstrated the reason for overestimation of %FM using ADPman 

by reporting estimated skin area artefact (SAA) and thoracic gas volume (TGV) values 

compared to ADPchild measures.  The raw body volume from ADP are corrected for isothermal 

air by SAA and TGV using either predication equations based on adult values (SAA from Dubois 

and Dubois, 1916; TGV from Crapo et al., 1982; and %FM from Siri, 1961) or age and gender 

specific equations (SAA from Haycock et al., 1978; TGV from Zapletal et al., 1976; Rosenthal et 

al., 1993; Fields et al., 2004; and, %FM from Lohman 1989).  Bosy-Westphal et al., (2005) 

reported that measures of SAA were underestimated (resulting in overestimation of %FM 

~2.97%) from the adult based equation of Dubois and Dubois (1916) compared to Haycocks et 

al., (1978) equation.  Furthermore, that adult prediction equations of Crapo et al., (1982) 

overestimated TGV in children (resulting in overestimation of %FM of ~1.86%) compared to 

the Zapletal et al., (1976) and Rosenthal et al., (1993) child specific equations.  This resulted in 

and overestimation of %FM (mean 8.5%) using the adult based prediction equations compared 

the child age and gender specific equation in boys.   

These studies established ADPchild as the valid reference measure for %FM in this paediatric 

sample and the results of the current study show that ADPman should not be used to measure 

%FM in the main study (chapter 8).  The current study’s ADPchild estimates of %FM were used 

as the ‘standard’ to determine if BIA from manufacturers (BIAman) or child specific (BIAchild) 

equations can be used to measure %FM in the main study (chapter 8).  The benefits of using 

BIA rather than ADP to measure %FM is greater mobility allowing participants to measured in 

the gait laboratory (following gait biomechanical assessment) potentially reducing protocol 

time.   

In order to examine the agreement between ADPchild with BIAman and BIAchild regression 

equations for %FM the mean difference and limits of agreement (LoA) were presented in 

Figure 5.2. Body fat mass estimated from BIAman was overestimated by 2.54% with LoA of 

6.61%.  This is in line with Azcona et al., (2006) who examined the level of agreement between 

ADP and BIA measures of %FM in obese (n=64) and non-obese (n=123) children and adults 

between the age of 5 and 22 years old.  The results of Azcona et al., (2006) demonstrated a 

mean underestimation of -3.39% body fat mass with limits of agreement of 10.31%.  This 

disparity between agreement of %FM from BIA and ADP between the current study 

(overestimation) and Azcona et al., (2006) (underestimation) is likely to be due to the ADP 
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regression equation used.  Their study protocol used ADPman, rather than ADPchild (used in the 

current study) as the reference %FM value and also an alternative BIAman prediction equation 

(details not given).  To this author’s knowledge, no previous study has compared agreement 

between BIAman and ADPchild.  The results of the current study demonstrate that BIAman 

regression equation cannot be used as a measure of %FM in boys due to bias and large limits 

of agreement. 

The agreement between BIAchild and ADPchild were also assessed in the current study because 

previous studies have recommended the use of paediatric population-specific BIA equations to 

estimate %FM (Williams et al., 2007).  The agreement between BIAchild and ADPchild in the 

current study was 3.77% (resulting in an underestimation in BIAchild) with LoA of 6.26%. To the 

authors knowledge no previous study has examined agreement between BIAchild and ADPchild 

estimates of body fat mass therefore, no direct comparison can be made in the literature.  

However, Williams et al., (2007) tested the BIAchild equation (same as the current study) against 

three other %FM equations and found that the equation underestimated %FM in 341 five year 

old children (mean boys %FM = 11.7%).  Therefore, the results of the current and previous 

studies show that the BIAchild equation underestimates %FM.  

The BIAchild equation used in the current and William et al., (2007) study was originally 

produced from refitted paediatric fat-free mass equations using BIA (RJL BIA device) and 

validated against DEXA (Horlick et al., 2002).  This equation was tested for accuracy in children 

(n= 1291) across a wide range of ages (4-18 years old), ethnicities, and disease states (HIV 

infections).  The authors of the BIAchild equation present the limits of agreement as high (~11%) 

for fat free mass (FFM) with significant errors in subgroups (i.e. 4-8 year old children).  This 

suggests that the equation is not suitable for individual assessment of FFM in this population.  

The BIAchild (Horlick et al., 2002) equation was chosen for the current study because the 

regression equation was based on the same BIA device (RJL) as the current study.  Variation in 

body composition measures between devices has been demonstrated to be the greatest factor 

affecting agreement with reference methods of determining body composition (Heywood, 

1992).  The findings of considerably lower %FM values when using the Horlick equation in 

Williams et al., (2007) and the current study could be result of the significant error in the 

equation for children between the age of 4 and 8 years.  The results of the current study show 

that the BIAchild presented a bias in body fat mass estimation and large LoA in this sample of 

participants indicating it’s inappropriateness for use in the main study (chapter 8).    
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5.5.3 Specificity and Sensitivity of BMI 

Previous studies to compare gait biomechanics between obese and non-obese children have 

determined groups based on BMI Z-Score (Gushue et al., 2005; McMillan et al., 2009 & 2010; 

Shultz et al., 2009).  This protocol may result in children being allocated to the incorrect 

‘obese’ or ‘non-obese’ group due to the insensitivity of BMI Z-Score as a proxy measure of 

body fat mass (Freedman & Sherry, 2009).  In order to show why estimates of %FM (from 

ADPchild) should be used to define the main study participants, the sensitivity and specificity of 

BMI Z-Score was demonstrated in the current sample of boys.      

In order to calculate sensitivity and specificity of BMI Z-Score (referenced IOTF or UK90 

reference data sets) to define obesity in childhood it is necessary to define obesity by %FM.  

McCarthy et al., (2006) produced %FM reference data-sets and cutoffs for boys and girls 

between the ages of 5 and 18 years old.  The study sample consisted of 1985 children from the 

UK, measured for %FM by BIA (Tanita BIA device) using gender and age specific regression 

equations.  Centile curves were constructed using the LMS method with the 95th centile 

representing obesity and the 85th centile overweight.  In the current study %FM measures 

from ADPchild were used to define obesity in the sample.  The allocation of children to obese 

and overweight according to %FM was compared to the allocation from BMI Z-Score from IOTF 

and UK90. The results of the current study were in-line with previous studies to assess the 

sensitivity and specificity of BMI Z-Score against %FM in children (Reilly et al., 2000; Marques-

Vidal et al., 2008). 

Reilly et al., (2000) measured BMI in a representative sample of 4175 seven year olds with 

obesity defined by two cutoffs; ≥95th centile UK90 reference and the IOTFs reference 

equivalent to adult defined obesity of 30kg/m2.  To measure %FM a BIA (device = Bodystat) 

was utilised with the use of Houtkooper et al., (1992) prediction equations for children.  The 

top 5% of %FM in the sample population were determined to have ‘excessive fatness’ from 

which sensitivity and specificity of BMI were calculated.  In the UK90 definition of BMI Z-Score 

obesity (≥95th centile) sensitivity was 88% and specificity was 94%.  This means 173 out of 197 

children that were defined as obese according to BIA (top 5% cutoff) measures were correctly 

identified as obese and 3526 out of 3751 children that were not obese were classified 

correctly.  The current study found lower sensitivity (73%) and specificity (84%) than Reilly et 

al., (2000).  This difference between the studies could be the result of different devices to 

measure %FM; ADP was used in the current study and BIA in Reilly et al., (2000).   
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In Reilly et al., (2000) the IOTF definition of obesity resulted in 46% sensitivity and 99% for 

boys.  Marques-Vidal et al., (2008) also used McCarthy et al., (2006) %FM reference curves to 

examine the sensitivity and specificity of BMI (IOTF) in 2494 boys (ages 10-18 years old).  This 

study found IOTF sensitivity and specificity values of 47.5% and 96.8% respectively compared 

to %FM measured by BIA (Omron device, manufacturer %FM prediction formula).  The results 

of the IOTF BMI Z-Score definition in the current study resulted in similar sensitivity and 

specificity to the two previous studies, 47% and 96%. 

Regardless of the reference data set and cutoff (UK90 or IOTF) all studies found high specificity 

and lower sensitivity.  High specificity of BMI Z-Score is required as a screening tool for 

paediatric obesity in clinical practise so as to avoid unnecessary treatment of non-obese 

children.  Low sensitivity has been regarded as acceptable for clinical practise as long as 

specificity is high Reilly et al., (2000).  However, this results in some obese children (high %FM) 

being classified as non-obese due to lower sensitivity. Low sensitivity is a problem for the 

current study because the prevalence of obesity in the main study (chapter 8) would be 

substantially underestimated using BMI Z-Score.  Reilly et al., (2000) concluded that obesity 

defined by BMI cannot distinguish changes in lean body mass from changes in fat mass and 

that %FM (adiposity) measures might provide greater confidence for future studies.  

 

5.5.4 Relationship between %FM and BMI 

The final analysis of this chapter demonstrated the potential use of BMI Z-Score as a 

continuous variable for use in the main study (chapter 8).  This protocol removes the error 

from allocating participants to obese or non-obese groups but still relies on strong relationship 

between BMI Z-Score and %FM.  A strong relationship would mean that fat mass increases 

proportionally to the ratio of weight to height2 and can, therefore, be used as a proxy to infer 

%FM in the main study (chapter 8).  However, a weak or null relationship would mean that 

increases in body fat mass are independent from BMI Z-Score and, therefore, inferences of 

body fat mass in the main study (chapter 8) cannot be made.   

Bell et al., (2007) examined relationships between health complications (including reported 

musculoskeletal pain) with BMI Z-Scores (IOTF reference) as a continuous variable.  Using 

regression analysis a number of co-morbidities were shown to be related to childhood BMI Z-

Score.  The authors noted that the majority of published work on childhood obesity and health 

complications have examined relationships using categorical data (‘obese’ and ‘non-obese’ 
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groups), based on arbitrary threshold cutoffs.  Categorical-based health risks are clinically 

useful, but many co-morbidity risks are not defined by a simple BMI Z-Score threshold effect 

and may in fact demonstrate a linear or curvilinear relationship.  The authors concluded that, 

instead of using BMI Z-Score to define obesity by category the use of BMI Z-Scores themselves 

should be implemented, using national data-sets.  The use of national rather than international 

data-sets for determination of BMI-Z Scores has been recommended by Reilly (2002) as they 

have better biological validity (e.g. screening ability and relationship to morbidity).  Therefore, 

the current study determined the relationship between BMI Z-Score based on the UK90 

reference data set and %FM from ADPchild. 

The results of the current study reveal that 42% of the variance in %FM is explained by BMI Z-

Score in the sample.  This finding is in line with Williams et al., (2007) who measured BMI Z-

Score and %FM from four BIAchild equations in a sample of 341 five year old children.  Williams 

et al., (2007) used Spearman’s rank correlation (non-parametric linear regression) rather than 

linear regression to examine the links between %FM and BMI Z-Scores.  The correlation from 

the four %FM equations ranged from 0.290 to 0.624 with BMI Z-Score (Horlick’s equation 

presented the highest correlation).  The authors concluded that in 5 year old children BMI Z-

Score had little association with %FM and, therefore, cannot be used to infer differences in 

%FM between participants.  Furthermore, Williams et al., (2007) noted a decreasing or stable 

relationship between %FM and BMI up to a Z-Score of 0, after which the association increased 

steadily.  This suggests that BMI Z-Score was a good indicator of %FM for overweight and 

obese children, but not for healthy and underweight children.   

A further study examined the relationship between BMI Z-Score and %FM using linear 

regression analysis.  Federico et al., (2011) examined the relationship between BMI Z -Score 

with %FM in a sample of 361 children between the age of 6 and 12 years.  The study measured 

%FM by skinfold thickness (SKF) using four gender and age specific prediction equations and 

BMI Z-Scores from CDC (US data set) reference values.  A curvilinear relationship between BMI 

Z-Score and %FM measured by the four predication equations was reported.  The curvilinear 

regression model resulted in R2 ranging from 0.60 to 0.72 with stronger correlations between 

BMI Z-Score and %FM by SKF in the overweight/obese children.  The current study presented 

the relationship between %FM measured from ADP using gender and age specific equations 

and BMI Z-Score based on UK90 (UK data set) reference values.  In line with Federico et al., 

(2011), the current study also found a curvilinear relationship between BMI Z-Score and %FM.  

However, the R2 in the current study was 0.43 which is lower than values presented by 
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Federico et al., (2011).  This could be due to the method of determining %FM (SKF v ADP) or 

the reference datasets to determine BMI Z-Score (CDC, US v UK90, UK).   

 

5.6 Limitations 

Limitations of this study relate to the estimation of %FM by ADP and BIA based on 

assumptions of body water content and fat-free density.  As children develop through 

childhood their body’s water content decreases (from 79.0% at one year old to 74.2% at 16 

years old) and bone mineral content increases (from 3.7% at one year old to 6.5% at 16 years 

old).  This changes the density of the fat-free mass (from 1.068g/cc at one year old to 

1.096g/cc at 16 years old).  The child specific regression equations for %FM from body volume 

(ADP) attempt to control for this by including average values from children at bi-yearly 

intervals (Lohman, 1989).  Horlick et al., (2002) also attempt to control for changes in water 

content by including age and gender in their BIA regression equation.  However, as Lohman 

(1989) states various paediatric populations (defined by activity level, physique, ethnicity or 

disease) will have altered fat-free body density and water content, which may lead to an 

under- or overestimation of %FM.      

Furthermore, no regression equation for %FM by BIA or ADP could be found from the 

literature that represents obese children whilst also accounting for age and gender while using 

the same BIA and ADP devices available to this current study.  Studies have demonstrated that 

estimates of %FM in obese participants are less accurate than in non-obese (Deurenberg, 

1996).  This is also due to changes in the water content of the fat-free mass in obese children 

which are not accounted for in prediction equations.  The choice of %FM regression equations 

used in the current study was based on published device-, gender- and age-specific equations. 

Limitations relating to the specific protocols of the current study include the use of estimated 

thoracic lung volumes for correction of body volume using ADP.  Previous ADP protocols have 

described the use of pulmonary plethysmography at midtidal exhalation to measure thoracic 

lung volume rather than use estimated values (Dempster & Aitkens, 1995).  The reason for 

estimated lung volume over actual measurement is the high disparities between repeated 

measures suggesting that many children are unable to comply with the pulmonary 

plethysmography protocol.  Bosy-Westphal et al., (2005) reported a failure in 30% of their 

sample to obtain measured TGV after 3 trials. Furthermore, using age specific equations for 
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TGV in children has resulted in negligible differences in body composition measures (Dewit et 

al., 2000).   

A further limitation of the current study is the use of %FM estimated from ADP rather than BIA 

to define obese and overweight groups because measures of %FM by BIA and ADP have been 

shown to be significantly different (Azcona et al., 2006).  The %FM reference curves and 

cutoffs provided by McCarthy et al., (2006) were based on BIA estimates of %FM.  However, in 

order to examine the ability of BMI measured in the current sample of children to define 

groups for in the main study (chapter 8) the ADPchild method was used due to its ability to 

accurately measure %FM in boys.  Lazzer et al., (2008) showed that ADP (Lohman’s child 

specific prediction equation) measures of %FM compare better (mean bias -2.8 ± 2.9%) to 

reference measures (DEXA) than BIA (mean bias -6.1 ± 4.2%) in obese boys. Therefore, taking 

into account that compared to ADP, BIA underestimates %FM in children by a mean bias of -

3.39% (Azcona et al., 2006).  Sensitivity could increase to 100% (10 out of 10) for UK90 and 

70% (7 out of 10) for IOTF, but specificity would decrease to 77.42% (48 out of 62) for UK90 

and 88.71% (55 out of 62) for IOTF definition.  This result would mean fewer children who are 

not obese (from %FM measures) would be classified as obese (from BMI measures).  However 

more children who are obese would be classified as not being obese.  Although the use of BIA 

or ADP to define obesity changes the measures of BMI Z-Score sensitivity and specificity the 

result is the same.  Using BMI Z-Score to define obese and non-obese groups would result in 

the incorrect allocation of some participants.     

 

5.7 Summary 

The results of the between-session reliability tests reveal that %FM estimates from ADP are 

more precise and reliable than from BIA and that this finding in consistent with the literature.  

The use of manufacture’s or child specific regression equations did not alter precision or 

reliability of ADP and BIA.  Anthropometric measurements of height, mass and BMI were all 

highly precise and reliable in this sample of boys.  This indicates that these results are 

reproducible and, therefore, %FM and anthropometric measures taken in the main study 

(chapter 8) would consistently define the participants.   

Estimates of %FM using ADP manufacturer’s regression equation were compared to age- and 

gender-specific regression equations of ADP, defined as the ‘standard’ measures of %FM for 

this study.  The results demonstrated that the manufacturer’s regression equations 
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overestimated %FM in this sample of boys.  Furthermore, manufacturer’s or child specific 

regression equations for BIA demonstrated an over- and underestimation of %FM.  This result 

indicates that measures of %FM by ADP and BIA using manufacturers and gender and age 

specific prediction equations could not be used interchangeably in this sample of boys.  

Therefore the ‘standard’ measure of %FM (ADPchild) will be used to define %FM in the main 

study (chapter 8).   

To demonstrate the issues with defining participant groups according to BMI Z-Score values 

sensitivity and specificity of BMI Z-Score was calculated in reference to %FM.  Using either the 

UK90 or IOTF reference data sets for BMI Z-Score reference and cutoffs resulted in the 

incorrect allocation of participants into obese and overweight groups.  This finding means that 

if participants in the main study (chapter 8) were defined by BMI Z-Score groups, the likelihood 

of a type II error (false negative) would increase compared to groups defined by %FM. 

To further explore the use of BMI Z-Score to define participants in the main study (chapter 8), 

its relationship with %FM was assessed.  In this sample of participants BMI Z-Score as a 

continuous variable explained only 42% of the variance in %FM.  This result indicates that the 

sample of participants should not be defined according to BMI Z-Score but instead by %FM 

(adiposity) as a continuous variable.   
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6.   Experimental Chapter 2:   Between-Session Reliability of the Lower Limb Model in 

Children Age 6 to 11 Years Old  

6.1  Introduction 

 In order to determine the relationships between childhood obesity with lower limb 

biomechanics and gait between-session reliability and validity of the conventional lower limb 

model (PiG) needed to be tested. Previous studies have quantified the reliability of paediatric 

gait biomechanics (Miller et al., 1996; Gorton et al., 1997; Quigley et al., 1997; Steinwender et 

al., 2000, Leardini et al., 2007b, Skaaret et al., 2012).  The results of these studies relate to 

specific testing conditions and explicit study design and cannot be used to demonstrate 

between-session reliability in the current study. Measures of gait data reliability are 

intrinsically linked to the variability of the study group (McGinley et al., 2009).  Therefore, the 

participants of this between-session reliability study should consist of paediatric participants 

across a range of adiposity levels.  The results of the between-session reliability analysis will 

aid interpretation of any relationships discovered between lower limb biomechanics and 

childhood obesity in Chapter 8.   

As well as testing between-session reliability of the conventional lower limb model (PiG) two 

protocols to reduce marker placement and soft tissue artefact error were be tested. A previous 

study by Baker et al (1999) described a protocol to reduce thigh marker placement error using 

a post-capture process to remove excessive frontal plane motion of the knee.  Reducing 

marker placement errors may improve the test re-test reliability of the conventional lower 

limb model (PiG).  Improving the reliability could, therefore, increase the likelihood of finding 

associations between adiposity and lower limb biomechanics if they exist.  Significant 

differences between methods of measuring lower limb biomechanics in obese adults have 

been reported due to the propagation of errors from excessive soft tissue artefact.  Board et 

al., (2012) found variability in kinematics and kinetics of the hip joint during gait using five 

variations of lower limb modelling.  Therefore, it is important to examine measures to reduce 

errors due to soft tissue artefact and marker positioning. 
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6.2 Aims 

The aims of this experimental chapter were to:  

(1) Examine between-session reliability of the conventional plug-in gait (PiG) lower 

limb model for use in children across a range of BMI Z-Score values.  These results 

will determine the expected error in measuring paediatric lower limb 

biomechanics.   

(2) Test a protocol with the potential to increase PiG between-session reliability based 

on thigh marker placement across a range of BMI Z-Score values.  Improving 

between-session reliability by testing marker placement protocols will give greater 

statistical power to detect associations between adiposity and lower limb 

biomechanics in the main study (chapter 8).   

(3) Assess an alternative method for identifying the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) 

in obese and non-obese children.  The palpation and identification of the ASIS can 

be difficult in obese individuals due to excessive adipose tissue.  Therefore, the use 

of alternative marker placement and virtual markers will be tested against the 

conventional lower limb model (PiG) protocols 

 

To investigate between-session reliability of the conventional (PiG) model intraclass 

correlation coefficients (ICCs) and standard error of measurement (SEM) will be calculated for 

each lower limb joint (hip, knee and ankle).  Calculation of ICC and SEM will be taken over the 

gait cycle events (initial contact and toe off) and from peak values during the stance and swing 

phases.  To determine the use of the thigh rotation offset protocol to improve between-

session reliability of the conventional (PiG) lower limb model ICC and SEM will be calculated.  A 

comparison between ICC and SEM before and after application of the thigh marker rotation 

offset will be made.  To assess the alternative method for identifying the ASIS in obese children 

3D hip joint motion will be extracted at gait cycle events (initial contact and toe off) and peak 

values during the stance and swing phase.  Angular values of hip motion will be compared 

using the conventional and new method for identifying the ASIS between obese and non-

obese children.       
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6.3 Methods 

6.3.1  Participants 

Seventeen participants (age range 6-13 years) were recruited from a convenience sample of 

children from university staff and an after-school club to take part in the lower limb reliability 

study.  Ten participants, 5 obese and 5 non-obese (age range 8-11 years), were recruited from 

local primary schools to take part in the protocols to identify the ASIS.  All participants were 

typically developing children and excluded if any medical conditions affecting neuromuscular 

and orthopaedic integrity or any complications contributing to altered foot posture and/or gait 

disturbance were identified.  Consent was obtained from children’s parents.  Ethical approval 

was granted by University Research Ethics Committee (Ref No. ETH/13/11).   

In the reliability study participants were selected to be representative of a range of weights 

from underweight to obese so as to demonstrate between-session reliability of the lower limb 

model in the expected sample population recruited in the main study (chapter 8).  The 

participants of the ASIS protocol study were selected based on the level of adiposity.  Five 

obese and five non-obese participants were selected to demonstrate the effects of soft tissue 

artefact on ASIS identification and tracking.      

 

6.3.2 Testing Protocols 

6.3.2.1 Stereophotogrammetry 

A ten camera Vicon 612 (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK) system was used to capture 

reflective marker coordinates (sampling rate 100Hz) within the capture volume.  Six cameras 

were mounted to the laboratory walls and four on tripods in closer proximity to the capture 

volume.  Pilot testing of the camera positions was carried out to define the best position for 

the tripod cameras to capture all markers during the gait cycle in contact with the force plates.  

Cameras were positioned with enough proximity to collect data from many markers in a small 

area but not be visible to each other.  

Cameras were calibrated in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines which required the 

capture and reconstruction of markers attached to an ‘L frame’ placed on the corner of one 

force plate to define the origin of the global coordinate system.  A dynamic calibration was 

carried out using a ‘T’ frame with markers of known distances which was moved through the 

capture volume for a period of 10,000 frames.  A successful calibration was made if residuals 
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from marker position and inter-distances standard deviation were less than 1mm and wand 

visibility exceeded 65%.  The volume area calibrated was 1.5m high, 2m long (direction of 

walking) and 2m wide.  

 

6.3.2.2 Force Plates 

Two force plates (Bertec, Model MIE Ltd, Leeds, UK) mounted within the laboratory floor 

recorded ground reaction forces (1000Hz).  Each force plate was switched on 30 minutes 

before testing and zeroed prior to calibration.  Calibration was conducted with known 

calibration weights of 50kg placed within the centre of the force plate.  Vertical ground 

reaction force was recorded and a correction factor applied to align the force plate reading 

with the correct acceleration due to gravity calculated to be -445.5N.    

 

6.3.2.3 Anthropometrics 

Anthropometric measurements were recorded including leg length, ankle width, knee width, 

height and mass.  Leg length was measured by tape measure from a straight line between the 

medial malleolus and the anterior superior iliac spine.  Knee and ankle width were recorded by 

bicondylar callipers with the participant standing.  Knee width is the distance between the 

lateral and medial femoral epicondyles and ankle width is the distance between the malleoli 

(Vicon manual, 2010).   

Height was measured to the nearest 0.5cm using a stadiometer (Hadlands Photonics, 

Australia).  Height is the maximum distance from the floor to the highest point of the head 

with the participant looking straight ahead.  The participants were asked to stand straight with 

back, buttocks and heels against the stadiometer with feet together and flat on the floor.  The 

participants were asked to take and hold a deep breath whilst looking straight ahead.  Height 

was recorded at the end of the participants’ deep inward breath. 

Weight was recorded using the electronic weighing scales integrated within the Bodpod body 

composition device (Life Measurement, Inc, Concord, CA, USA) procedure.  Participants were 

asked to stand on the centre of scales, without support and with their weight distributed 

evenly on both feet.  Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by Quetelet’s index (weight in 

kg/height2 in m). 
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Body Mass Index Z-Score (BMI Z-Score) was input into LMSgrowth software (Harlow 

Healthcare, South Shields, UK).  The software calculates the BMI Z-Score and BMI Centile, from 

height and body mass inputs, based on reference data from the United Kingdom 1990 (UK90) 

data set (Cole et al., 1995). 

 

6.3.2.4 Lower Limb Model 

The marker set for PiG was attached, with the participants in a comfortable standing position, 

in accordance with Vicon software using the protocol established by Davis et al., (1991).  Figure 

6.1 shows one side of the body for placement of the fifteen retro-reflective 9mm markers 

attached to the lower limbs.  The pelvis was defined by three markers; the sacral marker, 

placed at the level of second sacral vertebrae and a marker on each anterior superior iliac 

spine.  Thigh markers were placed bilaterally on the lateral aspect of the thighs to define long 

axis of rotation.  To facilitate placement of the thigh markers, the subjects are asked to 

internally rotate their lower limbs by placing their feet on a straight line.  The marker was 

placed in a straight line between the lateral epicondlye of the femur and the greater 

tronchanter.  The lateral epicondyles of the femurs were palpated, being slightly superior to 

the knee joint line. The knee markers were placed at the midpoint between anterior and 

posterior borders of the knee joint.  Tibia markers were placed on the lateral shank with the 

participant standing in comfortable stance (feet returned to slight external rotation) to define 

the longitudinal axis of the shank.  The foot was defined by markers on the lateral malleolus, 

posterior calcaneus and between the second and third metatarsal heads.  The calcaneal and 

metatarsal markers were placed so that they were equal vertical distance from the floor.   
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Figure 6.1. Marker placement for the Plug-In Gait lower limb model.  

 

Two variations of the PiG marker set were tested.  The first involved the use of an 

‘instrumented pointer device’ to determine the position of virtual ASIS markers based on 

offsets from lateral iliac crest markers.  This procedure may facilitate the palpation of the ASIS 

in obese participants whose excessive abdominal adipose tissue may hinder proper placement 

and tracking of skin mounted markers.  The ‘instrumented pointer device’ is fitted with 

markers of known relative position and a spring which brings the distal markers into closer 

proximity (‘plunged’) to the proximal markers on the pointer shaft.  When the pointer tip is 

placed on to the ASIS location and plunged a virtual marker is created by calculated offsets 

from the iliac crest and sacral markers.  Fukuchi et al., (2010) used iliac crest markers as an 

alternative to ASIS markers to define the pelvis.  This study found dynamic pelvis angles to be 

more reliable and accurate compared to functional and predictive methods to define the pelvis 

when soft tissue artefact may be a problem.  The method of creating virtual markers has been 

previously used in the calibrated anatomical system technique (CAST) to define the anterior 

superior iliac crests Cappozzo et al., (1995).  The reliability of anatomical calibration has been 

shown to be improved using this technique with lower limb joint angles errors in the range of 

0.9-2.9⁰ (Donati et al., 2008).  The second variation on the PiG marker set was to apply a thigh 

marker rotation offset post data capture using a Bodybuilder script created by Baker et al., 

(1999).  Defining the long axis of the thigh can be problematic; a slight anterior or posterior 

misplacement of the thigh marker can rotate the thigh segment and cause cross talk between 

the sagittal and frontal knee joint planes.  The Bodybuilder script calculates the necessary 

offsets needed to be applied to the thigh markers based on varus/valgus curves of the original 

data to correct the alignment of the thigh segment.     
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6.3.3  Procedure 

Children were asked to ambulate barefoot at a self-selected walking speed for a minimum of 

three steps before entering and three steps upon exiting the capture volume (7.5m walkway 

length).  This gave the children enough time to accelerate up to normal walking speed and 

decelerate after the force plates.  To avoid artificially increasing effect size and violating 

assumptions of independence only right limb kinematic and kinetic variables were extracted 

for analyses (Menz, 2005).  Six gait cycles were captured from heel-strike to heel-strike of the 

right limb. Reliability could be improved with a higher number of trials captured for each 

participant (Monaghan et al., (2007).  However, in order to achieve 6 ‘clean’ (i.e. participants 

hit the force plates, did not appear to aim, walked in a straight line, all markers stayed 

attached) it was necessary to record approximately 30 trials.  After approximately 30 trials 

testing was concluded to prevent participant fatigue. 

A test retest interval of four weeks was implemented and 14 participants returned within the 

timeframe.  An ideal interval between test-retest protocols required consideration of practical 

and methodological issues. The interval should be long enough that skin marks from marker 

attachment or assessor memory of anthropometric measurement will not artificially improve 

between-session reliability.  However, the interval should be short enough that actual changes 

(i.e. growth, weight gain) do not artificially reduce between-session reliability (McGinley et al., 

2009).  Three participants were unable to return until more than four weeks after their first 

testing session and were excluded from the analysis. 

In order to examine the difference in hip motion between two protocols to track the ASIS using 

skin mounted and virtual markers five obese children and five non-obese children were tested.  

One static calibration was taken of each participant with skin mounted ASIS markers and 

another static calibration with the plunger device indicating the position of the virtual ASIS 

markers. 

  

6.3.4  Data Analysis 

3D marker trajectories were reconstructed using reconstruction parameters in Vicon software 

to ensure markers were visible during one whole gait cycle.  Pilot testing of the reconstruction 

parameters that led to the best set-up for marker visibility set; predictor radius at 20mm, 

acceleration 50m·s-2, noise factor of 2, intersection limit of 6  and  a residual factor of 0.5.  

Trajectories were gap filled to a maximum of 5 frames using a cubic-spline technique.  Only 
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trials where subsequent trajectories were visible over the whole gait cycle were used for 

analysis.  Following the reconstruction of marker trajectories using the parameters described 

above the raw trajectories were filtered using the Woltring filter routine available in the Vicon 

software.  A recommended mean square error (MSE) value for filtering of gait data is 20 (Vicon 

Manual, 2010). 

Perry (1992) described the phases of the gait cycle according to reciprocal foot contact with 

the ground.  Gait events were determined by onset and conclusion of vertical force by the right 

foot on the force plates. Vertical ground reaction force above a threshold of 20N was used to 

indentify initial contact of the right foot, the next frame under 20N was determined as right 

foot off.  Contact with a second force plate above the 20N threshold determined the next right 

initial contact and the end of the gait cycle.  Ipsilateral Initial contact (IIC) and ipsilateral toe-off 

(ITO) determined the stance and swing phases of the gait cycle in which peak maximum and 

minimum values were extracted.  

In order to analyse between-session reliability of the lower limb model and compare the 

reliability of the three foot models; (1) specific events; and, (2) peaks were chosen.  Between-

session reliability of angular and moment outputs during gait analysis has been previously 

assessed in this way (Maynard et al., 2003; Monaghan et al., 2007; Klejman et al., 2010).  This 

method of analysing specific points of interest has been used previously to examine kinematic 

differences between obese and non-obese children (see literature review chapter 2, chapter 

3).  Differences in peak knee flexion angle during stance (Gushue et al., 2005), knee flexion at 

initial contact (McMillan et al., 2010), peak knee abduction angle (McMillan et al., 2009 & 

2010) and hip extension angle at initial contact (McMillan et al., 2010) were reported.  Kinetic 

differences have been found for the hip, knee and ankle both in peaks (Shultz et al., 2009) and 

at specific events (McMillan et al., 2009 & 2010).  Therefore, 3D kinematic and kinetic values of 

the hip, knee and ankle will be reported at initial contact and toe off as well as joint peaks in 

the stance and swing phases to assess between-session reliability.  This gives 108 parameters 

for each participants from which lower limb between-session reliability was determined.    

To analyse the difference between skin mounted and virtual ASIS markers hip joint centre 

position and 3D dynamic motion of the hip joint was extracted for each of the five obese and 

five non-obese participants.  From each static trial global ASIS and hip joint centre position 

were extracted and referenced to the sacral marker position to control for altered standing 

positioning between subjects.  The effects of skin mounted and virtual markers on gait 

patterns were assessed by examining the same gait cycle, therefore, removing intrinsic 
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variability.  Each child completed 3 gait trials from which 3D hip joint motion was extracted at 

four gait events.  The group means of hip joint angles at each event were then used to 

compare ASIS marker conditions and between obese and non-obese boys.  In total, 6 static 

measures of ASIS and HJC position and eighteen 3D hip joint motion variables were extracted 

to determine the difference between ASIS protocols 

 

6.3.5  Statistical Analysis 

6.3.5.1 Normality and Homogeneity 

In order to carry out the parametric tests of Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) the 

normality and homoscedasticity of each variable from the sample must be tested.  Shapiro-

Wilk tests compared the distribution of the variables in this study to a normal distribution with 

the same mean and standard deviation.  If the test is non-significant (p>.05) the distribution is 

not significantly different from a normal distribution.  The Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to 

age, spatiotemporal and anthropometric data.  However, the Shapiro-Wilk test are limited 

with large sample sizes (n>100) because it is easy to deviate from normality or homogeneity. 

Therefore, significance testing does not necessarily indicate bias in the data (Field, 2009).   

In order to check the assumptions of random error and homoscedasticity of the models plots 

of the standardised predicted values of kinematic and kinetic values against the standardised 

residuals were produced.  If the regression models fit the sample data well all data points fall 

on the regression line and the residuals would be zero (Field, 2009).  A histogram of the 

regression standardised residuals should appear as a normal distribution (bell-shaped curve).   

Furthermore the normal probability plot shows deviations from normality by plotting the 

observed residuals against a straight line (representing a normal distribution).  All checks on 

the assumptions of the regression model were compared with published plots in Field (2009).  

An example of the plots is in Appendix IV. 

 

6.3.5.2 Anthropometric and Spatiotemporal Measures 

Anthropometric and spatiotemporal gait measures were averaged across 6 within-session 

trials and means tested for significant differences between sessions by paired t-test 

(significance set at p<0.05).  Where variables are not normally distributed a Wilcoxon non-

parametric rank test was performed. 
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6.3.5.3 Lower Limb Model Between-Session Reliability 

Between-session reliability was determined by error calculations of joint angles and moments 

at selected points of the gait cycle.  Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) are considered the 

‘gold standard for assessment of the reliability of numerical parameters (Fleiss, 1986). 

Therefore, ICC (3,k) were calculated for all variables which is appropriate for within-rater, 

between-session reliability (Shrout  & Fleiss, 1979). The confidence intervals (CI) of the ICCs 

were calculated using one-way analysis of variance (Rankin & Stokes, 1998).  All individual 

trials from session one and session two, rather than subject means, were used to calculate 

ICCs.  This reduces the ICC value because within-subject variability is included in correlation.  

However, data in the main study (chapter 8) will be analysed based on all individual gait cycles 

rather than subject means.  Therefore, it is appropriate to express between-session reliability 

and expected error in this study according to all individual trials and is calculated:  

 
(1) 

Where BMS is the between-subjects variance, EMS is the error or residual mean square 

variance and k is the number of measurements (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).  To interpret ICCs the 

scale of Katz et al., (1992) was used; ICC-values > 0.80 represent very high, 0.60–0.79 

moderately high, 0.40–0.59 moderate and < 0.40 low reliability.  In order to report the mean of 

multiple ICCs it is necessary to transform the r value by Fisher r-to-z transformation, take the 

average, and transform this back to an ICC value (r).  This transformation means that the 

variance of z is approximately constant for all correlation coefficient (r) values. Without the 

Fisher transformation, the variance of r grows smaller as r gets closer to 1 (Field, 2009). Bland 

and Altman 95% limits of agreement were considered as an alternative measure of reliability 

as they indicate the range of error (Bland & Altman, 1986).  However, a sample set of 50 is 

required otherwise limits of agreement can be very wide (Rankin & Stokes, 1998).  Where 

variables violated assumptions of normality a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was 

calculated to determine the between-session reliability of repeated measures.  

Expressing reliability of gait data in terms of a coefficient by itself makes comparison difficult 

because the units are hard to interpret (McGinley et al., 2009).  Therefore, absolute measures 

of error were calculated based on the ICC and pooled standard deviation.  This gives units in 
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degrees which can be interpreted as the expected amount of intrinsic and extrinsic error in 

repeated sessions.  The equation for calculating SEM: 

 
(10) 

Where Sx is the pooled standard deviation (⁰) and rxx refers to intraclass correlation coefficient 

(ICC 3,k) (Portney & Watkins, 2009).     

 

6.3.5.4 Lower Limb Model Differences Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offsets and ASIS 

Protocols 

To assess whether the thigh marker offset protocol significantly altered PiG joint angles and 

moments at initial contact and toe off paired-means t-tests were performed on individual’s 

data.  To examine the differences between skin mounted and virtual ASIS markers root mean 

square (RMS) together with mean and standard deviations (SD) were extracted. Mean and SD 

hip angles at ipsilateral initial contact (IIC) and ipsilateral toe-off (ITO) were extracted and 

compared via paired-means t tests.  For all tests significance was set to p<0.05.  

     

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Normality and Homogeneity 

Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, presented in Table 6.1,  showed that age, knee width, ankle 

width and cadence were not normally distributed (P<0.05), but all other variables were 

normally distributed.  Parametric ICC test for between-session reliability was conducted on all 

normally distributed variables.  Spearman’s rank correlation was implemented to test 

between-session reliability of non-parametric variables. Wilcoxon non-parametric test was 

used to test for significantly different outputs between the sessions. No parametric tests were 

conducted on age.  A visual examination of the plots (an example is shown in Appendix IV) for 

each lower limb output indicated that all variables were normally distributed and therefore ICC 

parametric tests for between-session reliability could be undertaken.  
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Table 6.1 Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality on age, spatiotemporal and 
anthropometric variables.  Significance p<0.5 

 Statistic df Sig. 

Age (years) .830 27   .012* 
Height (cm)  .975 27 .939 
Body mass (kg) .889 27 .079 
BMI (kg/m

2
) .909 27 .154 

BMI Z-Score .959 27 .702 
Leg length (cm) .953 27 .239 
Knee width (cm) .912 27   .022* 
Ankle width (cm) .912 27   .023* 
Cadence (steps/min) .901 27   .017* 
Stance phase (% of gait cycle) .967 27 .545 
Step length (m) .976 27 .785 
Step width (m) .931 27 .082 
Walking  speed  (m·s-1) .951 27 .249 

 

6.4.2 Anthropometrics and Spatiotemporal 

Eight boys and six girls took part in the reliability test-retest protocol with a mean duration 

between repeated sessions of 21.57 ± 5.56 days.  Based on BMI Z-Scores (UK90) for each child 

on each session; one child was classified as obese, five as overweight, 16 as ideal weight, five 

as underweight and one as very underweight.  Two participants changed classification 

between sessions; one girl from overweight to obese, BMI Z-Score change of 2.24 to 2.38 

(obese Z-Score cutoff 2.25), and one girl from underweight to very underweight, BMI Z-Score 

change of -1.91 to -2.11 (very underweight BMI Z-Score cutoff -2.0).   

Table 6.2 shows the mean anthropometric and spatiotemporal characteristics of each session.  

Between-session reliability of anthropometric measures was between ICC values of .872 and 

.999.  Spatiotemporal measurement between-session reliability demonstrated lower ICCs, 

between .421 and .885.  There were no significant differences in anthropometric or 

spatiotemporal parameters between session 1 and session 2.  However, the subjects height 

increased by 0.37 ± 0.10cm which was close to reaching significance (p= .062). 
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Table 6.2.  Mean anthropometrics and spatiotemporal measures taken from each subject at session one and session 

two and the difference between sessions. p represents the output of paired t-test or Wilcoxon non-parametric rank, 

significance set at <0.05.  Reliability determined by Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) or Spearman rank 

correlation coefficient for non-parametric measures.  

 Session 1 Session 2 Difference Range ICC (3,K) P value 
between 
sessions 

Age (years) 8.50 ± 2.79 8.64 ± 2.84 0.14 ± 0.35 6 - 11  .165 

Height (cm)  117.09 ± 50.17 117.46 ± 50.37 0.37 ± 0.10 123.0 – 154.5 .999 .062 

Body mass 
(kg) 

31.00 ± 8.52 31.29 ± 8.73 0.29 ± 1.30 21.0 – 48.0 .999 .104 

BMI (kg/m
2
) 16.81 ± 4.92 16.87 ± 5.01 0.05 ±  0.36 13.57 – 21.43 .993 .111 

BMI Z-Score 0.15 ± 1.22 0.12 ± 1.26 0.030 ± 0.24 -2.11 – 2.38 .991 .655 

Leg length 
(cm) 

70.07 ± 8.13 70.46 ± 8.33 0.39 ± 1.10 56 – 83 .998 .097 

Knee width 
(cm) 

8.46 ± 0.63 8.53 ± 0.61 0.13 ± 0.68 6.4 – 9.6 
.872 

(Spearman) 
.248 

(Wilcoxon) 
Ankle width 
(cm) 

5.95 ± 0.48 6.01 ± 0.45 0.06 ± 0.22 5.3 – 6.7 
.925 

(Spearman) 
.347 

(Wilcoxon) 
Cadence 
(steps/min) 

131.82 ± 8.7 133.38 ± 11.4 1.56 ± 9.06 104.8 - 199.2 
.732 

(Spearman) 
.530 

(Wilcoxon) 
Stance phase 
(% of gait 
cycle) 

57.54 ± 1.39 57.15 ± 1.28 0.39 ± 1.61 55.2 – 59.8 .421 .420 

Step length 
(m) 

0.85 ± 0.24 0.93 ± 0.38 0.08 ± 0.20 1.15 – 2.21 .818 .165 

Step width 
(m) 

0.15 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.03 0.0 ± 0.04 0.10 – 0.22 .885 .825 

Walking  
speed  (m·s

-1
) 

1.21 ± 0.15 1.23 ± 0.14 0.02 ± 0.14 0.93 – 1.55 .470 .393 

 

6.4.3  Aim 1 Lower Limb Model 

6.4.3.1  Between-Session Reliability of Joint Angles 

Between-session test-retest ICC and SEM values for reliability assessment of lower limb 

kinematics are presented in Table 6.3. Overall, PiG lower limb model demonstrated 

moderately high ICCs (ICC 0.60 95%CI 0.27 to 0.82) and reasonable SEM values (mean SEM 

3.98⁰ ± 1.89⁰).  The PiG lower limb kinematic ICCs were moderately high at the hip (ICC 0.66, 

95%CI 0.34 to 0.84) and knee (ICC 0.60, 95%CI 0.25 to 0.81), but only moderate at the ankle 

joint (ICC 0.55, 95%CI 0.21 to 0.79).  All lower limb joints demonstrated reasonable error (SEM) 

from repeated sessions. The knee demonstrated the least error (SEM 3.60° ± 1.43°) from 

repeated sessions followed by the hip (SEM 3.90° ± 1.85°) and ankle (SEM 4.44° ± 2.57°).  The 

PiG lower limb model showed moderately high ICCs in the transverse (ICC 0.70 95%CI 0.37 to 

0.67), but moderate in the frontal (ICC 0.56 95%CI 0.20 to 0.63) and sagittal planes (ICC 0.45 

95%CI 0.08 to 0.60).  Reasonable errors (SEM) were found in the frontal (SEM 2.32° ± 0.51°) 
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and sagittal planes (SEM 3.23° ± 0.83°), but unacceptable errors in the transverse plane (SEM 

6.39° ± 1.35°).  Extracting lower limb kinematics at gait cycle events (initial contact and toe off) 

(ICC 0.62, 95%CI 0.26 to 0.67), peak maximal (during stance and swing phase) values (ICC 0.60, 

95%CI 0.24 to 0.66), and peak minimal (during stance and swing phase) values (ICC 0.59, 95%CI 

0.21 to 0.65) demonstrated moderate ICCs.  Errors from extracting lower limb variables at peak 

minimal values (SEM 3.77° ± 1.78°) were lower than peak maximal (SEM 3.95° ± 2.06°) and 

values at events (SEM 4.22° ± 2.22°), all errors were reasonable. 

Hip, knee and ankle 3D joint motion over the gait cycle are shown in Figure 6.2. At the hip joint 

very high ICC values were found in the transverse plane (ICC 0.87 95%CI 0.72 to 0.94), but only 

moderate ICCs the sagittal plane (ICC 0.53 95%CI 0.16 to 0.78) and frontal planes (ICC 0.40 

95%CI 0.01 to 0.71).  Hip SEM values were reasonable in the frontal plane (mean SEM 2.28° ± 

0.26°) and sagittal planes (mean SEM 2.90° ± 0.58°), but unacceptable in the transverse plane 

(mean SEM 6.31° ± 0.74°). Between-session reliability (ICCs) of the hip joint was moderate at 

gait events (ICC 0.68 95%CI 0.37 to 0.85), peak maximal values (ICC 0.67 95%CI 0.37 to 0.85) 

and peak minimal values (ICC 0.62 95%CI 0.28 to 0.82).  Lowest SEM values were found for 

repeated peak minimal hip values (mean SEM 3.44° ± 1.72°) followed by peak maximal values 

(mean SEM 4.07° ± 2.18°) and values at events (mean SEM 4.18° ± 1.88°), all errors were 

reasonable.   

The knee presented moderately high ICCs in the frontal plane (ICC 0.74 95%CI 0.48 to 0.88), 

but only moderate ICCS the transverse (ICC 0.55 95%CI 0.17 to 0.78) and sagittal planes (ICC 

0.46 95%CI 0.07 to 0.74).  Knee SEM values were reasonable in the frontal (mean SEM 2.77° ± 

0.76°) and sagittal planes (mean SEM 2.97° ± 0.54°), but unacceptable in the transverse plane 

(mean SEM 5.44° ± 1.01°).  Knee joint between-session reliability (ICCs) was moderately high at 

peak minimal values (ICC 0.62 95%CI 0.29 to 0.82), but only moderate at events (ICC 0.58 

95%CI 0.23 to 0.81) and peak maximal values (ICC 0.58 95%CI 0.22 to 0.80).  Repeated peak 

minimal knee values demonstrated the lowest SEM (3.31° ± 1.28°) followed by values at events 

(3.69° ± 1.62°) and peak maximal values (3.80° ± 1.58°), all errors were reasonable.   

Ankle transverse plane motion demonstrated moderately high ICCs (ICC 0.66 95%CI 0.37 to 

0.85), but only moderate ICCs in the frontal (ICC 0.55 95%CI 0.21 to 0.79) and sagittal planes 

(ICC 0.42 95%CI 0.03 to 0.72).  The frontal plane demonstrated reasonable  SEM values at the 

ankle (mean SEM 2.07° ± 0.17°) and sagittal planes (mean SEM 3.82° ± 1.15°), but 

unacceptable in the transverse plane (mean SEM 7.26° ± 1.15°).  Between-session reliability of 

the ankle over the gait cycle showed moderate reliability (ICCs) at events (ICC 0.58 95%CI 0.27 
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to 0.82), peak maximal values (ICC 0.56 95%CI 0.21 to 0.79) and peak minimal values (ICC 0.52 

95%CI 0.14 to 0.77).  Repeated peak minimal values showed the lowest SEM values (mean SEM 

3.97° ± 2.67°) followed by peak maximal values (mean SEM 4.56° ± 2.24°) and values at events 

(mean SEM 4.56° ± 3.14°)°), all errors were reasonable.   

 

Figure 6.2. Mean ± SD of angular output of Plug-in Gait test-retest. Session 1 black line, session 2 dash line 

 

To summarise the findings of lower limb joint motion between-session reliability the scale of 

Katz et al., (1992) was used (ICC-values > 0.80 = very high, 0.60–0.79 = moderately high, 0.40–

0.59 = moderate and < 0.40 = low reliability).  Of the 54 lower limb variables extracted over the 

gait cycle nine (16.7%) demonstrated low reliability, 24 (44.4%) demonstrated moderate 

reliability, 12 (22.2%) demonstrated moderately high reliability and nine (16.7%) demonstrated 

very high reliability. The nine lower limb variables that demonstrated low reliability were 

(number of variables over the gait cycle in brackets):  
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 Hip frontal plane stance and swing peak minimal value (2) 

 Knee sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak minimal and 

swing phase peak maximal values (3) 

 Knee transverse plane peak minimal value (1) 

 Ankle sagittal plane stance peak maximal value and value at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Ankle frontal plane swing peak maximal value (1) 

To interpret error values from within-rater repeated sessions the recommendations from 

McGinley et al., (2009) were used as a guide (<2° = acceptable, 2-5° = reasonable and >5° = 

unacceptable). Sixteen (29.6%) of the lower limb variables demonstrated unacceptable SEM 

values, 33 (61.1%) demonstrated reasonable SEM and five demonstrated acceptable SEM 

values. The 16 lower limb variables to demonstrate (number of variables over the gait cycle in 

brackets): 

 All six hip transverse plane values (6) 

 Knee transverse plane values at ipsilateral toe-off and swing maximal and minimal 

peak values (3) 

 Ankle sagittal plane swing peak minimal value (1) 

 All six ankle transverse plane values (6) 

 

Table 6.3.  ICC (95%Confidence intervals) and SEM of PiG lower limb angular outputs at gait cycle events and peaks 

 Gait Cycle      

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

Hip  ICC (CI) 
        SEM 

sag 0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
4.05 

0.57 (0.21 to 0.80)  
2.79 

0.50 (0.11 to 0.76)  
3.53 

0.56 (0.20 to 0.79)  
2.91 

0.52 (0.13 to 0.77)  
2.52 

0.59 (0.23 to 0.80)  
2.75 

Hip fro 0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
2.41 

0.20 (-0.23 to 0.56)  
1.93 

0.56 (0.19 to 0.79)  
2.35 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
2.72 

0.14 (-0.29 to 0.52)  
2.16 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
2.26 

Hip tra 0.88 (0.73 to 0.95)  
6.21 

0.89 (0.75 to 0.95)  
5.69 

0.82 (0.62 to 0.92)  
7.52 

0.87 (0.70 to 0.94)  
6.76 

0.88 (0.74 to 0.95)  
5.57 

0.88 (0.74 to 0.95)  
5.99 

Knee sag 0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
2.61 

0.37 (-0.04 to 0.68)  
2.44 

0.55 (0.18 to 0.79)  
3.15 

0.51 (0.12 to 0.76)  
3.80 

0.65 (0.33 to 0.84)  
2.39 

0.28 (-0.15 to 0.62)  
3.08 

Knee fro 0.52 (0.14 to 0.77)  
1.89 

0.83 (0.63 to 0.92)  
1.90 

0.54 (0.17 to 0.78)  
2.07 

0.86 (0.69 to 0.94)  
3.00 

0.73 (0.45 to 0.88)  
3.55 

0.83 (0.63 to 0.92)  
3.35 

Knee tra 0.55 (0.17 to 0.78)  
4.35 

0.66 (0.33 to 0.84)  
4.46 

0.66 (0.34 to 0.84)  
4.59 

0.58 (0.21 to 0.80)  
6.47 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
5.11 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.71)  
6.58 

Ankle sag 0.51 (0.13 to 0.76)  
3.01 

0.41 (0.00 to 0.71)  
4.20 

0.38 (-0.04 to 0.69)  
2.61 

0.38 (-0.04 to 0.68)  
4.84 

0.44 (0.03 to 0.72)  
5.02 

0.49 (0.1 to 0.75)  
2.42 

Ankle fro 0.50 (0.11 to 0.76)  
1.78 

0.51 (0.13 to 0.76)  
2.05 

0.64 (0.31 to 0.83)  
1.88 

0.77 (0.53 to 0.90)  
2.03 

0.50 (0.12 to 0.76)  
2.27 

0.39 (-0.02 to 0.69)  
2.13 

Ankle tra 0.60 (0.24 to 0.81)  
9.35 

0.64 (0.32 to 0.83)  
7.94 

0.76 (0.51 to 0.89)  
6.97 

0.78 (0.54 to 0.90)  
7.73 

0.60 (0.25 to 0.81)  
5.88 

0.66 (0.34 to 0.84)  
7.79 
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6.4.3.2  Between-Session Reliability of Joint Moments 

Between-session test-retest ICC and SEM values for reliability assessment of lower limb 

moments are presented in Table 6.3. Overall, PiG lower limb joint moments showed moderate 

ICCs (ICC 0.48 95%CI 0.11 to 0.75) and SEM values of 2.32Nm ± 2.04Nm.  The PiG lower limb 

moment variables demonstrated moderate ICCs, highest at the ankle (ICC 0.55, 95%CI 0.19 to 

0.79) followed by the knee (ICC 0.47, 95%CI 0.13 to 0.74) and hip joint (ICC 0.40, 95%CI 0.01 to 

0.71).  The knee demonstrated the least error (SEM 1.60Nm ± 1.53Nm) from repeated sessions 

followed by the ankle (SEM 1.78Nm ± 4.06Nm) and hip (SEM 3.60Nm ± 3.38Nm).  In general, 

PiG lower limb moments were moderately reliable (ICCs) in the frontal (ICC 0.50 95%CI 0.13 to 

0.76) sagittal (ICC 0.48 95%CI 0.13 to 0.75) and transverse planes (ICC 0.45 95%CI 0.07 to 0.74).  

The smallest errors were found in the transverse plane (SEM 0.69Nm ± 0.70Nm), followed by 

frontal (SEM 2.08Nm ± 2.85Nm) and sagittal planes (SEM 4.21Nm ± 4.17Nm).  Extracting lower 

limb moments at peak minimal values demonstrated moderately high between-session 

reliability (ICC 0.72, 95%CI 0.48 to 0.89), but only moderate at peak maximal values (ICC 0.44, 

95%CI 0.03 to 0.72) and low at gait cycle events (initial contact and toe off) (ICC 0.33, 95%CI -

0.06 to 0.66).  Errors from extracting lower limb variables at gait events (SEM 1.12Nm ± 

1.33Nm) were lower than peak minimal (SEM 2.09Nm ± 2.04Nm) and peak maximal values 

(SEM 5.27Nm ± 4.71Nm). 

Hip, knee and ankle 3D joint moments over the stance phase are shown in Figure 6.3. Hip joint 

moments demonstrated moderately high ICCs in the frontal plane (ICC 0.55, 95%CI 0.19 to 

0.79), but low ICCs in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.39, 95%CI -0.00 to 0.71) and transverse planes 

(ICC 0.25, 95%CI -0.17 to 0.60).  Repeated measures of hip moment error values were greatest 

in the sagittal plane (mean SEM 5.83Nm ± 3.03Nm), followed by the frontal (mean SEM 

4.25Nm ± 3.78Nm) and transverse planes (mean SEM 0.72Nm ± 0.59Nm).  Between-session 

reliability of hip moments was moderately high at peak minimal values (ICC 0.55 95%CI 0.21 to 

0.80), but low at peak maximal values (ICC 0.38 95%CI -0.03 to 0.69) and values at events (ICC 

0.34 95%CI -0.78 to 0.66).  Errors in hip moment repeated values over the gait cycle showed 

that maximal peak values demonstrated highest SEM (mean SEM 6.87Nm ± 4.72Nm) followed 

by minimal peak values (mean SEM 3.28Nm ± 3.06Nm) and values at events (mean SEM 

2.12Nm± 1.85Nm).   

At the knee, all planes demonstrated moderate ICCs; sagittal (ICC 0.45, 95%CI 0.16 to 0.73), 

frontal (ICC 0.50, 95%CI 0.12 to 0.76) and transverse planes (ICC 0.44, 95%CI 0.10 to 0.75).  

Knee transverse plane moments SEM values were the lowest (0.69Nm ± 0.90Nm) followed by 
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frontal (1.75Nm ± 2.16Nm) and sagittal (2.36Nm ± 1.08Nm).  Peak minimal values had 

moderately high ICCs at the knee joint (ICC 0.71 95%CI 0.48 to 0.88), but peak maximal values 

were moderate (ICC 0.46 95%CI 0.05 to 0.72) and gait events ICCs were low (ICC 0.31 95%CI -

0.03 to 0.64).  Knee joint 3D moments were lowest at gait events (mean SEM 0.82 ± 0.77Nm) 

followed by peak minimal (mean SEM 2.18Nm ± 1.23Nm) and peak maximal (mean SEM 

4.62Nm ± 4.37Nm) values.   

The ankle demonstrated moderately high ICCs in the transverse plane (ICC 0.62, 95%CI 0.29 to 

0.82), but only moderate in the sagittal (ICC 0.58, 95%CI 0.21 to 0.80) and frontal planes (ICC 

0.44, 95%CI 0.08 to 0.74). Joint moment error values at the ankle were lowest in the frontal 

plane (mean SEM 0.24Nm ± 0.25Nm) then transverse plane (mean SEM 0.66Nm ± 0.79Nm) and 

sagittal plane (mean SEM 4.44Nm ± 6.73Nm).  Very high ICCs for ankle moment were found at 

peak minimal values (ICC 0.84 95%CI 0.69 to 0.94), moderate ICCs at peak maximal values (ICC 

0.48 95%CI 0.08 to 0.75) and low ICCs at event values (ICC 0.35 95%CI -0.07 to 0.67).  Gait 

events demonstrated higher SEM values for 3D ankle moments (0.42Nm ± 0.33Nm) followed 

by peak minimal values (1.81Nm ± 1.25Nm) and peak maximal values (4.71Nm ± 3.57Nm).   

 

Figure 6.3.  Mean ± SD of PiG moments test retest.  Session 1 black line, session 2 dash line 
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In summary, the findings of lower limb joint moment between-session reliability, indicated 

that of the 36 lower limb variables extracted over the gait cycle 14 (38.9%) demonstrated low 

reliability, 12 (33.3%) demonstrated moderate reliability, two (5.6%) demonstrated moderately 

high reliability and eight (22.2%) demonstrated very high reliability. The 14 lower limb 

variables that demonstrated low reliability were (number of variables over the gait cycle in 

brackets):  

 Hip sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance peak maximal value and 

value at ipsilateral toe-off (3) 

 Hip frontal plane value at stance peak maximal value (1) 

 Hip transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Knee sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Knee frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Knee transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Ankle sagittal plane value at ipsilateral toe-off (1) 

 Ankle frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Ankle transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

No interpretation of the error from repeated session lower limb joint moments has been 

recommended in the literature.  Therefore, the SEM values obtained in the current study 

cannot be assessed as being acceptable or unacceptable.   

 

Table 6.4.  ICC (95% confidence intervals) and SEM of PiG lower limb moment outputs at stance phase events 

and peaks 

PiG kinetics  Gait Cycle   

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO 

Hip  (ICC) 
      (SEM) 

sag 0.43 (0.02 to 0.72)  
4.32 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
6.76 

0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
9.60 

0.23 (-0.20 to 0.59)  
2.63 

Hip fro 0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
4.10 

0.68 (0.37 to 0.85)  
2.09 

0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
9.60 

0.69 (0.40 to 0.86)  
1.21 

Hip tra 0.11 (-0.31 to 0.50)  
0.28 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.72)  
0.99 

0.41 (0.00 to 0.70)  
1.42 

0.03 (-0.38 to 0.44)  
0.17 

Knee sag 0.20 (-0.23 to 0.56)  
2.23 

0.52 (0.13 to 0.77)  
3.45 

0.54 (0.16 to 0.78)  
2.84 

0.52 (0.13 to 0.77)  
0.92 

Knee fro 0.29 (-0.14 to 0.62)  
0.96 

0.76 (0.51 to 0.89)  
0.71 

0.46 (0.05 to 0.73)  
4.96 

0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
0.35 

Knee tra 0.09 (-0.28 to 0.51)  
0.25 

0.86 (0.70 to 0.94)  
0.29 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
2.04 

0.31 (-0.11 to 0.64)  
0.18 

Ankle sag 0.70 (0.40 to 0.86)  
0.99 

0.74 (0.47 to 0.88)  
1.92 

0.38 (-0.04 to 0.69)  
14.49 

0.39 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
0.34 

Ankle fro 0.14 (-0.29 to 0.52)  
0.61 

0.77 (0.53 to 0.90)  
0.10 

0.54 (0.17 to 0.78)  
0.13 

0.29 (-0.14 to 0.63)  
0.11 

Ankle tra 0.35 (-0.07 to 0.67)  
0.23 

0.95 (0.89 to 0.98)  
0.34 

0.51 (0.12 to 0.76)  
1.84 

0.14 (-0.29 to 0.52)  
0.22 
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6.4.4  Aim 2 Lower limb Model – Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

6.4.4.1  Joint Angle Differences Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

Table 6.5 shows the difference in lower limb joint angles at ipsilateral initial contact and 

ipsilateral toe off when the thigh marker rotation offset is applied.  The hip was less flexed, less 

abducted and significantly more internally rotated at initial contact.  At toe-off the hip was 

more extended, significantly less abducted and significantly more internally rotated.     

The thigh marker rotation offset had the effect of reducing knee flexion, increasing varus 

(abduction) and significantly increasing external rotation at initial contact.  At toe-off the knee 

was less flexed, in significantly more valgus (adduction) and less internally rotated.    

At the ankle joint, the application of the thigh marker offset significantly increased extension, 

reduced abduction and reduced external rotation at initial contact.  At toe-off the ankle was 

more extended, less adducted and less externally rotated. 

 

Table 6.5.  Mean ± SD of PiG lower limb angular outputs at gait cycle events 
before and after thigh marker rotation offset. Significance * = p<.05, ** = p<.01, 
*** = p<.001 

PiG  Average joint angle 

Pre- post-offset 
Difference 

  Pre-offset Post offset 

Segment plane IIC IIC 

Hip sag 32.51 ± 5.45 32.23 ± 5.20 0.28 ± 3.31 
Hip fro -3.03 ± 3.32 -2.88 ± 3.67 -0.15 ± 1.98 
Hip tra -23.18 ± 17.87 -19.94 ± 14.38 -3.24 ± 14.36* 
Knee sag 6.11 ± 3.27 6.10 ± 3.07 0.01 ± 2.60 
Knee fro 0.43 ± 2.73 -0.09 ± 2.79 0.52 ± 1.80 
Knee tra -4.45 ± 6.45 -5.73 ± 9.3 1.28 ± 5.22* 
Ankle sag 0.13 ± 4.32 -1.40 ± 3.85 1.53 ± 3.87*** 
Ankle fro -2.60 ± 2.51 -2.21 ± 4.48 -0.38 ± 3.28 
Ankle tra 17.07 ± 14.7 13.97 ± 13.29 3.11 ± 13.01 

     
  ITO ITO  

Hip sag -5.93 ± 4.4 -6.77 ± 4.5 0.85 ± 2.39 
Hip fro -5.7 ± 4.21 -5.58 ± 4.45 -0.12 ± 1.38* 
Hip tra -5.38 ± 18.43 2.82 ± 5.88 -8.20 ± 15.36* 
Knee sag 27.66 ± 5.42 27.28 ± 5.06 0.38 ± 4.02 
Knee fro -1.22 ± 8.02 1.31 ± 3.07 -2.53 ± 6.62* 
Knee tra 2.13 ± 9.94 2.11 ± 10.17 0.02 ± 6.26 
Ankle sag -7.27 ± 6.14 -8.03 ± 6.71 0.76 ± 4.65 
Ankle fro 1.23 ± 4.24 0.88 ± 3.49 0.35 ± 2.51 
Ankle tra -1.11 ± 16.36 -0.35 ± 14.18 -0.77 ± 9.56 
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6.4.4.2  Between-Session Reliability of Joint Angles Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

The application of the thigh marker rotation offset increased mean ICC values for PiG lower 

limb model (ICC 0.63 95%CI 0.33 to 0.84 after offset) and reduced SEM values (mean SEM 

3.56⁰ ± 1.77⁰ after offset). Lower limb joint ICC and SEM values after thigh marker rotation 

offset are presented in Table 6.6. Hip (ICC 0.62 95%CI 0.30 to 0.83 after offset) and knee (ICC 

0.56 95%CI 0.21 to 0.79 after offset) ICCs were lower, but ankle ICCs were higher (ICC 0.71 

95%CI 0.45 to 0.88 after offset) following thigh marker rotation offset.  Hip (mean SEM 3.22⁰ ± 

1.16⁰) and ankle SEM values (mean SEM 3.66⁰ ± 2.07⁰) reduced, but knee SEM values 

increased (mean SEM 3.79⁰ ± 2.11⁰) following thigh marker rotation offset.  Overall, sagittal 

plane ICCs increased (ICC 0.49 95%CI 0.13 to 0.74 after offset), frontal plane ICCs increased 

(ICC 0.63 95%CI 0.35 to 0.73 after offset), but transverse plane ICCs reduced (ICC 0.69 95%CI 

0.44 to 0.86 after offset).  Sagittal plane errors increased (mean SEM 3.30⁰ ± 0.58⁰ after 

offset), but frontal (mean SEM 1.78⁰ ± 0.47⁰ after offset) and transverse plane errors reduced 

(mean SEM 5.60⁰ ± 1.36⁰ after offset).  All PiG lower limb ICCs for angular motion values 

increased following thigh marker rotation offset; at events (ICC 0.62 95%CI 0.28 to 0.84 after 

offset), peak minimal values (ICC 0.59 95%CI 0.32 to 0.85 after offset) and peak maximal values 

(ICC 0.60 95%CI 0.27 to 0.83 after offset).  Error values all reduced following thigh marker 

rotation offset; at events (mean SEM 3.63⁰ ± 1.99⁰ after offset), peak minimal values (mean 

SEM 3.58⁰ ± 1.78⁰ after offset) and peak maximal values (mean SEM 3.47⁰ ± 1.76⁰ after offset).  

However, the changes in between-session reliability and error were not consistent within all 

lower limb joints. 

Hip, knee and ankle 3D joint motion over the gait cycle, following thigh marker rotation offset, 

are shown in Figure 6.4.  Between-session reliability of the hip decreased in the sagittal plane 

(ICC 0.72, 95%CI 0.48 to 0.89) and transverse planes (ICC 0.78, 95%CI 0.57 to 0.90), but 

increased in the frontal plane (ICC 0.52, 95%CI 0.14 to 0.77) when the thigh marker rotation 

offset was applied.  Sagittal error values at the hip increased (SEM 3.24⁰ ± 0.63⁰) after thigh 

marker rotation offset, but frontal plane (SEM 2.06⁰ ± 0.33⁰) and transverse plane (SEM 4.37⁰ 

± 1.17⁰) were reduced.   

Following thigh marker rotation offset knee transverse plane between-session reliability 

improved (ICC 0.60, 95%CI 0.26 to 0.82), remained the same in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.46, 

95%CI 0.07 to 0.73) and reduced in the frontal plane (ICC 0.60, 95%CI 0.30 to 0.81).  Sagittal 

(SEM 3.25⁰ ± 0.50⁰) and transverse plane (SEM 6.17⁰ ± 1.10⁰) error values increased but frontal 

plane reduced (SEM 1.94⁰ ± 0.36⁰) after thigh marker rotation offset respectively.     
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The ankle demonstrated increased between-session reliability in all three planes; sagittal (ICC 

0.56, 95%CI 0.22 to 0.80), frontal (ICC 0.80, 95%CI 0.60 to 0.80) and transverse (ICC 0.74, 

95%CI 0.51 to 0.89) following thigh marker rotation offset.  Ankle error values were reduced in 

all three planes; sagittal (SEM 3.40⁰ ± 0.67⁰), frontal (SEM 1.32⁰ ± 0.17⁰) and transverse plane 

(SEM 6.28⁰ ± 0.74⁰).   

 

 

Figure 6.4. Mean ± SD of Plug-in gait test-retest following thigh rotation offset. Session 1 black line, session 2 dash 

line 

 

In summary, of the 54 lower limb variables extracted over the gait cycle eight (16.7%) 

demonstrated low reliability, 14 (25.9%) demonstrated moderate reliability, 24 (44.4%) 

demonstrated moderately high reliability and eight (14.8%) demonstrated very high reliability, 

following thigh marker rotation offset. The eight lower limb variables that demonstrated low 

reliability (number of variables over the gait cycle in brackets):  
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 Hip sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Hip frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact stance and swing phase peak 

minimal value (3)  

 Knee sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak maximal (2) 

 Ankle sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

Following thigh marker rotation offset, 13 (20.3%) of the lower limb variables demonstrated 

unacceptable SEM values, 30 (55.6%) demonstrated reasonable SEM and 11 demonstrated 

acceptable SEM values. The 13 lower limb variables to demonstrate (number of variables over 

the gait cycle in brackets): 

 Hip transverse plane stance and swing phase minimal peak values (2) 

 All six knee transverse plane values (6) 

 Ankle transverse plane stance maximal and minimal peak values, value at ipsilateral 

toe-off and swing maximal and minimal peak values (5) 

 

Table 6.6.  ICC (95% Confidence intervals) and SEM of PiG lower limb angular outputs at gait cycle events and peaks 

following thigh marker rotation offset 

 Gait Cycle      

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

Hip  (ICC) 
      (SEM) 

sag 0.29 (-0.14 to 0.62)  
4.14 

0.77 (0.52 to 0.90)  
2.93 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.71)  
3.76 

0.19 (-0.24 to 0.56)  
3.95 

0.65 (0.33 to 0.84)  
2.87 

0.58 (0.23 to 0.80)  
2.71 

Hip fro 0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
2.76 

0.24 (-0.19 to 0.59)  
2.18 

0.65 (0.33 to 0.84)  
2.11 

0.80 (0.58 to 0.91)  
1.74 

0.31 (-0.12 to 0.64)  
2.17 

0.57 (0.21 to 0.80)  
2.10 

Hip tra 0.93 (0.83 to 0.97)  
3.92 

0.80 (0.58 to 0.91)  
5.53 

0.77 (0.52 to 0.90)  
3.76 

0.56 (0.19 to 0.79)  
3.43 

0.82 (0.62 to 0.92)  
5.98 

0.76 (0.50 to 0.89)  
3.14 

Knee sag 0.34 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
2.50 

0.64 (0.30 to 0.83)  
3.14 

0.35 (-0.07 to 0.67)  
3.93 

0.53 (0.14 to 0.77)  
3.38 

0.51 (0.13 to 0.76)  
2.77 

0.41 (0.00 to 0.70)  
3.03 

Knee fro 0.74 (0.47 to 0.88)  
1.50 

0.62 (0.29 to 0.82)  
1.41 

0.60 (0.25 to 0.81)  
1.93 

0.66 (0.33 to 0.84)  
1.84 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
2.27 

0.57 (0.20 to 0.79)  
2.25 

Knee tra 0.40 (-0.02 to 0.70)  
7.92 

0.73 (0.45 to 0.88)  
5.53 

0.61 (0.26 to 0.82)  
5.67 

0.55 (0.18 to 0.79)  
7.09 

0.73 (0.45 to 0.88)  
5.29 

0.53 (0.16 to 0.78)  
7.26 

Ankle sag 0.33 (-0.10 to 0.65)  
3.28 

0.62 (0.28 to 0.82)  
3.61 

0.59 (0.23 to 0.81)  
2.35 

0.68 (0.37 to 0.85)  
3.60 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
4.37 

0.61 (0.27 to 0.82)  
3.07 

Ankle fro 0.92 (0.82 to 0.97)  
1.18 

0.77 (0.52 to 0.90)  
1.14 

0.83 (0.63 to 0.92)  
1.54 

0.82 (0.61 to 0.92)  
1.38 

0.70 (0.40 to 0.86)  
1.13 

0.77 (0.52 to 0.90)  
1.39 

Ankle tra 0.87 (0.72 to 0.94)  
4.83 

0.79 (0.56 to 0.91)  
6.60 

0.65 (0.33 to 0.84)  
6.18 

0.76 (0.50 to 0.89)  
6.82 

0.74 (0.47 to 0.88)  
5.51 

0.70 (0.40 to 0.86)  
6.28 
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6.4.4.3  Joint Moment Differences Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

Table 6.7 shows the effects of applying the thigh marker rotation offset to lower limb joint 

moments on peak maximal and minimal values during the stance phase.  The hip joint 

demonstrated greater peak extension, no change in peak abduction, and lower peak external 

rotation moments during the stance phase.  Higher peak hip flexion, lower peak adduction and 

lower peak internal rotation moments were found after thigh marker rotation offset.   

Following thigh marker rotation offset peak knee joint extension moments were lower, peak 

varus (abduction) moments were significantly higher and peak external rotation moments 

were higher.  Maximal peak moment values after thigh marker rotation offset showed a 

significantly lower flexion moment, a higher valgus (adduction) moment and lower internal 

rotation moment.  

Table 6.7 shows that all ankle joint moments were significantly altered following thigh marker 

offset. Greater peak extension, abduction and external rotation moments were found through 

the stance phase.  Also, greater flexion, adduction and internal rotation moments were found 

following thigh marker rotation offset.   

 

Table 6.7.  Mean ± SD of PiG lower limb moment outputs at gait cycle peaks 
before and after thigh marker rotation offset.  Significance * = p<.05, ** = 
p<.01, *** = p<.001 

PiG kinetics Average joint angle 

Pre post-offset 
Difference 

  Pre-offset Post-offset 

Segment Plane Min Min 

Hip sag -16.8 ± 10.45 -26.31 ± 9.46 9.52 ± 0.15 
Hip fro 0.00 ± 3.68 0.00 ± 4.68 0.00 ± 0.15 
Hip tra -2.69 ± 1.32 -2.44 ± 1.52 -0.25 ± 0.01 
Knee sag -0.23 ± 4.97 -1.13 ± 5.01 0.90 ± 0.08 
Knee fro -0.13 ± 1.46 -0.23 ± 2.43 0.10 ± 0.06*** 
Knee tra -0.22 ± 0.77 -0.88 ± 0.68 0.66 ± 0.01 
Ankle sag -1.94 ± 3.76 -2.38 ± 2.17 0.44 ± 0.05*** 
Ankle fro -0.08 ± 0.22 -0.26 ± 0.54 0.18 ± 0.02*** 
Ankle tra -0.04 ± 1.58 -3.60 ± 1.53 3.56 ± 0.01*** 

     
  Max Max  

Hip sag 14.8  ± 12.09 16.93 ± 12.37 -2.13 ± 0.07 
Hip fro 6.77 ± 12.07 5.76 ± 10.27 1.01 ± 0.08 
Hip tra 2.05 ± 1.85 1.61 ± 2.16 0.44 ± 0.01 
Knee sag 2.77 ± 4.17 2.48 ± 5.32 0.30 ± 0.03* 
Knee fro 1.73 ± 6.73 1.87 ± 7.09 -0.14 ± 0.01 
Knee tra 1.11 ± 2.55 0.66 ± 2.14 0.44 ± 0.01 
Ankle sag 4.90 ± 18.41 10.17 ± 16.23 -5.27 ± 0.01* 
Ankle fro 0.15 ± 0.19 0.15 ± 1.84 0.01 ± 0.01*** 
Ankle tra 3.96 ± 2.63 7.53 ± 3.17 -3.57 ± 0.01*** 
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6.4.4.4  Between-Session Reliability of Joint Moments after Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

Overall, between-session reliability of lower limb joint moments during the stance phase of 

gait remained the same (ICC 0.48 95%CI 0.08 to 0.74 after offset) and SEM increased (mean 

SEM 2.38Nm ± 1.89Nm after offset) following the application of the thigh marker rotation 

offset.  Lower limb joint moment ICC and SEM values after thigh marker rotation offset are 

presented in Table 6.8. Hip (ICC 0.44 95%CI 0.04 to 0.72 after offset) and ankle ICCs increased 

(ICC 0.57 95%CI 0.21 to 0.79 after offset), but knee ICCs decreased (ICC 0.41 95%CI -0.00 to 

0.70 after offset) following thigh marker rotation offset.  Hip SEM values reduced (mean SEM 

3.37Nm ± 2.24Nm after offset), but knee (mean SEM 1.88Nm ± 2.03Nm after offset) and ankle 

SEM values increased (mean SEM 1.88Nm ± 4.06Nm after offset) following thigh marker 

rotation offset.  Mean sagittal (ICC 0.48 95%CI 0.10 to 0.75 after offset) and frontal plane ICCs 

increased (ICC 0.52 95%CI 0.14 to 0.77 after offset) but transverse plane ICCs reduced (ICC 0.41 

95%CI 0.02 to 0.70 after offset).  Sagittal (mean SEM 4.36Nm ± 4.45Nm after offset) and 

transverse plane SEM increased (mean SEM 0.79Nm ± 0.77Nm after offset) but frontal plane 

SEM reduced (mean SEM 1.99Nm ± 2.43Nm after offset).  Lower limb moment ICCs extracted 

at gait cycle events were higher after thigh rotation marker offset (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.03 to 0.71 

after offset) but peak minimal (ICC 0.65 95%CI 0.33 to 0.84 after offset) and peak maximal 

values ICCs were lower (ICC 0.35 95%CI -0.07 to 0.67 after offset).  Lower limb joint moment 

errors at gait events were lower (mean SEM 0.91Nm ± 1.05Nm after offset), but peak minimal 

(mean SEM 2.24Nm ± 2.09Nm after offset) and peak maximal values ICCs were higher (mean 

SEM 5.59Nm ± 4.50Nm after offset).  However, the changes in between-session reliability and 

error were not consistent across all lower limb joints. 

Hip, knee and ankle 3D joint moments over the stance phase, following thigh marker rotation 

offset, are shown in Figure 6.5. Between-session reliability of hip moment increased in the 

sagittal (ICC 0.42, 95%CI -0.00 to 0.71) and transverse planes (ICC 0.33, 95%CI -0.17 to 0.60) 

and remained the same in the frontal plane (ICC 0.55, 95%CI -0.19 to 0.79).  Error measures 

increased in the sagittal (SEM 5.99Nm ± 3.48Nm) and transverse plane (SEM 0.79Nm ± 

0.69Nm) and reduced in the frontal plane (SEM 3.35Nm ± 2.81Nm).   

Knee joint moment between-session reliability was reduced in the sagittal (ICC 0.32, 95%CI -

0.10 to 0.65) and transverse planes (ICC 0.35, 95%CI -0.07 to 0.67), but increased in the frontal 

plane (ICC 0.53, 95%CI -0.15 to 0.78).  Error values increased in the sagittal (SEM 2.88Nm ± 

1.69Nm) and frontal planes (SEM 2.06Nm ± 2.86Nm) and remained the same in the transverse 

plane (SEM 0.69Nm ± 0.84Nm).   
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Following thigh rotation offset, between-session reliability of ankle joint moments increased in 

the sagittal (ICC 0.68, 95%CI 0.37 to 0.85) and frontal planes (ICC 0.47, 95%CI 0.08 to 0.74), but 

reduced in the transverse plane (ICC 0.53, 95%CI 0.16 to 0.76).  Ankle error values were lower 

in the sagittal plane (SEM 4.21Nm ± 7.16Nm) but higher in the frontal (SEM 0.56Nm ± 0.56Nm) 

and transverse planes (0.88Nm ± 0.97Nm) following thigh rotation offset.     

 

 

Figure 6.5.  Mean ± SD of PiG kinetic test retest following thigh marker rotation offset.  Session 1 black line, session 

2 dash line 

 

In summary, the findings of lower limb joint moment between-session reliability following 

thigh marker rotation offset, indicated that of the 36 lower limb variables extracted over the 

gait cycle 11 (30.6%) demonstrated low reliability, 15 (51.7%) demonstrated moderate 

reliability, two (5.6%) demonstrated moderately high reliability and eight (22.2%) 
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demonstrated very high reliability. The 11 lower limb moment variables that demonstrated 

low reliability were (number of variables over the gait cycle in brackets):  

 Hip sagittal plane stance peak maximal value and value at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Hip transverse plane stance peak minimal value and value at ipsilateral toe-off (1) 

 Knee sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance peak minimal and maximal 

values  (3) 

 Knee frontal plane value at stance peak maximal value and value at ipsilateral toe-off 

(2) 

 Knee transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance peak maximal value 

and value at ipsilateral toe-off (3) 

 Ankle sagittal plane stance peak maximal value (1) 

 Ankle frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Ankle transverse plane value at ipsilateral toe-off (1) 

 

Table 6.8.  ICC (95% confidence intervals) and SEM of PiG lower limb moment outputs at stance phase events and 

peaks following thigh marker rotation offset 

  Gait Cycle   

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO 

Hip  (ICC) 
      (SEM) 

sag 0.44 (0.03 to 0.72)  
3.96 

0.38 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
7.43 

0.33 (-0.10 to 0.65)  
10.14 

0.53 (0.15 to 0.77)  
2.41 

Hip fro 0.53 (0.16 to 0.78)  
2.07 

0.71 (0.42 to 0.87)  
2.52 

0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
7.49 

0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
1.30 

Hip tra 0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
0.25 

0.38 (-0.04 to 0.69)  
1.20 

0.49 (0.09 to 0.75)  
1.55 

0.03 (-0.39 to 0.44)  
0.16 

Knee sag 0.27 (-0.16 to 0.61)  
1.91 

0.22 (-0.21 to 0.58)  
4.41 

0.38 (-0.04 to 0.68)  
4.20 

0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
1.00 

Knee fro 0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
0.64 

0.86 (0.69 to 0.94)  
0.92 

0.20 (-0.23 to 0.57)  
6.34 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
0.35 

Knee tra 0.24 (-0.19 to 0.59)  
0.24 

0.69 (0.39 to 0.86)  
0.38 

0.16 (-0.27 to 0.54)  
1.95 

0.22 (-0.21 to 0.58)  
0.17 

Ankle sag 0.80 (0.57 to 0.91)  
0.79 

0.82 (0.61 to 0.92)  
0.93 

0.15 (-0.28 to 0.53)  
14.93 

0.73 (0.45 to 0.88)  
0.18 

Ankle fro 0.16 (-0.27 to 0.53)  
0.48 

0.73 (0.46 to 0.88)  
0.28 

0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
1.36 

0.44 (0.04 to 0.72)  
0.10 

Ankle tra 0.51 (0.12 to 0.76)  
0.25 

0.70 (0.41 to 0.86)  
0.84 

0.49 (0.09 to 0.75)  
2.27 

0.38 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
0.17 

 

 6.4.4.5 Summary of Lower limb Between-Session Reliability 

Table 6.9 reports mean ICCs and SEMs for extracted lower limb angular motion and moments 

at events and peaks of the gait cycle.  Lower limb angular motion between-session reliability 

was moderately high (ICC scale of Katz et al., 1992) before and after thigh marker rotation 
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offset.  Lower limb moment between-session reliability was moderate before and after thigh 

marker rotation offset.  The mean error values for lower limb angular motion between-session 

reliability were less than 5°, indicating reasonable errors.  Mean lower limb motion ICCs 

increased following thigh marker rotation offset but the number of motion variables to show 

low reliability (ICC <0.4) remained the same.  Mean lower limb moment ICCs remained the 

same following thigh marker rotation offset but the number of moment variables to show 

unacceptable reliability (ICC <0.4) decreased.  Mean lower limb motion errors were reduced 

following thigh marker rotation offset and the number of motion variables to show 

unacceptable SEM values (>5°) decreased. 

 

Table 6.9.  Summary of ICC and SEM values of PiG angular and moment outputs before and after thigh marker 

rotation offset 

Lower limb model Mean ICC (95%CI) Percentage  of 
variables with low 

ICC 

Mean SEM 
(kinematics ⁰,     
kinetic Nm) 

Percentage of 
variables with 

unacceptable SEM 

Kinematics 0.60 (0.27 to 0.82) 16.7 3.98 ± 1.89 29.6 
Kinematics (thigh 
marker rotation offset) 

0.63 (0.33 to 0.84) 16.7 3.56 ± 1.77 20.3 

Kinetics 0.48 (0.11 to 0.75) 38.9 2.32 ± 2.04 - 
Kinetics (thigh marker 
rotation offset) 

0.48 (0.08 to 0.74) 30.6 2.38 ± 1.89 - 

 

 

6.4.5  Aim 3 Changes in Lower Limb Joint Parameters Following ASIS ‘Instrumented Pointer 

Device’ Protocol 

The subject’s information is detailed in Table 6.10. Only body mass, percentage of body and 

BMI Z-Score were significantly different between the obese and non-obese boys.   

 

Table 6.10. Mean ± SD of anthropometric and spatiotemporal measures for five obese and five non-obese boys 

testing ASIS marker protocols. p represents the output from paired t-tests, (significance <.05) 

 Obese (n=5) Non-obese (n=5) P value between groups 

Age (years) 9.60 ± 1.34 10.00 ± 1.22 .621 
Height (cm) 145.40 ± 8.91 136.80 ± 6.13 .065 
Body Mass (kg) 54.60 ± 13.01 29.20 ± 3.27 .012* 
BMI Z-Score 2.77 ± 0.72 -0.70 ± 0.48 .001* 
Fat Mass (% Body mass) 38.4 ± 3.97 14.47 ± 3.65 .001* 
Cadence (steps/min 132.13 ± 17.60 134.89 ± 11.82 .742 
Stance phase (% gait cycle) 59.19 ± 2.61 57.35 ± 1.21 .096 
Step Length (m) 1.13 ± 0.11 1.23 ± 0.06 .106 
Step Width (m) 0.17 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.01 .434 
Walking Speed (m·s

-1
) 1.28 ± 0.25 1.38 ± 0.17 .268 
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Root Mean Square (RMS) differences between skin mounted and virtual ASIS marker position 

were 19.57, 7.36 and 10.48mm for anterior/posterior, medial/lateral and inferior/superior axis 

position.  The RMS differences in hip joint centre position were 8.70, 6.03 and 7.20mm for 

anterior/posterior, medial/lateral and inferior/superior axis position.  The mean difference in 

the position of the ASIS and hip joint centre is presented in Table 6.11. Compared to skin 

mounted ASIS markers the virtual ASIS markers were more posterior, medial and inferior in the 

obese participants and posterior, lateral and superior in the non-obese participants.  The 

difference in ASIS position moved the hip joint centre posteriorly, medially and inferiorly in the 

obese participants and anteriorly, laterally and superiorly in non-obese participants.  The hip 

joint centre of the obese boys was positioned significantly more medially when virtual ASIS 

markers were applied compared to skin mounted ASIS markers.  In general,  the virtual ASIS 

markers and hip joint centres of obese boys were positioned more medially, posteriorly and 

inferiorly compared to healthy weight boys, though not significantly.    

 

Table 6.11.  Mean ± SD of Virtual and skin mounted ASIS markers position and difference.  * denotes significant 

difference between virtual and skin mounted position (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), *** (p<0.001) 

 Obese Non-obese Obese Non-obese 
difference 

ASIS (mm)    
X axis (anterior +, posterior -) -16.43 ± 15.62 -6.19 ± 21.40 10.24 ± 16.99 
Y axis (lateral +, medial -) -6.41 ± 6.40 0.18 ± 7.12 6.59 ± 6.78 
Z axis (superior +, inferior -) -3.13 ± 7.77 1.75 ± 15.23 4.88 ± 10.83 
    
Hip Joint Centre (mm)    
X axis  -2.42 ± 7.39 1.97 ± 12.34 4.40 ± 9.07 
Y axis -5.27 ± 1.95** 0.05 ± 7.26 5.32 ± 5.37 
Z axis -1.40 ± 5.63 1.40 ± 10.66 2.80 ± 7.50 

 

At gait cycle events and peaks both the non-obese and obese boy’s hip joint motions were 

altered using virtual compared to skin mounted ASIS markers, shown in Tables 6.12, 6.13 and 

6.14.  The non-obese boy’s hip motion waveform was shifted towards flexion, adduction and 

internal rotation when virtual ASIS markers are used.  The obese boy’s hip motion waveform 

was shifted towards flexion, abduction and internal rotation.  The non-obese boys presented 

significantly greater internal rotation in stance and swing phase maximal peaks and 

significantly less external rotation in stance and swing phase minimal peaks. The obese boys 

presented significantly greater hip flexion during stance and swing phase peaks, a significantly 

greater adduction peak in the stance and swing phases and significantly more internal 

rotation/less external rotation in stance and swing peaks.   
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When the obese and non-obese participant’s hip joint kinematics are compared using skin 

mounted ASIS markers significant differences were found in the sagittal and transverse planes.  

The obese group demonstrated significantly more hip flexion at maximal and minimal peaks in 

the stance phase, minimal peaks in the swing phase and at ipsilateral toe-off.  The obese group 

also demonstrated significantly less external rotation at ipsilateral initial contact.   

When using the virtual ASIS markers the difference between obese and non-obese 

participant’s hip joint kinematics were significant in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes.  

The obese group demonstrated significantly more hip flexion at ipsilateral initial contact, 

ipsilateral toe-off, and maximal and minimal peaks in the stance and swing phases.  The obese 

group’s hip was significantly more abducted at ipsilateral initial contact and peak minimal in 

the swing phase.  The obese group also demonstrated significantly less external rotation at 

ipsilateral initial contact.  

 

Table 6.12.  Mean ± SD of PiG sagittal hip angular outputs at gait cycle events and peaks between virtual and skin 

mounted ASIS markers.   * denotes significant difference between virtual and skin mounted ASIS markers.  † 

denotes significant difference between obese and non-obese groups when using skin mounted markers.  ‡ denotes 

significant difference between obese and non-obese groups when using virtual markers   

 IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

       

Non-obese boys       
Skin ASIS 34.35 ± 6.89 -13.71 ± 7.63† 35.32 ± 6.68† -9.59 ± 6.81† -9.66 ± 7.11† 35.42 ± 7.59 
Virtual ASIS 35.44 ± 8.47‡ -13.65 ± 9.00‡ 36.13 ± 7.80‡ -8.78 ± 7.96‡ -9.23 ± 8.22‡ 36.46 ± 8.87‡ 
Mean difference 1.09 ± 3.26 0.06 ± 2.78 0.78 ± 2.76 0.81 ± 2.59 0.43 ± 2.44 1.04 ± 2.94 
       
Obese boys       
Skin ASIS 40.86 ± 5.13 2.13 ± 4.86† 41.88 ± 5.37† 7.55 ± 4.97† 7.70 ± 5.20† 43.64 ± 4.85 
Virtual ASIS 43.55 ± 5.46‡ 4.14 ± 5.31‡ 44.22 ± 5.71‡ 9.43 ± 5.63‡ 9.66 ± 5.98‡ 46.64 ± 4.68‡ 
Mean difference 2.69 ± 0.73 2.01 ± 1.87* 2.34 ± 1.38* 1.88 ± 1.97 1.96 ± 2.22 3.00 ± 0.67* 
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Table 6.13. Mean ± SD of PiG frontal hip angular outputs at gait cycle events and peaks between virtual and skin 

mounted ASIS markers.  * denotes significant difference between virtual and skin mounted ASIS markers.  † denotes 

significant difference between obese and non-obese groups when using skin mounted markers.  ‡ denotes 

significant difference between obese and non-obese groups when using virtual markers 

 IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

       
Non-obese boys       
Skin ASIS -3.49 ± 2.70 -4.84 ± 2.14 6.63 ± 2.77 -4.81 ± 1.87 -7.83 ± 1.85 -2.30 ± 1.94 
Virtual ASIS -2.87 ± 3.83‡ -4.76 ± 2.87‡ 5.89 ± 3.70 -4.53 ± 2.54 -7.79 ± 1.53 -1.41 ± 3.37 
Mean difference 0.62 ± 1.88 0.08 ± 1.61 -0.74 ± 2.06 0.28 ± 1.30 0.05 ± 1.46 0.89 ± 2.01 
       
Obese boys       
Skin ASIS -4.41 ± 5.68 -8.19 ± 5.21 4.54 ± 4.89 -7.39 ± 4.56 -11.67 ± 4.68 -3.47 ± 4.70 
Virtual ASIS -8.73 ± 5.68‡ -9.46 ± 5.49‡ 2.50 ± 4.16 -8.03 ± 4.56 -13.51 ± 3.33 -5.83 ± 4.11 
Mean difference -4.32 ± 2.10 -1.27 ± 1.82 -2.04 ± 1.48* -0.64 ± 1.69 -1.83 ± 2.05 -2.35 ± 1.81* 

 

Table 6.14.  Mean ± SD of PiG transverse hip angular outputs at gait cycle events and peaks between virtual and skin 

mounted ASIS markers.  * denotes significant difference between virtual and skin mounted ASIS markers.  † denotes 

significant difference between obese and non-obese groups when using skin mounted markers.  ‡ denotes 

significant difference between obese and non-obese groups when using virtual markers 

  IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

       
Non-obese boys       
Skin ASIS -12.6 ± 10.99† -15.54 ± 11.38 3.8 ± 10.94 1.52 ± 13.21 -23.56 ± 9.34 14.67 ± 7.28 
Virtual ASIS -9.37 ± 10.62‡ -11.33 ± 11.55 9.48 ± 11.82 5.42 ± 12.57 -20.57 ± 9.60 19.50 ± 4.94 
Mean difference 3.22 ± 2.17 4.21 ± 3.50* 5.68 ± 4.42* 3.90 ± 3.55 3.06 ± 2.47* 4.82 ± 5.33* 
       
Obese boys       
Skin ASIS -1.13 ± 6.54† -9.52 ± 6.65 7.45 ± 3.79 3.23 ± 5.98 -16.41 ± 5.27 15.85 ± 4.57 
Virtual ASIS 3.38 ± 7.96‡ -3.68 ± 5.00 12.49 ± 4.51 4.05 ± 5.53 -10.63 ± 5.27 19.05 ± 3.16 
Mean difference 4.51 ± 4.15 5.84 ± 6.37* 5.04 ± 4.86* 0.82 ± 5.48 5.78 ± 3.41* 3.20 ± 6.58 

 

6.5  Discussion 

The aims of this experimental chapter of the thesis were to; (1) examine between-session 

reliability of the conventional plug-in gait (PiG) lower limb model for use in children across a 

range of BMI values; (2) test a protocol with the potential to increase between-session PiG 

reliability based on thigh marker placement across a range of BMI Z-Score values; and, (3) 

assess an alternative method to identify the ASIS on the pelvis of obese and non-obese 

children.  In order to test these aims a within-rater repeated measures (test re-test) study 

design was implemented to measure between-session reliability (ICC) and error (SEM) of the 

lower limb model.  To assess an alternative protocol to identify the pelvis children participated 

in a single session in which the conventional (PiG) model and alternative protocol were 

examined concurrently.   
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6.5.1  Anthropometrics & Spatiotemporal 

The participants of this experimental chapter were recruited to represent the potential 

participants of the main study (chapter 8).  Measures of gait data reliability are intrinsically 

related to the variability within the studied group (McGinley et al., 2009).  Therefore, the 

results of this experimental chapter aid interpretation of significant findings in the main study 

(chapter 8) above the error associated with gait analysis.     

Anthropometric and spatiotemporal parameters were used to analyse gait consistency 

between sessions so differences due to growth, weight gain or changes in walking patterns 

would not affect between-session reliability assessment.  Anthropometric repeated measures 

were highly reliable with all parameters exceeding an ICC of 0.9.  This indicates that the 

measurement protocols were acceptable for the children and furthermore, the test re-test 

interval (4 weeks) was short enough so only minimal growth or change body mass took place.  

Spatiotemporal parameters were less reliable than anthropometric measures with ICCs ranging 

from 0.421 to 0.885.  The between-session reliability of spatiotemporal parameters was 

comparable to previous studies.  Stolze et al., (1998) found between-session reliability of gait 

velocity and stance phase duration to be low (ICC 0.35 and 0.30 respectively) but step length 

and step width to be high (ICC 0.72 and 0.70 respectively).  This finding is comparable to the 

current study in which gait velocity and stance phase ICCs were lower (0.47 and 0.42 

respectively) than step length and step width ICCs (0.82 and 0.89 respectively). 

Lower between-session reliability of stance phase duration in the current study may be the 

result of greater gait velocity in the second session possibly due to familiarity with the testing 

environment and protocols (McGinley et al., 2009).  The slightly faster mean gait velocity could 

have resulted in reduced stance duration in the second session.  A previous study to examine 

the effect of walking speed on children’s gait spatiotemporal parameters found that, as 

children walked faster the stance phase duration of the gait cycle was reduced (van der Linden 

et al., 2002).  This finding indicates that spatiotemporal measures and potentially kinematic 

and kinetic variables are greatly affected by walking speed.  Therefore, walking speed 

variability should be accounted for when examining associations between obesity and gait 

biomechanics.  Relationships between obesity and gait biomechanics may arise from 

differences in walking speed mediated through level of obesity and not obesity per se.   

Non-significant anthropometric or spatiotemporal differences were found between the two 

testing sessions in the current study (Table 6.2).  This indicates that between-session reliability 
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and error were due to intrinsic variability (assumed to be equal across both testing sessions) 

and extrinsic variability due to systematic errors (marker placement and motion capture 

system marker reconstruction).  Participant’s height showed a trend of increasing between the 

sessions though non-significant (p = .062).  This may indicate that a shorter test re-test interval 

may be more appropriate so growth is minimised.  The height increase may have contributed 

to variability of gait parameters between sessions.  

 

6.5.2  Aim 1. Between-Session Reliability of PiG Lower Limb Joint Angles 

Between-session reliability of the lower limb (PiG) biomechanical model was moderately high 

with reasonable levels of error from within-rater repeated sessions.  If the lower limb model 

presented low reliability this would decrease statistical power and potentially lead to type II 

errors (false-negative) due to too much variability.  The results can be used to indicate the 

expected error for each lower limb joint (hip, knee and ankle) in each plane (sagittal, frontal 

and transverse) at selected points of the gait cycle (events and peaks).  Knowledge of the 

expected error will reduce over-interpretation of small joint angular motions associated with 

obesity which may not exceed measurement error (McGinley et al., 2009).     

Between-session reliability of hip joint motion was greater than knee and ankle, although all 

joints were considered to show moderately high reliability.  Hip joint errors from repeated 

sessions were lowest in the frontal plane, followed by the sagittal and transverse.  This planar 

order of errors from lowest to highest was also found by Schwartz et al., (2004) who quantified 

lower limb errors in repeated gait sessions adult participants.  Errors in transverse plane hip 

motion were caused by problems aligning the thigh marker to determine the orientation of the 

thigh in the transverse plane.  In the current study all transverse plane hip values 

demonstrated error greater than 5⁰ indicating that the repeatable placement of the thigh 

marker placement was an issue. 

The knee also demonstrated greatest repeated session errors in the transverse plane.  These 

knee errors, like hip joint errors, are due to misalignment of the thigh marker with the addition 

of shank marker misplacement errors.  Knee joint errors in the frontal plane are the result of 

cross-talk from misalignment of the technical reference frame with the anatomical reference 

frame of the thigh segment. An examination of Figure 6.2 shows that around ipsilateral toe-off 

increased variability of frontal plane knee joint motion was found.  At this point in the gait 

cycle the knee is maximally flexing in the sagittal plane, but the misalignment of the thigh 
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segments attributes some of this flexion to frontal plane motion.  This is highlighted in Table 

6.3 where unacceptable SEM values are found only at the end of stance and swing when knee 

flexion was greatest.  

The ankle demonstrated the greatest error values from repeated sessions compared to the hip 

and knee joints.  This finding is likely due to the hierarchical nature of the lower limb (PiG) 

model where errors propagate down the kinematic chain from the pelvis to the foot (Schwartz 

et al., 2004).  The effects of pelvis marker misplacement can offset the position of the 

calculated hip joint centre.  The hip joint centre and thigh marker location are used to calculate 

the position and orientation of the knee joint centre.  Therefore, the knee joint centre 

becomes misplaced, which together with the shank and foot markers defines the position and 

orientation of the ankle joint centre.  Like the hip joint, all ankle transverse plane errors were 

higher than 5⁰ indicating that the marker placement error is an issue.  This finding illustrates 

the need to accurately define the pelvis according to marker placement to reduce errors in all 

lower limb joints. 

Miller et al., (1996) recorded lower limb motion of children during repeated sessions, finding 

ICCs ranging from 0.45 to 0.75 compared to ICCs of 0.42 to 0.87 in the current study.  The 

mean lower limb ICC from Miller et al., (1996) study was 0.69 which is higher than the current 

study (mean ICC = 0.60). Furthermore, Miller et al., (1996) found greater between-session 

reliability at the knee joint compared to the hip and ankle.  Conversely, the current study 

found greatest between-session reliability at the hip followed by the knee and ankle.   

However, while comparing the results of the current study to previous research provides a 

gauge with which to assess the between-session reliability of the participants sampled, 

comparison between the two studies should be made with caution.  The differences in lower 

limb between-session reliability between the two studies are well within the ICC confidence 

limits for each 3D lower limb joint in the current study. Therefore, any differences in between-

session reliability between the two studies may arise from chance due to the variable nature of 

gait analysis.  The high confidence limits in the present study are the result of the relatively 

small sample size giving rise to uncertainty of the true level between-session reliability.              

 

6.5.3  Aim 1. Between-Session Reliability of PiG Lower Limb Joint Moments 

Between-session reliability of lower limb (PiG) joint moments for the hip, knee and ankle joints 

were all moderate.  The ICC values of the hip, knee and ankle joint moments in the sagittal, 
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frontal and transverse plane were consistently above 0.4, indicating moderate reliability.  

However, this consistency was not found across lower limb moment values extracted at events 

or stance phase peaks.  Extracting lower limb joint moments at peak minimal values resulted in 

moderately high ICCs, moderate ICCs at peak maximal values and low ICCs at gait events.  Low 

joint moment ICC at gait events was a result of less within-session variability which reduces ICC 

value.  In simple terms, the ICC is a ratio of within-session variance to within-subject variance 

plus error variance (Rankin & Stokes 1998).  In the current study, mean within-session 

standard deviations (SD) were ±0.13Nm at peak minimal and maximal values, but only 

±0.04Nm at gait events.  Therefore, peak moments demonstrated a wider range of values 

compared to moments at events and result in a higher ICC. It is for this reason that standard 

error of measurement (SEM) was also calculated which relates the ICC to within-session 

variation.  When SEM was calculated, moment values at gait events demonstrated lower 

errors (SEM 1.12Nm) compared to peak minimal (SEM 2.09Nm) and peak maximal values (SEM 

5.27Nm).  Greater SEM values at peak maximal values are the result of greater SD for peak 

maximal values compared to peak minimal and gait event values.  In general, positive peak 

(maximal) lower limb joint moments are greater than negative peak (minimal) moments over 

the stance phase.  This is because positive moment values relate to flexion, adduction and 

internal rotation moments of the lower limbs which are caused by the anterior and medial 

position of the ground reaction vector relative to the joint centres.  Figure 6.3 shows lower 

limb joint moments during the stance phase, positive peaks are greater than negative peaks at 

all 3D joints except the hip in the sagittal plane.     

The ankle demonstrated greater between-session reliability of joint moments compared to the 

knee and hip joints.  Kadaba et al., (1989) also found greater between-session reliability of the 

lower limb (PiG) model at the ankle from repeated gait sessions in adults.  The authors 

attributed this finding to greater errors in hip and knee joint centre position estimations 

compared to the ankle joint.  Greater ankle moment ICCs compared to hip and knee were also 

found in a between-session paediatric gait reliability study (Quigley et al., 1997).  However, 

Quigley et al., (1997) reported overall higher lower limb joint moment ICCs (mean ICC 0.85) 

compared to the current study (mean ICC 0.48).  This difference between between-session 

reliability scores could result from the protocol for calculating ICCs.  Quigley et al., (1997) 

analysed ICCs by dilating the gait cycle to 100 data points and calculating an ICC at each point, 

whereas the present study calculated ICCs at gait events and peak values during the stance 

phase.  However, it is not clear how these two methods to derive ICCs return different results.   
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Mean SEM values were greatest in the sagittal planes compared to the frontal and transverse 

due the larger moments acting in the sagittal plane during gait.  Few previous studies have 

reported SEM values for absolute lower limb joint moment. One study reported lower limb 

kinetic SEM values from repeated measures in adolescents with idiopathic scoliosis (Fortan et 

al., 2008).  In Fortan et al., (2008) hip moment SEM values were 5.90Nm and 3.33Nm in the 

sagittal and frontal planes respectively compared to 5.83Nm and 4.25Nm in the current study.  

Knee sagittal and frontal SEM values were 3.50Nm and 1.75Nm in Fortan’s study compared to 

2.36Nm and 1.75Nm in the current study.  Ankle sagittal plane moment SEM values were 

2.65Nm in Fortan’s study and 4.44Nm in the current study.  Whilst comparison across age and 

pathologic groups should be made with caution, the values show consistency across lower limb 

joints and planes. 

In summary, the lower limb (PiG) model demonstrated moderately high between-session 

reliability (ICC) indicating that the angular outputs were consistent across repeated sessions.  

Lower limb angular error values (SEM) were reasonable under the current protocols and 

population sampled.  However, lower limb angular error values were not consistent across 

three planes; unacceptable errors were found in the transverse plane at the hip, knee and 

ankle joint.  Lower limb joint moments demonstrated moderate between-session reliability 

(ICC) indicating that the outputs were less consistent than angular outputs across repeated 

sessions.  Low joint moment between-session reliability was found at all joints and all planes, 

but was particularly evident at gait cycle events. Error values were dependent on moment 

magnitudes of the lower limb which vary considerable across joint and planes, therefore, no 

common SEM value can be proposed to determine reasonable SEM values.  Between-session 

reliability and error values of lower limb (PiG) model for each joint, plane and value during the 

gait cycle can be used as a baseline for expected error when examining biomechanical 

differences of populations.  Caution should be made when interpreting transverse plane joint 

motion and all joint moments at gait events due to high error or low reliability. 

      

6.5.4  Aim 2 Lower Limb Model Joint Angle Differences and Between-Session Reliability 

Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

The mean value of thigh rotation offset applied to all subjects was 2.22⁰ ± 5.69⁰; this internally 

rotated the thigh segment causing PiG hip outputs to be more internally rotated and knee 

externally rotated.  The most significant effects of the thigh marker rotation offset caused to 
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lower limb joint angles at initial contact was to internally rotate the hip, externally rotate the 

knee and extend the ankle.  At the end of the stance phase (toe off) the hips were abducted 

and more internally rotated, and the knees were more adducted.  These alterations bring the 

lower limb joint motion in line with previous studies on lower limb paediatric gait (Ounpuu et 

al., 1991; van der Linden et al., 2002). This is particularly true of the hip joint in the transverse 

plane at ipsilateral toe-off which was internally rotated by approximately 8⁰ after thigh 

rotation offset.  Previous analyses of child and adult hip transverse plane motion 

demonstrated more internal rotation through the gait cycle (Kadaba et al., 1989, van der 

Linden 2002).  The range of motion was not altered at the hip, knee and ankle following thigh 

marker rotation offset but, SDs were reduced from 6.58⁰ to 5.90⁰ indicating a reduction in 

within-session variability.  Within-session variability of hip and ankle angles at initial contact 

and toe off were reduced in the transverse plane.  Knee frontal plane angle variability at toe 

off was reduced but transverse plane variability increased.  These findings indicate that by 

rotating the thigh marker according to knee varus/valgus motion joint angle, between-session 

reliability due to marker misplacement was improved.   

Application of the thigh marker rotation offset improved hip sagittal and frontal, knee sagittal 

and transverse and ankle sagittal and transverse plane ICCs of joint outputs.  Hip transverse, 

knee and ankle frontal plane ICCs were reduced, but overall between-session reliability of the 

PiG lower limb was improved.  Error in repeated joint angles of the hip, knee and ankle also 

improved (from a mean SEM of 3.98⁰ to 3.56⁰ after thigh rotation offset); largest 

improvements in SEM values were seen in the hip and ankle transverse plane and knee frontal 

plane angles.  This finding is in line with Malt et al., (2012) who found that by correcting thigh 

rotation a significant reduction in hip transverse and knee frontal plane variability was made.   

 

6.5.5 Lower Limb Model joint Moment Differences and Between-Session Reliability 

Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

Rotating the thigh markers significantly altered knee moments in the sagittal plane at peak 

maximal and minimal values.  However, ankle moments were the most affected by the thigh 

marker offset.  Ankle moments at peak values in all three planes were significantly altered by 

offsetting the thigh marker.  Exploration of Figure 6.5 demonstrates that the pattern of ankle 

joint moments over the stance phase is not altered, but the magnitude of the peaks was.  This 

may be caused by alterations in the ankle joint centre position from changes in position of the 
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knee joint centre following thigh marker repositioning.  The mean thigh internal rotation of ~2⁰ 

applied to the group moves the knee joint posteriorly (Baker et al., 1999).  The shank segment 

axis system is based on the knee joint centre, the lateral shank marker and the lateral 

malleolus marker.  The posterior repositioning of the knee joint centre repositioned the ankle 

joint posteriorly, further away from the ground reaction vector at toe off.  This increased the 

moment arm of the ankle joint and caused higher joint flexor moments during toe off.   

Using paired t-tests to test the significance of joint moments pre- and post-offset did provide 

information on within-subject variation between the two conditions.  However, the results 

may mislead interpretation of the effects from the thigh marker rotation offset.  Examining 

lower limb joint moment differences after offset in relation to the range of moment over the 

stance phase aids meaningful interpretation.  Using this strategy, large (>10% of range of 

moment) differences were seen at all 3D lower limb joint moments except the knee in the 

frontal plane.  This finding suggests that the thigh marker rotation offset protocol has a large 

effect on all lower limb joint moments.  This is due to the change in position of the lower limb 

joint centres compared to the ground reaction vector, which alters moment arm length. 

Comparing lower limb joint moments with previous reliability studies is difficult as all have 

normalised joint moments to body weight and/or height.  Normalising joint moments, in this 

way, eliminates variation in body weight and height across participants allowing a comparison 

of gait kinetics across groups (Moisio et al., 2003). However, the association between obesity 

and joint structure is not linear, joints of obese individuals are not proportionally larger 

(Browning & Kram, 2007). Therefore, non-normalised moments are assessed in the current 

study to explore the associations between absolute joint moments and adiposity.  While the 

absolute magnitude of joint moment is different the waveform pattern in similar to previous 

findings (Chester et al., 2006).    

Between-session reliability of lower limb joint moments following thigh marker rotation offset 

did not change as much as joint angles.  The mean absolute difference in ICC values after thigh 

marker rotation offset was 0.00 ± 0.04 (ICC = 0.44 before and after thigh marker rotation 

offset) indicating that between-session reliability was not altered to a great extent.  Error 

values between repeated sessions demonstrated an increase in SEM following thigh marker 

correction but by only 0.04 ± 0.37Nm (from 2.32Nm to 2.38Nm before and after thigh marker 

rotation offset).  These results show that changing the position of the lower limb joint centres 

can alter joint motion, but joint moments may be more influenced by ground reaction forces.   
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In summary, the use of a thigh marker rotation offset applied to the same lower limb model 

trials described in aim 1 significantly altered motion of the hip, knee and ankle at ipsilateral 

initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off.  The mean offset applied to participant’s thigh was ~2⁰ of 

internal rotation affecting lower limb motion values at initial contact and toe-off.  The biggest 

effect of the thigh offset was on hip transverse plane motion, where the hip was internally 

rotated approximately 8⁰ at toe-off.  Overall between-session reliability of the lower limb (PiG) 

model improved and errors from repeated session decreased.  However, some lower limb 

angular values still showed unacceptable SEM values; knee and ankle transverse plane motion.  

Joint moments were significantly altered across all lower limb 3D joints following thigh marker 

rotation offset.  However, between-session reliability of lower limb joint moments were not 

altered after the offset.  The aim of this section was to test the thigh marker rotation protocol 

to potentially improve between-session reliability and reduce error of the lower limb (PiG) 

model.  The results show that joint angular values were more reliable and demonstrated less 

error and joint moments were relatively unchanged following the thigh marker rotation offset.  

Therefore, this protocol will be used to assess the relationships between adiposity and lower 

limb biomechanics.  The specific joint and plane SEM outputs at peak and events can be used 

as a bench mark to determine if differences across adiposities are greater than the expected 

error.  This will aid interpretation of significant findings by reducing the chance of a type II 

error (false positive).  

 

6.5.6  Aim 3 Changes in Lower Limb Joint Parameters Following ASIS ‘Instrumented Pointer 

Device’ Protocol 

The study population for this section was composed of different participants to the sections on 

lower limb between-session reliability.  This was due to the fact that participants with higher 

fat mass were required in order to assess an alternative method for identifying the ASIS across 

a range of adiposities.  The effect of excessive adiposity has been found to effect hip joint 

motion over the gait cycle (Rash et al., 1999; Board et al., 2012) because of Soft Tissue Artefact 

(STA) over the ASIS landmarks.  However, no previous study has assessed an alternative 

method for identifying the ASIS in children.  The results from the obese children were 

compared to the non-obese children as it was expected that STA would not be as great in 

children with lower adiposity. 
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No significant differences were found between the obese and non-obese boy’s spatiotemporal 

gait parameters.  This indicates that differences in hip motion were not due, for example, to 

increased walking speed which has been showed to significantly increase hip flexion (Stansfield 

et al., 2001).  Therefore, differences between obese and non-obese boys were predominately 

due to alterations in gait parameters due to increased body mass, BMI Z-Score and body fat 

mass.   

The posterior reconstruction of the ASIS markers and subsequent posterior reconstruction of 

the hip joint centre resulted in significantly greater hip flexion across the gait cycle.  This 

finding is in-line with Rash et al., (1999) who found reduced hip flexion (2-5°) from anterior 

displacement of the ASIS markers (5-10cm) in simulated obese gait.  The virtual ASIS markers 

on the obese boys in the present study were 1.64cm posterior to the skin mounted ASIS 

markers and hip flexion was increased by 4.61°.  Rash et al., (1999) also found slight 

differences in hip frontal plane motion from lateral displacement of the ASIS markers (2-

10cm).  This was also found in the current study (0.07° less hip abduction) from the medial 

movement of the reconstructed virtual ASIS marker position (0.64cm) compared to the skin 

mounted position.  Less hip flexion in Rash et al., (1999) could be the result of simulating 

anterior and lateral repositioning separately and not in combination as in the current study.      

The results of the current study indicate that frontal plane hip motion is greatly affected by 

misplacement of the ASIS markers due to soft tissue artefact.  This is due to Plug-In Gait lower 

limb model’s calculation of the hip joint centre from ASIS marker positions (Plug-In Gait 

manual, 1999).  The PiG model calculates hip joint centre in the anterior/posterior (X) and 

superior/posterior (Z) axis based on an ASIS-greater tronchanter regression equation (Davis et 

al., 1991): 

X = C*cos(theta)*sin(beta) - (ASIS-Tronchanter distance + marker diameter) * cos(beta) 

(1) 

Z = -C*cos(theta)*cos(beta) - (ASIS-Tronchanter distance + marker diameter) * sin(beta) 

(2) 

Whereas, the medial/lateral position of the hip joint centre is based on the between-ASIS 

distance and is therefore sensitive to the medial position of the ASIS using virtual ASIS markers.    
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Y = -(C*sin(theta) - inter-ASIS distance) 

(3) 

The magnitude of the difference between skin mounted and virtual markers position was up to 

2cm (RMS) and the effect on the hip joint centre position was up to 0.9cm (RMS).  Significantly 

greater medial position of the hip joint centre from the use of virtual ASIS markers compared 

to skin mounted ASIS markers is due to the medial reconstruction of the ASIS markers.  A 

medially located hip joint centre increased hip abduction as the thigh becomes more laterally 

rotated compared to the pelvis   

The use of alternative ASIS tracking methods presented in the current study and previous 

studies (Rash et al., 1999; Board et al., 2012) demonstrate the difficulty in measuring hip joint 

motion in obese subjects.  The validity of using markers to represent the ASIS was not tested in 

the current study and so it is not known whether virtual markers identify bone landmarks 

better than skin mounted markers.  However, the results of the current study suggest that 

virtual markers alter obese boy’s hip joint position and 3D hip motion more than non-obese 

boys compared to skin mounted markers.  Intuitively, this finding would suggest that excessive 

adipose tissue displaces skin mounted markers preventing the accurate palpation of the ASIS 

markers.  Therefore, the use of an ‘instrumented pointer device’ to create virtual markers, 

with the position referenced to markers placed on the iliac crest, can be used to track ASIS 

position and calculate lower limb joint angular motion over the gait cycle in obese children.  

 

6.6  Chapter Summary 

The findings of this study indicate that children are able to walk consistently both within- and 

between-sessions with markers attached to their lower limbs.  The lower limb model 

demonstrated moderate between-session reliability (ICCs) in the hip frontal plane as well as 

knee and ankle sagittal plane.  Measurement error from repeated sessions was greater than 5⁰ 

for the hip, knee and ankle in the transverse which may affect the sensitivity of the model to 

detect differences across populations.  Lower limb joint kinetic measures over the stance 

phase were less reliable than joint angles, low ICC were found in the transverse plane hip 

moments and moderate in most other joints. 

Overall between-session reliability of the lower limb model (PiG) was improved following the 

application of the thigh marker offset though hip frontal and knee sagittal plane values 
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remained lower than other joints.  The thigh marker rotation offset reduced angular hip 

transverse plane errors, but knee and ankle transverse plane error remained higher than 5⁰.  

Between-session reliability of joint moments were not affect, but hip transverse plane, knee 

sagittal and transverse plane demonstrated low reliability.  Overall SEM values were not 

altered to a large degree by the thigh marker rotation offset, the largest improvement in SEM 

was in transverse hip moments and the largest deterioration was in sagittal plane knee 

moments.  Therefore, the thigh marker rotation offset protocol will be used in the main study 

(chapter 8) of this thesis to explore associations between lower limb angular motion and 

moments and body fat mass.   

To assess an alternative method to identify the ASIS landmarks in obese and non-obese 

children a protocol utilising virtual markers was tested.  The use of an ‘instrumented pointer 

device’ to create virtual markers on the ASIS, tracked by markers of the iliac crest, resulted in a 

medial and posterior ASIS position and a medial hip joint centre position.  However, the 

differences in hip joint centre position were only significant for the obese boys.  This indicates 

that excessive adiposity mislocates skin mounted markers over the ASIS more in obese boys. A 

medial hip joint centre significantly flexed, abducted and internally rotated the obese 

participant’s hip joint over the gait cycle.  This lead to larger differences in hip joint motion 

between obese and non-obese boys when using virtual, compared to skin mounted ASIS 

markers.  The use of the ‘instrumented pointer device’ may remove displacement of the ASIS 

marker from adipose tissue, thus representing the position and motion of the hip joint and is 

recommended for assessing lower limb motion in obese and non-obese children.    

 

5.7 Limitations 

A key limitation of this study was the use of Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) as a 

measure of lower limb between-session reliability.  The ICC equation gives a ratio of within and 

between session variability (SD), the closer between-session SD was to within-session SD the 

higher ICC and better between-session reliability.  However, ICCs are affected by the range of 

measurement across the participants, with higher between-participant SD resulting in larger 

ICCs and vice versa.  Standard error of measurement (SEM) accounts for between-participant 

SD, thus giving a measure of absolute reliability (Bruton, 2000).  However, other methods to 

determine variability from repeated measures of limb motion during gait may provide an 

unbiased measure of reliability (Schwartz et al., 2004). 
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While the main focus of this study was to assess the between-session reliability of lower limb 

biomechanics during gait, the question of validity was not fully addressed.  The application of 

virtual markers on the ASIS and a thigh rotation offset protocol potentially improved the 

validity of orientating the pelvis and thigh segments.  However, both theses protocols rely on 

assumptions; the ASIS virtual markers are assumed to provide better identification of the 

pelvis by removing skin mounted marker misplacement due to soft tissue; and, the thigh 

marker rotation offset protocol reduces cross-talk errors by assuming that frontal place knee 

joint motion is minimal.  It was not possible to test these assumptions against ‘gold standards’ 

for bone motion analysis such as in-vivo or in-vitro bone pin protocols. Therefore, while the 

assumptions are based on logical reasoning for improving analysis of lower limb biomechanics 

based on known marker placement errors the full extent of validity is not tested. 
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7. Experimental Chapter 3: Between-Session Reliability of Foot Models in Children Age 

6 to 11 Years Old 

7.1  Introduction 

In order to determine the relationships between childhood obesity and foot segment 

biomechanics during gait an appropriate method to model the foot is required. The findings 

from the second literature review (chapter 3: 3D Assessment of lower limb and foot motion 

during gait) revealed a number of different foot models of varying number of segments tested 

for between-session reliability under different testing conditions.  In order to determine the 

foot model to be used in the main study (chapter 8) three foot models were selected for 

between-session reliability analysis; the Oxford foot model (Stebbins et al., 2006), 3DFoot 

(Leardini et al., 2007) and Kinfoot (MacWilliams et al., 2003).  These foot models represent a 

range of approaches for dividing the foot into segments; from eight (MacWilliams et al., 2003) 

to three segments (Stebbins et al., 2006). The Jenkyn & Nicol (2007) and Simon et al., (2006) 

foot models discussed in literature review chapter 2 (chapter 3) could not be examined due to 

the inaccessibility of software (Matlab) needed to run these models in the current study.     

The choice of foot model for examining associations with adiposity in the main study (chapter 

8) is based on the amount of information (foot segments) that can be gathered, with more 

information on foot motion beneficial for conclusions to be drawn in chapter 8.  However, the 

foot model must also demonstrate acceptable reliability determined across repeated sessions.   

Therefore, the choice of greater foot segmentation takes preference over reliability in the first 

instance.  However, an acceptable level of reliability (determined in the study) must be 

reached for the foot model with the greatest segmentation to be of use in the main study 

(chapter 8).  Using previous findings to determine the between-session reliability in this study 

would be inappropriate due to the different participant ages, gait variable under investigation 

and statistical methods used.  The preference of foot models prior to testing of between-

session reliability was Kinfoot (nine segments), 3DFoot (five segments) and OFM (four 

segments). 
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7.2  Aims 

1. To compare joint angular motion between three foot models with previous findings in 

the literature.  This will provide a conceptual understanding of each foot model’s 

segments, the anatomy they represent and their motion over the gait cycle.   

2. To determine between-session reliability of three foot models to describe foot motion 

over the gait cycle.  The potential for discovering associations between adiposity and 

foot biomechanics is greater in a foot model that provides more information on foot 

motion.  However, the foot model with higher reliability will give greater statistical 

power to detect associations between adiposity and foot motion in the main study 

(chapter 8). 

Comparison of three foot model’s segmental angular motion will be made qualitatively using 

kinematic waveforms.  To investigate the use of foot models in a paediatric population 

between-session reliability of each segment of each foot model will be assessed by ICC and 

SEM. Calculation of ICC and SEM will be taken over the gait cycle events (initial contact and toe 

off) and from peak values during the stance and swing phase. 

   

7.3  Methods 

7.3.1 Participants 

Seventeen participants (age range 6-13 years) were recruited from a convenience sample of 

children from university staff and an after-school club.  Participants were typically developing 

children and excluded if any medical conditions affecting neuromuscular and orthopaedic 

integrity or any complications contributing to altered foot posture and/or gait disturbance 

were identified.  Consent was obtained from children’s parents.  Ethical approval was granted 

by University Research Ethics Committee (Ref No. ETH/13/11).   

Participants were selected to be representative of a range of obesity levels to demonstrate the 

reliability of foot models in the expected sample population of the main study (chapter 8). No 

estimate of body fat mass was available during this study so BMI Z-Score was calculated.  Girls 

and boys were recruited to this study to increase participant numbers for statistical power.  It 

is not clear whether gender differences will affect reliability and therefore the applicability of 

the results to the main study (chapter 8) on boys only.  However, between-session reliability of 
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biomechanical models has been previously tested in girls and boys combined (Stebbins et al., 

2006).   

 

7.3.2 Testing Protocols 

7.3.2.1 Stereophotogrammetry 

A ten camera Vicon 612 (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK) system was used to capture 

reflective marker coordinates (sampling rate 100Hz) within the capture volume.  Six cameras 

were mounted to the laboratory walls and four on tripods in closer proximity to the capture 

volume.  Pilot testing of the camera positions was carried out to define the best position for 

the tripod cameras to capture all markers during the gait cycle in contact with the force plates.  

Cameras were positioned with enough proximity to collect data from many markers in a small 

area but not be visible to each.  

Cameras were calibrated in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines which required the 

capture and reconstruction of markers attached to an ‘L frame’ placed on the corner of one 

force plate to define the origin of the global coordinate system.  A dynamic calibration was 

carried out using a ‘T’ frame with markers of known distances which was moved through the 

capture volume for a period of 10,000 frames.  A successful calibration was made if residuals 

from marker position and inter-distances standard deviation were less than 1mm and wand 

visibility exceeded 65%.  The volume area calibrated was 1.5m high, 2m long (direction of 

walking) and 2m wide.  

 

7.3.2.2 Force Plates 

Two force plates (Bertec, Model MIE Ltd, Leeds, UK) mounted within the laboratory floor 

recorded ground reaction forces (1000Hz).  Each force plate was switched on 30 minutes 

before testing and zeroed prior to calibration.  Calibration was conducted with known 

calibration weights of 50kg placed within the centre of the force plate.  Vertical ground 

reaction force was recorded and a correction factor applied to align the force plate reading 

with the correct acceleration due to gravity calculated to be -445.5N.    
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7.3.2.3 Anthropometrics 

Foot models did not require anthropometric measurements in order to calculate the 

biomechanical model.  Only height and weight were measured.  

Height was measured to the nearest 0.5cm using a stadiometer (Hadlands Photonics, 

Australia).  Height is the maximum distance from the floor to the highest point of the head 

with the participant looking straight ahead.  The participants were asked to stand straight with 

back, buttocks and heels against the stadiometer with feet together and flat on the floor.  The 

participants were asked to take and hold a deep breath whilst looking straight ahead.  Height 

was recorded at the end of the participants’ deep inward breath. 

Weight was recorded using the electronic weighing scales integrated within the Bodpod body 

composition device (Life Measurement, Inc, Concord, CA, USA) procedure.  Participants were 

asked to stand on the centre of scales, without support and with their weight distributed 

evenly on both feet.  Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by Quetelet’s index (weight in 

kg/height2 in m).  

Body Mass Index Z-Score (BMI Z-Score) was input into LMSgrowth software (Harlow 

Healthcare, South Shields, UK).  The software calculates the BMI Z-Score and BMI Centile, from 

height and body mass inputs, based on reference data from the United Kingdom 1990 (UK90) 

data set (Cole et al., 1995). 

 

7.3.2.4 Foot Models 

A single maker set was created as an amalgamation of three foot model’s marker sets (Table 

7.1): OFM (Stebbins et al., 2006), 3DFoot (Leardini et al., 2007) and Kinfoot (MacWilliams et al., 

2003).  Previously, this method has been used to compare kinematic results of five whole body 

models (Ferrari et al., 2008) and benefits from reducing individual variability between trials 

and sessions.  Twenty eight markers (9 mm), mounted on rigid bases, were attached to each 

participant’s right shank and foot.  Where anatomical landmarks, used to define each marker 

placement, were in closer proximity (<40mm) a compromise was met.  This was only necessary 

for the markers on the second metatarsal head (3DFoot), between the second and third head 

(OFM) and third metatarsal (Kinfoot).  The middle position between the second and third 

metatarsal heads was chosen to represent a compromise between the foot models.  Forefoot 

kinematics of 3DFoot and Kinfoot was compared to previous findings with this offset in mind. 
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Table 7.1.  Amalgamated marker set from three foot models; OFM, 3DFoot and Kinfoot 

Segment 

 

Marker 

number 

Foot model 

  OFM 3DFoot Kinfoot 

Shank  1 Femoral condyle  Medial tibial condyle 

 2   Lateral tibial condyle 

 3 Tibial tuberosity Tibial tuberosity  

 4 Head of fibular Head of fibular  

 5 Lateral malleolus Lateral malleolus Lateral malleolus 

 6 Medial malleolus Medial malleolus Medial malleolus 

 7 Anterior aspect of the shin   

 8   Anterior tibia 

Hindfoot 9 Posterior distal heel   

 10 Posterior medial heel   

 11 Posterior calcaneus Posterior calcaneus Calcaneal tuberosity 

 12 Lateral calcaneus Peroneal tubercle Anterior tubercle calcaneus 

 13 Sustentaculum tali Sustentaculum tali Medial calcaneus 

Talus 14   Lateral malleolus 

 15   Medial malleolus 

    Ankle joint centre (virtual) 

    Second metatarsal centre (virtual) 

Midfoot 16  Navicular tuberosity   

 17  Base of second metatarsal  

 18  Base of fifth metatarsal  

Cuboid     Calcaneus centre (virtual) 

    Third metatarsal centre (virtual) 

    Fifth metatarsal centre (virtual) 

Forefoot  19 Base of first metatarsal Base of first metatarsal Base of first metatarsal (medial) 

 20  Base of second metatarsal Base of third metatarsal (Medial + 

lateral) 

 21 Base of fifth metatarsal Base of fifth metatarsal Base of fifth metatarsal (lateral) 

 22 Head of first metatarsal Head of first metatarsal Head of first metatarsal (medial) 

 23 Between second and third metatarsal heads Head of second metatarsal Head of third metatarsal (Medial + 

lateral) 

 24 Head of fifth metatarsal Head of fifth metatarsal Head of fifth metatarsal (lateral) 

Hallux 25 Base of hallux Proximal phalanx of hallux  

 26   Origin of hallux triad on hallux nail 

 27   Anterior of hallux triad 

 28   Posterior of hallux triad 

Toes  29   Origin of triad, hallux nail (medial) 

 30   Head of first metatarsal (medial) 

  31   Third metatarsal head (medial + 

lateral) 

 32   Fifth metatarsal head (lateral) 

 33   Third phalange nail (medial + 

lateral) 

 34   Fifth phalange nail (lateral) 
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The segments, bones and joints represented by the three foot models used in this study are 

described in Table 7.2.  The OFM model, described by Stebbins et al., (2006) used 17 markers 

of which three were removed following the static calibration trial (posterior med heel, medial 

malleolus and head of first metatarsal).  A four segment model was constructed for calculation 

of segmental kinematics shown in Figure 7.2.  All segments were represented by three or four 

markers except the hallux which defined motion about the z-axis (flexion/extension) only.  For 

compatibility with PiG lower limb model the OFM bases the longitudinal axis of the shank on 

the knee joint centre. 

 

Table 7.2.  Description of the three foot model’s defined segments, the bones which the segments represent and 

the anatomical joint about which the bones articulate.         

Model Segments Bones Joint 

OFM & 3DFoot Shank & Hindfoot Tibia/fibula & Calcaneus Ankle 

Kinfoot Shank & Hindfoot Tibia/fibula & Calcaneus Talocrural 

Kinfoot Shank & Hindfoot Tibia/fibula & Talus/Navicular/Cuneiform Subtalar 

    

3DFoot Hindfoot & Midfoot Calcaneus & Navicular/Cuboid/Cuneiform Chopart 

Kinfoot Hindfoot & Midfoot Calcaneus & Cuboid Calcaneocuboid 

    

OFM Hindfoot & Forefoot Calcaneus & first – fifth Metatarsals  Midfoot 

    

Kinfoot Midfoot & Lateral forefoot Cuboid & third - fifth Metatarsals Lateral Tarsometatarsal (TM) 

Kinfoot Midfoot & Medial forefoot Talus/Navicular/Cuneiform & first
 
– third 

Metatarsals 

Medial Tarsometatarsal (TM) 

    

3DFoot Midfoot & Forefoot Navicular/Cuboid/Cuneiform & first – fifth 

Metatarsals 

Lisfranc 

    

Kinfoot Lateral Forefoot & Lateral 

toes 

third - fifth Metatarsals & third – fifth distal 

Phalanges 

Lateral Metatarsophalangeal (MP) 

Kinfoot Medial Forefoot & Medial 

toes 

first
 
– third Metatarsals & first – third distal 

Phalanges 

Medial Metatarsophalangeal (MP) 

    

OFM & 3DFoot Forefoot & Hallux first – fifth Metatarsals & proximal Phalanx 

of Hallux 

Hallux Metatarsal 

Kinfoot Forefoot & Hallux first
 
– third Metatarsals & distal Phalanx of 

Hallux  

Hallux Metatarsal 
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The 3DFoot model, described by Leardini et al., (2007) used 14 markers five of which were on 

the shank, three virtual markers were calculated using physical marker mid-points or a 

calibration procedure.  Two markers were designated as defining two landmarks; the base of 

the second metatarsal with the middle cuneiform and the base of the fifth metatarsal with the 

tuberosity of the cuboid.  A five segment model is constructed for calculation of segmental 

kinematics shown in Figure 7.2. All segments were represented by three or four markers 

except the hallux which defined motion about the z-axis and y-axis (flexion/extension and 

abduction/adduction) but not the x-axis (eversion/inversion).  The 3DFoot model allows 

dynamic joint angles to be normalised to static standing angles which reduces variability in 

marker placement.   

The Kinfoot model, described by MacWilliams et al., (2003) constructs the foot in nine 

segments (shown in Figure 7.2) with the use of 19 markers, three of which lie on the shank and 

includes a marker triad on the hallux.  The toes and forefoot segments are represented by 

markers on the first, third and fifth metatarsal heads and bases as well as the phalanges.  The 

talus/navicular/cuneiform segment is represented by the medio/lateral axis through the 

medial and lateral malleolus markers and the vertical axis aligned with the ankle joint centre.  

The talar head virtual marker is in alignment with the second metatarsal centre and an offset 

based on the second metatarsal length.  The cuboid is represented by the anterior/posterior 

axis through the posterior calcaneus marker and the fourth metatarsal joint centre and the 

medial/lateral axis through the third and fifth metatarsal bases.  Therefore the hindfoot of the 

Kinfoot model is defined as a combination of three segments; the talus/navicular/cuneiform, 

the calcaneus and the cuboid.  Motion of the talus/navicular/cuneiform motion with respect to 

the tibia/fibula represents the talocrural joint axis, motion of the calcaneus with respect to the 

talus/navicular/cuneiform represents the subtalar joint axis and motion of the calcaneus with 

respect to the cuboid represents the calcaneocuboid axis.  

 

Figure 7.1. Segments of the OFM, 3DFoot model and Kinfoot (from left to right). 
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7.3.3  Procedure 

Children were asked to ambulate barefoot at self-selected walking speed for a minimum of 

three steps before entering and three steps upon exiting the capture volume (7.5m walkway 

length).  This gave the children enough time to accelerate up to normal walking speed and 

decelerate after the force plates.  To avoid artificially increasing effect size and violating 

assumptions of independence only right limb kinematic and kinetic variables were extracted 

for analyses (Menz, 2005).  Six gait cycles were captured from heel-strike to heel-strike of the 

right limb. Between-session reliability could be improved with a higher number of trials 

captured for each participant (Monaghan et al., (2007).  However, in order to achieve 6 ‘clean’ 

(i.e. participants hit the force plates, did not appear to aim, walked in a straight line, all 

markers stayed attached) it was necessary to record approximately 30 trials.  After 

approximately 30 trials testing was concluded to prevent participant fatigue. 

A test retest interval of four weeks was implemented and 14 participants returned within the 

timeframe.  An ideal interval between test-retest protocols required consideration of practical 

and methodological issues. The interval should be long enough that skin marks from marker 

attachment or assessor memory of anthropometric measurement will not artificially improve 

between-session reliability.  However, the interval should be short enough that actual changes 

(i.e. growth, weight gain) do not artificially reduce between-session reliability (McGinley et al., 

2009).  Three participants were unable to return until more than four weeks after their first 

testing session and were excluded from the analysis. 

 

7.3.4  Data Analysis 

3D marker trajectories were reconstructed using reconstruction parameters in Vicon software 

to ensure markers were visible during one whole gait cycle.  Pilot testing of the reconstruction 

parameters, that led to the best set-up for marker visibility, set predictor radius at 20mm, 

acceleration 50m·s-2, noise factor of 2, intersection limit of 6  and  a residual factor of 0.5.  

Trajectories were gap filled to a maximum of 5 frames using a cubic-spline technique.  Only 

trials where subsequent trajectories were visible over the whole gait cycle were used for 

analysis.  Each trial was copied to make three identical trials for processing according to each 

model’s protocol.  Following the reconstruction of marker trajectories using the parameters 

described above the raw trajectories were filtered using the Woltring filter routine available in 
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the Vicon software.  A recommended mean square error (MSE) value for filtering of gait data is 

20 (Vicon Manual, 2010). 

Perry (1992) described the phases of the gait cycle according to reciprocal foot contact with 

the ground.  Gait events were determined by onset and conclusion of vertical force by the right 

foot on the force plates. Vertical ground reaction force above a threshold of 20N was used to 

indentify initial contact of the right foot, the next frame under 20N was determined as right 

foot off.  Contact with a second force plate above the 20N threshold determined the next right 

initial contact and the end of the gait cycle.  Ipsilateral Initial contact (IIC) and ipsilateral toe-off 

(ITO) determined the stance and swing phases of the gait cycle in which peak maximum and 

minimum values were extracted.  

In order to analyse between-session reliability of the three foot models; (1) specific events; 

and, (2) peaks were chosen.  To the author’s knowledge, the foot has not been examined using 

kinematic models to examine differences between obese and non-obese individuals.  

However, studies have used other measures of dynamic and static assessments of foot 

structure between obese and non-obese children finding differences in; the medial 

longitudinal arch (Riddiford-Harland et al., 2000; Villarroya et al., 2007), calcaneal inclination 

angle/heel valgus (Pfeiffer et al., 2006; Villarroya et al., 2009), navicular height (Morrison et al., 

2007), hallux (Mickle et al., 2006) and lateral metatarsal heads (Dowling et al., 2004).  

Particularly relevant is the finding of flat feet in obese children (Riddiford-Harland 2000; 

Dowling et al., 2001) indicative of a pronated foot structure.  This would infer excessive 

position (and potentially motion) of the hindfoot and midfoot foot segments during gait.  

However, differences in foot segment position and motion over the gait cycle have not been 

assessed.  Therefore, 3D kinematic values of each foot models segments will be reported at 

gait cycle events (initial contact and toe off) and peaks during the stance and swing phase.  The 

total number of variables extracted over the gait cycle was: 42 for OFM (seven segmental 

angles extracted at four peaks and two gait cycle events); 66 for 3DFoot (11 segmental angles 

extracted at four peaks and two gait cycle events); and 144 for Kinfoot (24 segmental angles 

extracted at four peaks and two gait events).  
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7.3.5  Statistical Analysis 

7.3.5.1 Normality and Homogeneity 

In order to carry out the parametric tests of Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) the 

normality and homoscedasticity of each variable from the sample must be tested.  Shapiro-

Wilk tests compared the distribution of the variables in this study to a normal distribution with 

the same mean and standard deviation.  If the test is non-significant (p>.05) the distribution is 

not significantly different from a normal distribution.  The Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to 

age, spatiotemporal and anthropometric data.  However, the Shapiro-Wilk test are limited 

with large sample sizes (n>100) because it is easy to deviate from normality or homogeneity. 

Therefore, significance testing does not necessarily indicate bias in the data (Field, 2009).   

In order to check the assumptions of random error and homoscedasticity of the models plots 

of the standardised predicted values of kinematic values against the standardised residuals 

were produced.  If the regression models fit the sample data well all data points fall on the 

regression line and the residuals would be zero (Field, 2009).  A histogram of the regression 

standardised residuals should appear as a normal distribution (bell-shaped curve).   

Furthermore the normal probability plot shows deviations from normality by plotting the 

observed residuals against a straight line (representing a normal distribution).  All checks on 

the assumptions of the regression model were compared with published plots in Field (2009).  

An example of the plots is in Appendix IV. 

 

7.3.5.2 Foot Models Between-Session Reliability 

Between-session reliability was determined by error calculations of joint angles at selected 

points of the gait cycle.  Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) are considered the ‘gold 

standard for assessment of the reliability of numerical parameters (Fleiss, 1986). Therefore ICC 

(3,k) were calculated for all variables which is appropriate for within-rater, between-session 

reliability (Shrout  & Fleiss, 1979) and the confidence interval (CI) of the ICC, using one-way 

analysis of variance (Rankin & Stokes, 1998).  All individual trials from session one and session 

two, rather than subject means, were used to calculate ICCs.  This reduces the ICC value 

because within-subject variability is included in correlation.  However, data in the main study 

(chapter 8) will be analysed based on all individual gait cycles rather than subject means.  

Therefore, it is appropriate to express between-session reliability and expected error in this 

study according to all individual trials.    
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(1) 

Where BMS is the between-subjects variance, EMS is the Error or residual mean square 

variance and k is the number of measurements (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).  To interpret ICCs the 

scale of Katz et al., (1992) was used; ICC-values > 0.80 represent very high, 0.60–0.79 

moderately high, 0.40–0.59 moderate and < 0.40 low reliability.  In order to report the mean of 

multiple ICCs it is necessary to transform the r value by Fisher r-to-z transformation, take the 

average, and transform this back to an ICC value (r).  This transformation means that the 

variance of z is approximately constant for all correlation coefficient (r) values. Without the 

Fisher transformation, the variance of r grows smaller as r gets closer to 1 (Field, 2009). Bland 

and Altman 95% limits of agreement were considered as an alternative measure of reliability 

as they indicate a range of error (Bland & Altman, 1986).  However, a sample set of 50 is 

required otherwise limits of agreement can be very wide (Rankin & Stokes, 1998).  Where 

variables violated assumptions of normality a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was 

calculated to determine the between-session reliability of repeated measures.  

Expressing between-session reliability of gait data in terms of a coefficient by itself makes 

comparison difficult because the units are hard to interpret (McGinley et al., 2009).  Therefore, 

absolute measures of error were calculated based on the ICC and pooled standard deviation.  

This gives units in degrees which can be interpreted as the expected amount of intrinsic and 

extrinsic error in repeated sessions.  The equation for calculating SEM: 

 
(10) 

Where Sx is the pooled standard deviation (⁰) and rxx refers to intraclass correlation coefficient 

(ICC 3,k) (Portney & Watkins, 2009).     

 

7.3.5.3 Foot Models Differences Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offset and Normalisation 

to Static Angles 

The OFM is affected by the thigh marker rotation offset protocol because the shank segment is 

based on the knee joint centre which can be altered by thigh marker position.  The 3DFoot 
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model protocol has to option to normalise joint angles to a standing position.  This reduces 

error from marker placement, but may also remove actual within-session differences. To 

assess whether the thigh marker offset protocol significantly altered OFM joint angles and 

moments at initial contact and toe off paired-means t tests were performed on individual’s 

data.  Following the normalisation to standing procedure of 3DFoot, joint angles were also 

compared before and after by paired-means t tests.  For both foot model tests significance was 

set to p<0.05.  Between-session reliability (ICC and SEM) of both OFM and 3DFoot was tested 

and compared before and after thigh marker rotation offset and normalisation to static angles.   

 

7.4  Results 

7.4.1 Normality and Homogeneity 

Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, presented in Table 7.3,  showed that age, knee width, ankle 

width and cadence were not normally distributed (P<0.05), but all other variables were 

normally distributed.  Parametric ICC test for between-session reliability was conducted on all 

normally distributed variables.  Spearman’s rank correlation was implemented to test 

between-session reliability of non-parametric variables. Wilcoxon non-parametric test was 

used to test for significantly different outputs between the sessions. No parametric tests were 

conducted on age.  A visual examination of the plots (an example is shown in Appendix IV) for 

each lower limb output indicated that all variables were normally distributed and therefore ICC 

parametric tests for between-session reliability could be undertaken.  

Table 7.3 Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality on age, spatiotemporal and 
anthropometric variables.  Significance p<0.5 

 Statistic df Sig. 

Age (years) .830 27   .012* 
Height (cm)  .975 27 .939 
Body mass (kg) .889 27 .079 
BMI (kg/m

2
) .909 27 .154 

BMI Z-Score .959 27 .702 
Leg length (cm) .953 27 .239 
Knee width (cm) .912 27   .022* 
Ankle width (cm) .912 27   .023* 
Cadence (steps/min) .901 27   .017* 
Stance phase (% of gait cycle) .967 27 .545 
Step length (m) .976 27 .785 
Step width (m) .931 27 .082 
Walking  speed  (m·s-1) .951 27 .249 
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7.4.2 Anthropometrics  

Eight boys and six girls took part in the test-retest protocol with a mean duration between 

repeated sessions of 21.57 ± 5.56days.  The mean age of the participants was 8.50 ± 2.79 

years. Based on BMI Z-Scores (UK90) for each child on each session, one was classified as 

obese, five as overweight, 16 as ideal weight, five as underweight and one as very 

underweight.  Two participants changed classification between sessions; one girl from 

overweight to obese, BMI Z-Score change of 2.24 to 2.38 (obese Z-Score cutoff 2.25), and one 

girl from underweight to very underweight, BMI Z-Score change of -1.91 to -2.11 (very 

underweight BMI Z-Score cutoff -2.0).   

 

7.4.3  Aim 1: Comparison of Foot Models 

This section will highlight the major differences in patterns of motion of each foot model and 

refer differences back to the foot model’s segment definition of the anatomy it represents.  An 

important difference between the foot models is the definition of planar motion with 

reference to positive and negative angular displacements.  All foot models define dorsiflexion 

as positive and plantarflexion as negative.  However, frontal plane motion is described by 

3DFoot and OFM as inversion (supination described by OFM forefoot) being positive and 

eversion (pronation described by OFM forefoot) negative, but Kinfoot describes eversion as 

positive and inversion and negative.  In the transverse plane 3Dfoot and Kinfoot describe 

external rotation (abduction described by 3DFoot) as positive and internal rotation (adduction 

described by 3DFoot) as negative, but the OFM describes external rotation (adduction 

described by OFM forefoot) as negative and internal rotation (abduction described by OFM 

forefoot) as positive.  These descriptions of positive and negative motion in the cardinal planes 

are described in Table 7.4.  This should be considered when comparing the waveforms from 

each foot model in Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12a and 5.12b.  The consensus of motion and 

position between the three foot models will be described and compared by assessments of 

kinematic waveforms (Rankine et al., 2008).   
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Table 7.4. descriptions of positive and negative foot joint motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes 

 Sagittal Plane Frontal Plane Transverse Plane 

 Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative 
Foot Model       
3DFoot Dorsiflexion Plantarflexion Eversion Inversion Abduction Adduction 
OFM Dorsiflexion Plantarflexion Supination/ 

Inversion 
Pronation/ 
Eversion 

External rotation/ 
Adduction 

Internal rotation/ 
Abduction 

Kinfoot Dorsiflexion Plantarflexion Inversion Eversion Internal rotation External rotation 

 

 

7.4.3.1  Comparison of Hindfoot Motion between Three Foot Models 

At the hindfoot all three foot models demonstrated a plantarflexion peak following initial 

contact followed by dorsiflexion motion peaking at contralateral toe-off.  The OFM is the only 

model that reached dorsiflexion during the stance phase.  During the swing phase the hindfoot 

segments of each foot model demonstrated peak plantarflexion at toe-off then dorsiflexion in 

early and plantarflexion in late stance.  At initial contact the hindfoot in the frontal plane was 

in a neutral position in OFM and 3DFoot but an everted position for Kinfoot.  All three foot 

models (Kinfoot subtalar joint) demonstrated eversion through the stance phase followed by 

peak inversion around toe-off and inversion through the swing phase.  The OFM hindfoot 

segment presented greater range of motion than 3DFoot and Kinfoot in the transverse plane.  

The OFM’s hindfoot and Kinfoot’s ankle joint demonstrated peak external rotation after initial 

contact followed by peak internal rotation around toe-off.  The 3DFoot demonstrated 

abduction (internal rotation) through the stance phase and a smaller abduction peak around 

toe-off.  During the swing phase OFM’s hindfoot demonstrated external and internal rotation 

peaks, 3DFoot’s hindfoot and Kinfoot’s ankle joint were internally rotated.  Kinfoot’s 

representation of the subtalar joint demonstrated opposing joint waveforms to the ankle 

(talocrural) joint with more dorsiflexion, eversion and external rotation during the gait cycle. 

 

7.4.3.2  Comparison of Midfoot Motion between Three Foot Models 

 The 3DFoot model presents the midfoot, consisting of all the midtarsal bones (cuboid, 

navicular and cuneiforms) comprising the Chopart joint rotating about the calcaneus (Leardini 

et al., 2007a).  However, Kinfoot models the calcaneocuboid joint distinctly from the medial 

midtarsal bones thus dividing the midfoot into medial and lateral segments.  Both 3Dfoot and 

Kinfoot demonstrated dorsiflexion through the stance phase.  However, Kinfoot showed peak 

dorsiflexion only after toe-off while 3DFoot showed peak dorsiflexion and plantarflexion at the 
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beginning of the swing phase.  The frontal plane motions of both models presented inversion 

which peaks at toe-off and reduces in the swing phase.  However, in the transverse plane 

motion of the models were opposite, 3DFoot presented adduction (internal rotation) and 

Kinfoot external rotation.  

 

7.4.3.3  Comparison of Forefoot Motion between Three Foot Models 

The angular waveform of all three forefoot segments (Kinfoot’s medial forefoot) demonstrated 

a neutral position at initial contact followed by flexion through the stance phase to a 

dorsiflexion peak prior to toe off and plantarflexion peak following toe off.  The forefoot 

segments of OFM and 3DFoot were inverted (described as supination in OFM) through the 

gate cycle but Kinfoot was everted.  At toe-off OFM’s and Kinfoot forefoot segments showed 

peak supination (inversion for Kinfoot), but 3DFoot remained inverted (no peak).  In the 

transverse plane OFM and Kinfoot were externally rotated, but 3DFoot internally rotated 

(adducted).  All three foot models demonstrated peak adduction (internal rotation for Kinfoot) 

around toe-off.  The lateral forefoot on the Kinfoot model was in extension, inverted and 

internally rotated and peaks in extension, eversion and external rotation after toe-off. 

 

7.4.3.4  Comparison of Hallux and Toe Motion between Three Foot Models 

Motion of all three foot models’ hallux segment showed a reduction in dorsiflexion after initial 

contact followed by peak dorsiflexion at toe-off.  Kinfoot’s hallux frontal plane motion was 

from inversion in the stance phase to peak eversion at toe-off.  Both 3DFoot and Kinfoot hallux 

demonstrated external rotation (abduction) throughout the stance phase.  Kinfoot’s hallux 

increased external rotation through the swing phase while 3DFoot remains the same. 

In the sagittal plane both medial and lateral toes demonstrated flexion at initial contact 

followed by neutral in the stance phase and peak flexion at toe-off.  The medial toes were 

more inverted and the lateral toes were everted through the gait cycle.  Kinfoot’s medial and 

lateral toes exhibited opposing motion in the transverse plane from external and internal 

rotation respectively with peak external rotation and internal rotation occurred at toe-off 
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7.4.4  Aim 2: Between-Session Reliability of Foot Models 

7.4.4.1  Within-Subject and Between-Session Variance of Foot Models 

 

Figure 7.2. Mean within-subject, between-subject, between-session standard deviations of foot models examined.  

(1) The Oxford foot model, (2) 3DFoot, (3), (4) and (5) Kinfoot 
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Figure 7.2 presents an overview of variability for each foot model tested in this paediatric 

population. Mean within-subject SD were lowest for 3DFoot (3.42⁰ ± 2.11⁰) and highest for 

OFM (3.82⁰ ± 1.37⁰) with Kinfoot SD at (3.54⁰ ± 1.11⁰).  Mean within-subject SD were higher 

than between-subject for all foot models; 3DFoot presented lowest mean between-subject SD 

(5.87⁰ ± 2.74⁰), followed by Kinfoot (6.51⁰ ± 1.99⁰) and OFM (7.43⁰ ± 4.17⁰).  Between-session 

SD were lower than between-subject and higher than within-subject; 3DFoot demonstrated 

lowest mean SD (4.80⁰ ± 2.55⁰) then Kinfoot (4.85⁰ ± 1.44⁰) and OFM (5.53⁰ ± 2.67⁰). 

 

7.4.4.2  Between-Session Reliability of OFM 

Between-session ICC and SEM values for reliability assessment of OFM are presented in Table 

7.5. Overall OFM demonstrated moderate ICCs 0.55 (95%CI 0.16 to 0.77) and reasonable SEM 

values of 4.61⁰± 2.86⁰.  The OFM demonstrated moderate ICCs at the hindfoot (ICC 0.58 95%CI 

0.22 to 0.79) and forefoot (ICC 0.55 95%CI 0.20 to 0.78), but low ICCs at the hallux segment 

(ICC 0.35 95%CI -0.15 to 0.63).  The forefoot (mean SEM 3.55⁰ ± 1.00⁰) and hindfoot (mean 

SEM 4.70⁰ ± 2.56⁰) demonstrated reasonable SEM values, but the hallux demonstrated 

unacceptable SEM values (mean SEM 7.52⁰ ± 5.23⁰).  Across all OFM segments, ICCs were 

moderately high in the transverse plane (ICC 0.65 95%CI 0.15 to 0.76), and moderate in the 

sagittal (ICC 0.50 95%CI 0.09 to 0.74) and frontal planes (ICC 0.51 95%CI 0.10 to 0.70).  Errors 

were reasonable in the frontal plane (mean SEM 3.07⁰ ± 1.09⁰), but unacceptable in the 

sagittal (mean SEM 5.00⁰ ± 3.45⁰) and transverse planes (mean SEM 5.56⁰ ± 2.57⁰).     

Moderate ICCs were found across gait events (ICC 0.53 95%CI 0.15 to 0.77), peak minimal (ICC 

0.55 95%CI 0.15 to 0.76) and peak maximal values (ICC 0.57 95%CI 0.18 to 0.77).  The OFM 

presented reasonable SEM values at peak minimal values (mean SEM 3.38⁰ ± 1.74⁰), but 

unacceptable SEM values at peak maximal values (mean SEM 5.41⁰ ± 3.51⁰) and values at 

events (mean SEM 5.03⁰ ± 2.83⁰).  

The hindfoot showed moderately high between-session reliability (ICCs) in the transverse 

plane (ICC 0.75 95%CI 0.50 to 0.87) and moderate ICCs in the sagittal (ICC 0.51 95%CI 0.13 to 

0.76) and frontal planes (ICC 0.43 95%CI -0.01 to 0.69).  Mean SEM values were reasonable in 

the frontal (mean SEM 2.86⁰ ± 0.49⁰) and sagittal planes (mean SEM 3.31⁰ ± 0.49⁰), but 

unacceptable in the transverse plane (mean SEM 7.93⁰ ± 1.36⁰).   

The forefoot demonstrated moderate between-session reliability (ICCs) in all planes, highest in 

the sagittal plane (ICC 0.62 95%CI 0.27 to 0.81), frontal (ICC 0.58 95%CI 0.20 to 0.78) and 
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transverse plane (ICC 0.52 95%CI 0.12 to 0.75).  Mean error values for repeated joint angles 

were lowest in the transverse plane (mean SEM 3.18⁰ ± 0.51⁰) then frontal (mean SEM 3.29⁰ ± 

1.49⁰) and sagittal (mean SEM 4.16⁰ ± 0.49⁰), all were reasonable. 

The hallux segment demonstrated low ICC value of 0.35 (95%CI -0.15 to 0.64) and an 

unacceptable SEM value of 7.52⁰ ± 5.23⁰. 

 

 

Figure 7.3. Mean ± SD of OFM test-retest.  Session 1 black line, session 2 dash line 

 

 

In summary, of the 42 OFM variables extracted over the gait cycle six (14.3%) demonstrated 

low reliability, 14 (33.3%) demonstrated moderate reliability, 13 (31.0%) demonstrated 

moderately high reliability and nine (21.4%) demonstrated very high reliability.  The six OFM 

variables that demonstrated low reliability (number of variables at points of the gait cycle in 

brackets):  
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 Hindfoot sagittal plane stance phase peak minimal value (1) 

 Hindfoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak minimal value 

(2) 

 Hallux sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, ipsilateral toe-off, swing phase 

peak minimal and maximal values (4) 

Of the 42 OFM variables extracted over the gait cycle 11 (26.2%) of the variables demonstrated 

unacceptable SEM values, 29 (69.0%) demonstrated reasonable SEM and two (6.8%) 

demonstrated acceptable SEM values. The 11 OFM variables to demonstrate unacceptable 

SEM (number of variables at points of the gait cycle in brackets): 

 Hindfoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 All six hindfoot transverse plane values (6) 

 Forefoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Hallux values at ipsilateral initial contact, stance and swing phase peak maximal value 

(3)  

 

Table 7.5.  ICC (95% confidence interval) and SEM of OFM angular outputs at gait cycle events and peaks  

OFM  Gait Cycle      

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

HF-TIB (ICC) 
          (SEM) 

sag 0.46 (0.06 to 0.73)  
5.00 

0.38 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
1.79 

0.67 (0.36 to 0.84)  
2.99 

0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
2.92 

0.41 (-0.02 to 0.69)  
3.07 

0.64 (0.31 to 0.82)  
4.09 

HF-TIB fro 0.62 (0.28 to 0.82)  
2.18 

0.47 (0.04 to 0.72)  
2.92 

0.51 (0.10 to 0.74)  
2.46 

0.14 (-0.29 to 0.52)  
3.18 

0.35 (-0.14 to 0.64)  
2.83 

0.43 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
3.56 

HF-TIB tra 0.75 (0.48 to 0.89)  
9.77 

0.68 (0.37 to 0.84)  
7.74 

0.76 (0.50 to 0.88)  
6.90 

0.8 (0.58 to 0.91)  
8.81 

0.83 (0.64 to 0.92)  
6.00 

0.69 (0.38 to 0.84)  
8.38 

FF-HF sag 0.65 (0.32 to 0.84)  
4.42 

0.54 (0.14 to 0.76)  
4.13 

0.68 (0.37 to 0.83)  
3.35 

0.54 (0.17 to 0.78)  
4.24 

0.65 (0.31 to 0.81)  
4.12 

0.65 (0.32 to 0.82)  
4.72 

FF-HF fro 0.46 (0.05 to 0.73)  
5.18 

0.57 (0.18 to 0.77)  
3.12 

0.62 (0.26 to 0.79)  
2.80 

0.61 (0.26 to 0.82)  
3.82 

0.60 (0.23 to 0.78)  
2.75 

0.61 (0.24 to 0.79)  
4.06 

FF-HF tra 0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
3.66 

0.70 (0.41 to 0.84)  
2.32 

0.51 (0.08 to 0.73)  
3.36 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
2.99 

0.54 (0.13 to 0.75)  
3.09 

0.41 (-0.08 to 0.67)  
3.68 

HAL sag 0.29 (-0.14 to 0.63)  
11.25 

0.45 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
2.39 

0.40 (-0.13 to 0.65)  
11.77 

0.34 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
3.05 

0.32 (-0.25 to 0.61)  
2.99 

0.29 (-0.29 to 0.59)  
13.67 

  

 

7.4.4.3 OFM Joint Angle Differences Following Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

Changing the position of the knee joint centre has the effect of altering the shank segment to 

which foot segmental motion of the OFM is compared.  Therefore, a comparison before and 

after thigh marker rotation offset is made.  Table 7.6 shows the mean joint angles at the 

beginning and end of the stance phase. 
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The hindfoot was significantly more flexed, less adducted and significantly less internally 

rotated following thigh marker rotation offset.   

All forefoot joint angle changes following thigh marker rotation offset were significant. The 

forefoot was more plantarflexed, less abducted and more internally rotated after thigh marker 

rotation offset.   

Hallux motion was more flexed. 

 

Table 7.6.  Mean ± SD of OFM angular output at initial contact and toe-off 
before and after thigh marker rotation output.  Significance * = p<.05, ** = 
p<.01, *** = p<.001 

  Average joint angle 

Pre- and post-
offset Difference 

  Pre-offset Post-offset 

Segment Plane IIC IIC 

HF-TIB sag -7.02 ± 6.79 21.20 ± 7.19 -28.23 ± 8.18*** 
HF-TIB fro -1.04 ± 3.52 1.28 ± 10.79 -2.32 ± 9.80 
HF-TIB tra 17.55 ± 19.4 17.17 ± 16.01 0.38 ± 11.58 
FF-HF sag 1.39 ± 7.47 -22.61 ± 4.11 24.00 ± 5.94*** 
FF-HF fro 7.15 ± 7.02 9.75 ± 7.76 -2.60 ± 5.31*** 
FF-HF tra -10.31 ± 4.95 -8.15 ± 4.54 -2.17 ± 2.91*** 
HAL sag 61.72 ± 13.33 62.19 ± 13.54 -0.47 ± 17.90 

     
  ITO ITO  

HF-TIB sag -10.94 ± 4.00 14.8 ± 6.21 -25.74 ± 5.88*** 
HF-TIB fro 4.21 ± 3.43 -0.24 ± 5.64 4.45 ± 5.73*** 
HF-TIB tra 0.04 ± 19.71 0.63 ± 16.10 -0.59 ± 8.61 
FF-HF sag -3.20 ± 6.28 -26.85 ± 6.21 23.65 ± 6.23*** 
FF-HF fro 7.01 ± 6.12 10.84 ± 5.53 -3.83 ± 5.04*** 
FF-HF tra -5.92 ± 4.19 -2.94 ± 4.29 -2.97 ± 2.45*** 
HAL sag 17.29 ± 3.75 17.58 ± 3.95 -0.30 ± 6.23 

 

 

7.4.4.4  Between-Session Reliability of OFM after Thigh Marker Rotation Offset 

The effect of correcting thigh marker misplacement by accounting for excessive frontal plane 

motion at the knee will affect the angular outputs from OFM because the orientation of the 

shank segment is based on the PiG knee joint centre.  Between-session reliability and error of 

the OFM after thigh rotation offset is presented in Table 7.7.  Between-session reliability of the 

OFM following thigh marker rotation marker correction was examined and compared to 

between-session reliability before the offset was applied.  Overall ICC values slightly increased 

to 0.56 (95%CI 0.18 to 0.78 after offset) and mean SEM values reduced to 4.56⁰ ± 2.49⁰ after 

the offset.  Hindfoot (ICC 0.62 95%CI 0.28 to 0.82 after offset) and hallux ICCs increased (ICC 

0.39 95%CI -0.09 to 0.66 after offset), but forefoot ICCs decreased (ICC 0.55 95%CI 0.18 to 0.77 
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after offset) following thigh marker rotation offset.  Hindfoot SEM increased (mean SEM 5.04⁰ 

± 1.60⁰ after offset), but forefoot (mean SEM 3.49⁰ ± 1.00⁰ after offset) and hallux SEM values 

reduced. Lower ICCs were found in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.46 95%CI 0.03 to 0.72 after offset), 

but higher ICCs were found in the transverse (ICC 0.70 95%CI 0.40 to 0.85 after offset) and 

frontal planes (ICC 0.54 95%CI 0.18 to 0.77 after offset).  Mean SEM values reduced in the 

sagittal (mean SEM 4.88⁰ ± 3.18⁰ after offset) and transverse planes (mean SEM 4.70⁰ ± 2.20⁰ 

after offset), but increased in the frontal plane (mean SEM 4.38⁰ ± 1.09⁰ after offset).  

Between-session reliability (ICCs) reduced for values extracted at gait cycle events (ICC 0.49 

95%CI 0.10 to 0.75 after offset), but ICCs increased at peak minimal values (ICC 0.62 95%CI 

0.25 to 0.80 after offset) and peak maximal values (ICC 0.58 95%CI 0.20 to 0.78 after offset).  

Error (SEM) from repeated sessions was increased in the sagittal (mean SEM 5.48⁰ ± 2.48⁰ after 

offset) and frontal planes (mean SEM 3.51⁰ ± 1.05⁰ after offset), but reduced in the transverse 

plane (mean SEM 5.07⁰ ± 2.98⁰ after offset) 

Hindfoot ICCs increased in the transverse (ICC 0.77 95%CI 0.53 to 0.89 after offset) and frontal 

(ICC 0.55 95%CI 0.18 to 0.77 after offset) planes but decreased in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.49 

95%CI 0.09 to 0.75 after offset).  Mean SEM values increased in the sagittal (mean SEM 3.86⁰ ± 

1.20⁰ after offset) and frontal planes (mean SEM 4.61⁰ ± 1.03⁰ after offset), but reduced in the 

transverse plane (5.82⁰ ± 2.69⁰ after offset).   

Higher ICCs were found in the transverse plane (ICC 0.62 95%CI 0.26 to 0.80 after offset), but 

lower ICCs in the sagittal (ICC 0.49 95%CI 0.08 to 0.73 after offset) and frontal plane (ICC 0.54 

95%CI 0.18 to 0.76 after offset).  Error values were reduced in the sagittal (3.55⁰ ± 0.68⁰ after 

offset) and transverse planes (2.74⁰ ± 0.55⁰ after offset) but frontal plane SEM values 

increased (4.15⁰ ± 1.19⁰ after offset).   

At the hallux, sagittal plane ICC were increased to 0.39 (95%CI -0.09 to 0.66) and SEM reduced 

to 7.22⁰ ± 4.47⁰ following thigh marker rotation offset. 
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Figure 7.4. Mean ± SD of OFM test-retest following thigh marker rotation offset.  Session 1 black line, session 2 dash 

line 

 

In summary, following thigh marker rotation offset seven (16.7%) demonstrated low reliability, 

12 (28.6%) demonstrated moderate reliability, 12 (28.6%) demonstrated moderately high 

reliability and 11 (26.2%) demonstrated very high reliability. The six OFM variables that 

demonstrated low reliability following thigh marker rotation offset were (number of variables 

at points of the gait cycle in brackets):  

 Hindfoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Hindfoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral toe-off (1) 

 Forefoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 forefoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Hallux sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, ipsilateral toe-off and swing 

phase peak minimal value (3) 
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Of the 42 OFM variables extracted over the gait cycle, following thigh marker rotation offset, 

12 (28.6%) demonstrated unacceptable SEM values, 30 (71.4%) demonstrated reasonable SEM 

and none demonstrated acceptable SEM values. The 12 OFM variables to demonstrate 

unacceptable SEM (number of variables at points of the gait cycle in brackets): 

 Hindfoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 All six hindfoot transverse plane values (6) 

 Hindfoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Forefoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Hallux values at ipsilateral initial contact, stance and swing phase peak maximal value 

(3) 

 

Table 7.7.  ICC (95% confidence interval) and SEM of OFM at gait events and peaks after thigh marker rotation 
output. 

OFM thigh rotation 
offset 

Gait Cycle      

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

HF-TIB (ICC) 
          (SEM) 

sag 0.26 (-0.17 to 0.61)  
6.20 

0.56 (0.19 to 0.79)  
3.18 

0.56 (0.18 to 0.78)  
3.41 

0.57 (0.21 to 0.80)  
4.07 

0.45 (0.04 to 0.72)  
3.15 

0.5 (0.10 to 0.74)  
3.12 

HF-TIB fro 0.64 (0.30 to 0.83)  
6.50 

0.61 (0.26 to 0.80)  
4.00 

0.63 (0.28 to 0.81)  
4.29 

0.25 (-0.18 to 0.60)  
4.89 

0.68 (0.37 to 0.84)  
3.51 

0.45 (0.00 to 0.70)  
4.49 

HF-TIB tra 0.74 (0.48 to 0.89)  
8.10 

0.8 (0.58 to 0.91)  
5.71 

0.79 (0.56 to 0.90)  
6.07 

0.81 (0.60 to 0.92)  
6.98 

0.82 (0.62 to 0.91)  
5.43 

0.62 (0.27 to 0.81)  
7.64 

FF-HF sag 0.36 (-0.07 to 0.67)  
3.30 

0.49 (0.06 to 0.72)  
3.41 

0.54 (0.13 to 0.75)  
2.76 

0.43 (0.03 to 0.72)  
4.68 

0.60 (0.23 to 0.79)  
4.00 

0.52 (0.10 to 0.74)  
3.16 

FF-HF fro 0.30 (-0.12 to 0.64)  
6.47 

0.75 (0.49 to 0.87)  
3.07 

0.69 (0.38 to 0.83)  
3.59 

0.47 (0.08 to 0.74)  
4.01 

0.42 (-0.07 to 0.67)  
3.65 

0.48 (0.02 to 0.71)  
4.12 

FF-HF tra 0.44 (0.04 to 0.72)  
3.39 

0.68 (0.36 to 0.83)  
2.20 

0.69 (0.39 to 0.84)  
2.33 

0.53 (0.15 to 0.77)  
2.95 

0.74 (0.46 to 0.86)  
2.24 

0.56 (0.15 to 0.76)  
3.31 

HAL sag 0.22 (-0.21 to 0.58)  
11.98 

0.45 (-0.04 to 0.69)  
2.33 

0.45 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
11.59 

0.33 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
3.22 

0.29 (-0.30 to 0.59)  
3.21 

0.56 (0.14 to 0.75)  
11.03 

 

 

7.4.4.5  Between-Session Reliability of 3DFoot 

Between-session ICC and SEM values for reliability assessment of 3DFoot is presented in Table 

7.8. Overall, moderate ICCs were demonstrated by 3DFoot of 0.47 (95%CI 0.15 to 0.64) and 

reasonable SEM value of 3.88⁰ ± 2.18⁰.  The hindfoot (ICC 0.49 95%CI 0.17 to 0.65), midfoot 

(ICC 0.51 95%CI 0.23 to 0.66) and forefoot segments (ICC 0.50 95%CI 0.20 to 0.66) 

demonstrated moderate ICC values, but the hallux demonstrated low ICC values (ICC 0.31 

95%CI -0.07 to 0.57). The hindfoot (mean SEM 3.39⁰ ± 0.85⁰), midfoot (mean SEM 2.94⁰ ± 

0.79⁰) and forefoot segments (mean SEM 2.74⁰ ± 0.86⁰) demonstrated reasonable SEM values, 
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but the hallux revealed unacceptable SEM values (mean SEM 7.72⁰ ± 3.18⁰). Across all 3DFoot 

segments between-session reliability was moderate; highest in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.51 

95%CI 0.22 to 0.66) followed by the frontal (ICC 0.45 95%CI 0.10 to 0.63) and transverse planes 

(ICC 0.45 95%CI 0.12 to 0.63).  Errors from repeated session were all reasonable with highest 

SEM in the sagittal plane (mean SEM 4.83⁰ ± 3.35⁰), then transverse (mean SEM 3.75⁰ ± 0.67⁰) 

and frontal plane (mean SEM 3.16⁰ ± 1.59⁰).  Between-session reliability (ICCs) was moderate 

across gait cycle events (ICC 0.45 95%CI 0.15 to 0.63), peak minimal (ICC 0.50 95%CI 0.19 to 

0.65) and peak maximal values (ICC 0.47 95%CI 0.15 to 0.64).  SEM values were reasonable at 

peak minimal values (mean SEM 3.53⁰ ± 2.31⁰), peak maximal values (mean SEM 3.65⁰ ± 1.47⁰) 

and values at gait events (mean SEM 4.45⁰ ± 3.07⁰). 

For the hindfoot joint ICC values were moderately high in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.60 95%CI 

0.34 to 0.69) and moderate in the frontal (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.06 to 0.62) and transverse planes 

(ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.07 to 0.63).  Mean SEM values were lowest in the transverse plane (2.54⁰ ± 

0.60⁰) then frontal (3.73⁰ ± 0.52⁰) and sagittal (3.83⁰ ± 0.74⁰), all SEM values were reasonable.  

The midfoot showed moderately high ICCs in the transverse (ICC 0.63 95%CI 0.44 to 0.71), 

moderate ICCs in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.55 95%CI 0.29 to 0.68) and low ICCs in the frontal 

plane (ICC 0.34 95%CI -0.06 to 0.58).  Error measures were lowest in the transverse (2.44⁰± 

0.30⁰), followed by frontal (2.60⁰ ± 0.36⁰) and sagittal plane (3.77⁰ ± 0.79⁰), all SEM values 

were reasonable. 

Forefoot ICC were all moderate; highest in the frontal (ICC 0.56 95%CI 0.30 to 0.68) then 

transverse (ICC 0.48 95%CI 0.14 to 0.65) and sagittal planes (ICC 0.47 95%CI 0.14 to 0.64).  

Mean SEM values were lowest for the sagittal plane (2.00⁰ ± 1.03⁰), transverse (3.02⁰ ± 0.41⁰) 

and frontal (3.18⁰ ± 0.30⁰), all SEM values were reasonable  

The 3DFoot’s hallux showed moderate ICC in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.40 95%CI 0.6 to 0.61), 

but low ICCs in the transverse plane (ICC 0.22 95%CI -0.20 to 0.52).  Mean SEM values were 

lower in the transverse plane (5.72⁰ ± 1.38⁰) compared to the sagittal plane (9.71⁰ ± 3.29⁰), 

both SEMs were unacceptable. 
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Figure 7.5. Mean ± SD of 3DFoot test-retest.  Session 1 black line, Session 2 dash line 

 

In summary, of the 66 3DFoot variables extracted over the gait cycle 15 (22.7%) demonstrated 

low reliability, 28 (42.4%) demonstrated moderate reliability, 20 (30.3%) demonstrated 

moderately high reliability and three (4.5%) demonstrated very high reliability. The 15 3Dfoot 

variables that demonstrated low reliability (number of variables at points of the gait cycle in 

brackets):  

 Hindfoot frontal plane stance phase peak maximal value (1) 

 Hindfoot transverse plane stance phase peak minimal value (1) 

 Midfoot frontal plane stance phase peak maximal value, value at ipsilateral toe-off, 

swing phase peak minimal and maximal values (4) 
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 Forefoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Hallux sagittal plane value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak minimal value (2) 

 Hallux transverse plane value at all six values (6) 

Of the 66 3DFoot variables extracted over the gait cycle ten (15.2%) of the variables 

demonstrated unacceptable SEM values, 53 (80.3%) demonstrated reasonable SEM and three 

(4.5%) demonstrated acceptable SEM values. The ten 3DFoot variables to demonstrate 

unacceptable SEM (number of variables at points of the gait cycle in brackets): 

 All six Hallux sagittal plane values (6) 

 Hallux transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance peak maximal and 

minimal values,  value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing peak maximal value (5) 

 

Table 7.8.  ICC (95% confidence intervals) and SEM of 3DFoot at gait events and peaks  

3DFoot  Gait Cycle      

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

S-C  (ICC) 
      (SEM) 

sag 0.81 (0.59 to 0.92)  
2.65 

0.66 (0.34 to 0.84)  
3.63 

0.74 (0.48 to 0.88)  
3.55 

0.74 (0.46 to 0.88)  
4.12 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
4.25 

0.55 (0.17 to 0.78)  
4.80 

S-C fro 0.41 (0.00 to 0.70)  
4.56 

0.65 (0.33 to 0.84)  
3.10 

0.32 (-0.11 to 0.65)  
3.36 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.71)  
4.01 

0.50 (0.11 to 0.76)  
4.00 

0.45 (0.04 to 0.73)  
3.73 

S-C tra 0.42 (0.01 to 0.71)  
3.56 

0.38 (-0.04 to 0.69)  
2.47 

0.54 (0.16 to 0.78)  
2.10 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
2.95 

0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
2.13 

0.47 (0.08 to 0.74)  
2.07 

C-M sag 0.64 (0.31 to 0.83)  
3.10 

0.56 (0.19 to 0.79)  
4.50 

0.77 (0.52 to 0.90)  
3.33 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.8)  
2.82 

0.59 (0.24 to 0.81)  
4.14 

0.64 (0.32 to 0.84)  
4.74 

C-M fro 0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
3.31 

0.51 (0.12 to 0.76)  
2.45 

0.38 (-0.04 to 0.68)  
2.36 

0.24 (-0.19 to 0.59)  
2.40 

0.24 (-0.19 to 0.60)  
2.43 

0.31 (-0.12 to 0.64)  
2.62 

C-M tra 0.66 (0.34 to 0.84)  
2.69 

0.83 (0.64 to 0.93)  
1.93 

0.73 (0.46 to 0.88)  
2.56 

0.65 (0.33 to 0.84)  
2.68 

0.79 (0.57 to 0.91)  
2.25 

0.75 (0.49 to 0.89)  
2.54 

M-M sag 0.23 (-0.20 to 0.59)  
2.79 

0.68 (0.38 to 0.86)  
0.62 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.72)  
2.65 

0.60 (0.24 to 0.81)  
2.33 

0.66 (0.35 to 0.85)  
0.76 

0.46 (0.06 to 0.74)  
2.87 

M-M fro 0.40 (-0.02 to 0.69)  
3.57 

0.82 (0.61 to 0.92)  
2.53 

0.60 (0.25 to 0.81)  
2.40 

0.62 (0.27 to 0.82)  
3.53 

0.68 (0.38 to 0.86)  
3.50 

0.67 (0.36 to 0.85)  
3.56 

M-M tra 0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
2.67 

0.59 (0.23 to 0.80)  
2.61 

0.63 (0.29 to 0.83)  
2.87 

0.55 (0.17 to 0.78)  
3.53 

0.42 (0.01 to 0.71)  
2.95 

0.50 (0.11 to 0.76)  
3.54 

F-P sag 0.40 (-0.02 to 0.69)  
12.01 

0.59 (0.23 to 0.81)  
6.61 

0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
7.68 

0.32 (-0.11 to 0.65)  
13.86 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
11.96 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.71)  
6.14 

F-P tra 0.22 (-0.21 to 0.58)  
6.94 

0.21 (-0.22 to 0.57)  
4.21 

0.35 (-0.07 to 0.67)  
5.11 

0.24 (-0.19 to 0.59)  
7.73 

0.24 (-0.19 to 0.59)  
4.58 

0.08 (-0.34 to 0.48)  
5.76 

 

7.4.4.6  3DFoot Joint Angle Differences Following Normalisation to Standing Position 

In the 3DFoot model’s software is the option to normalise joint angles to a standing position.  

This has the effect of reducing marker placement error within-session, but also removes actual 

differences in foot segment motion.  This section compared joint angles at initial contact and 

toe-off as an indication of alterations in joint motion, within-session range of joint angles at 

the two events to see if group differences are reduced, and mean ROM to ascertain if motion 
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has been reduced or just offset.  All joint angles were significantly altered following the 

normalisation procedure except the metatarsal-midfoot joint in the sagittal plane, shown in 

Table 7.9. 

The calcaneus became less plantarflexed, more everted and less abducted after normalising to 

standing position.  Range of motion (ROM) values decreased in all sagittal and frontal planes 

and increased in the transverse plane.  Within-session range at gait events was reduced for 

sagittal, frontal and transverse plane angles.  

The midfoot demonstrated less plantarflexion, less inversion and more abduction at initial 

contact and toe off after normalising to standing.  Sagittal, frontal and transverse plane ROM 

values all decreased.  Within-session variability, measured by the range of joint angles at gait 

events between the subjects decreased in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes.   

After zeroing joint angles to standing position the forefoot segment presented less 

dorsiflexion, less inversion and less adduction.  Values of ROM reduced in the sagittal and 

frontal planes and transverse plane ROM increased.  All 3D within-session forefoot angles were 

reduced for the sagittal, frontal and transverse plane. 

Dorsiflexion of the hallux was reduced as was hallux abduction.  Joint ROM values were 

reduced in the sagittal plane and increased in the transverse.  Within-session range of hallux 

joint angles at initial contact and toe off reduced in the sagittal and transverse planes. 
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Table 7.9.  Mean ± SD of 3DFoot angular outputs at initial contact and toe 
off following normalisation to standing. Significance * = p<.05, ** = p<.01, 
*** = p<.001 

3DFoot  Average joint angle 

Non-normalised-
normalised 
Difference 

  Non-
normalised normalised 

Segment Plane IIC IIC 

S-C sag -13.67 ± 6.05 -3.00 ± 2.84 -10.67 ± 6.31*** 
S-C fro -0.57 ± 5.94 2.73 ± 4.25 -3.30 ± 7.44*** 
S-C tra 8.75 ± 4.69 -0.41 ± 1.90 9.16 ± 4.79*** 
C-M sag -2.20 ± 5.18 -0.65 ± 2.44 -1.55 ± 5.77** 
C-M fro 9.08 ± 4.47 2.76 ± 2.80 6.33 ± 5.02*** 
C-M tra -6.99 ± 4.64 1.54 ± 2.05 -8.53 ± 5.16*** 
M-M sag 1.16 ± 3.18 0.11 ± 1.65 1.04 ± 3.49 
M-M fro 6.64 ± 4.59 -0.36 ± 3.04 7.00 ± 5.44*** 
M-M tra -9.93 ± 3.61 -1.51 ± 2.86 -8.42 ± 3.68*** 
F-P sag 26.75 ± 15.45 13.03 ± 12.71 13.73 ± 21.36*** 
F-P tra 4.02 ± 7.87 -1.82 ± 6.46 5.84 ± 10.38*** 

     
  ITO ITO  

S-C sag -17.68 ± 8.01 -6.80 ± 4.22 -10.88 ± 9.1*** 
S-C fro 4.22 ± 5.29 7.67 ± 5.62 -3.45 ± 8.41*** 
S-C tra 10.03 ± 4.54 0.82 ± 2.34 9.21 ± 5.05*** 
C-M sag -5.50 ± 4.35 -3.87 ± 3.87 -1.63 ± 6.12* 
C-M fro 11.68 ± 2.75 5.49 ± 2.35 6.19 ± 3.25*** 
C-M tra -4.06 ± 4.53 4.29 ± 2.84 -8.35 ± 5.03*** 
M-M sag -0.05 ± 3.66 -0.35 ± 3.02 0.31 ± 4.41 
M-M fro 4.14 ± 5.70 -1.07 ± 1.80 5.21 ± 5.48*** 
M-M tra -8.91 ± 5.24 -1.07 ± 2.72 -7.84 ± 5.59*** 
F-P sag 46.43 ± 16.79 38.19 ± 8.38 8.24 ± 17.54*** 
F-P tra 6.87 ± 8.86 -0.08 ± 4.52 6.95 ± 10.34*** 

 

7.4.4.7   Between-Session Reliability of 3DFoot Joint Angle Following Normalisation to 

Standing Position 

The normalisation of 3DFoot joint angles to the subject’s standing position reduced ICC values 

for repeated measures over gait cycle events and peaks to 0.39 (95%CI 0.02 to 0.60).  

However, SEM values were reduced to 3.29⁰ ± 2.02⁰ when normalised to standing.  Between-

session reliability and error of 3DFoot following normalisation to standing position are 

presented in Table 7.10. Hindfoot (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.07 to 0.62 after normalisation), midfoot 

(ICC 0.37 95%CI -0.02 to 0.59 after normalisation) and forefoot ICCs decreased (ICC 0.39 95%CI 

0.01 to 0.61 after normalisation), but hallux ICCs increased (ICC 0.37 95%CI 0.03 to 0.59 after 

normalisation) following normalisation to standing.  All 3DFoot segments showed decreased 

SEM values following normalisation to standing; hindfoot (mean SEM 2.80⁰ ± 1.06⁰ after 

normalisation), midfoot (mean SEM 2.52⁰ ± 0.98⁰ after normalisation), forefoot (mean SEM 

3.29 ⁰ ± 2.02⁰ after normalisation) and hallux (mean SEM 6.93⁰ ± 2.29⁰ after normalisation).  

Across all three planes between-session reliability reduced after thigh marker rotation offset; 

sagittal (ICC 0.38 95%CI 0.15 to 0.60 after normalisation), frontal (ICC 0.39 95%CI 0.01 to 0.60 
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after normalisation) and transverse plane (ICC 0.40 95%CI 0.04 to 0.61 after normalisation).  

However, SEM values reduced across all three planes; sagittal (mean SEM 3.92⁰ ± 2.92⁰ after 

normalisation), frontal (mean SEM 3.16⁰ ± 1.59⁰ after normalisation) and transverse plane 

(mean SEM 2.95⁰ ± 0.64⁰ after normalisation).  Values extracted at gait cycle events (ICC 0.33 

95%CI -0.06 to 0.57 after normalisation), peak minimal values (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.07 to 0.62 

after normalisation) and peak maximal values (ICC 0.47 95%CI 0.06 to 0.61 after normalisation) 

all demonstrated lower ICC following normalisation to standing.  Joint motion values at event 

(mean SEM 3.07⁰ ± 2.00⁰ after normalisation) and peak maximal value (mean SEM 3.25⁰ ± 

1.77⁰ after normalisation) SEMs were lower, but peak minimal value SEMs were higher (mean 

SEM 3.55 ⁰ ± 2.66⁰ after normalisation). 

Mean ICC values were reduced at the hindfoot in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.41 95%CI 0.04 to 

0.61 after offset) and transverse plane (ICC 0.41 95%CI 0.04 to 0.61 after offset) but, increased 

in the frontal (ICC 0.46 95%CI 0.11 to 0.64 after offset).  Mean SEM values reduced in the 

sagittal (mean SEM 3.09⁰ ± 0.52⁰ after offset) and transverse planes (mean SEM 1.68⁰ ± 0.48⁰ 

after offset) but increased in the frontal plane (mean SEM 3.88⁰ ± 1.08⁰ after offset). 

Between-session reliability decreased in all three planes after normalising to standing; sagittal 

(ICC 0.35 95%CI -0.03 to 0.58 after offset), frontal (ICC 0.33 95%CI -0.07 to 0.58 after offset) 

and transverse plane (ICC 0.42 95%CI 0.04 to 0.62 after offset). Sagittal (mean SEM 2.55⁰ ± 

0.64⁰ after offset) and transverse plane (mean SEM 2.13⁰ ± 0.18⁰ after offset) SEM values 

reduced, but frontal plane SEM values increased (2.92⁰ ± 0.55⁰ after offset).   

Between-session reliability decreased in all three planes after normalising to standing; sagittal 

(ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.06 to 0.62 after offset), frontal (ICC 0.36 95%CI -0.03 to 0.59 after offset) and 

transverse plane (ICC 0.38 95%CI -0.00 to 0.60 after offset).  However, SEM values reduced for 

all three planes; sagittal (mean SEM 1.65⁰ ± 0.62⁰ after offset), frontal (mean SEM 1.92⁰ ± 

1.02⁰ after offset) and transverse (mean SEM 2.51⁰ ± 0.87⁰ after offset). 

Sagittal plane hallux ICCs decreased (ICC 0.34 95%CI -0.01 to 0.57 after offset) and transverse 

plane ICCs increased (ICC 0.40 95%CI 0.08 to 0.61 after offset).  Mean SEM values reduced in 

the sagittal (mean SEM plane 8.39⁰ ± 2.25⁰ after offset) and transverse from (mean SEM plane 

5.48⁰ ± 1.20⁰ after offset). 
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Figure 7.6.  Mean ± SD of 3DFoot normalised to standing position.  Session 1 black line, session 2 dash line 

 

In summary, after normalising 3DFoot to standing 29 (43.9%) variables demonstrated low 

reliability, 29 (43.9%) demonstrated moderate reliability, eight (12.1%) demonstrated 

moderately high reliability and none demonstrated very high reliability. The 29 3Dfoot 

variables that demonstrated low reliability following normalisation to standing (number of 

variables at points of the gait cycle in brackets):  

 Hindfoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Hindfoot frontal plane stance phase peak minimal value (1) 
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 Hindfoot transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, swing phase  peak minimal 

and maximal values (3) 

 Midfoot sagittal plane stance phase peak minimal value, value at ipsilateral toe-off and 

swing phase peak maximal value (3) 

 Midfoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, at ipsilateral toe-off, and swing 

phase peak maximal value (3) 

 Midfoot transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Forefoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and stance phase peak 

maximal value (2) 

 Forefoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak minimal 

value and value at ipsilateral toe-off (3) 

 Forefoot transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak 

maximal value, and swing phase peak minimal and maximal values (4) 

 Hallux sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact,  stance phase peak maximal 

value,  value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak minimal value (5) 

 Hallux transverse plane value at ipsilateral toe-off  and swing phase peak maximal 

value (2) 

Following normalisation to standing ten (15.2%) of the variables demonstrated unacceptable 

SEM values, 41 (62.1%) demonstrated reasonable SEM and 15 (22.7%) demonstrated 

acceptable SEM values. The ten 3DFoot variables to demonstrate unacceptable SEM (number 

of variables at points of the gait cycle in brackets): 

 Hindfoot sagittal plane stance phase peak minimal value (1) 

 All six Hallux sagittal plane values (6) 

 Hallux transverse plane stance phase peak minimal value, swing phase  peak maximal 

and minimal values (3) 
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Table 7.10.  ICC (95% confidence intervals) and SEM of OFM at gait events and peaks after normalisation to standing 

3Dfoot  normalised  Gait Cycle      

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

S-C sag 0.22 (-0.21 to 0.58)  
2.51 

0.52 (0.14 to 0.77)  
3.54 

0.58 (0.23 to 0.80)  
2.42 

0.39 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
3.30 

0.40 (-0.02 to 0.69)  
3.65 

0.50 (0.12 to 0.76)  
3.12 

S-C fro 0.44 (0.04 to 0.72)  
3.18 

0.48 (0.08 to 0.74)  
5.30 

0.62 (0.27 to 0.82)  
3.86 

0.54 (0.16 to 0.78)  
3.83 

0.31 (-0.12 to 0.64)  
2.30 

0.60 (0.26 to 0.81)  
4.81 

S-C tra 0.29 (-0.14 to 0.63)  
1.60 

0.60 (0.24 to 0.81)  
1.76 

0.64 (0.31 to 0.83)  
2.49 

0.46 (0.06 to 0.74)  
1.71 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.68)  
1.00 

0.29 (-0.14 to 0.63)  
1.52 

C-M sag 0.46 (0.05 to 0.73)  
1.80 

0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
2.53 

0.72 (0.44 to 0.87)  
2.30 

0.22 (-0.21 to 0.58)  
3.41 

0.41 (0.00 to 0.71)  
2.03 

0.03 (-0.39 to 0.44)  
3.21 

C-M fro 0.16 (-0.27 to 0.54)  
2.57 

0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
2.83 

0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
3.20 

0.21 (-0.22 to 0.57)  
2.09 

0.47 (0.08 to 0.74)  
3.18 

0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
3.66 

C-M tra 0.25 (-0.18 to 0.60)  
1.78 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.71)  
2.19 

0.46 (0.06 to 0.73)  
2.33 

0.44 (0.03 to 0.72)  
2.12 

0.56 (0.19 to 0.79)  
2.21 

0.52 (0.13 to 0.76)  
2.16 

M-M sag 0.34 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
1.35 

0.48 (0.09 to 0.75)  
1.02 

0.39 (-0.02 to 0.69)  
2.17 

0.59 (0.24 to 0.81)  
1.93 

0.55 (0.18 to 0.78)  
0.98 

0.40 (-0.02 to 0.70)  
2.45 

M-M fro 0.20 (-0.23 to 0.57)  
2.72 

0.27 (-0.16 to 0.62)  
2.10 

0.56 (0.20 to 0.79)  
2.05 

0.30 (-0.13 to 0.63)  
1.51 

0.46 (0.06 to 0.73)  
2.75 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
2.37 

M-M tra 0.28 (-0.15 to 0.62)  
2.42 

0.61 (0.27 to 0.82)  
4.23 

0.56 (0.19 to 0.79)  
1.92 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.68)  
2.17 

0.32 (-0.10 to 0.65)  
1.97 

0.27 (-0.16 to 0.61)  
2.34 

F-P sag 0.39 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
9.92 

0.64 (0.31 to 0.83)  
8.41 

0.35 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
7.09 

0.31 (-0.12 to 0.64)  
6.95 

0.28 (-0.15 to 0.62)  
12.02 

0.18 (-0.25 to 0.55)  
5.92 

F-P tra 0.46 (0.06 to 0.73)  
4.75 

0.76 (0.5 to 0.89)  
6.51 

0.41 (0.00 to 0.70)  
4.92 

0.23 (-0.2 to 0.59)  
3.97 

0.41 (-0.01 to 0.7)  
5.52 

0.3 (-0.13 to 0.63)  
7.23 

 

 

7.4.4.8  Between-Session Reliability of Kinfoot 

Between-session ICC and SEM values for reliability assessment of Kinfoot are presented in 

Table 7.11. Overall, moderate ICC values were demonstrated by Kinfoot model of 0.43 (95%CI -

0.03 to 0.59), but with unacceptable SEM values of 5.08⁰± 1.53⁰.  The ankle (ICC 0.45 95%CI 

0.10 to 0.63), subtalar (ICC 0.54 95%CI 0.26 to 0.67), medial forefoot (ICC 0.42 95%CI 0.05 to 

0.62), lateral forefoot (ICC 0.41 95%CI 0.03 to 0.61), hallux (ICC 0.40 95%CI 0.04 to 0.61), 

medial toes (ICC 0.41 95%CI 0.04 to 0.61) and lateral toes (ICC 0.40 95%CI 0.02 to 0.61) 

presented moderate ICCs, but the midfoot (ICC 0.36 95%CI -0.03 to 0.59) presented low ICCs.  

The ankle (mean SEM 3.65⁰ ± 0.64⁰), medial forefoot (mean SEM 4.08⁰ ± 0.84⁰) and lateral 

forefoot (mean SEM 4.51⁰ ± 2.58⁰) demonstrated reasonable SEM values but, subtalar (mean 

SEM 5.29⁰ ± 1.69⁰), midfoot (mean SEM 5.08⁰ ± 2.83⁰), hallux (mean SEM 6.09⁰ ± 1.89⁰), 

medial toes (mean SEM 5.99⁰ ± 1.50⁰), and lateral toes (mean SEM 5.99⁰ ± 2.52⁰) 

demonstrated unacceptable error.  Kinfoot ICCs were moderate in the frontal (ICC 0.45 95%CI 

0.10 to 0.63) and transverse planes (ICC 0.44 95%CI 0.09 to 0.63), but low in the sagittal plane 

(ICC 0.38 95%CI -0.01 to 0.60). Error (SEM) values were unacceptable in the sagittal plane 

(mean SEM 5.93⁰ ± 1.81⁰), but reasonable in the frontal (mean SEM 4.59⁰ ± 1.29⁰) and 

transverse planes (mean SEM 4.74⁰ ± 2.24⁰).  Between-session reliability was consistent across 
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gait cycle events (ICC 0.41 95%CI 0.04 to 0.61), peak minimal (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.08 to 0.63) and 

peak maximal values (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.07 to 0.62), all ICCs were moderate. Kinfoot SEM values 

were reasonable at peak minimal (mean SEM 4.70⁰ ± 2.17⁰) and at peak maximal values (mean 

SEM 4.97⁰ ± 1.90⁰), but unacceptable at gait cycle events (mean SEM 5.58⁰ ± 2.02⁰). 

The ankle joint demonstrated moderate ICC in all three planes; highest in the frontal (ICC 0.48 

95%CI 0.14 to 0.64) then sagittal (ICC 0.44 95%CI 0.08 to 0.63) a finally transverse plane (ICC 

0.43 95%CI 0.06 to 0.62).  Mean SEM values were lowest in the frontal plane (3.13⁰± 0.59⁰) 

followed by sagittal (3.75⁰ ± 0.60⁰) and transverse (4.05⁰ ± 0.39⁰). 

Between-session reliability of the subtalar joint, measured by ICCs was moderate in all three 

planes; highest in the frontal (ICC 0.59 95%CI 0.35 to 0.69) followed by sagittal (ICC 0.55 95%CI 

0.27 to 0.68) and transverse (ICC 0.49 95%CI 0.15 to 0.65).  Lowest SEM values were found in 

the transverse plane (4.08⁰ ± 0.59⁰), then frontal (4.55⁰ ± 1.24⁰) and sagittal plane (7.25⁰ ± 

0.89⁰). 

The calcaneocuboid joint demonstrated low ICC in all three planes; highest ICCs in the frontal 

(ICC 0.38 95%CI -0.01 to 0.60) and transverse planes (ICC 0.38 95%CI -0.02 to 0.60) and lowest 

in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.33 95%CI -0.08 to 0.58).  Transverse plane SEM values were 

reasonable (2.84⁰ ± 1.76⁰) but sagittal (5.39⁰ ± 1.80⁰) and frontal plane SEM values were 

unacceptable (7.00⁰ ± 3.44⁰) 

Medial forefoot ICC values were moderate in the frontal (ICC 0.50 95%CI 0.17 to 0.65) and 

transverse planes (ICC 0.46 95%CI 0.14 to 0.64) but, low in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.28 95%CI -

0.14 to 0.55).  Repeat measures error values were lowest in the sagittal plane (3.86⁰ ± 1.02⁰) 

then frontal (3.98⁰ ± 0.45⁰) and transverse planes (4.39⁰± 1.01⁰), all SEM values were 

reasonable. 

Lateral forefoot ICC values were moderate in the frontal (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.07 to 0.62) and 

transverse planes (ICC 0.43 95%CI 0.06 to 0.62) but, low in the sagittal plane (ICC 0.36 95%CI -

0.04 to 0.59).  The sagittal plane recorded the lowest mean SEM values (4.28⁰ ± 1.47⁰) then 

frontal (4.29⁰ ± 3.53⁰) and transverse plane (4.96⁰ ± 3.53⁰), all SEM values were reasonable.  

The hallux presented moderate ICC values in the transverse plane (ICC 0.51 95%CI 0.22 to 0.66) 

but low ICCS in the sagittal (ICC 0.38 95%CI -0.01 to 0.60) and frontal planes (ICC 0.30 95%CI -

0.06 to 0.56).  The SEM values were reasonable in the transverse plane (4.79⁰ ± 0.75⁰), but 

unacceptable in the sagittal (7.85⁰ ± 2.04⁰) and frontal planes (5.64⁰ ± 1.21⁰). 
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Mean ICC values for the medial toes were moderate in the frontal plane (ICC 0.50 95%CI 0.18 

to 0.65) but low in the transverse (ICC 0.39 95%CI 0.00 to 0.61) and sagittal (ICC 0.34 95%CI -

0.06 to 0.58).  Mean SEM values were reasonable in the frontal plane (4.95⁰ ± 0.72⁰), but 

unacceptable in the transverse (5.93⁰ ± 1.09⁰) and sagittal planes (7.10⁰ ± 1.76⁰) 

The lateral toes demonstrated moderate ICCs in the transverse plane (ICC 0.48 95%CI 0.14 to 

0.64) but, low ICCS in the frontal (ICC 0.39 95%CI 0.00 to 0.61) and sagittal planes (ICC 0.33 

95%CI -0.08 to 0.58).  Mean SEM values were reasonable in the frontal plane (3.13⁰ ± 0.29⁰), 

but unacceptable in the transverse (6.91⁰ ± 1.42⁰) and sagittal planes (7.94⁰ ± 2.02⁰). 
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Figure 7.7a . Mean ± SD of Kinfoot hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot test retest.  Session 1 black line, session 2 dash line 
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Figure 7.7b. Mean ± SD of Kinfoot toes and hallux test retest.  Session 1 black line, session 2 dash line 

 

In summary, of the 144 Kinfoot variables extracted over the gait cycle 47 (37.6%) 

demonstrated low reliability, 77 (53.5%) demonstrated moderate reliability, 19 (13.2%) 

demonstrated moderately high reliability and one (0.7%) demonstrated very high reliability. 

The 47 Kinfoot variables that demonstrated low reliability (number of variables at points of the 

gait cycle in brackets):  

 Ankle frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Ankle transverse plane swing phase peak maximal value (1) 

 Midfoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak minimal 

and maximal values, value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak minimal value (5) 

 Midfoot frontal plane value ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak maximal 

value, value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak maximal value (4) 

 Midfoot transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and stance phase peak 

maximal value (2) 
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 Medial forefoot sagittal plane all values (6) 

 Lateral forefoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak 

maximal value, and value at ipsilateral toe-off (3) 

  Lateral forefoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak 

minimal value (2) 

 Lateral forefoot transverse plane at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Hallux sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak maximal 

value, value at ipsilateral toe-off, swing phase peak minimal and maximal values  (5) 

 Hallux frontal plane at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak maximal value and 

value at ipsilateral toe-off (3) 

 Medial toes sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, ipsilateral toe-off, swing 

phase peak minimal and maximal values  (4) 

 Medial toes transverse plane value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak maximal 

value (2) 

 Lateral toes sagittal plane stance phase peak maximal value, value at ipsilateral toe-

off, swing phase peak minimal and maximal values (4) 

 Lateral toes frontal plane at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak minimal value 

and swing phase peak minimal value (3) 

Of the 144 Kinfoot variables extracted over the gait cycle 63 (43.8%) of the variables 

demonstrated unacceptable SEM values, 80 (55.6%) demonstrated reasonable SEM and one 

(0.7%) demonstrated acceptable SEM values. The 63 Kinfoot variables to demonstrate 

unacceptable SEM (number of variables at points of the gait cycle in brackets): 

 All six subtalar sagittal plane values (6) 

 Subtalar frontal plane values at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak maximal 

value, and swing phase peak maximal value (3)  

 Subtalar transverse plane values at ipsilateral initial contact (1) 

 Midfoot sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and swing phase peak 

maximal value (2) 

 Midfoot frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak minimal 

value, value at ipsilateral toe-off, swing phase peak minimal and maximal values (5) 

 Midfoot transverse plane swing phase peak maximal value (1) 

 Medial forefoot transverse plane value at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak 

maximal value (2) 
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 Lateral forefoot sagittal plane swing phase peak maximal value (1) 

 Lateral forefoot frontal plane at ipsilateral toe-off and swing phase peak maximal 

value (2) 

 Lateral forefoot transverse plane values at ipsilateral initial contact, ipsilateral toe-off 

and swing phase peak maximal value (3) 

 All six hallux sagittal plane values (6) 

 Hallux frontal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, ipsilateral toe-off, swing phase 

peak minimal and maximal values (4) 

 Hallux transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact and at ipsilateral toe-off (2) 

 Medial toes sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak 

maximal value, value at ipsilateral toe-off, swing phase peak minimal and maximal 

values (5) 

 Medial toes frontal plane stance phase peak maximal value, value at ipsilateral toe-

off, swing phase peak minimal and maximal values (4) 

 Medial toes transverse plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak 

maximal value, value at ipsilateral toe-off, swing phase peak minimal and maximal 

values (5) 

 Lateral toes sagittal plane value at ipsilateral initial contact, stance phase peak 

maximal value, value at ipsilateral toe-off, swing phase peak minimal and maximal 

values (5) 

 All six lateral toes transverse plane  values (6) 
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Table 7.11.  ICC (95% confidence intervals) and SEM of Kinfoot at gait events and peaks.  

Kinfoot  Gait Cycle      

Segment Plane IIC Stance min Stance max ITO Swing min Swing max 

Ankle(ICC) 
       (SEM) 

sag 0.48 (0.08 to 0.74)  
3.69 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
3.62 

0.49 (0.09 to 0.75)  
2.91 

0.42 (0.01 to 0.71)  
4.36 

0.42 (0.01 to 0.71)  
4.5 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
3.39 

Ankle fro 0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
3.60 

0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
2.60 

0.54 (0.17 to 0.78)  
2.56 

0.65 (0.33 to 0.84)  
3.27 

0.49 (0.09 to 0.75)  
2.79 

0.6 (0.25 to 0.81)  
4.00 

Ankle tra 0.51 (0.13 to 0.76)  
4.13 

0.41 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
3.39 

0.60 (0.25 to 0.81)  
3.86 

0.46 (0.06 to 0.73)  
4.50 

0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
4.09 

0.31 (-0.12 to 0.64)  
4.35 

Tal Cal sag 0.60 (0.26 to 0.81)  
7.30 

0.68 (0.37 to 0.85)  
6.79 

0.64 (0.31 to 0.83)  
6.58 

0.68 (0.37 to 0.85)  
6.70 

0.54 (0.16 to 0.78)  
8.98 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
7.12 

Tal Cal fro 0.54 (0.17 to 0.78)  
5.62 

0.74 (0.46 to 0.88)  
3.11 

0.61 (0.26 to 0.81)  
5.73 

0.81 (0.60 to 0.92)  
3.33 

0.79 (0.55 to 0.91)  
3.89 

0.54 (0.17 to 0.78)  
5.64 

Tal Cal tra 0.46 (0.05 to 0.73)  
5.01 

0.46 (0.06 to 0.74)  
3.85 

0.52 (0.13 to 0.77)  
4.36 

0.65 (0.32 to 0.84)  
3.52 

0.60 (0.24 to 0.81)  
3.45 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
4.28 

Tal Cub sag 0.37 (-0.04 to 0.68)  
6.28 

0.26 (-0.17 to 0.61)  
4.29 

0.33 (-0.09 to 0.65)  
3.78 

0.32 (-0.11 to 0.65)  
4.77 

0.30 (-0.13 to 0.63)  
4.57 

0.48 (0.08 to 0.74)  
8.64 

Tal Cub fro 0.39 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
5.54 

0.49 (0.09 to 0.75)  
5.97 

0.31 (-0.11 to 0.64)  
3.44 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
8.43 

0.52 (0.14 to 0.77)  
13.21 

0.34 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
5.41 

Tal Cub tra 0.23 (-0.20 to 0.59)  
2.98 

0.45 (0.04 to 0.72)  
1.48 

0.34 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
2.13 

0.46 (0.06 to 0.73)  
2.82 

0.40 (-0.02 to 0.70)  
2.45 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
5.18 

Med Mid sag 0.20 (-0.23 to 0.57)  
4.92 

0.34 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
3.59 

0.14 (-0.29 to 0.53)  
2.65 

0.34 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
4.90 

0.34 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
2.75 

0.34 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
4.37 

Med Mid fro 0.62 (0.28 to 0.82)  
3.98 

0.52 (0.14 to 0.77)  
3.79 

0.5 (0.11 to 0.76)  
3.34 

0.62 (0.27 to 0.82)  
4.68 

0.46 (0.07 to 0.74)  
4.21 

0.54 (0.17 to 0.78)  
3.87 

Med Mid tra 0.52 (0.14 to 0.77)  
4.61 

0.51 (0.13 to 0.76)  
4.83 

0.58 (0.22 to 0.8)  
3.76 

0.53 (0.15 to 0.77)  
5.45 

0.56 (0.19 to 0.79)  
5.01 

0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
2.67 

Lat Mid sag 0.32 (-0.10 to 0.65)  
4.67 

0.40 (-0.02 to 0.70)  
3.08 

0.34 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
2.83 

0.29 (-0.14 to 0.63)  
3.99 

0.44 (0.04 to 0.72)  
4.14 

0.48 (0.08 to 0.74)  
6.95 

Lat Mid fro 0.51 (0.12 to 0.76)  
2.12 

0.55 (0.18 to 0.78)  
2.12 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.71)  
2.40 

0.33 (-0.09 to 0.65)  
5.27 

0.34 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
2.76 

0.61 (0.26 to 0.82)  
11.08 

Lat Mid tra 0.30 (-0.13 to 0.63)  
5.01 

0.51 (0.12 to 0.76)  
3.38 

0.52 (0.14 to 0.77)  
4.93 

0.42 (0.01 to 0.71)  
6.46 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.72)  
4.26 

0.55 (0.18 to 0.78)  
5.71 

Hallux sag 0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
10.23 

0.59 (0.23 to 0.80)  
5.99 

0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
5.85 

0.34 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
8.68 

0.39 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
10.01 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
6.35 

Hallux fro 0.22 (-0.22 to 0.58)  
7.37 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.71)  
4.30 

0.23 (-0.20 to 0.59)  
4.23 

0.33 (-0.10 to 0.65)  
5.62 

0.48 (0.09 to 0.75)  
6.01 

0.19 (-0.24 to 0.56)  
6.29 

Hallux tra 0.58 (0.23 to 0.80)  
5.76 

0.58 (0.21 to 0.8)  
4.15 

0.69 (0.38 to 0.86)  
4.89 

0.43 (0.02 to 0.72)  
5.6 

0.44 (0.03 to 0.72)  
4.15 

0.76 (0.50 to 0.89)  
4.16 

Med Toe sag 0.34 (-0.09 to 0.66)  
8.79 

0.57 (0.21 to 0.80)  
4.08 

0.42 (0.01 to 0.71)  
6.90 

0.34 (-0.08 to 0.66)  
8.93 

0.08 (-0.34 to 0.48)  
6.71 

0.36 (-0.06 to 0.67)  
7.19 

Med Toe fro 0.58 (0.22 to 0.80)  
4.61 

0.70 (0.41 to 0.86)  
3.65 

0.53 (0.15 to 0.77)  
5.26 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
5.67 

0.49 (0.10 to 0.75)  
5.31 

0.52 (0.14 to 0.77)  
5.21 

Med Toe tra 0.52 (0.13 to 0.77)  
6.46 

0.41 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
4.51 

0.4 (-0.02 to 0.70)  
5.23 

0.29 (-0.14 to 0.63)  
6.32 

0.45 (0.05 to 0.73)  
7.60 

0.37 (-0.05 to 0.68)  
5.44 

Lat Toe sag 0.40 (-0.01 to 0.70)  
8.82 

0.44 (0.04 to 0.72)  
4.88 

0.32 (-0.11 to 0.65)  
8.89 

0.28 (-0.15 to 0.62)  
10.31 

0.27 (-0.16 to 0.62)  
6.12 

0.32 (-0.11 to 0.65)  
8.63 

Lat Toe fro 0.31 (-0.12 to 0.64)  
2.94 

0.39 (-0.03 to 0.69)  
3.48 

0.49 (0.09 to 0.75)  
2.95 

0.50 (0.11 to 0.76)  
3.49 

0.36 (-0.07 to 0.67)  
2.82 

0.44 (0.04 to 0.72)  
3.11 

Lat Toe tra 0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
7.90 

0.51 (0.12 to 0.76)  
7.60 

0.71 (0.42 to 0.87)  
5.12 

0.47 (0.07 to 0.74)  
8.23 

0.5 (0.11 to 0.76)  
7.50 

0.44 (0.03 to 0.72)  
5.10 
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7.4.4.9 Comparison of Between-Session Reliability from Three Foot Models  

In order to compare between-session reliability of the three foot models Table 7.12 highlights 

mean ICCs and SEMs for extracted segment motion at events and peaks of the gait cycle.  All 

foot models demonstrated moderate between-session reliability (according to the ICC scale of 

Katz et al., 1992) except 3DFoot following normalisation to standing (which demonstrated low 

between-session reliability).  The OFM and 3DFoot demonstrated errors less than 5°, indicating 

reasonable errors from repeated sessions. However, Kinfoot demonstrated unacceptably high 

errors, higher than 5°. The amount of between-session reliable segmental motion variables 

decreased with increasing number of segments comprised in the foot models.  The OFM 

demonstrated low between-session reliability in less than half the variables (relative to total 

variables) of Kinfoot.  However, error values did not show this trend with number of foot 

model segments. The 3DFoot model demonstrated less than half the variables with 

unacceptable error of OFM and nearly a third of Kinfoot.    

 

Table 7.12.  Summary of ICC and SEM of OFM, 3DFoot and Kinfoot.  

Foot Model Number of foot 
segments 

Mean ICC (95%CI) Percentage  of 
variables with low 

ICC 

Mean SEM 
(kinematics ⁰, 
kinetic Nm) 

Percentage of 
variables with 

unacceptable SEM 

OFM 3 0.55 (0.16 to 0.77) 14.3 4.61 ± 2.86 26.2 
OFM (thigh 
marker rotation 
offset) 

3 0.56 (0.18 to 0.78) 16.7 4.56 ± 2.49 28.6 

3DFoot 4 0.47 (0.15 to 0.64) 22.7 3.88 ± 2.18 15.2 
3DFoot 
(normalised to 
standing) 

4 0.39 (0.02 to 0.60) 43.9 3.29 ± 2.02 15.2 

Kinfoot 8 0.43 (-0.03 to 0.59) 37.6 5.08 ± 1.53 43.8 

 

 

7.5  Discussion 

The aims of this chapter were to; (1) compare angular motion and, (2) determine the between-

session reliability of three foot models over the gait cycle.  In order to test these aims a within-

rater repeated measures (test re-test) study design was implemented to measure the 

between-session reliability (ICC) and error (SEM) of the three foot models.  The basis of 

selecting a foot model for use in the main study (chapter 8) was based firstly, on the most 

information on foot motion (most foot segments) and secondly, that the information was 

reliable.         
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7.5.1  Aim 1 Comparison of Foot Models 

7.5.1.1  Comparison of Foot Models 

A comparison of foot model’s angular outputs was made to demonstrate the similarities and 

differences between the methods of segmenting the foot. Comparison of the three foot 

models tested in this study was made by qualitative assessment of the kinematic waveforms 

for each joint (Rankine et al., 2008).  Comparison of each foot model’s joint angular motion 

through statistical methods was not appropriate because the models measure different 

segments, which are defined in alternative ways and contain an array of different anatomical 

joints and bones.  With no ‘gold standard’ to measure bone motion available in this current 

study the results are compared to cadaver and bone pin studies of foot bone motion.  The aim 

of this section was not to address the issues of foot model validity, but to demonstrate how 

errors relate to anatomical reference frames and rigid body assumptions.  These errors can 

reduce foot model reliability and so form part of the comparison of the three foot models 

tested in this chapter. 

 

7.5.1.2 Comparison of Hindfoot Motion 

Three-dimensional motion of OFM, 3DFoot and Kinfoot hindfoot segment was comparable to 

calcaneal-tibia motion measured previously by bone pins (Nester et al., 2007).  However, 

OFM’s hindfoot transverse plane motion demonstrated a significantly altered angular pattern.  

This difference between hindfoot motion of OFM compared to the other foot models in the 

current study and previous work is due to the definition of the shank segment.  The OFM’s 

shank segment is defined to be compatible with the anatomical definitions of the lower limb 

joints of the PiG model.  The motion of OFM’s hindfoot segment in the transverse plane is 

comparable to the ankle joint of PiG.  However, the SD of the OFM is greater than PiG.  

Variation in the orientation of the shank segment due to the lateral tibial marker is likely to be 

the cause of the higher SD.  Variation in placement of the heel marker to define the transverse 

axis of the hindfoot has previously been described in the OFM (Stebbins et al., 2006, Curtis et 

al., 2009).  The 3DFoot and Kinfoot models define the shank as the most proximal segment 

against which hindfoot motion is reported relative to.  The shank of the OFM may be affected 

by thigh marker placement error which externally rotated the thigh  and internally rotated the 

shank.  A measure of tibial torsion can be entered as a correction factor, in the same way as 

the thigh angle offset correction, to rotate the shank segment to account for marker 
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placement error.  A measure of tibial torsion using a goniometer was unavailable for the 

current study, but future studies should include this when using the OFM.      

 

7.5.1.3 Comparison of Midfoot Motion 

In order to define midfoot motion a definition and alignment of the hindfoot is necessary.  The 

hindfoot segment of Kinfoot in divided into calcaneus and the talus/navicular/cuneiform 

segments.  However, due to the small size of navicular/cuneiform bones and the lack of skin 

marker placements on the talus tracking of this segment is calculated by offsets from adjacent 

segments.  Furthermore Kinfoot’s midfoot segment is also based on adjacent segments due 

the small bone size of the cuboid.  The talar/navicular/cuneiform and the cuboid segments are 

both oriented based on metatarsal segment position.  The talar/navicular/cuneiform segment 

is represented by a virtual marker defining the vertical axis from the second metatarsal joint 

centre.  The second metatarsal joint centre is calculated as the midpoint between the first and 

third metatarsal.  The anterior axis of the cuboid segment is based on the position of the 

fourth metatarsal joint centre which itself in calculated as half way between the third and fifth 

metatarsal joint centres.  This definition of the hindfoot segments is based on alignment 

assumption across multiple foot joints.  Lundgren et al., (2008) found ROM of 18⁰, 10⁰ and 15⁰ 

in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes respectively between the talus and first 

metatarsal.  These ranges of motions between the metatarsal and the talus may give rise to 

the high variability in Kinfoot’s subtalar joint motion.  Motion of the fifth metatarsal relative to 

the cuboid has been reported to be >12⁰ in the sagittal and frontal planes (Nester et al., 2007).  

This amount of potential motion of the fourth metatarsal joint centre may explain the 

seemingly excessive and variable sagittal and frontal plane motion of the calcaneocuboid joint 

in the Kinfoot model. 

 

7.5.1.4  Comparison of Forefoot Motion 

The forefoot segment of the OFM is described relative to the hindfoot (calcaneus) segment 

thus the midfoot is not represented in this model.  Motion of the OFM forefoot is from a 

supinated and abducted position through the stance phase with peak supination and 

adduction motion at toe-off.  The 3DFoot forefoot relative to midfoot segment shows the 

inverted (supinated) but abducted position through stance and no peak inversion at toe off.  

Instead 3DFoot’s midfoot inverts on the hindfoot at toe-off while the forefoot remains 
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inverted.  This demonstrates that considerable frontal motion that occurs at the midfoot which 

could be incorrectly attributed to the forefoot during gait.  It is unclear whether 3DFoot 

forefoot segment motion is representative of actual metatarsal bone motion.  This is because 

bone pin studies do not consider the forefoot as one segment due to considerable differences 

in motion between the first and fifth metatarsals (Nester et al., 2009).  However, range of 

motion (ROM) of the Lisfranc joint (forefoot to midfoot which is described by 3DFoot) has been 

reported to be 10⁰ Lundberg et al., (1989).  Therefore considering motion only between the 

hindfoot and forefoot segments would diminish all Lisfranc joint motion by not considering a 

midfoot segment.     

 

7.5.1.5 Comparison of Hallux Motion 

Kinfoot is the only model to present hallux motion in 3D by the use of a marker triad.  The OFM 

and 3DFoot models use markers mounted on the medial hallux to define sagittal and in the 

case of 3DFoot transverse plane motion.  The use of marker triads has been used in other foot 

models (Jenkyn & Nicol, 2007) to describe all foot segment motion.  The benefits are that one 

anatomical location for marker attachment is required meaning small segments can be 

tracked.  However, the triad itself maybe susceptible to vibration artefact during heel strike, 

though these may be filtered out of the kinematic signal (Leardini et al., 2005). 

 

7.5.1.6 Comparison of segmental motion summary 

The comparison of three foot models during concurrent gait cycles in a paediatric population 

revealed that joint motion is comparable at the hindfoot to shank between all three models, 

forefoot to midfoot between 3DFoot and Kinfoot and at the hallux to first metatarsal for all 

three foot models.  However, differences in the orientation of the shank segment in the 

transverse plane caused cross-talk between the sagittal and frontal planes in the OFM 

resulting in a different output of angular motion.  All three foot models used skin mounted 

markers to define each segment’s orientation and axis with rotations being given relative to 

the proximal segment using Carden or Euler systems. However, Kinfoot’s use of virtual markers 

on the talus/navicular/cuneiform and cuboid segments based on offsets from metatarsal joint 

centres meant subtalar and calcaneocuboid motion could be measured.   
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7.5.2  Aim 2. Between-Session Reliability of Foot Models 

7.5.2.1  Within- and Between-Session Variance of Foot Models 

Standard deviations provide a method of determining variation within each session, between 

subjects and between sessions.  Across all three foot models within-subject SD were greater 

than between-session SD indicating that the children were able to walk consistently through 

the gait laboratory with the amalgamated marker set.  Within-subject standard deviations (SD) 

were higher in the sagittal plane where most ROM occurs except for OFM which presented 

highest SD in the transverse plane.  Compared to the use of the OFM in a paediatric sample in 

Stebbins et al., (2006), within-subject variability was less in the current study by approximately 

2⁰.  This could be the result of the use of different gait cycle parameters to measure SD. 

Stebbins et al., (2006) measured one peak angle in each plane whereas the current study 

measured four peaks and two event angles.  Furthermore, Stebbins et al., (2006) collected 

data from each subject over three sessions spaced between 2 weeks and 6 months apart. This 

longer interval between test re-test sessions could have led to growth or weight gain leading 

to greater within-subject variation compared to the current study.   

Within-session variability of Kinfoot was comparable with the previous use in a population of 

adolescents (MacWilliams et al., 2003).  Mean within-session SD were 7.50⁰ in the current 

study compared to 7.41⁰ in MacWilliams et al., (2003).  However, between-session reliability of 

Kinfoot in a test re-test protocol has not previously been measured.  Therefore, the results of 

the current study will, for the first time reveal between-session reliability of Kinfoot in a 

paediatric population.  Between-session SD gives a measure of the variability in repeated tests 

and a measure of the ability of the foot model protocol to provide consistent angular outputs.    

The 3DFoot and Kinfoot models presented similar between-session SD indicating that marker 

placement is consistent across these two models.  The OFM presented higher between-session 

variability indicating more error in repeated marker placement.  A comparison of 3DFoot with 

previous between-session use in adults demonstrates that the findings of the current study are 

comparable.  Caravaggi et al., (2010) found mean SD of the shank-calcaneus, calcaneus-

midfoot and midfoot-metatarsal to be 3.92⁰, 4.20⁰ and 3.33⁰ respectively.  Variability of the 

same 3DFoot joints in the current study were 3.67⁰, 4.42⁰ and 3.05⁰ respectively.  Comparing 

within-subject, within-session and between-session SD of the current study with previous 

findings justifies the implementation of the foot models within the concurrent protocol 

established for this chapter.  This allows the reliability of each foot model to be compared in 

the current study and with previous reliability studies.   
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7.5.2.2  Between-Session Reliability of OFM 

The hindfoot, forefoot and hallux segments demonstrated moderate between-session 

reliability of repeated joint angles during paediatric gait.  Between-session reliability was 

highest in the transverse plane (ICC 0.65) and similar in the sagittal and frontal planes (ICC of 

0.50 and 0.51 respectively).  This however, was not an indication that the transverse plane 

demonstrates better agreement than the other two planes but that within-session variation 

was higher.  Bland & Altman (1990) stated that ICCs are dependent on the range of 

measurement, with higher within-session standard deviation (SD) resulting in a larger ICCs.   

The within-session range of the OFM was greatest in the transverse, particularly at the 

hindfoot where the within-session range of joint angles was 76.68⁰ at initial contact.  This large 

amount of within-session variation is due to the misplacement of the thigh segment and the 

lateral shank marker to define the shank segment orientation.  For comparison, sagittal and 

frontal plane within-session range were 26.25⁰ and 13.70⁰ respectively.  For this reason, SEM 

was utilised to calculate the expected error of repeated sessions because the equation for SEM 

includes within-sessions (pooled) SD.  The pooled SD of OFMs hindfoot segment in the 

transverse plane at initial contact was 19.40⁰ which resulted in a SEM of 7.93⁰.  The pooled SD 

of the sagittal and frontal hindfoot segment at initial contact was 6.79⁰ and 3.52⁰.  This 

resulted in sagittal and frontal plane SEM values that were more than half that for frontal 

plane (SEM = 3.31⁰ and 2.86⁰ for sagittal and frontal plane respectively).  It has been 

recommended that ICC values alone should not be used to assess the reliability of gait 

parameters (McGinley et al., 2009).  

The within-subject SD of OFM’s maximal hindfoot motion in Stebbins et al., (2006) was highest 

in the transverse plane (8.4⁰) compared to the frontal (5.2⁰) and sagittal plane (3.0⁰).  This 

order was also found in the current study; transverse plane (8.8⁰), frontal (2.9⁰) and sagittal 

(1.9⁰).  Another previous study to examine the within-rater reliability of the OFM have 

reported lowest error values in the sagittal plane followed by the frontal and transverse planes 

(Curtis et al., 2009).  Curtis et al., (2009) recorded Typical Error of the Measurement (TEM) of 

the OFM at specific gait cycle events (heel, ankle and toe rockers).  The authors found hindfoot 

error values of 0.93⁰-2.47⁰ in the sagittal plane, 2.22⁰-2.64⁰ in the frontal plane and 2.65⁰-

3.45⁰ in the transverse plane.  The same values in the current study at specific gait events 

(ipsilateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off) resulted in errors of 2.92⁰ - 5.00⁰ in the 

sagittal plane, 2.18⁰-3.18⁰ in the frontal plane and 8.81⁰- 9.77⁰  in the transverse plane.  

Greater error values in the current may arise from the use of SEM rather than TEM as SEM 
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gives SD relative to the ICC values and TEM gives SD relative to the between sessions 

difference.  Curtis et al., (2009) describes the poor reliability of the hindfoot in the frontal and 

transverse planes on difficulty defining and identifying neutral position of the hindfoot.  Wright 

et al., (2011) reported ICCs and SEM of the OFM at initial contact and toe-off in adult 

participants.  Their results showed that the OFM demonstrated lower between-session 

reliability and greater error in the frontal compared to the sagittal and transverse planes.  

Wright et al., (2011) reported SEM values of 1.37⁰-1.61⁰ in the sagittal plane, 5.09⁰-5.69⁰ in the 

frontal plane and 1.86⁰-2.53⁰ in the transverse plane.  The authors suggest that greater frontal 

plane errors are the results of marker placement error.  This finding is likely due to the 

switching of frontal and transverse planes when extracting angular data in Vicon.        

 

7.5.2.3  OFM Joint Angle Differences and Between-Session Reliability Following Thigh Marker 

Rotation Offset 

Following rotational correction of the thigh marker OFM’s hindfoot segment appeared 

significantly more flexed and significantly less internally rotated.  The excessive flexion of the 

hindfoot is caused by the posterior displacement of the knee joint centre, placing the hindfoot 

in a flexed position.  The forefoot segment then becomes plantarflexed to a similar degree to 

which the hindfoot was dorsiflexed.  Using the thigh marker rotation offset resulted in 

hindfoot and forefoot motion that was less consistent with previous studies to use the OFM.  A 

comparison of the hindfoot and forefoot sagittal waveforms of the current study with the 

corresponding waveforms presented in Stebbins et al., (2006) shows a considerable offset 

caused by the posterior displacement of the knee joint centre.  This finding indicates that the 

use of the thigh marker offset resulted in inappropriate angular offsets of OFM.  An approach 

to solve this would be to calculate the necessary shank marker rotation offset (tibial torsion) to 

realign the shank with the thigh. 

Overall between-session reliability of the OFM following thigh marker rotation offset was not 

greatly affected, ICC were increased from 0.55 to 0.56 and SEM reduced from 4.61⁰ to 4.57⁰.  

However, transverse plane hindfoot between-session reliability improved and SEM decreased 

by approximately 2⁰ due to the correction of lower limb segments transverse rotation offsets.  

This finding was due to the reduced variation in knee joint centre position and thigh rotation 

from correction following thigh marker rotation offset.  However, lateral shank marker 

misplacement is still an issue and causes an offset between the orientation of the shank and 
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hindfoot.  Marker placement on the shank may require protocols to obtain longitudinal 

alignment potentially with the use of knee alignment device.   

In summary, the OFM demonstrated moderate between-session reliability (ICC) and 

reasonable errors (SEM) from repeated sessions.  The transverse plane hindfoot motion 

produced the greater error from repeated sessions which was due to the high variability of 

joint motion which is due to inconsistent marker placement.  The position of the knee joint 

centre is sensitive to thigh marker placement and may have lead to deviations in the shank 

orientation between sessions.  Furthermore, the lateral shank marker, like the thigh marker 

defines the longitudinal axis of the shank, therefore small misplacements will lead to rotational 

offsets and cross-talk at the hindfoot.  Between-session reliability of the OFM was lower than 

previous paediatric studies (Stebbins et al., 2006; Curtis et al., 2009) caused by marker 

placement error meaning that the protocols of the current study require attention.  Following 

thigh marker rotation offset, between-session reliability (ICC) and repeated session error (SEM) 

from OFM were not greatly affected. Therefore, interpreting the findings of frontal plane 

hindfoot motion between populations would be difficult because measurement error may 

mask any differences.    

   

7.5.2.4 Between-Session Reliability of 3DFoot 

The hindfoot, midfoot, forefoot and hallux segments of the 3DFoot model demonstrated 

moderate between-session reliability (ICC = 0.47) of repeated joint angles during paediatric 

gait.  In general, between-session reliability was highest in the sagittal plane (ICC = 0.51), 

followed by the same values in the frontal (ICC = 0.45) and transverse (ICC = 0.45) planes.  This 

planar order of reliability was in agreement with Deschamps et al., (2011) who measured the 

reliability of 3DFoot absolute joint angles in adult subjects.  This study found highest 

coefficient of multiple correlation (CMCs) in the sagittal plane (0.62-0.89), compared to the 

frontal plane (0.18-0.81) and the transverse plane (0.53-0.84).  In the current study, reliability 

of the hallux projection angles in the sagittal and transverse planes (mean ICC 0.31) were 

considerably lower than the 3D hindfoot (mean ICC 0.49), midfoot (mean ICC 0.51) and 

forefoot segments (mean ICC 0.50).  This is in line with Deschamps et al., (2011) who found 

lower reliability (measured by CMC) of the hallux sagittal and transverse plane projection 

angles compared to the 3D hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot segments.  Error in repeated 

session joint angles was similar between the hindfoot (mean SEM 3.39⁰), midfoot (mean SEM 
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2.94⁰) and forefoot (mean SEM 2.74⁰), but hallux errors were higher and deemed 

unacceptable (mean SEM 7.72⁰).  This finding was due to issues with marker placement on the 

proximal phalanx of the hallux which, in children’s feet, is close to the first metatarsal head 

marker.  These markers in close proximity lead to marker trajectory cross-over and drop out 

which may have lead to higher variability. No previous study to examine the reliability of 

3DFoot measured the expected error (standard error of measurement) from between-session 

measures.     

 

7.5.2.5  3DFoot Joint Angle Differences and Between-Session Reliability Following 

Normalisation to Standing 

All segments of 3DFoot model demonstrated a significant change in angular outputs following 

normalisation to standing at initial contact and toe off except the midfoot-metatarsal joint.  

This finding is due to the results of pilot studies conducted on the 3DFoot to practise marker 

placement protocols.  In pilot studies it was found that the calcaneal-midfoot and midfoot-

metatarsal joints exhibited excessive dorsiflexion and plantarflexion respectively.  This was due 

to x-axis mislocation from a superior positioning of the calcaneal marker with respect to the 

sustentaculum tali and lateral calcaneus markers.  Efforts were made to correct for this 

misplacement and consistently align the calcaneal marker with the anterior-posterior axis of 

the calcaneus.  A visual inspection of the angular plots showed that the overall pattern of 

motion was not altered due to normalising, but that absolute values were.  Range of motion 

values were similar before (mean ROM 12.71 ± 10.00⁰) and after (12.07 ± 10.07⁰) normalising 

to standing.   

Normalising joint angles to standing position decreased mean ICCs from 0.52 to 0.43 but SEMs 

were reduced from 3.88⁰ to 3.29⁰.  Error values were improved most in the sagittal plane 

indicating that marker placement errors are highest in this plane.  The reduction in ICC is due 

to the large reduction in the within-session range of joint angles caused by normalisation to 

standing.  The mean reduction in joint angles at gait events was 8.01⁰ ± 5.84⁰.  The largest ICC 

reductions were found in sagittal plane calcaneal-shank, transverse calcaneal-midfoot and 

frontal midfoot-metatarsal motion. Normalisation to standing reduced variability due to 

marker placement errors, but within-session SD reduced by relatively greater amounts than 

within-subject SD.  The reduction in within-session variation by the normalisation procedure 

does not justify the improvements in between-session reliability.  This is because removing the 
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absolute angular peak maximum and minimum values may increase the chances of a type II 

error (false negative).  Any possible associations between foot segment motion and adiposity 

may not show up as significant if within-session variability was reduced.  

The results of the reliability study on 3DFoot show that the model is moderately reliable 

between-sessions in this study population with reasonable errors from repeated sessions. 

Between-session reliability and errors were consistent across the hindfoot, midfoot and 

forefoot segments. However, the hallux demonstrated considerably lower between-session 

reliability and greater error.  Hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot segments could provide reliable 

information on paediatric foot motion over the gait cycle. Hallux variability would make 

interpretation of population differences difficult.       

 

7.5.2.6  Between-Session Reliability of Kinfoot 

The hindfoot, midfoot, forefoot, toe and hallux of the Kinfoot model demonstrated moderate 

between-session reliability (ICC = 0.46) of repeated joint angles during paediatric gait.  The 

sagittal plane demonstrated the least between-session reliability (ICC = 0.40) and the frontal 

and transverse planes being higher (both ICC = 0.48).  The previous study to examine the 

reliability (CMC values) of Kinfoot reported only sagittal plane within-session, from a single 

session (MacWilliams et al., 2003).  A comparison of reliability across segments between 

MacWilliams et al., (2003) and the current study reveals that the segments distal of the 

midfoot revealed moderate to high reliability in both studies, but low reliability at the 

calcaneocuboid and subtalar joints.  This finding is due to the use of virtual markers created by 

offsets from adjacent segments to infer motion of small and difficult to track bones (talus and 

cuboid).  Low between-session reliability is caused by motion between the talus and cuboid 

and the adjacent segments which represent them (metatarsals) which increases between-

session variability.  Further comparison of reliability between the current study and 

MacWilliams et al., (2003) should, however be made with caution because of the differences in 

study design, statistics and populations tested.  MacWilliams et al., (2003) tested reliability of 

Kinfoot in adolescents, during one session using coefficient of multiple correlation statistic 

compared to the children tested over two repeated sessions by intraclass correlation 

coefficient in the present study.  The reliability results of one study cannot be assumed to be 

consistent in an alternative study design using different statistical measures of reliability and in 

a younger population. This highlights the need to examine the between-session reliability of all 
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three foot models in this chapter because determining the most appropriate foot model for 

use in the main study (chapter 8) from previous literature alone may lead to misinterpretation 

of relative reliability.     

The Kinfoot provided great insights into foot segmental motion at eight joints during the gait 

cycle.  However, between-session reliability (ICCs) was low and errors from repeated sessions 

(SEM) high across most segments and especially at the subtalar, calcaneocuboid and hallux 

segments.  While the potential of this model to extract large amounts of data on paediatric 

foot motion is preferable, low between-session reliability and high errors mean finding 

differences (if they truly exist) between populations may not be possible due to high 

variability.  

           

7.5.2.7  Comparison of Foot Model Between-Session Reliability Summary 

The aim of this chapter was to determine the between-session reliability of three available 

foot models to describe foot motion over the gait cycle.  The results can inform the decision as 

to the most appropriate foot model to determine relationships between foot segmental 

motion and adiposity.  All three foot models provide pros and cons for use.  Between-session 

reliability of the OFM has been previously tested in a paediatric population (Stebbins et al., 

2006) and it has been used extensively in clinical paediatric studies (Theologis & Stebbins, 

2010) thus demonstrating utility in the population of interest to the current study.  However, 

between-session reliability of the OFM during the protocols implemented in this chapter 

demonstrated that hindfoot transverse plane motion is sensitive to marker placement errors 

to define the shank segment.  This lack of reliability and the large error values can only be 

described in terms of this study under the current testing conditions.  The findings are no 

reflection of the foot model itself but of the reliability of the user to implement it in the 

protocols.  The 3DFoot model does not suffer from variability in shank orientation and, 

therefore between-session reliability and errors were smaller than OFM.  The addition of a 

midfoot segment may provide insights into associations between flat feet and obesity (Leardini 

et al., 2007a).  However, 3DFoot’s hallux segment demonstrated particularly low between-

session reliability and high errors which have been found previously in reliability studies in 

adults.  Kinfoot offers an abundance of information on inter-segmental foot joint motion and 

has been previously validated against radiographic measures (MacWilliams et al., 2003).  The 

reasonable errors at the medial and lateral forefoot segments demonstrate the potential to 
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divide the forefoot into the two sections as recommended by Nester et al., (2010).  However, 

the majority of segments demonstrated errors from repeated sessions greater than 5⁰, which 

were deemed unacceptable in the current study.  High variability from assumptions of coupled 

motion between adjacent segments (subtalar and midfoot joints) and high variability from 

marker misplacement on the hallux and toes are the causes of unacceptable error.  Therefore, 

the findings of this section indicate that 3DFoot offers the best balance between information 

of foot segmental motion (particularly at the midfoot) and between-session reliability.  The 

error values determined at gait cycle events and minimal and maximal peaks during the stance 

and swing phase can be used as a baseline to aid interpretation of differences between 

populations. 

 

7.6  Chapter Summary 

Between-session reliability of each model was moderate at the hindfoot, low in the midfoot 

(3DFoot and Kinfoot only), moderate in the forefoot, low in the hallux and moderate in the toe 

segments (Kinfoot only).  Measurement errors were greatest in OFM and lowest in 3DFoot 

where all SEM values, except for the hallux, were under 5⁰.  The choice of foot models for use 

in a paediatric population was based on the reliable capture of the maximum amount of 

information that can be gained from the segmentisation of the foot.  Kinfoot presents 

information on eight joints of the foot and would provide detailed angular displacements of for 

exploring the association between adiposity and foot motion during the gait.  However, lower 

between-session reliability and greater measurement error of Kinfoot means associations may 

be missed.  Issues defining the shank segment orientation in the current protocol lead to low 

between-session reliability and high errors in the hindfoot segment of the OFM.  Therefore, 

3DFoot will be used in the main study (chapter 8), the model benefits from the tracking of a 

midfoot segment which will provide information on potential altered foot structure expected 

in obese children (i.e. pronatory foot type associated with flat feet).  The 3DFoot model will 

not be normalised to a standing position for zeroing of joint angles because vital information 

about maximal angular displacements is lost.  The SEM values reported in this experimental 

chapter will be used to assess the relevance of significant findings of the main study (chapter 

8). 
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7.7  Limitations 

A limitation of the protocol to examine the between-session reliability of three foot models 

during concurrent application was the compromise of marker placement on the forefoot 

segment.  The 3DFoot model required a marker on the second metatarsal head, the OFM 

required a marker between the second and third metatarsal head and Kinfoot required a 

marker on the third metatarsal head.  These locations were in too close proximity for three 

separate 9mm markers to be attached to the skin.  Therefore, the centre location, in-line with 

OFM, was chosen as a compromise.  This may have induced errors in the orientation of 3DFoot 

and Kinfoot’s forefoot segments due to differences between the technical and anatomical local 

coordinate systems.  However, the compromised marker position did not appear to generate 

greater errors in the forefoot errors compared to other foot segments.  Indeed, the amount of 

error in 3Dfoot and Kinfoot’s forefoot segments was consistent with previous findings.  It is 

possible that the compromised marker position was within the variability of marker placement 

found in the current study.  Della Croce (1999) found within-rater RMS differences of 9.0mm 

when identifying the second metatarsal head which is the width of a marker used in the 

current study.  Future work should consider examining the between-session reliability of these 

foot models in isolation. 
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8.  Main study: Biomechanics of the Paediatric Foot and Lower Limb:  Associations with 

Adiposity. 

8.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents a cross-sectional study of the associations between lower limb and foot 

biomechanics and adiposity in boys age 7 to 11 years old.  Previous studies have found altered 

spatiotemporal, kinematic and kinetic gait parameters between obese and non-obese children 

(Hills & Parker 1991; Morrison et al., 2008; McMillan et al., 2009 & 2010; Shultz et al., 2009).  

However, few studies have accounted for age, anthropometric and spatiotemporal 

confounding factors relating to gait parameters.   

Measures of body fat mass outlined in experimental chapter 1 (chapter 5) will be utilised to 

measure adiposity in this study sample.  Previous studies have reported childhood obesity 

according to BMI values relative to national reference curves (Z-Score) with cutoffs for obesity 

and overweight.  There are two issues with defining groups in this way; firstly, BMI is not a 

direct measure of obesity but a proxy for body fat mass, and secondly, cutoffs for defining 

obesity and overweight in children have not been related to health co-morbidities.  Therefore, 

children could be mislabelled as obese when they are not and vice versa, increasing type II 

errors (false negative) and so there is potential to neglect associations with obesity (measured 

by BMI Z-Score).  Defining participants in terms of adiposity measured as a continuous variable 

may remove these issues. 

In order to measure lower limb and foot biomechanics a reliable method of determining 

human motion is required.  In experimental chapter 2 (chapter 6), between-session reliability 

and expected error of lower limb joint angular and moment outputs was reported in a group of 

children across a range of BMI Z-Scores.  The findings indicated that mean errors (SEM) across 

3D lower limb joint angles was 3.98⁰ and moments 2.32Nm.  However, angular output errors 

were improved following thigh marker rotation offset (3.56⁰) while moment errors were 

remained approximately equal (2.38Nm).  A further amendment to the lower limb 

biomechanical model (PiG) was the use of an ‘instrumented pointer device’ to track the 

anterior pelvis (ASIS) using virtual rather than skin mounted markers.  Pelvis anterior markers 

(ASIS) and hip joint centres were significantly misplaced using skin mounted markers 

compared to virtual markers by up to 16mm.  Hip flexion, abduction and internal rotation were 

significantly greater (by up to 3.00⁰, 4.32⁰ and 5.84⁰ in non-obese, respectively) when using 

virtual markers, indicating the effects of soft tissue artefact when measuring hip joint motion. 
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To the author’s knowledge, no previous study has reported associations between dynamic 

three-dimensional foot motion during the gait cycle and obesity or adiposity.  Previous findings 

in static foot posture and 2D dynamic plantar assessments have revealed changes at the 

hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot were indicative of a flatter foot in obese children.  Therefore, a 

biomechanical foot model that can provide reliable data on foot segmental motion was 

explored in experimental chapter 3 (chapter 7).  The 3DFoot model (Leardini et al., 2007a) 

presented mean errors in repeated sessions of 3.88⁰ in four segments of the foot.  Therefore, 

3DFoot was determined to be most appropriate to measure foot segmental motion 

associations with adiposity.     

  

8.2 Aims 

The aims of this study were to: 

1. Identify relationships between spatiotemporal, kinematic and kinetic lower limb and 

foot biomechanics with adiposity (body fat mass) in a cross-sectional sample of boys 

age 7 to 11 years old.    

2. A secondary aim was to account for confounding variables of age, anthropometrics 

and spatiotemporal characteristics of the participants.   

To answer aim 1 spatiotemporal, kinematic and kinetic lower limb and foot variables taken at 

discrete points of the gait cycle were recorded for each participant.  The relationships between 

these variables and body fat were tested using linear regression analysis.  Multiple linear 

regression was used to account for the confounding influence of participant’s age, 

anthropometric and spatiotemporal characteristics on the relationships with body fat to 

answer aim 2.       
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8.3  Methodology 

8.3.1  Participants 

The study was designed to select a representative population of children residing in the 

borough of Newham, East London.  Teachers were approached based on a convenience 

sample of schools taking part in higher education activities at the University of East London.  

Two schools agreed to participate in the study of which approximately 90 boys were invited to 

participate in the research.  Consent forms and information documents were distributed for 

boy’s parents/guardians, only boys with completed consent forms being allowed to take part.  

Ethical approval was obtained from the University of East London (Ref No. ETH/13/11).  A 

sample size of 66 boys was required for sufficient statistical power based on the results of the 

reliability studies in experimental chapters 2 and 3 (chapters 6 and 7; the sample size 

calculation is in appendix VI). A total of 55 boys took part in all protocols from which data sets 

were extracted and analysed.   

The sample population from this study was drawn from a convenience sample of boys from 

local school pupils in Newham.  The latest figure for the rates of overweight and obesity in 

Newham show that overweight prevalence is between 11.2% and 15.1% and obesity between 

12.9% and 24.7% among boys age 5 to 11 years old (National Child Measurement Programme 

2012).  The prevalence of overweight in the current study was lower than the borough of 

Newham (9.1%) and obesity levels were higher (30.9%).  There may have been bias in sampling 

more obese participants to represent the full range of body fat mass levels thus over sampling 

obese boys compared to the local prevalence rate.  Bias may have also been introduced in the 

recruitment of boys from the convenience sample. Boys most likely to engage in activity and 

accept exposing their upper body and legs during testing protocols would potentially be more 

willing to take part in the research.  This may under-sample boys with higher body fat mass 

compared to local area (Newham, UK).       

 

8.3.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Consenting participants were included in the research if they were typically developing boys 

between the age of 7 and 11 years old.  Exclusion criteria included any medical conditions 

affecting neuromuscular and orthopaedic integrity or any complications contributing to altered 

foot posture and/or gait disturbance.  A copy of the health medial questionnaire can be found 

in appendix II. 
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8.3.3  Protocols 

8.3.3.1 Demographical Information 

Information on the age and ethnicity of the boys was provided by the primary schools 

according to their records.  All data was anonymised for confidentiality.  Ethnicity was 

provided to ensure the sample was representative of the local population in the London 

borough of Newham. 

A recent school census found the ethnical groups of Newham’s  school age children to be 

42.2% ‘Asian’, 23.9% ‘black’, 15.7% ‘white’ and 4.7% ‘other’ (Pupil Level  Annual School Census, 

2009).  The ethnical groups in the current study were 34.5% ‘white’, 32.7% ‘Asian’, 29.1% 

‘black’ and 3.6% ‘other’. In the current study sample ‘white’ and ‘black’ participants were over 

sampled, and ‘Asian’ under sampled, compared to the local demographic data.  This bias may 

have been the result of convenience sampling of local primary schools 

 

8.3.3.2  Body Composition 

Protocols for body composition were developed and established in experimental chapter 1 

(chapter 5).  This section provides an overview of the protocols used in this study, more details 

can be found in experimental chapter 1 (chapter 5). Subjects were measured barefoot in 

swimming shorts.  Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using Bodpod scales (Life 

Measurement, Inc, Concord, CA, USA).  Height was measured barefoot to the nearest 0.5cm 

using a portable Leicester stadiometer (Seca Leicester portable stadiometer; Seca Vogel, 

Hamburg, Germany).  All measures were taken by one researcher, following strict protocols 

based on manufactures recommendations.  Each child’s BMI score was calculated as 

height/weight2 and expressed as an age and sex specific z-score (standard deviation score).  

This was based on the distribution of BMI in the UK90 growth reference (Cole et al., 1995) 

using a Microsoft Excel macro developed for use with this growth reference (Child Growth 

Foundation, Chiswick, UK).   

Air displacement plethysmography was measured using the Bodpod device with protocols 

determined in experimental chapter 1 (chapter 5).  Each participant wore swimming shorts 

and a swimming cap, jewellery was removed prior to entering the Bodpod.  The procedure 

involved each child entering the Bodpod’s chamber for a period of 40 seconds for three 

successive trials.  In each trial small amounts of air (350ml) were forced in and out of the 
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chamber creating pressures changes that were measured in the Bodpod prior to the child 

entering the device.  These pressure changes were then repeated with the child in the Bodpod 

chamber from which changes in the pressure signal amplitudes were compared and the 

volume of the child calculated (Dempster & Aitkens, 1995).  These raw body volumes were 

corrected from isothermal air in the lungs and close to the skin surface using child specific 

equations (Haycock et al., 1978; Fields et al., 2004).  The corrected body volumes were 

converted to body percentages using age and gender specific equations (Lohman, 1989).    

 

8.3.3.3  Three-Dimensional Gait Analysis 

Protocols for three-dimensional gait analysis were established and developed in experimental 

chapter 2 and 3 (chapters 6 and 7).  This section provides an overview of the protocols used in 

the current study, for more detail please refer to experimental chapter 2 and 3 (chapter 6 and 

7).  An eight-camera Vicon Nexus (Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK) captured the motion 

of reflective markers attached to each subject’s lower limbs at 200Hz.  Two floor mounted 

force plates (Bertec, Model MIE Ltd, Leeds, UK) recorded ground reaction forces during gait 

trials at 1000Hz.  Both the cameras and force plates were calibrated before each testing 

session according the Vicon manual (Vicon Manual, 2010).  In addition to height and weight 

recorded as part of the body composition protocol; leg length, ankle width and knee width 

were measured using callipers.   

The lower limb model was applied with the marker set described in the Plug-In Gait (PiG) 

manual based on the Helen Hayes marker set first described by Davis et al., (1991). Each child 

was asked to adopt a comfortable standing position while 9mm markers were attached using 

double sided tape.  Two alterations to the standard PiG protocol were used.  Firstly, an 

‘instrumented pointer device’ was used to create virtual markers representing the ASIS 

landmarks, the location of the ASIS markers was tracked using markers attached to each iliac 

crest; and secondly, a thigh marker rotation offset was applied to each trial based on the 

protocol of Baker et al., (1999).      

The 3DFoot model was attached to the right foot of each participant following the attachment 

of the PiG lower limb marker set.  The PiG and 3DFoot share the same anatomical landmarks; 

the second metatarsal head, the posterior calcaneus (same height as the second metatarsal 

head marker) and lateral malleolus markers.     
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Each child performed 20 to 30 gait trials through the 7.5m walkway in the gait laboratory with 

the aim of achieving 10 gait for analysis.  Gait trials were accepted for further analysis if the 

force plate was contacted cleanly, no markers were unattached and the participant walked 

consistently through the trial (i.e. didn’t increase or decrease walking speed, aim for the force 

plates or adopt an alternative walking style).     

The selected trials were cropped to contain, on average, two gait cycles within the capture 

volume giving 20 trials from each participant for further processing.  Marker trajectories were 

reconstructed and labelled according to the procedures outlined in experimental chapter 2 

and 3 (chapters 6 and 7).  During post-capture processing some trials were unable to be used 

for analysis due to excessive marker drop out.  This was especially relevant for 3DFoot model 

markers which were also found to cross-over.  In this case the trial was rejected and where 

possible another trial selected.  For kinetic analysis, only the gait cycles where contact was 

made with one of the force plates were selected.  The total number of gait cycles collected was 

967 (approximately 18 per participant) for lower limb joint angles, 386 for lower limb joint 

moments (approximately 7 per participant) and 821 for foot angles (approximately 15 per 

participant). 

 

8.3.4  Data Analysis 

8.3.4.1  Selection of Predictor Variables 

Each participant’s estimate of body fat mass was entered as the primary predictor variable for 

all lower limb and foot joint angular motion and moments.  The confounding predictor 

variables; age, anthropometric and spatiotemporal gait variables were included in the analysis 

in order to account for the variation in lower limb and foot biomechanics.  These included; age, 

height, BMI Z-Score, step length, walking speed, step width, stance phase duration and total 

support time.  The reasons for including these predictor variables was their influence on 

paediatric gait previously reported: 

Age and height were included as predictor variables because changes in lower limb kinetics 

have been reported up to the age of 9 years old due to the development of gait maturation 

(Chester et al., 2006).  Furthermore, it is not clear at which age gait is fully matured because 

the age at which gait matures is dependent on the gait measure, though most gait parameters 

reach adult-like figures by the age of 7 years old (Sutherland et al., 1980; Stansfield et al., 

2001; Ganley & Powers 2005).  However, Beck et al., (1981) concluded that changes after the 
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age of 5 years were more attributable to height than age.  Therefore, to account for variation 

in lower limb biomechanics due to age and height, these were included as predictor variables 

in the analysis.   

Ideally body weight would be included as a predictor variable to account for the variation in 

lower limb biomechanics due to body weight (and height) having a large effect on absolute 

lower kinetics (Hof et al,. 1996).  However, as shown in Table A7.1 body weight cannot be 

placed in the regression models due to collinearity with the other predictor variables, mainly 

%FM (this is explained further in Collinearity and confounding variables section under 

statistical analysis).  However, BMI Z-Score does not cause excessive collinearity between the 

predictor variables and so can be included in regression analysis as a measure of body weight  

(relative to height).  Furthermore, previous studies have grouped obese and non-obese 

children according to BMI Z-Score (McMillan et al., 2009 & 2010; Shultz et al., 2009 & 2010).  

These studies have reported kinematic and kinetic lower limb differences due to excessive 

forces from the carriage of a greater mass.  Therefore, BMI Z-Score is included as a predictor 

variable in order to distinguish findings that related to adiposity (%FM) and the findings that 

were related to body weight-for-height (BMI Z-Score).  Disparity between adiposity and obesity 

with lower limb and foot biomechanical findings  could indicate that; either, fat mass and 

weight-for-height affect gait biomechanics in different ways (i.e. distribution of body fat mass 

and relative limb and trunk sizes); BMI Z-Score is not a suitable measure for obesity in this 

sample of boys (because actual relationships between obesity and biomechanics are lost due 

to mislabelling of boys); or finally, methodological differences (i.e. relating to greater soft 

tissue artefact in boys with higher fat mass compared to boys with higher BMI Z-Score).  

Gait spatiotemporal differences have been reported between obese and non-obese children 

(measured by BMI Z-Scores), these include; a slower walking speed, lower cadence and a 

greater stance phase (Hills & Parker, 1991; Morrison et al., 2008).  These studies have related 

the findings to the need for greater stability in obese children’s gait.  This means there is a 

requirement to account for variation in lower limb and foot biomechanics that may be due to 

altered spatiotemporal parameters due to a need for greater stability in obese participants.  

Therefore, step length, walking speed, cadence, step width, stance phase duration and total 

support time were included as predictor variables.  These predictor variables were entered 

into regression analysis in order to determine the relationships between foot and lower limb 

angles and moments with adiposity and the influence of confounding factors.   
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8.3.4.2 Selection of Gait Variables for Extraction 

In order to assess the association between the predictor variables with lower limb and foot 

biomechanics, joint angle and moment data needed to be extracted over the gait cycle.  A 

review of the gait cycle parameters of significance in previous obesity studies informed the 

choice of gait cycle events and peaks to be explored in this study.  Previous studies on the 

effects of obesity on gait parameters in children and adults have shown altered joint angles 

and moments throughout the gait cycle.  Table 8.1 presents the significant findings from 

previous obesity studies on biomechanical differences at events and peaks.  Studies have 

typically found differences at ipsilateral initial contact, contralateral toe off, contralateral initial 

contact and ipsilateral toe off as well as peaks in sub-phases of the stance phase and swing 

phase. 

 

Table 8.1 A review of previous literature on significant differences between obese and non-obese lower limb angle 
and moment measures at gait cycle events and phases 

Study Gait cycle 

 Initial contact Stance Toe off Swing 

Gushue et 
al., (2005) 
Paediatric 

 Peak ankle flexion moment 
Peak knee flexion angle 
Peak knee abduction 
moment 

  

McMillan et 
al., (2009) 
Paediatric 

 Peak knee abduction angle 
Peak hip abduction moment 

  

McMillan et 
al., (2010) 
Paediatric 

Knee flexion angle 
Hip extension angle 
Hip extension 
moment 

Peak Hindfoot inversion 
moment 
Peak ankle extension 
moment 
Peak knee flexion moment 
Peak knee abduction 
moment 
Peak hip flexion moment 
Peak hip abduction moment 
  

  

Spyropoulos 
et al., 
(1991) 
Adult 

 Ankle flexion angle
a 

Hip abduction angle
 a

 
 

 

Hip abduction angle  

Lai et al., 
(2008) 
Adult 

 Ankle eversion angle 
a 

Ankle extension moment 
Ankle inversion moment 
Knee adduction angle 
Hip adduction

 a
 

 Knee adduction 

Meissier et 
al., (1994) 

Hindfoot eversion 
angle 

   

a
 signifies significant findings at peaks and events throughout the stance phase. 
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With regard to differences in foot motion over the gait cycle between obese and non-obese 

subjects, no study has examined the dynamic 3D angular rotations of foot segments.  Previous 

studies have examined dynamic plantar pressure assessment, static and dynamic footprint 

indices and static structural and morphological differences.  Areas of the foot to demonstrate 

altered position and motion between obese and non-obese children were; the medial 

longitudinal arch (Riddiford-Harland et al., 2000; Villarroya et al., 2007), calcaneal inclination 

angle/heel valgus (Pfeiffer et al., 2006; Villarroya et al., 2009), navicular height (Morrison et al., 

2007) and the hallux (Mickle et al., 2006).  These structural alterations of the foot in obese 

children can be related to the segments described in the 3DFoot model (Leardini et al., 2007a); 

the calcaneus, midfoot, metatarsals and hallux.  Therefore, the exploration of areas of the foot 

that have shown to be significantly different between obese and non-obese subjects will be 

examined at all events and angular peaks during the gait cycle. 

Lower limb and foot joint angles and moments were extracted at ipsilateral initial contact, 

contralateral toe off, contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe off for every gait cycle of 

each participant.  Table 8.2 defines the selected peak gait cycle parameters at which lower 

limb and foot angular displacements and moments were extracted from each participant.  Any 

peaks that coincide with gait events were excluded.  The timing of gait events was not 

significantly associated across the level of adiposity (p>0.05). Therefore, kinematic and kinetic 

differences at events were due to changes in joint angle and moments and not due to the 

differences in the timing of events.  The angular and moment events and peaks were used in 

principle component analysis (PCA) in the first step of statistical analysis. 

 

8.3.4.3 Gait Variables Extraction Protocol 

Perry (1992) described the phases of the gait cycle according to reciprocal foot contact with 

the ground.  Foot contact is measured by the increase in vertical force (Fz) above the threshold 

of 20N in two forces embedded in the gait laboratory floor.  This gives the gait events which 

can distinguish the phases of the gait cycle according to the first double support phase 

(ipsilateral initial contact to contralateral toe off), the first single support phase (contralateral 

toe-off to contralateral initial contact), the second double support phase (contralateral initial 

contact to ipsilateral toe-off) and the second single support phase (ipsilateral toe-off to 

ipsilateral initial contact). Values at gait cycle events and peaks during the phases were 

extracted for analysis.  Two factors contribute to the angular and moment values extracted; 
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the first is temporal normalisation of the gait cycle, and the second is averaging multiple values 

within and between participants.  

In order to compare gait, the common practise in gait analysis is to normalise the gait cycle in 

the time domain to 100 data points, temporally aligning multiple gait cycles (Morris & Hsiao-

Wecksler, 2010).  This aids comparison between subjects and interpretation of healthy and 

pathological gait (Sadeghi et al., 2000), but differences in the timing of gait events within the 

cycle (contralateral toe-off, contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off) may still exist.  

Therefore, differences in joint angle and moment peaks and values at events may be reduced 

and larger standard deviations will result from between- and within-cycle variability in timing 

(Forner-Cordero et al., 2006).  To eliminate this the current study did not normalise individual 

gait cycles to 100 data points but instead extracted lower limb and foot angle and moment 

values at absolute gait events and peaks. 

Previous studies to examine the differences in lower limb biomechanics between obese and 

non-obese children have compared averaged data from two groups (McMillan et al., 2009 & 

2010; Shultz et al., 2009 & 2010).  Because of the variable nature of gait, extracting the 

average of gait variables at events and peaks may not completely inform of the differences 

between groups.  Therefore, when averaging trials of several participants, techniques are 

available to reduce between-subject variability include curve registration, image normalisation 

or time warping techniques (Sadeghi et al., 2000).  These temporally align different gait trials 

to reduce between-subject variability so biomechanical differences can be explored.  However, 

an alternative method, used in the current study, utilised individual trials from all subjects in 

the analysis thus removing the need to average individual or group gait cycles.  Sutherland et 

al., (1980) noted that representative gait cycles in a child demonstrated minor variations in the 

amount of angular rotation from other cycles.  Since joint angular displacements (and 

moments) are interdependent, both, across the gait cycle and between gait cycles averaging 

gait cycles for each participant would reduce discreet differences.  Therefore, including all 

trials in the statistical analysis maintains angular and moment variability without the need to 

normalise the gait cycle in the time domain because individual or group means are not being 

extracted.   

In order to highlight the differences between temporally non-normalised and normalised gait 

data the motion of 10 participant’s hip joint angles was extracted and compared. Table A5.1 

demonstrates the differences between hip joint angular data that has not been normalised 

(captured at 200Hz) with data normalised to 100Hz and 50Hz.  Both the timing of gait events 
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and the values at events and peaks were significantly different depending on the amount of 

normalisation.   

Previous studies have used PCA to determine the points of the gait cycle which demonstrate 

greatest variance across the subject population being testing (Chester et al., 2008).  To 

undertake this form of statistical analysis the gait parameter was normalised to a number of 

data points over the gait cycle.  To perform PCA the total number of data points is required to 

be at least one less than the number of subjects (Field, 2009).  For a sample of 55 participants, 

54 data points (or 50 for convenience) would be selected for PCA analysis.  However, the 

process of reducing each gait variable to a data point can result in lost data.  Normalising the 

gait variable to 100 data points would remove approximately 100 data points if the gait data is 

captured at 200Hz and the subject walks at 1 stride per second.  A further 50 data points are 

removed to meet the requirements of at least one less data points than subjects.  The whole 

normalising process removes 75% (three out of every four capture frames) of the gait 

parameter data available.  Using PCA on waveform data over the gait cycle in this way removes 

the need to pre-define the gait cycle points based on prior assumptions.  However, important 

peaks and potential differences between subjects maybe lost as the waveform were in-effect 

filtered.       

Instead of analysing normalised peaks in PCA, the protocol of this study extracted peak data 

from every frame of each gait cycle captured at 200Hz.  Angular and moment peaks and values 

at events were extracted using ParamCalc (Vaquita Software, UK).  Peak and event values were 

identified to describe the amplitude of each joint angle over the gait cycle (Chao et al., 1983).  

The key angular peaks presented by Bendetti et al., (1998) were derived in addition to peaks 

occurring in the gait cycle sub-phases (Table 8.2).  These values were used to determine the 

foot and lower limb angle and moment parameters which were be entered into regression 

analysis 
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Table 8.2. Lower limb and foot angle and moment peaks over the gait cycle where values were extracted.  Flex = flexion, Ext 
= extension, Abd = abduction, Add = adduction, Ev = eversion, In = inversion, Int Rot = internal rotation, Ext Rot = external 
rotation. S-C=Shank-Calcaneus, C-M=Calcaneus-Midfoot, M-M=Midfoot-Metatarsal, F-P=First Metatarsal-Phalanx 

 Peak in DS 1 Peak in SS 1 Peak DS 2 Peak in SS 2 

 Sag Fro Tra Sag Fro Tra Sag Fro Tra Sag Fro Tra 

Angles             
Hip     Add Int Rot     

Ext 
Add 
Abd 

Int Rot 
Ext Rot 

Knee    Flex 
Ext 

Add 
Abd 

Int Rot 
Ext Rot 

   Flex 
Ext 

Add 
Abd 

Int Rot 
Ext Rot 

Ankle  
Ext 

  Flex 
 

      
Ext 

Add 
Abd 

Int Rot 
Ext Rot 

Moments             
Hip Flex Add Int Rot Flex Add 

Abd 
Int Rot 
Ext Rot 

      

Knee  
Ext 

 
Abd 

Int Rot Flex 
Ext 

Add 
Abd 

Int Rot 
Ext Rot 

      

Ankle Flex Add Int Rot Flex  
Abd 

Int Rot  Add     

Angles             
S-C  

Ext 
  Flex  

In 
 
Add 

   Flex 
Ext 

Ev 
In 

 
Add 

C-M  
Ext 

Ev  
Add 

 
Ext 

 Ev    Flex 
Ext 

Ev 
In 

Abd 
Add 

M-M  
Ext 

Ev  
Add 

Flex Ev 
In 

Abd 
Add 

Flex  
In 

Abd  Ev  
Add 

F-P  
Ext 

    Abd Flex    
Ext 

 Abd 
Add 

 

8.3.5  Statistical Analysis 

8.3.5.1 Statistical Power 

Fifty-five boys took part in the body composition and gait analysis protocols.  The sample size 

calculation from the reliability studies in experimental chapters 2 and 3 (chapters 6 and 7) 

estimated a sample of 66 boys (Appendix VI) was required based on the most variable segment 

(the hallux).  Post-hoc power calculations identified peak calcaneus-midfoot eversion during 

the first double support phase to have the lowest effect size (0.44).  This was a medium effect 

size according to Cohen (1992), lower effect sizes increase the probability of a type II error 

(false negative) or not finding an association if one exists.  Using the variable with the lowest 

effect size gives a conservative estimate of statistical power.  The statistical power of the 

sample collected based on the effect size of 0.44 is 93.4% which is above the minimal power 

which was aimed for (80%).  Therefore, the sample of 55 boys recruited to explore the 

associations between adiposity and gait biomechanics is of suitable statistical power. 
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8.3.5.2  Collinearity and Confounding Variables 

In order to assess the associations between kinematic and kinetic variables with %FM a 

number of variables that may affect the result must first be explored.  These include age, 

anthropometric and spatiotemporal variables shown in Figure 8.1 with correlations between 

the included and excluded variables highlighted.  Table A7.1 presents the results of collinearity 

statistic on the selected variables.  The variance inflation factor and its tolerance statistic are 

measures of how much the variance of the estimated regression coefficient is "inflated" by the 

existence of correlation among the predictor variables in the model.  The variance inflation 

factor should ideally be below 10 and the tolerance statistic above 0.2 (Field, 2009). The 

variables which were removed to reduce collinearity were; weight, stride time, step time, 

percentage of gait cycle when contralateral toe-off occurred, percentage of gait cycle when 

contralateral initial contact occurred, stride distance, and cadence. Therefore, the final 

predictor variables carried forward to analyse associations with adiposity (shown in Figure 8.1 

and Table A7.2) are; age, height, BMI Z-score, %FM, second double support phase time, total 

single support duration, step distance, velocity and step width.   

 

 

Figure 8.1. Diagram of all predictor variables for regression analysis.  Excluded predictor variables removed due to significant 

correlation with included predictor variables highlighted by adjoining lines.     
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8.3.5.3  Principle Component Analysis of Lower Limb and Foot Angular and Moment 

Variables 

Once the predictor variables were defined the extracted gait variables required a reduction 

technique in order to reduce the analysis of 205 lower limb and foot variables. Of the 205 

variables selected for analysis in PCA, 62 were joint angular measures from PiG lower limb 

model, 60 were joint moment measures from PiG lower limb model and 83 were joint angular 

measures from 3DFoot, shown in Table 8.2.  In order to reduce the number of variables 

principle component analysis (PCA) was selected to produce a component score for variables 

that demonstrate similar variation across the subject population.  Lower limb and foot 3D 

angles were placed into separate PCAs according to each joint.  To aid interpretation, lower 

limb joint moments were placed into PCAs according to each joint and each 3D plane. In total 

16 PCAs were undertaken on the data, an example of one full PCA and multiple regression 

analysis is given in Appendix VIII. Each variable was entered into PCA in SPSS version 20 

In order to select components for further investigation the importance of the relative variance 

within each component was measured by eigenvalues.  Eigenvalues can be used to calculate 

the percentage of the total variation in the data that is explained by each component.  A scree 

plot was used to identify the number of components for further investigation, shown in Figure 

A8.1.  The cutoff point is determined by taking the components above the inflexion point of 

the scree curve (Field, 2009). 

Once components have been extracted, the degree to which the gait variables load onto the 

components is calculated.  A transformation matrix of components is created and factor 

rotation used to maximally apply the variables to each component (Field, 2009).  A varimax 

rotation was applied on lower limb angles, lower limb moments and foot angles. 

The contribution of each variable to the components was identified by the size of the rotated 

loadings ranging from -1 to 1.  Variables with a loading magnitude greater than 0.722 or less 

than -0.722 were considered as contributing to that component (Field, 2002).  The variables 

were saved as a regression score for each component and taken forward to multiple linear 

regression analysis.       
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8.3.5.4  Multiple Linear Regression 

The components obtained from PCA became the outcome variables for the first stage of 

multiple linear regression analysis; these were measured on a continuous scale.  The large 

amount of multiple observations for each subject means that it is highly likely that the 

outcome variables are not independent from each other.  That is, the angular and moment 

data values from the same participant will be more similar than those from different 

participants.  Standard statistical methods do not account for this lack of independence in the 

data.  Therefore, regression analysis was conducted over four stages shown in Figure8.2.  The 

first stage was multiple linear regression of the regression score from PCA; the second was 

mixed model linear regression on the regression score from PCA; the third stage was multiple 

linear regression on the individual angle and moment values that composed the regression 

score; and, the fourth stage was mixed model linear regression on the individual angle and 

moment values that composed the regression score.  

 

 

Figure 8.2. Flow chart of multiple regression sequence  
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8.3.5.5  Multiple Linear Regression on Regression Scores from PCA 

Initially a series of univariable analyses were preformed to examine the association between 

each outcome variable and the selected predictor variables.  Subsequently the joint effects 

were examined in a multivariable analysis using a mixed model for linear regression.  The 

advantage of such an analysis is that the effect of each predictor variable upon the outcome is 

adjusted for the other predictor variables in the analysis.  Thus, this analysis gives a better 

measure of the underlying effects of each predictor variable (Fields 2009).  To reduce the 

number of predictor variables in this analysis, only those predictor variables that were found 

to be significant in the univariable analyses were included in this stage of the analysis. 

 

8.3.5.6  Multiple Linear Regression on Gait Cycle Events and Peaks 

At this point in the analysis the significant associations between the predictor variables and the 

component scores, composed of multiple gait cycle events and peaks, were assessed further.  

Each component from PCA contained gait parameters from one or two planes of motion.  The 

variance between single planar joint motion at different stages of the gait cycle could not be 

extracted using PCA.  In order to explore the associations between adiposity and joint 

angles/moments over the whole gait cycle multiple linear regression was conducted again.  

Only component scores that were significantly associated with body fat mass (adiposity) were 

taken forward into the next stage.   

A series of univariable analysis were performed on the gait cycle parameters of each selected 

component with all predictor variables.  Those predictor variables that were significantly 

associated with the gait cycle parameters were included in the mixed model regression 

analysis.  The significant linear relationships with body fat mass following mixed model 

regression analysis were extracted. 

 

8.3.5.7 Assumptions for Regression Analysis  

In order to check the assumptions of random error and homoscedasticity of the model, a plot 

of the standardised predicted values of %FM against the standardised residuals was produced.  

If the regression model fits the sample data well all data points fall on the regression line and 

the residuals would be zero (Field, 2009).  A histogram of the regression standardised residuals 

should appear as a normal distribution (bell-shaped curve).  Furthermore the normal 
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probability plot shows deviations from normality by plotting the observed residuals against a 

straight line (representing a normal distribution).  All checks on the assumptions of the 

regression model were compared with published plots in Field (2009). 

 

8.3.5.8 Interpretation of Regression Outputs 

The final stage of the analysis was to interpret the associations between body fat mass and the 

significant gait parameters.  A scatter plot of each data point (gait cycle) from the significant 

gait parameters and the corresponding (%FM) for that participant were constructed.  The 

regression line and regression equation between the data points were used to calculate the 

regression range of those gait parameters across the participant’s (%FM) scores.  If the range 

was below the SEM values from the between-session reliability studies in experimental 

chapters 2 and 3 (chapters 6 and 7), the association was excluded.  This was done on the basis 

that the angular or moment range across the subject population was less than the expected 

error.     

  

8.4  Results 

8.4.1  Age, Anthropometric and Spatiotemporal 

Age, anthropometric and spatiotemporal characteristics are presented in Tables 8.3. BMI Z-

Score classification is presented in Table 8.4.  The ethnical make-up of the sample is presented 

in Table 8.5.   
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Table 8.3. Mean, SD and range of age, anthropometric and spatiotemporal characteristics of sample population 

(n=55) 

 Mean SD Range 

Age (years) 9.55 1.18 7 - 11 
 

Height (m) 1.40 8.14 119.5 - 159.5 
Weight (kg) 37.69 10.67 22.3 – 68.6 
BMI (kg/m

2
) 18.41 4.00 12.34 - 29.62 

Z score 0.55 1.58 -2.87 - 3.54 
Centile (%) 59.99 36.08 0.21 - 99.98 
Body fat mass (%) 23.78 9.33 9.46 – 42.06 
    
Walking velocity (m·s

-1
) 1.33 0.19 0.95 – 1.81 

Cadence (steps/min) 131.69 15.66 105.77 – 171.52 
Stance Phase duration (%) 57.29 2.32 52.60 - 65.16 
Total single support 
duration (%) 

49.86 1.85 41.59 – 56.70 

Step Width (mm) 88.59 28.18 36.47 – 163.38 
Step length (m) 0.60 0.06 0.41 – 0.79 

 

Table 8.4. BMI Z-Score classification according to the UK90 reference data set of the sample population (n=55) 

BMI 
Classification 

Severely 
obese 

Obese Overweight Ideal weight Underweight Very 
underweight 

       
UK90 
(clinical) 

1 7 12 29 4 2 

 

Table 8.5. Ethnicity classification of the sample population (n=55) 

 Black Caucasian South Asian Other 
     
Ethnicity (n) 16 19 18 2 

 

 

8.4.2 Multiple Regression Analysis of Confounding Variables with %FM 

Multiple regression analysis revealed height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration and total 

support duration to be significantly associated with %FM (P<.05) in this sample of boys.  Table 

8.6 shows the amount of variation in %FM explained by each model (predictor variables) and 

Table 8.7 shows the significance of the explained %FM variance.  Figure 8.3 shows that height 

and BMI Z-Score were positively associated with %FM; meaning taller and heavier (relative to 

height) participants had higher %FM.  Figure 8.4 shows that the duration of stance phase was 

positively associated with %FM; participants who spent a longer proportion of the gait cycle in 

the stance phase had higher %FM.  Figure 8.4 also shows the total single support duration was 

negatively associated with %FM; participants who spent less time in the single support phase 

(SS1) had higher %FM. 
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Table 8.6.  Regression models individual summaries for: Age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, 
velocity, step width and total single support duration, with %FM 

Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

Age .093 .009 -0.11 8.86 

Height .296 .088 .069 8.50 

BMI Z-Score .789 .623 .615 5.47 

Stance phase duration .499 .249 .234 7.71 

Step Length .201 .041 .021 8.72 

Velocity .183 .033 .014 8.75 

Step Width .208 .043 .024 8.71 

Total Single Support duration .472 .222 .207 7.85 

 

 

Table 8.7 Regression models coefficients for individual predictor variables and %FM.  Significance (p<.05) 

Model 

Unstandardised Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

age .738 1.123 .093 .658 .514 

Height .320 .146 .296 2.192 .033* 

BMI Z-score 4.377 .482 .789 9.085 .000* 

Stance Phase Duration 3.132 .769 .499 4.072 .000* 

Step Length  -.037 .025 -.201 -1.453 .152 

Velocity  -0.11 .009 -.183 .-1.315 .195 

Step Width  .090 .060 .208 1.501 .140 

Total Single Support duration -2.874 .760 -.472 -3.781 .000* 

* represents significant association with %FM (p<0.5). 

 

  
 

Figure 8.3. Scatter plots of; (a) body fat mass (%FM) with height, and (b) body fat mass (%FM) with BMI Z-Score 

 

Figure 8.4.  Scatter plots of; (a) body fat mass (%FM) with stance phase duration, and (b) body fat mass (%FM) with 

total single support duration 
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Height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration and total single support duration were modelled in 

multiple regression to determine their combined influence on %FM. Table 8.8 shows that the 

model explained 64% of the variance in %FM in this sample of boys.  However, only BMI Z-

Score remained significantly associated with %FM (p<.001, Table 8.9).   

 

 
Table 8.8.  Model summary for predictor variables: Height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration and total single 

support duration 

Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .799 .639 .608 5.51 

 

 

 
Table 8.9. Regression models coefficients for predictor variable %FM.  Significance (p<.05) 

Model Unstandardised Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -37.436 70.821  -.529 .600 

Height .124 .101 .115 1.226 .226 

BMI Z-score 3.984 .623 .718 6.392 .000* 

Stance Phase Duration .633 .769 .101 .823 .414 

Total Single Support duration .155 .757 .025 .204 .839 

* represents significant association with %FM (p<0.5). 

 

 

8.4.3  Significant Associations between Gait Parameters and Adiposity 

8.4.3.1  Lower Limb Joint Angles - Hip 

Three principle components, with Eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 80.26% of the 

variance in 3D hip joint motion were identified, shown in Table 8.10.  The first component 

consisted of transverse plane hip motion variables explaining 32.30% of the variance in 3D hip 

joint motion.  The second component consisted of sagittal plane hip motion variables 

explaining 24.02% of the variance in 3D hip joint motion.  The third component consisted of 

frontal plane hip motion variables explaining 23.96% of the variance in 3D hip joint motion.  
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Table 8.10. Principle component analysis of Hip angle.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered as contributing 
to each component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

1 (32.30%) 2 (24.02%) 3 (23.96%) 

    

SS 2 sag Max (deg.) -.040 .943* -.075 

SS 1 fro Max (deg.) .047 .130 .755* 

SS 2 fro Min (deg.) -.197 -.235 .774* 

SS 2 fro Max (deg.) -.017 -.221 .834* 

SS 1 tra Min (deg.) .957* -.170 -.003 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) .899* -.055 -.195 

SS 2 tra Max (deg.) .919* -.022 .095 

Sag IIC (deg.) -.078 .946* -.051 

Sag CTO  (deg.) -.047 .906* -.082 

Sag CIC  (deg.) -.159 .909* -.027 

Sag ITO (deg.) -.160 .887* -.017 

Fro IIC (deg.) .117 -.221 .810* 

Fro CTO  (deg.) .073 -.030 .826* 

Fro CIC  (deg.) .028 .256 .751* 

Fro ITO (deg.) -.159 -.037 .815* 

Tra IIC (deg.) .903* .014 -.184 

Tra CTO  (deg.) .947* -.006 .003 

Tra CIC  (deg.) .934* -.214 .048 

Tra ITO (deg.) .914* -.167 .148 

 

From each principle component three regression score were calculated based on the variables 

contributing to the amount variance explained.  The three regression scores were entered into 

three separate regression models with the predictor variables; age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance 

phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single support duration.  The model 

summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.11. The predictor 

variables explained only 9% of the variation in regression score model 1, 43% of model 2, and 

13% of model 3. 

Table 8.11. Model summary of principle component Hip angle regression scores with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .312 .088 .088 0.96 
2 .654 .428 .422 0.76 
3 .360 .129 .120 0.94 

 

The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of 3D hip angles 

are shown in Table A10.1. In model 1; height, age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, stance phase duration, 

step width and total single support duration were significantly associated with the regression 

score model.  In model 2; height, age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, stance phase duration, velocity and 

step width were significantly associated with the regression model.  In model 3; height, age 

and BMI Z-Score were significantly associated with the regression model. 
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Following linear regression analysis on the regression scores models, from the three principle 

components of 3D hip angles, mixed model regression was then applied to determine the 

effects of the predictor variables on the model.  Table A10.2 shows the outputs for the three 

models.  In model 1 BMI Z-Score was significantly associated the regression score.  In model 2, 

height and %FM were significantly associated with the regression score.  In model 3, BMI Z-

Score were significantly associated with the regression score. 

Only the second regression score (model) was significantly associated with %FM and was 

analysed further.  Table 8.12 shows the hip sagittal plane variables that regression score 

(model) 2 was composed of; hip sagittal angle at ipsilateral initial contact (predictor variables 

explained 35% of variance), contralateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 28% of 

variance), contralateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 51% of variance), 

ipsilateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 47% of variance) and maximal peak during SS2 

(swing phase) (predictor variables explained 36% of variance).  These were entered into their 

individual regression models to examine the amount variance explained by the predictor 

variables.    

 

Table 8.12. Model summary of sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events and peaks with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

SS 2 sag Max (deg.) .601 .361 .354 7.33 
Sag IIC (deg.) .589 .346 .339 7.51 
Sag CTO  (deg.) .530 .281 .273 7.74 
Sag CIC  (deg.) .714 .510 .505 6.80 
Sag ITO (deg.) .685 .470 .464 7.25 

 

Linear regression coefficients for each model of hip sagittal plane angle are shown in Table 

A10.3. Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with each model for hip sagittal 

plane angle.  Therefore, each model was assessed in mixed model regression analysis to 

determine the combined effects of the predictor variables.  

Table A10.4 shows the results of mixed model regression analysis on the hip sagittal plane 

angle models.  The %FM was significantly associated with hip sagittal plane angle at ipsilateral 

initial contact, contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off.  Walking velocity and height 

were also significantly associated with hip sagittal plane motion, particularly at contralateral 

toe-off.  
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Table 8.13 and Figure 8.5 report the linear regression of %FM with the significantly associated 

hip sagittal plane variables.  The results demonstrated that boys with a higher %FM showed 

more hip flexion at ipsilateral initial contact, contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe off. 

   

Table 8.13. Mean (95% confidence intervals) of Hip sagittal plane variables significantly associated with %FM, range 
over the sample population 
Hip Joint motion Gait parameter (% of gait cycle) Highest %FM 

(95%CI) 
Lowest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Sagittal Flexion Ipsilateral Initial contact (0%) 43.85⁰ (1.15⁰) 27.83⁰ (1.31⁰) 
 Flexion Contralateral initial contact (49.80 ± 1.96%) 0.76⁰ (1.11⁰) -19.95⁰ (1.27⁰) 
 Flexion Ipsilateral toe off (57.47 ± 2.20%) 5.04⁰ (1.14⁰) -15.97⁰ (1.30⁰) 

 

 

Figure 8.5. Scatter plot of significant associations between body fat mass and hip; (a) flexion at IIC, (b) flexion at CIC, 

and (c) flexion at ITO. 

 

The association between hip angular motion and %FM is shown in Figure 8.6. The five 

participants with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent 

the association across the range of %FM.   
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Figure 8.6. Mean ± SD of Hip angular motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the five participants 

with the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to represent the 

association between hip angle and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the gait where significant 

association between %FM and hip angle was found  

 

 

8.4.3.2  Lower Limb Joint Angles - Knee 

Four principle components, with Eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 80.70% of the 

variance in 3D knee joint motion were identified, shown in Table 8.14.  The first component 

consisted of transverse plane knee motion variables explaining 26.93% of the variance in 3D 

knee joint motion.  The second component consisted of frontal plane knee motion variables 

explaining 24.38% of the variance in 3D knee joint motion.  The third component consisted of 

sagittal plane knee motion variables during early stance explaining 17.20% of the variance in 

3D knee joint motion.  The fourth component consisted of sagittal plane knee motion during 

late stance explaining 7.15% of the variance in knee joint motion. 
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Table 8.14. Principle component analysis of Knee angle.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered as contributing to 
each component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

1 (26.93%) 2 (24.38%) 3 (17.20%) 4 (7.15%) 

     

DS 1 sag Min (deg.) .081 -.132 .867* .077 

DS 1 sag Max (deg.) .102 -.043 .902* .120 

SS 1 fro Min (deg.) .015 .901* -.131 -.116 

SS 1 fro Max (deg.) -.061 .903* .119 -.080 

SS 2 fro Max (deg.) -.147 .790* -.180 -.018 

SS 2 fro Min (deg.) -.087 .753* -.168 -.003 

SS 1 tra Min (deg.) .904* -.132 .015 .175 

SS 1 tra Max (deg.) .931* -.037 .141 -.009 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) .846* -.147 .145 -.023 

SS 2 tra Max (deg.) .826* .095 .105 .028 

 Sag IIC (deg.) .106 -.102 .855* .070 

 Sag CTO  (deg.) .115 -.049 .896* .120 

 Sag CIC  (deg.) .230 -.048 .230 .756* 

 Sag ITO (deg.) .102 -.219 .226 .827* 

 Fro IIC (deg.) .042 .844* -.021 .059 

 Fro CTO  (deg.) -.193 .859* .163 -.008 

 Fro CIC  (deg.) -.014 .859* -.140 -.186 

 Fro ITO (deg.) -.208 .797* -.236 -.125 

 Tra IIC (deg.) .854* -.198 .246 -.062 

 Tra CTO  (deg.) .909* -.060 .219 -.017 

 Tra CIC  (deg.) .893* -.100 -.074 .258 

 Tra ITO (deg.) .860* -.110 .003 .303 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score from knee angular motion 

is shown in Table 8.15. The predictor variables explained 19% of the variation in regression 

score model 1, 7% of model 2, 27% of model 3 and 18% of model 4. 

 

Table 8.15. Model Summary of principle component regression scores for knee angle with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .435 .189 .181 0.90 
2 .267 .071 .061 0.96 
3 .522 .272 .264 0.86 
4 .429 .184 .176 0.91 

 

The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of 3D knee 

angles are shown in Table A10.5. In model 1; height, age, BMI Z-Score, step length,  step width 

and total single support duration were significantly associated with the regression score 

model.  In model 2; BMI Z-Score, %FM and velocity were significantly associated with the 

regression model.  In model 3; age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, 
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velocity, step width and total single support duration were significantly associated with the 

regression model.  In model 4; height, %FM, stance phase duration, step length and total single 

support duration were significantly associated with the regression model.  

Table A10.6 shows the outputs of mixed model regression analysis for the four models.  In 

model 1, 2 and 3 no predictor variables were significantly associated with the regression score. 

In model 4 %FM was significantly associated with the regression score.  

Only the fourth regression score (model) was significantly associated with %FM and was 

analysed further.  Table 8.16 shows the knee sagittal plane variables that regression score 

(model) 4 was composed of; knee sagittal angle at contralateral initial contact (predictor 

variables explained 6% of variance) and ipsilateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 18% of 

variance).  These were entered into their individual regression models to examine the amount 

variance explained by the predictor variables.     

 

Table 8.16. Model Summary of sagittal Knee angles at gait cycle events and peaks with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

 Sag CIC  (deg.) .247 .061 .051 5.69 

 Sag ITO (deg.) .424 .180 .171 6.68 

 

Linear regression coefficients for each model of knee sagittal plane angle are shown in Table 

A10.7.  Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with both models for knee 

sagittal plane angle.  Therefore, each model was assessed in mixed model regression analysis 

to determine the combined effects of the predictor variables. 

Table A10.8 shows the results of mixed model regression analysis on the knee sagittal plane 

angle models.  Percentage body fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with knee sagittal 

plane angle at ipsilateral toe-off.  The length of stance phase duration was also associated with 

knee sagittal plane angle at ipsilateral toe-off. 

Table 8.17 and Figure 8.7 report the linear regression of %FM with the significantly associated 

knee sagittal plane variables.  The results demonstrated that boys with higher %FM were 

associated with greater knee flexion at ipsilateral toe off.   
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Table 8.17. Mean (95% confidence intervals) of Knee sagittal plane variables significantly associated with %FM, 
range over the sample population 

Knee Joint motion Gait parameter (% of gait cycle) Highest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Lowest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Sagittal Flexion Ipsilateral toe off (57.47 ± 2.20%) 27.53⁰ (1.06⁰) 18.60⁰ (1.20⁰) 

 

 

 

Figure 8.7. Scatter plot of significant associations between body fat mass and knee flexion at ITO. 

 

The association between knee angular motion and %FM is shown in Figure 8.8. The five 

participants with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent 

the association across the range of %FM.     

 

 

Figure 8.8. Mean ± SD of Knee angular motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the five participants 
with the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to represent the 
association between knee angle and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the gait where significant 
association between %FM and knee angle was found 
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8.4.3.3  Lower Limb Joint Angles - Ankle 

Three principle components, with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 72.22% of the 

variance in 3D ankle joint motion were identified, shown in Table 8.18.  The first component 

consisted of frontal and transverse plane ankle motion variables explaining 45.81% of the 

variance in 3D ankle joint motion.  The second component consisted of sagittal plane ankle 

motion variables in early stance explaining 15.87% of the variance in 3D ankle joint motion.  

The third component consisted of sagittal plane ankle motion variables during late stance and 

swing explaining 15.11% of the variance in 3D ankle joint motion. 

 

Table 8.18. Principle component analysis of Ankle angle.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered as 
contributing to each component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

1 (45.81%) 2 (15.87%) 3 (15.11%) 

    

DS 1 sag Min (deg.) .100 .804* .287 

SS 1 sag Max (deg.) -.169 .470 .676 

SS 2 sag Min (deg.) .165 .180 .772* 

SS 2 sag Max (deg.) .029 .683 .491 

SS 2 fro Min (deg.) .906* .033 .038 

SS 2 fro Max (deg.) .737* .067 -.108 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) -.805* -.110 .023 

SS 2 tra Max (deg.) -.888* -.104 -.122 

Sag IIC (deg.) -.008 .760* .341 

Sag CTO  (deg.) .113 .843* .016 

Sag CIC  (deg.) -.109 .202 .831* 

Sag ITO (deg.) .149 .117 .866* 

Fro IIC (deg.) .889* .159 -.039 

Fro CTO  (deg.) .880* .214 -.097 

Fro CIC  (deg.) .876* -.181 .052 

Fro ITO (deg.) .875* -.203 .071 

tra IIC (deg.) -.878* -.234 -.053 

tra CTO  (deg.) -.897* -.254 .023 

tra CIC  (deg.) -.910* .158 -.106 

tra ITO (deg.) -.865* .174 -.161 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score from ankle angular motion 

is shown in Table 8.19. The predictor variables explained 8% of the variation in regression 

score model 1, 23% of model 2, and 24% of model 3. 
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Table 8.19. Model Summary of principle component ankle angle regression scores with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .281 .079 .069 0.97 
2 .482 .232 .225 0.88 
3 .490 .240 .233 0.88 

 

The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of 3D ankle 

angles are shown in Table A10.9. In model 1; BMI Z-Score, %FM, velocity and step width were 

significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 2; age, %FM, stance phase 

duration, step length and velocity were significantly associated with the regression model.  In 

model 3; age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity and total single 

support duration were significantly associated with the regression model.   

Table A10.10 shows the outputs of mixed model regression analysis for the four models.  In 

model 1 %FM was significantly associated with the regression score.  In model 2 height and 

%FM were significantly associated with the regression score.  In model 3 age, height and %FM 

were associated with the regression score.  

All three regression scores (models) from ankle 3D motion were significantly associated with 

%FM and were analysed further.  Table 8.20 shows the ankle frontal plane variables that 

regression score (model) 1 was composed of; peak minimum angle in SS2 (swing phase) 

(predictor variables explained 11% of variance), peak maximum angles in SS2 (predictor 

variables explained 18% of variance), angle at ipsilateral initial contact (predictor variables 

explained 11% of variance), contralateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 10% of 

variance), contralateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 5% of variance) and 

ipsilateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 10% of variance).  Model 1 was also composed 

of ankle transverse plane variables of; peak minimum angle in SS2 (swing phase) (predictor 

variables explained 12% of variance), peak maximum angle in SS2 (predictor variables 

explained 15% of variance), angle at ipsilateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 

15% of variance), contralateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 10% of variance), 

contralateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 8% of variance) and ipsilateral toe-

off (predictor variables explained 11% of variance).  Regression score 2 (model) was composed 

of ankle sagittal plane variables of; peak minimum angle in DS1 (double support phase 1) 

(predictor variables explained 20% of variance), angle at ipsilateral initial contact (predictor 

variables explained 20% of variance) and contralateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 

19% of variance).  Regression score 3 (model) was composed of ankle sagittal plane variables 
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of; peak minimum value during SS2 (swing phase) (predictor variables explained 21% of 

variance), angle at contralateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 35% of variance) 

and ipsilateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 20% of variance).  These were entered 

into their individual regression models to examine the amount variance explained by the 

predictor variables.     

Table 8.20. Model Summary of 3D Ankle angles at gait cycle events and peaks with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

SS 2 fro Min (deg.) .331 .109 .100 2.67 
SS 2 fro Max (deg.) .424 .180 .171 2.11 
SS 2 tra Min (deg.) .352 .124 .114 10.98 
SS 2 tra Max (deg.) .383 .147 .138 12.58 
Fro IIC (deg.) .333 .111 .101 2.77 
Fro CTO  (deg.) .315 .100 .090 2.46 
Fro CIC  (deg.) .232 .054 .043 3.12 
Fro ITO (deg.) .318 .101 .092 2.45 
tra IIC (deg.) .388 .150 .141 13.51 
tra CTO  (deg.) .308 .095 .085 13.05 
tra CIC  (deg.) .286 .082 .072 14.29 
tra ITO (deg.) .330 .109 .099 12.97 
DS 1 sag Min (deg.) .443 .196 .187 3.65 
Sag IIC (deg.) .442 .196 .188 4.30 
Sag CTO  (deg.) .431 .186 .178 3.51 
SS 2 sag Min (deg.) .461 .212 .204 6.94 
Sag CIC  (deg.) .590 .348 .342 6.29 
Sag ITO (deg.) .442 .195 .187 6.62 

  

Linear regression coefficients for 3D ankle angles are shown in Table A10.11.  Percentage fat 

mass (%FM) was significantly associated with ankle; peak minimum angle in SS2 (swing phase), 

peak maximum angles in SS2, angle at ipsilateral initial contact, contralateral toe-off and 

ipsilateral toe-off in the frontal plane.  Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated 

with ankle; peak minimum angle in SS2 (swing phase), peak maximum angle in SS2, angle at 

ipsilateral initial contact, contralateral toe-off and contralateral initial contact in the transverse 

plane.  Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with ankle; peak minimum 

angle in DS1 (double support phase 1), peak minimum value during SS2 (swing phase), angle at 

ipsilateral initial contact,  contralateral toe-off, contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-

off in the sagittal plane.  Each individual model was assessed in mixed model regression 

analysis to determine the combined effects of the predictor variables. 

Table A10.12 shows the results of mixed model regression analysis on the 3D ankle angle 

models.  In the frontal plane, percentage body fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated 

with peak ankle angle in SS2 (swing phase) and angle at ipsilateral initial contact.  In the 

transverse plane percentage body fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with peak ankle 
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angle in SS2 (swing phase) and angle at ipsilateral initial contact.  In the sagittal plane, 

percentage body fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with peak ankle angle in DS1 

(double support phase 1), at contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off.  Age and height 

were also associated with sagittal ankle angle at ipsilateral toe-off.  Step length and walking 

velocity were also associated with sagittal ankle angle at contralateral initial contact. 

Table 8.21 and Figure 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11 report the linear regression of %FM with the 

significantly associated 3D ankle angle variables.  The results demonstrated that the ankles of 

boys with a higher %FM demonstrated lower abduction peaks and lower internal rotation 

peaks prior to initial contact.  At initial contact, boys with higher %FM were less abducted and 

less internally rotated than lower %FM boys.  Boy’s with higher %FM demonstrated less peak 

plantarflexion shortly after initial contact and greater dorsiflexion at contralateral initial 

contact and ipsilateral toe off.    

 

Table 8.21. Mean (95% confidence intervals) of 3D Ankle variables significantly associated with %FM, range over the 
sample population 

Ankle Joint motion Gait parameter (% of gait cycle) Highest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Lowest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Sagittal Peak Plantarflexion  DS 1 (3.16 ± 2.16%) -1.59⁰ (3.46⁰) -5.06⁰ (0.55⁰) 
 Dorsiflexion Contralateral initial contact (49.80 ± 1.96%) 4.69⁰ (2.76⁰) -1.59⁰ (3.46⁰) 
 Plantarflexion  Ipsilateral toe off (57.47 ± 2.20%) 9.85⁰ (3.03⁰) -18.34⁰ (2.41⁰) 
Frontal Abduction Ipsilateral Initial contact (0%) -0.82⁰ (1.27⁰) -2.44⁰ (1.60⁰) 
 Peak abduction SS 2 (89.49 ± 13.94%) -3.71⁰ (0.39⁰) -4.57⁰ (0.45⁰) 
Transverse Internal rotation Ipsilateral Initial contact (0%) 4.45⁰ (5.08⁰) 17.44⁰ (6.38⁰) 
 Peak internal 

rotation 
SS 2 (89.41 ± 14.01%) 12.20⁰ (1.84⁰) 25.34⁰ (2.10⁰) 
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Figure 8.9. Scatter plot of significant association between body fat mass and ankle; (a) peak plantarflexion during 
DS1, (b) dorsiflexion at CIC and (c) plantarflexion at ITO. 

 

Figure 8.10. Scatter plot of significant association between body fat mass and ankle; (a) abduction at IIC, (b) peak 
abduction during SS2. 
 
 
 

  
Figure 8.11. Scatter plot of significant associations between body fat mass and ankle; (a) internal rotation at IIC, (b) 
peak internal rotation during SS2. 
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The association between ankle angular motion and %FM is shown in Figure 8.12. The five 

participants with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent 

the association across the range of %FM.     

 

 
Figure 8.12.  Mean ± SD of Ankle angular motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the five participants 
with the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to represent the 
association between ankle angle and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the gait where significant 
association between %FM and ankle angle was found 

 

  

8.4.4.1  Lower Limb Joint Moments - Hip 

To interpret lower limb kinetics principle component analysis was carried out on joints and 

planes separately.  Three principle components, with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting 

for 67.37% of the variance in hip joint sagittal moments were identified, shown in Table 8.22.  

The first component consisted of hip sagittal moments during the stance phase.  The second 

component of hip sagittal moments consisted of moments at contralateral initial contact.  The 

third component of hip sagittal moments consisted of moments at ipsilateral initial contact.   

Three principle components with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 68.18% of the 

variance in hip joint frontal moments were identified, shown in Table 8.22. The first 

component of hip frontal moments consisted of peak moments in DS1 (double support phase 

1).  The second component consisted of frontal moments at contralateral toe-off.  The third 

component consisted of peak moments in SS1 (single support phase 1). 

Three principle components with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 70.31% of the 

variance in hip transverse moments were identified, shown in Table 8.22. The first component 

of hip transverse moments consisted of peak moments during mid-stance.  The second 

component consisted of peak transverse moments during SS1.  The third component consisted 

of moments in early stance. 
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Table 8.22. Principle component analysis of Hip moments.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered as contributing to each 
component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

Sagittal Frontal Transverse 
1 

(31.86%) 
2 

(18.82%) 
3 

(16.69%) 
1 

(30.04% 
2 

(20.51%) 
3 

(17.63%) 
1 

(30.95%) 
2 

(22.60%) 
3 

(16.86%) 

 

   
      

DS1 sag Max (Nm) .834* -.008 .110       

SS1 sag Max (Nm) .886* -.025 -.101       

Sag IIC (Nm) -.122 .008 .887*       

Sag CTO (Nm) .779* .125 -.273       

Sag CIC (Nm) .116 .727* .316       

Sag ITO (Nm) -.050 .770 -.273       

DS 1 fro Min (Nm) 

   
-.832* .053 .190    

SS 1 fro Min (Nm) 

   
-.238 .063 .901*    

SS 1 fro Max (Nm) 

   
.634 .602 -.081    

Fro IIC (Nm) 

   
.622 .046 .243    

Fro CTO (Nm) 

   
.192 .793* .180    

Fro CIC (Nm) 

   
.460 -.013 .715    

Fro ITO (Nm) 

   
.166 -.705 .065    

DS1 tra Max (Nm) 

   
   .204 -.128 .766* 

SS1 tra Min (Nm) 

   
   -.108 .940* -.060 

SS1 tra Max (Nm) 

   
   .910* -.180 .038 

Tra IIC (Nm) 

   
   -.060 .168 .786* 

Tra CTO (Nm) 

   
   -.029 .919 .105 

Tra CIC (Nm) 

   
   .922* .002 -.058 

Tra ITO (Nm)       .949* -.004 .203 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.23. For 

sagittal hip moments, the predictor variables explain 28% of the variation in regression score 

(model) 1, 11% of model 2 and 14% of model 3.  For frontal hip moments, the predictor 

variables explain 22% of the variation in regression score (model) 1, 16% of model 2 and 32% 

of model 3.  For transverse hip moments, the predictor variables explain 24% of the variation 

in regression score (model) 1, 33% of model 2 and 23% of model 3. 

 

Table 8.23. Model Summary of principle component of hip moments regression scores with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

Sagittal     
1 .519 .279 .259 0.86 
2 .326 .106 .082 0.96 
3 .377 .142 .118 0.94 
Frontal     
1 .474 .224 .203 0.89 
2 .394 .155 .132 0.93 
3 .561 .315 .296 0.84 
Transverse     
1 .494 .244 .223 0.88 
2 .570 .325 .306 0.83 
3 .353 .125 .101 0.95 
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The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of hip sagittal 

moments are shown in Table A10.13. In model 1; height, %FM, step length and velocity were 

significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 2; BMI Z-Score and height, 

were significantly associated with the regression model.  In model 3; age, BMI Z-Score, height, 

and velocity were significantly associated with the regression model. 

The three principle components (models) of hip frontal moments are shown in Table A10.13. 

In model 1; height, age and BMI Z-Score and %FM were significantly associated with the 

regression score model. In model 2; BMI Z-Score, height, %FM, step length and velocity were 

significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 3; age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, 

step length, velocity and step width were significantly associated with the regression score 

model. 

The three principle components (models) of hip transverse moments are shown in Table 

A10.13. In model 1; BMI Z-Score, height and step length were significantly associated with the 

regression score model.  In model 2; Age, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length and 

velocity were significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 3; Age, BMI Z-

Score, height and velocity were significantly associated with the regression score model. 

Table A10.14 shows the outputs for hip sagittal, frontal and transverse components.  For 

sagittal moments, model 1 showed height and %FM were significantly associated with the 

regression score; model 2 showed BMI Z-Score and height were significantly associated with 

the regression score; model 3 showed age, height and velocity were significantly associated 

with the regression score. 

For frontal moments, model 1 showed height to be significantly associated with the regression 

score; model 2 showed BMI Z-Score, height and velocity were significantly associated with the 

regression score; model 3 showed age, BMI Z-Score, velocity and step width were significantly 

associated with the regression score. 

For transverse moments; model 1 showed height and %FM were significantly associated with 

the regression score; model 2 showed BMI Z-Score and step width were significantly 

associated with the regression score; model 3 showed age and height were significantly 

associated with the regression score. 

Only model 1 of sagittal and model 1 of transverse moment were significantly associated with 

%FM and analysed further.  Table 8.24 shows hip moments that comprised sagittal model 1; 

peak maximal hip moment in DS1 (double support phase 1) (predictor variables explained 30% 
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of variance), peak maximal hip moment in SS1 (single support 1) (predictor variables explained 

21% of variance), and hip moment at contralateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 19% 

of variance).  The hip moments that comprised transverse model 1; peak maximal hip moment 

in SS1 (predictor variables explained 30% of variance), hip moment at contralateral initial 

contact (predictor variables explained 14% of variance) and hip moment at ipsilateral tote-off 

(predictor variables explained 14% of variance).    

 

Table 8.24. Model Summary of sagittal and transverse plane hip moments at gait cycle events and peaks with 
predictors; Predictors: (Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width 
and total single support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

DS1 sag Max (Nm) .551 .303 .284 39.18 
SS1 sag Max (Nm) .462 .213 .191 34.15 
Sag CTO (Nm) .431 .186 .178 3.51 
SS1 tra Max (Nm) .549 .301 .282 1.35 
Tra CIC (Nm) .380 .144 .121 1.37 
Tra ITO (Nm) .367 .135 .111 1.85 

 

Linear regression coefficients for each model of 3D hip moments are shown in Table A10.15.   

Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with hip sagittal moment at 

contralateral toe-off and hip transverse moment at ipsilateral toe-off.  Therefore, each model 

was assessed in mixed model regression analysis to determine the combined effects of the 

predictor variables. 

Table A10.16 shows the results of mixed model regression analysis on the 3D hip moment 

models.  Percentage body fat mass was significantly associated with hip sagittal moment at 

contralateral toe-off and hip transverse moment at ipsilateral toe-off.  BMI Z-Score was also 

significantly associated hip transverse moment at ipsilateral toe-off. 

Table 8.25 and Figures 8.13 and 8.14 report the linear regression of %FM with the significantly 

associated sagittal and transverse hip moment variables.  The results demonstrated; in the 

sagittal plane boys with higher %FM were associated with greater hip flexion moments at 

ipsilateral toe off; in the transverse plane boys with higher %FM demonstrated greater peak 

hip internal moments at ipsilateral toe off. 
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Table 8.25. Mean (95% confidence intervals) of Hip moment variables significantly associated with %FM, range over 
the sample population 

Hip Joint moment Gait parameter (% of gait cycle) Highest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Lowest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Sagittal Flexion Contralateral toe off (7.63% ± 2.27%) 23.47Nm (8.86Nm) 3.03Nm (9.36Nm) 
Transverse Internal 

rotation 
Ipsilateral toe off (57.47 ± 2.20%) 1.30Nm (0.44Nm) -0.97Nm (0.46Nm) 

 

 

 

Figure 8.13. Scatter plot of significant associations between body fat mass and hip flexion moment at CTO 

 

Figure 8.14. Scatter plot of significant associations between body fat mass and hip internal rotation moments at ITO 

 

The association between hip moments and %FM is shown in Figure 8.15. The five participants 

with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent the 

association across the range of %FM.   
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Figure 8.15. Mean ± SD of Hip moments in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the five participants with the 

higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to represent the association 

between hip moment and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the gait where significant association 

between %FM and hip moment was found  

 

8.4.4.2  Lower Limb Joint Moments -Knee 

Three principle components, with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 66.52% of the 

variance in knee joint sagittal moments were identified, shown in Table 8.26. The first 

component consisted of knee sagittal moments in mid stance.  The second component of knee 

sagittal moments consisted of moments in early stance.  The third component consisted of 

knee sagittal moments at ipsilateral toe-off.   

Three principle components with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 69.73% of the 

variance in knee joint frontal moments were identified, shown in Table 8.26. The first 

component consisted of knee frontal moments in midstance.  The second component 

consisted of peak knee frontal moments in DS1 (double support phase 1).  The third 

component consisted of knee frontal moments at ipsilateral toe-off. 

Three principle components with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 69.80% of the 

variance in hip transverse moments were identified, shown in Table 8.26. The first component 

consisted of knee transverse moments during mid-stance.  The second component consisted 

of knee transverse moments during early stance.  No rotation loading was considered great 

enough (>0.722) to contribute to the third component therefore, this component was not 

analysed further. 
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Table 8.26. Principle component analysis of knee moment.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered as contributing to each 
component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

Sagittal Frontal Transverse 
1 

(31.25%) 
2 

(20.80%) 
3 

(14.47%) 
1 

(37.98% 
2 

(17.43%) 
3 

(14.32%) 
1 

(30.44%) 
2 

(24.10%) 
3 

(15.26%) 

 

   
      

DS1 sag Min (Nm) -.040 .833* -.080       

SS1 sag Min (Nm) .383 .795* -.049       

SS1 sag Max (Nm) .858* -.293 -.030       

Sag IIC (Nm) .083 -.394 -.082       

Sag CTO  (Nm) .834* .186 .020       

Sag CIC  (Nm) .481 .454 .245       

Sag ITO (Nm) .031 .012 .976*       

DS1 fro Min (Nm) 

   

-.082 .897* .090    

SS1 fro Min (Nm) 

   

.594 .610 -.192    

SS1 fro Max (Nm) 

   

.902* -.091 -.012    

 Fro IIC (Nm) 

   

-.080 .087 .623    

 Fro CTO  (Nm) 

   

.881* -.039 .078    

 Fro CIC  (Nm) 

   

.705 .385 -.245    

 Fro ITO (Nm) 

   

.032 -.102 .760*    

DS1 tra Max (Nm) 

   
   .260 .447 .539 

SS1 tra Min (Nm) 

   
   .137 .815* -.200 

SS1 tra Max (Nm) 

   
   .951* .076 .095 

 Tra IIC (Nm) 

   
   -.106 -.018 .715 

 Tra CTO  (Nm) 

   
   -.029 .886* .123 

 Tra CIC  (Nm)       .947* .023 -.017 

 Tra ITO (Nm)       -.214 .393 -.514 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.27. For 

sagittal knee moments, the predictor variables explain 20% of the variation in regression score 

(model) 1, 23% of model 2 and 7% of model 3.  For frontal knee moments, the predictor 

variables explain 32% of the variation in regression score (model) 1, 17% of model 2 and 9% of 

model 3.  For transverse hip moments, the predictor variables explain 38% of the variation in 

regression score (model) 1 and 9% of model 2. 

 

Table 8.27. Model Summary of principle component knee moments regression scores with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

Sagittal     
1 .450 .203 .181 0.91 
2 .474 .225 .204 0.89 
3 .256 .065 .040 0.98 
Frontal     
1 .566 .321 .302 0.84 
2 .408 .166 .143 0.93 
3 .297 .088 .063 0.97 
Transverse     
1 .617 .381 .364 0.80 
2 .294 .086 .061 0.97 
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The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of knee sagittal 

moments are shown in Table A10.17. In model 1; BMI Z-Score, height, step length and step 

width were significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 2; height, step 

length and velocity were significantly associated with the regression model.  In model 3; 

height, step length and velocity were significantly associated with the regression model. 

The three principle components (models) of knee frontal moments are shown in Table A10.17. 

In model 1; BMI Z-Score, height, %FM, step length and step width were significantly associated 

with the regression score model. In model 2; height, age, BMI Z-Score, and %FM were 

significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 3; height and velocity were 

significantly associated with the regression score model. 

The two principle components (models) of knee transverse moments are shown in Table 

A10.17. In model 1; age, BMI Z-Score, velocity, step width and total single support duration 

were significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 2; stance phase 

duration, step length and velocity were significantly associated with the regression score 

model.   

Table A10.18 shows the outputs for knee moment sagittal, frontal and transverse components.  

For sagittal moments, model 1 showed step length and height were associated with the 

regression score; model 2 showed height was significantly associated with the regression 

score; model 3 height, step length and velocity were significantly associated with the 

regression score. 

For knee frontal moments, model 1 showed height, %FM and step length to be significantly 

associated with the regression score; model 2 showed BMI Z-Score, height was significantly 

associated with the regression score; model 3 showed no predictor variables were significantly 

associated with the regression score. 

For transverse moments; model 1 showed BMI Z-Score was significantly associated with the 

regression score; model 2 showed no predictor variables were significantly associated with the 

regression score.  

Only model 1 of frontal knee moments was significantly associated with %FM and so were 

analysed further.  Table 8.28 shows the variables that comprised model 1; knee moments that 

knee peak maximum frontal moment in SS1 (double support phase 1) (predictor variables 

explained 36% of variance) and knee frontal moments at contralateral toe-off (predictor 

variables explained 29% of variance).  
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Table 8.28. Model Summary of knee moments at gait cycle events and peaks with predictors; Predictors: (Constant), 
age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

SS1 fro Max (Nm) .602 .362 .345 8.45 
Fro CTO  (Nm) .539 .290 .270 8.37 

 

Linear regression coefficients for knee frontal moments maximum peak in SS1 (single support 

phase 1) and at contralateral toe-off are shown in Table A10.19. Height, age, BMI Z-Score, 

%FM, stance phase duration, step length, step width and total single support duration were 

significantly associated peak maximum frontal knee moment in SS1.  BMI Z-Score, step length 

and step width were significantly associated with frontal knee moments at contralateral toe-

off. 

Table A10.20 shows the results of mixed model regression analysis on knee frontal moment 

models.  Percentage body fat mass was significantly associated with peak knee frontal moment 

during SS1.  Height and stance phase duration were also significantly associated with peak 

knee frontal moment during SS1. 

Table 8.29 and Figure 8.16 report the linear regression of %FM with peak frontal knee moment 

during SS1 (single support phase 1).  The results demonstrated that boys with a higher %FM 

showed significantly greater peak knee adduction moments in SS1.   

 

Table 8.29.Mean (95% confidence intervals) of Knee frontal plane variables significantly associated with %FM, range 
over the sample population 

Knee Joint moment Gait parameter (% of gait cycle) Highest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Lowest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Frontal Peak Adduction SS 1 (15.14 ± 10.65%) 1.30Nm (0.44Nm) -0.97Nm (0.46Nm) 

 

 

Figure 8.16. Scatter plot of significant associations between body fat mass and peak knee adduction moment during 
SS1 
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The association between knee moments and %FM is shown in Figure 8.17. The five participants 

with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent the 

association across the range of %FM.   

 

 

Figure 8.17. Mean ± SD of Knee moments in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the five participants with 

the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to represent the association 

between knee moment and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the gait where significant association 

between %FM and knee moment was found  

 

8.4.4.3  Lower Limb Joint Moments -Ankle  

Two principle components, with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 67.54% of the 

variance in ankle joint sagittal moments were identified, shown in Table 8.30.  The first 

component consisted of ankle sagittal moments in midstance.  The second component 

consisted of ankle sagittal moments in early stance.   

Two principle components with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 69.16% of the 

variance in ankle joint frontal moments were identified, shown in Table 8.30. The first 

component consisted of ankle frontal moments in midstance.  The second component 

consisted of ankle frontal moments in early and late stance.   

Three principle components with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 70.79% of the 

variance in ankle transverse moments were identified, shown in Table 8.30. The first 

component consisted of ankle transverse moments during mid-stance.  The second component 

consisted of ankle transverse moments during early stance.  The third component of ankle 

transverse moments consisted of moments at ipsilateral initial contact. 
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Table 8.30.  Principle component analysis of ankle moments.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered as contributing to each 
component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

Sagittal Frontal Transverse 

1 (37.14%) 2 (30.40%) 1 (49.60%) 2 (19.56%) 1 (32.87%) 2 (21.06%) 3 (16.86%) 

DS1 sag Min (Nm) -.276 .800* 

 
    

SS1 sag Max (Nm) .964* -.038 
 

    

Sag IIC (Nm) -.118 .662 
 

    

Sag CTO  (Nm) .119 .854* 
 

    

Sag CIC  (Nm) .950* -.115 
 

    

Sag ITO (Nm) -.335 -.426 
 

    

DS1 fro Max (Nm) 
  

.557 .518    

SS1 fro Min (Nm) 
  

.827* .281    

DS2 fro Max (Nm) 

  

.798* -.005    

Fro IIC (Nm) 

  

.032 .907*    

Fro CTO  (Nm) 

  

.711 .393    

Fro CIC  (Nm) 

  

.899* -.017    

Fro ITO (Nm) 

  

.123 .746*    

DS1 tra Max (Nm) 

   

 .164 .734* .048 

SS1 tra Max (Nm) 

   

 .951* .074 .015 

Tra IIC (Nm) 

   
 -.086 .163 .899* 

Tra CTO  (Nm) 

   
 -.063 .787* -.012 

Tra CIC  (Nm) 

   
 .933* .058 .041 

Tra ITO (Nm) 

   
 -.352 .280 -.476 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.31. For 

sagittal ankle moments, the predictor variables explained 76% of the variation in regression 

score (model) 1 and 8% of model 2.  For frontal ankle moments, the predictor variables 

explained 5% of the variation in regression score (model) 1 and 12% of model 2.  For 

transverse ankle moments, the predictor variables explained 34% of the variation in regression 

score (model) 1, 13% of model 2 and 6% of model 3. 

 

Table 8.31. Model Summary of principle component ankle moments regression scores with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

Sagittal     
1 .873 .763 .756 0.49 
2 .287 .082 .057 0.97 
Frontal     
1 .218 .047 .021 0.99 
2 .344 .118 .094 0.95 
Transverse     
1 .582 .338 .320 0.82 
2 .364 .133 .109 0.94 
3 .241 .058 .032 0.98 
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The linear regression coefficients for the two principle components (models) of ankle sagittal 

moments are shown in Table A10.21. In model 1; BMI Z-Score, height, stance phase duration 

and total single support duration were significantly associated with the regression score 

model.  In model 2; height, %FM, and stance phase duration were significantly associated with 

the regression model.   

The two principle components (models) of ankle frontal moments are shown in Table A10.21.  

In model 1; only age was significantly associated with the regression score model. In model 2; 

height, age, BMI Z-Score, and stance phase duration were significantly associated with the 

regression score model.   

The three principle components (models) of ankle transverse moments are shown in Table 

A10.21. In model 1; height, age and BMI Z-Score were significantly associated with the 

regression score model.  In model 2; %FM, step length and velocity were significantly 

associated with the regression score model.  In model 3; BMI Z-Score and step width were 

significantly associated with the regression score model. 

Table A10.22 shows the outputs for ankle moment sagittal, frontal and transverse 

components.  For sagittal moments, model 1 showed BMI Z-Score and height were associated 

with the regression score; model 2 showed stance phase duration was significantly associated 

with the regression score.  

For ankle frontal moments, model 1 showed no predictor variables were significantly 

associated with the regression score; model 2 showed age, BMI Z-Score, height and stance 

phase duration were significantly associated with the regression score. 

For transverse moments; model 1 showed BMI Z-Score was significantly associated with the 

regression score; model 2 showed velocity was significantly associated with the regression 

score; model 3 showed BMI Z-Score and step width were significantly associated with the 

regression score. 

No model for 3D ankle moments was significantly associated with %FM and so no further 

analysis was carried out.  Figure 8.18 reports 3D ankle moments of the five participants with 

the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent the association 

across the range of %FM.   
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Figure 8.18. Mean ± SD of Ankle moments in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the five participants with 

the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to represent the association 

between ankle moment and %FM over the gait cycle.   

 

8.4.5.1  Foot Joint Angles - Shank-Calcaneus 

Three principle components, with Eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 92.36% of the 

variance in 3D shank-calcaneus joint motion were identified, shown in Table 8.32.  The first 

component consisted of sagittal plane shank-calcaneus motion variables explaining 41.42% of 

the variance in 3D shank-calcaneus joint motion.  The second component consisted of frontal 

plane shank-calcaneus motion variables explaining 30.16% of the variance in 3D shank-

calcaneus joint motion.  The third component consisted of transverse plane shank-calcaneus 

motion variables explaining 20.79% of the variance in 3D shank-calcaneus joint motion.  
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Table 8.32. Principle component analysis of shank-calcaneus angle.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered as 
contributing to each component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

1 (41.42%) 2 (30.16%) 3 (20.79%) 

    

DS 1 sag Min (deg.) .924* -.093 -.062 

SS 1 sag Max (deg.) .961* -.028 -.106 

DS 2 sag Min (deg.) .939* -.013 -.094 

DS 2 sag Max (deg.) .945* .001 -.091 

DS 1 fro Min (deg.) -.027 .984* .094 

SS 2 fro Min (deg.) -.029 .983* .133 

SS 2 fro Max (deg.) -.045 .980* .121 

SS 1 tra Min (deg.) -.091 .103 .961* 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) -.032 .147 .941* 

Sag IIC (deg.) .921* -.076 -.067 

Sag CTO (deg.) .909* -.097 -.051 

Sag CIC (deg.) .945* .001 -.092 

Sag ITO (deg.) .939* -.013 -.094 

Fro IIC (deg.) -.034 .981* .124 

Fro CTO (deg.) -.031 .982* .088 

Fro CIC (deg.) -.093 .978* .108 

Fro ITO (deg.) -.046 .976* .125 

Tra IIC (deg.) -.057 .121 .946* 

Tra CTO (deg.) -.095 .117 .956* 

Tra CIC (deg.) -.158 .068 .934* 

Tra ITO (deg.) -.129 .149 .913* 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.33. The 

predictor variables explain only 12% of the variation in regression score model 1, 17% of model 

2 and 35% of model 3. 

 

Table 8.33. Model Summary of principle component regression scores of shank-calcaneus angle with predictors; 
Predictors: (Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total 
single support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .343 .117 .106 0.95 
2 .409 .167 .156 0.92 
3 .595 .353 .345 0.81 

 

The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of 3D shank-

calcaneus angles are shown in Table A10.23. In model 1; BMI Z-Score, %FM, stance phase 

duration, step length, step width and total single support duration were significantly 

associated with the regression score model.  In model 2; height, age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, step 

length and velocity were significantly associated with the regression model.  In model 3; 

height, age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, step length, velocity and total single support duration were 

significantly associated with the regression model. 
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Following linear regression analysis on the regression scores models from the three principle 

components of 3D shank-calcaneus angles mixed model regression was then applied to 

determine the effects of the predictor variables on the model.  Table A10.24 shows the 

outputs for the three models.  In model 1 no predictor variables were significantly associated 

the regression score.  In model 2, BMI Z-Score was significantly associated with the regression 

score.  In model 3, BMI Z-Score and %FM were significantly associated with the regression 

score. 

Only the third regression score (model) was significantly associated with %FM and was 

analysed further.  Table 8.34 shows the shank-calcaneus transverse plane variables that 

regression score (model) 3 was composed of; shank-calcaneus transverse peak minimum angle 

during  SS1 (single support phase 1) (predictor variables explained 21% of variance), peak 

minimum angle during SS2 (swing phase) (predictor variables explained 22% of variance), angle 

at ipsilateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 36% of variance), contralateral toe-

off (predictor variables explained 30% of variance), contralateral initial contact (predictor 

variables explained 34% of variance), ipsilateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 33% of 

variance).  These were entered into their individual regression models to examine the amount 

variance explained by the predictor variables.     

 

Table 8.34. Model Summary of shank-calcaneus angles at gait cycle events and peaks with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

SS 1 tra Min (deg.) .457 .209 .200 6.24 
SS 2 tra Min (deg.) .463 .215 .206 6.15 
Tra IIC (deg.) .598 .357 .349 6.00 
Tra CTO (deg.) .548 .300 .291 5.97 
Tra CIC (deg.) .583 .340 .332 5.97 
Tra ITO (deg.) .574 .330 .321 6.41 

 

Linear regression coefficients for each model of shank-calcaneus transverse plane angle are 

shown in Table A10.25. Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with; peak 

minimum angle during SS1, angle at ipsilateral initial contact, contralateral toe-off, 

contralateral initial contact, ipsilateral toe-off.  Therefore, each model was assessed in mixed 

model regression analysis to determine the combined effects of the predictor variables.  

Table A10.26 shows the results of mixed model regression analysis on the shank-calcaneus 

transverse plane angle models.  Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with 
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shank-calcaneus transverse plane angle at ipsilateral initial contact, contralateral toe-off, 

contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off.  Stance phase duration was also significantly 

associated with shank-calcaneus transverse at ipsilateral initial contact.  BMI Z-Score was also 

significantly associated with shank-calcaneus transverse at ipsilateral toe-off. 

Table 8.35 and Figure 8.19 report the linear regression of %FM with the significantly associated 

shank-calcaneus transverse plane variables.  The results demonstrated that boys with higher 

%FM have; a lower adduction angle at ipsilateral initial contact and contralateral toe-off; and 

greater abduction at contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe off. 

 

Table 8.35. Mean (95% confidence intervals) of Shank-calcaneus transverse plane variables significantly associated 
with %FM, range over the sample population  

S-C Joint motion Gait parameter (% of gait cycle) Highest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Lowest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Transverse Adduction  Ipsilateral Initial contact (0%) -4.58⁰ (1.07⁰) -12.81⁰ (1.31⁰) 
 Adduction Contralateral toe off (7.63% ± 2.27%) -7.29⁰ (1.03⁰) -14.76⁰ (1.25⁰) 
 Abduction Contralateral initial contact (49.80 ± 1.96%) 0.88⁰ (1.04⁰) -7.80⁰ (1.28⁰) 
 Abduction Ipsilateral toe off (57.47 ± 2.20%) 0.98⁰ (1.13⁰) -6.62⁰ (1.38⁰) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.19. Scatter plot of significant association between body fat mass and shank-calcaneus; (a) adduction at IIC, 
(b) adduction at CTO, (c) abduction at CIC, and (d) abduction at ITO 
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The association between shank-calcaneus motion and %FM is shown in Figure 8.20. The five 

participants with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent 

the association across the range of %FM.   

 

 

Figure 8.20. Mean ± SD of Shank-calcaneus angular motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the 

five participants with the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to 
represent the association between shank-calcaneus angle and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the gait 
where significant association between %FM and shank-calcaneus angle was found 

 

 

8.4.5.2  Foot Joint Angles - Calcaneus-Midfoot 

Three principle components, with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 91.19% of the 

variance in 3D calcaneus-midfoot joint motion were identified, shown in Table 8.36.  The first 

component consisted of transverse plane calcaneus-midfoot motion variables explaining 

41.69% of the variance in 3D calcaneus-midfoot joint motion.  The second component 

consisted of sagittal plane calcaneus-midfoot motion variables explaining 31.63% of the 

variance in 3D calcaneus-midfoot joint motion.  The third component consisted of frontal 

plane calcaneus-midfoot motion variables explaining 17.87% of the variance in 3D calcaneus-

midfoot joint motion.  
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Table 8.36. Principle component analysis of calcaneus-midfoot angle.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered 
as contributing to each component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

1 (41.69%) 2 (31.63%) 3 (17.87%) 

    

DS 1 sag Min (deg.) -.030 .948* -.114 

SS 1 sag Min (deg.) -.065 .935* -.100 

SS 2 sag Min (deg.) -.036 .912* -.058 

SS 2 sag Max (deg.) .077 .912* -.121 

DS 1 fro Max (deg.) .190 -.147 .932* 

SS 2 fro Min (deg.) .182 -.061 .940* 

SS 2 fro Max (deg.) .197 -.140 .932* 

DS 1 tra Min (deg.) .961* .003 .159 

SS 1 tra Max (deg.) .965* -.021 .126 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) .946* .018 .192 

SS 2 tra Max (deg.) .928* .022 .223 

Sag IIC (deg.) .002 .938* -.137 

Sag CTO (deg.) .005 .941* -.152 

Sag CIC (deg.) .094 .928* -.121 

Sag ITO (deg.) .095 .895* -.048 

Fro IIC (deg.) .143 -.114 .944* 

Fro CTO (deg.) .124 -.112 .939* 

Fro CIC (deg.) .129 -.141 .951* 

Fro ITO (deg.) .165 -.120 .939* 

Tra IIC (deg.) .962* .038 .129 

Tra CTO (deg.) .965* .033 .144 

Tra CIC (deg.) .963* .013 .130 

Tra ITO (deg.) .952* .045 .111 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.37. The 

predictor variables explain only 17% of the variation in regression score model 1, 33% of model 

2 and 18% of model 3. 

 

Table 8.37. Model Summary of principle component regression scores of calcaneus-midfoot angle with predictors; 
Predictors: (Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total 
single support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .411 .169 .158 0.92 
2 .570 .325 .317 0.83 
3 .428 .183 .173 0.91 

 

The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of 3D calcaneus-

midfoot angles are shown in Table A10.27. In model 1; age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, step length, 

step width and were significantly associated with the regression score model.  In model 2; age, 

BMI Z-Score, %FM, step length and velocity were significantly associated with the regression 

model.  In model 3; height, age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, stance phase duration and velocity were 

significantly associated with the regression model. 
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Following linear regression analysis on the regression scores models from the three principle 

components of 3D calcaneus-midfoot angles mixed model regression was then applied to 

determine the effects of the predictor variables on the model.  Table A10.28 shows the 

outputs for the three models.  In model 1 no predictor variables were significantly associated 

the regression score.  In model 2, BMI Z-Score and %FM were significantly associated with the 

regression score.  In model 3, BMI Z-Score and %FM were significantly associated with the 

regression score. 

The second and third regression scores (models) were significantly associated with %FM and 

were analysed further.  Table 8.38 shows the calcaneus-midfoot sagittal plane variables that 

regression score (model) 2 was composed of; calcaneus-midfoot sagittal peak minimum angle 

during  DS1 (double support phase 1) (predictor variables explained 32% of variance), peak 

minimum angle during SS1 (single support 1) (predictor variables explained 30% of variance), 

peak minimum angle during SS2 (swing phase) (predictor variables explained 28% of variance), 

peak maximum angle during SS2 (swing phase) (predictor variables explained 26% of variance),  

angle at ipsilateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 29% of variance), contralateral 

toe-off (predictor variables explained 28% of variance), contralateral initial contact (predictor 

variables explained 31% of variance), ipsilateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 31% of 

variance).    

Table 8.38 also shows calcaneus-midfoot frontal plane variables that regression score (model) 

3 was composed of; calcaneus-midfoot frontal peak maximum angle during DS1 (double 

support phase 1) (predictor variables explained 23% of variance), peak minimum angle during 

SS2 (swing phase) (predictor variables explained 23% of variance), peak maximum angle during 

SS2 (swing phase) (predictor variables explained 19% of variance), angle at ipsilateral initial 

contact (predictor variables explained 22% of variance), contralateral toe-off (predictor 

variables explained 24% of variance), contralateral initial contact (predictor variables explained 

25% of variance), ipsilateral toe-off (predictor variables explained 22% of variance).  All 

calcaneus-midfoot sagittal and frontal plane variables were entered into their individual 

regression models to examine the amount variance explained by the predictor variables.     
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Table 8.38. Model Summary of calcaneus-midfoot angles at gait cycle events and peaks with predictors; Predictors: 
(Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total single 
support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

DS 1 sag Min (deg.) .568 .323 .306 6.25 
SS 1 sag Min (deg.) .544 .296 .287 6.33 
SS 2 sag Min (deg.) .533 .284 .274 6.60 
SS 2 sag Max (deg.) .512 .263 .253 6.00 
Sag IIC (deg.) .541 .293 .284 5.77 
Sag CTO (deg.) .532 .283 .274 5.82 
Sag CIC (deg.) .558 .311 .302 6.42 
Sag ITO (deg.) .552 .305 .296 6.13 
DS 1 fro Max (deg.) .476 .227 .217 6.01 
SS 2 fro Min (deg.) .481 .232 .222 6.03 
SS 2 fro Max (deg.) .433 .187 .177 6.48 
Fro IIC (deg.) .471 .222 .212 6.37 
Fro CTO (deg.) .489 .239 .229 5.95 
Fro CIC (deg.) .504 .254 .245 6.03 
Fro ITO (deg.) .472 .223 .213 6.48 

 

 Linear regression coefficients for each model of calcaneus-midfoot sagittal and frontal plane 

angle are shown in Table A10.29. Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with; 

sagittal peak minimum angle during SS2 (swing phase), peak maximum angle during SS2 (swing 

phase), contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off in the sagittal plane. 

Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with; frontal peak maximum angle 

during DS1, peak minimum angle during SS2 (swing phase), angle at ipsilateral initial contact, 

contralateral toe-off,  contralateral initial contact, ipsilateral toe-off in the frontal plane.  All 

calcaneus-midfoot sagittal and frontal plane variables, associated with %FM, were assessed in 

mixed model regression analysis to determine the combined effects of the predictor variables.  

Table A10.30 shows the results of mixed model regression analysis on the calcaneus-midfoot 

sagittal and frontal plane angle models.  Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly 

associated with calcaneus-midfoot sagittal plane peak maximal angle during SS2 (swing phase), 

contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off.  Velocity was also significantly associated 

with calcaneus-midfoot sagittal plane peak maximal angle during SS2 (swing phase).  BMI Z-

Score was also significantly associated calcaneus-midfoot sagittal angle at ipsilateral toe-off. 

Percentage fat mass (%FM) was significantly associated with calcaneus-midfoot frontal plane 

peak maximum angle during DS1 (double support 1).  Age and BMI Z-Score were also 

significantly associated calcaneus-midfoot frontal plane peak maximum angle during DS1 

(double support 1). 

Table 8.39 and Figures 8.21 and 8.22 report the linear regression of %FM with the significantly 

associated calcaneus-midfoot sagittal and frontal plane variables.  The results demonstrated 
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that boys with higher %FM have; greater dorsiflexion at contralateral initial contact and 

ipsilateral toe off and greater peak dorsiflexion during SS2 in the sagittal plane.  In the frontal 

plane greater peak eversion angle during DS1 was found in boys with greater %FM. 

 

Table 8.39. Mean (95% confidence intervals) of Calcaneus-midfoot sagittal and frontal plane variables significantly 
associated with %FM, range over the sample population  

C-M Joint motion Gait parameter (% of gait cycle) Highest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Lowest %FM 
(95%CI) 

Sagittal Dorsiflexion Contralateral initial contact (49.80 ± 1.96%) 19.86⁰ (1.02⁰) -6.06⁰ (1.24⁰) 
 Plantarflexion Ipsilateral toe off (57.47 ± 2.20%) 0.39⁰ (0.97⁰) -12.40⁰ (1.19⁰) 
 Peak dorsiflexion SS2 (89.41± 13.31% 4.72⁰ (0.94⁰) -6.67⁰ (1.15⁰) 
Frontal Peak eversion DS1 2.18 ± 2.75% -2.19⁰ (1.01⁰) 1.66⁰ (1.24⁰) 

 

 

 

Figure 8.21. Scatter plot of significant association between body fat mass and calcaneus-midfoot; (a) dorsiflexion at 
CIC, (b) plantarflexion at ITO, (c) peak dorsiflexion during SS2, 
 

 
Figure 8.22. Scatter plot of significant association between body fat mass and calcaneus-midfoot peak eversion 
during DS1 
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The association between calcaneus-midfoot motion and %FM is shown in Figure 8.23.  The five 

participants with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent 

the association across the range of %FM.   

 

 

Figure 8.23.  Mean ± SD of Calcaneus-midfoot angular motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the 
five participants with the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to 
represent the association between calcaneus-midfoot angle and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the 
gait where significant association between %FM and calcaneus-midfoot angle was found 

 

 

8.4.5.3  Foot Joint Angles - Midfoot-Metatarsals 

Three principle components, with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 96.75% of the 

variance in 3D midfoot-metatarsals joint motion were identified, shown in Table 8.40.  The first 

component consisted of frontal plane midfoot-metatarsals motion variables explaining 43.96% 

of the variance in 3D midfoot-metatarsals joint motion.  The second component consisted of 

transverse plane midfoot-metatarsals motion variables explaining 33.06% of the variance in 3D 

midfoot-metatarsals joint motion.  The third component consisted of sagittal plane midfoot-

metatarsals motion variables explaining 19.72% of the variance in 3D midfoot-metatarsals joint 

motion.  
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Table 8.40. Principle component analysis of midfoot-metatarsals angle.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 considered 
as contributing to each component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

1 (43.96%) 2 (33.06%) 3 (19.72%) 

    

DS 1 sag Min (deg.) -.187 -.014 .976* 

SS 1 sag Max (deg.) -.166 .004 .980* 

DS 2 sag Max (deg.) -.151 -.006 .978* 

DS 1 fro Max (deg.) .970* -.085 -.134 

SS 1 fro Min (deg.) .965* -.118 -.161 

SS 1 fro Max (deg.) .969* -.106 -.153 

DS 2 fro Min (deg.) .967* -.036 -.188 

SS 2 fro Max (deg.) .964* -.100 -.126 

DS 1 tra Min (deg.) -.049 .985* .014 

SS 1 tra Min (deg.) -.050 .983* -.009 

SS 1 tra Max (deg.) -.080 .983* -.045 

DS 2 tra Max (deg.) -.111 .966* -.047 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) -.074 .977* .058 

Sag IIC (deg.) -.196 -.018 .972* 

Sag CTO (deg.) -.174 -.008 .976* 

Sag CIC (deg.) -.160 .003 .980* 

Sag ITO (deg.) -.165 -.010 .963* 

Fro IIC (deg.) .966* -.089 -.139 

Fro CTO (deg.) .964* -.093 -.138 

Fro CIC (deg.) .962* -.084 -.185 

Fro ITO (deg.) .961* -.004 -.181 

Tra IIC (deg.) -.047 .982* .016 

Tra CTO (deg.) -.058 .980* -.015 

Tra CIC (deg.) -.097 .973* -.051 

Tra ITO (deg.) -.122 .957* .036 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.41. The 

predictor variables explain only 20% of the variation in regression score model 1, 14% of model 

2 and 12% of model 3. 

 

Table 8.41. Model Summary of principle component regression scores of midfoot-metatarsals angle with predictors; 
Predictors: (Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width and total 
single support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .448 .201 .191 0.90 
2 .372 .138 .127 0.93 
3 .345 .119 .108 0.94 

 

The linear regression coefficients for the three principle components (models) of 3D midfoot-

metatarsals angles are shown in Table A10.31. In model 1; age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, stance 

phase duration, step length, velocity and step width were significantly associated with the 

regression score model.  In model 2; height, age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, and step width were 
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significantly associated with the regression model.  In model 3; height, BMI Z-Score, %FM, step 

length and velocity were significantly associated with the regression model. 

Following linear regression analysis on the regression scores models, from the three principle 

components of 3D midfoot-metatarsals angles, mixed model regression was the applied to 

determine the effects of the predictor variables on the model.  Table A10.32 shows the 

outputs for the three models.  In model 1 no predictor variables were significantly associated 

the regression score.  In model 2, BMI Z-Score was significantly associated with the regression 

score.  In model 3, height was significantly associated with the regression score. 

No model for 3D midfoot-metatarsals moments was significantly associated with %FM and so 

no further analysis was carried out.  Figure 8.24 reports 3D midfoot-metatarsals moments of 

the five participants with the highest and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to 

represent the association across the range of %FM.   

 

 

Figure 8.24. Mean ± SD of Midfoot-metatarsals angular motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in the 
five participants with the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to 
represent the association between midfoot-metatarsals angle and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of the 
gait where significant association between %FM and midfoot-metatarsals angle was found 

 

8.4.5.4  Foot Joint Angles - First Metatarsal-Phalanx 

Two principle components, with eigenvalues greater than one, accounting for 80.65% of the 

variance in 3D first metatarsal-phalanx joint motion were identified, shown in Table 8.42.  The 

first component consisted of sagittal plane first metatarsal-phalanx motion variables explaining 

52.32% of the variance in 3D first metatarsal-phalanx joint motion.  The second component 

consisted of transverse plane first metatarsal-phalanx motion variables explaining 28.34% of 

the variance in 3D first metatarsal-phalanx joint motion.  
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Table 8.42. Principle component analysis of first metatarsal-phalanx angle.  Variables >0.722 and <0.722 
considered as contributing to each component and denoted by * 

 

Component (variance explained) 

1 (52.32%) 2 (28.34%) 

   

SS 1 sag Min (deg.) .907* .190 

DS 2 sag Max (deg.) .933* .013 

SS 2 sag Min (deg.) .895* .149 

SS 1 tra Max (deg.) .175 .925* 

DS 2 tra Min (deg.) .117 .958* 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) .552 .524 

SS 2 tra Max (deg.) .628 .404 

Sag IIC (deg.) .892* .069 

Sag CTO (deg.) .900* .139 

Sag CIC (deg.) .815* .092 

Sag ITO (deg.) .929* .013 

Tra IIC (deg.) .036 .878* 

Tra CTO (deg.) .102 .914* 

Tra CIC (deg.) .117 .943* 

Tra ITO (deg.) .125 .942* 

 

The model summary for each principle component regression score is shown in Table 8.43. The 

predictor variables explain only 21% of the variation in regression score model 1, and 17% of 

model 2. 

 

Table 8.43. Model Summary of principle component regression scores of first metatarsal-phalanx angle with 
predictors; Predictors: (Constant), age, height, BMI Z-Score, stance phase duration, step length, velocity, step width 
and total single support duration 

Regression Score Model r r Square Adjusted r Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .456 .208 .198 0.90 
2 .406 .165 .154 0.92 

 

The linear regression coefficients for the two principle components (models) of sagittal and 

transverse plane first metatarsal-phalanx angles are shown in Table A10.33. In model 1; BMI Z-

Score, %FM, stance phase duration, step length, velocity and step width were significantly 

associated with the regression score model.  In model 2; height, age, BMI Z-Score and %FM, 

were significantly associated with the regression model.   

Following linear regression analysis on the regression scores models from the two principle 

components of sagittal and transverse plane first metatarsal-phalanx angles mixed model 

regression was the applied to determine the effects of the predictor variables on the model.  

Table A10.34 shows the outputs for the two models.  In model 1 BMI Z-Score was significantly 

associated the regression score.  In model 2, no predictor variables were associated with the 

regression score.   
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No model for sagittal and transverse first metatarsal-phalanx angles were significantly 

associated with %FM and so no further analysis was carried out.  Figure 8.25 reports sagittal 

and transverse plane first metatarsal-phalanx angles of the five participants with the highest 

and five participants with lowest %FM are reported to represent the association across the 

range of %FM.   

 

 

Figure 8.25.  Mean ± SD of First metatarsal-phalanx angular motion in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes in 
the five participants with the higher %FM (black line) and the five participants with the lowest %FM (dash line) to 
represent the association between first metatarsal-phalanx angle and %FM over the gait cycle.  * denotes points of 
the gait where significant association between %FM and first metatarsal-phalanx angle was found 

 

 

8.5  Discussion 

The aim of this study was to examine the association between adiposity with lower limb and 

foot biomechanics during the gait cycle in boys 7 to 11 years old.  Few studies have examined 

the relationships between lower limb and foot biomechanics during the gait cycle with body 

fat mass (%FM).  Previous studies to assess obesity and gait biomechanics found altered 

spatiotemporal characteristics which may confound the biomechanical effects of obesity on 

gait.  The current study found associations between hip, knee, ankle, hindfoot and midfoot 

angular motion at gait cycle events and %FM.  Furthermore, associations between hip and 

knee moments with %FM where also determined.  The protocol utilised in the current study 

accounted for confounding affects of age, anthropometric and spatiotemporal characteristics 

on paediatric gait.  The relationships between adiposity (%FM) with lower limb and foot 

biomechanics in the current study can be used to understand the impact of obesity on the 

musculoskeletal system in childhood.  
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8.5.1  Association between %FM with Age, Anthropometric and Spatiotemporal 

Confounding Variables   

Obesity (BMI Z-score) was significantly associated with adiposity (%FM) in this sample of boys 

shown in Table 8.8. The r2 of the linear relationship between %FM and BMI Z-Score was 0.63.  

This correlation was stronger than in the reliability study in experimental chapter 1 (chapter 5) 

(r2 0.43), but is in line with previous findings (Federico et al., 2011).  Previous studies have 

shown that fat mass and BMI demonstrate a higher correlation at higher %FM among children 

(Freedman et al., 2005).  The relation of BMI to skinfold thickness has been shown to be very 

low in relatively thin boys (r=0.1) and moderate among fatter boys (r=0.58) (Schafer et al., 

1998).  The linear, rather than curvilinear, relationship between body fat mass and BMI Z-Score 

in this study can be explained by the relatively high mean %FM in this study (23.78%) 

compared to the reliability study in experimental chapter 1 (chapter 5) (21.73%).  In the 

current study 62% of boys had a BMI Z-Score in excess of zero (zero indicates the mean BMI Z-

Score in the reference population) which may explain the high correlation between BMI and Z-

Score.  Williams et al., (2007) found no relationship between BMI Z-Score and %FM (measured 

by BIA) in boys up to a BMI Z-Score of zero, but after zero the relationship increased steadily.  

BMI Z-Score remained significantly associated with %FM after adjustment for confounding 

predictor variables of height, stance phase duration and total single support phase.  

The participants of the current study demonstrated a significant relationship between height 

and %FM, with taller participants having greater %FM.  Figure 8.3 demonstrates the linear 

relationship between height and %FM in this sample with an r2 value of 0.09, indicating that 

9% of the variation in %FM is explained by height. Dietz (1998) reported that obese children 

are usually above average height for age.  During childhood accelerations in height usually 

follow excessive weight gain (Burt Solorzano & McCartney, 2010).  Height did not remain 

significantly associated with %FM when entered into mixed regression with BMI Z-Score, 

stance phase duration and total single support duration.  This is because a tall stature is usually 

accompanied by increased lean body mass: increased skeletal size, muscle mass and advanced 

bone growth (Dietz, 1998).  This highlighted why in the current study, the relationship between 

height and %FM was weak, although significant.  The relationship between height and %FM 

may have been mediated through lean mass measured in BMI Z-Score.  Therefore, when 

height was adjusted for BMI Z-Score the relationship was no longer significant, shown in Table 

8.9. 
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Figure 8.4 shows that stance phase duration and total support phase duration were 

significantly associated with %FM in this sample population.  Participants with higher %FM 

demonstrated longer stance phase duration, with approximately 24% of the variance in %FM 

explained by stance phase duration.  Participants with higher %FM also demonstrated less 

total single support duration, with approximately 22% of the variation in %FM explained by 

total single support duration.  Previous studies on childhood obesity and spatiotemporal 

characteristics of gait have also shown an increase in stance phase and reduction in single 

support phase (Hills & Parker 1991; Nantel et al., 2006; Morrison et al., 2008).  DeVita and 

Hortobagyi (2003) reported no significant differences in step length and cadence when obese 

adults walked at the same speed as non-obese adults.  However, swing time was significantly 

shorter and stance time remained significantly longer compared to the non-obese adults.  This 

finding compares with the current study because there was no significant relationship 

between walking speed and step length with %FM, but significant relationships between 

stance phase duration and %FM.  Stance phase duration is dependent on walking speed, with 

increases in walking speed reducing the amount of time spent in stance (Perry, 1992).  

However, because walking speed was not associated with %FM, participants with higher %FM 

may achieve similar walking speed to participants with lower %FM by altering limb progression 

in the swing phase.   

Hills & Parker (1991) determined that the greater amount of time spent in double support was 

indicative of a safer and more tentative gait pattern increasing the capacity to stabilise the 

body.  The relationship between stance phase duration and total single support duration may 

relate to kinematic and kinetic findings of the current study.  Spryropoulos et al., (1991) 

attributed greater stance phase duration in obese adults to inadequate push-off due to 

decreased ankle plantar flexion of the ankle.  Therefore, including stance phase duration and 

total single support time as predictor variables in the analysis may determine if altered lower 

limb biomechanics were related to %FM directly or mediated through the influence of %FM on 

the support phases of gait.      

  

8.5.2  Lower Limb Kinematic and Kinetic Findings 

8.5.2.1  Hip 

Significantly greater hip flexion was found at the start and end of the stance phase in boys with 

greater adiposity, as shown in Table 8.13.  Linear regression over the range of %FM showed 
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that participants with higher %FM demonstrated approximately 16⁰ more hip flexion at 

ipsilateral initial contact and 20⁰ more hip flexion at the end of the stance phase.  This finding 

is in contrast to previous studies to examine hip motion in obese children (Hills & Parker, 1991; 

McMillan et al., 2010) and adults (Spyropoulos et al., 1991).  McMillan et al., (2010) found that 

obese adolescents (defined as >95th BMI centile CDC) demonstrated less hip flexion at initial 

contact (18.01° ± 10.50°  and  30.47° ± 9.62° for obese and healthy weight respectively).  

However, this study based hip joint centres on markers attached to the greater tronchanter 

which have been shown to be 1-2cm displaced in obese adults due to soft tissue mass 

(Hortobagyi et al., 2011).  The misplacement of greater tronchanter markers in obese 

participants can orientate the thigh segment relative to the pelvis resulting in altered sagittal 

plane motion. 

Other studies on obese gait have modelled the hip using a functional hip joint centre 

calculation (Shultz et al., 2009) or virtual ASIS markers (Board et al., 2012). Shultz et al., (2009) 

used ASIS markers and posterior superior iliac spine calibration markers to define the pelvis 

and rigid marker clusters to define the thigh segment.  This study found that obese children 

(defined as >95th BMI centile CDC) walked with greater mean hip flexion at slow (30.86° ± 5.00° 

and 27.65° ± 5.91° for obese and healthy weight children respectively) and fast (130% normal 

cadence) walking speeds (34.54° ± 6.65° v 29.00° ± 5.87° for obese and healthy weight children 

respectively).  These findings are in-line with the current study, which found  hip flexion of 

43.85° (95%CI 1.15°) for the highest and 27.83° (95%CI 1.31°) for the lowest adiposity at 

ipsilateral initial contact.  It should be noted that Shultz et al., (2009) reported mean joint 

angles over the stance and swing phases rather than angles at events and peaks reported in 

the current study.  By averaging joint angles the values will be smaller than the event and peak 

values reported in the current study meaning absolute joint angle values cannot be readily 

compared between the two studies.  Board et al., (2012) found hip peak flexion and extension 

angles during the stance phase of gait to be altered by 11% from using virtual or skin mounted 

ASIS markers in obese adults.  However, it is not clear whether the authors found increased hip 

flexion concurrent with the present study.  The effects of soft tissue on correct marker 

placement appear to affect hip joint kinematics and may lead to different results when 

comparing obese and non-obese gait.  The protocol of the current study used virtual markers 

which may have reduced soft tissue artefact meaning associations between adiposity and hip 

flexion could be revealed.   
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Large hip flexion at initial contact may relate to the significant finding of greater external hip 

flexor moments at contralateral toe-off in the boys with higher %FM.  Sheehan & Gormley 

(2011) reported greater hip flexion at ipsilateral initial contact in overweight adults 

(BMI>25kg/m2).  The authors attributed hip flexion to hip extensor weakness reducing their 

role as anti-gravity muscles.  In the current study, weaker hip extensors may contribute to 

greater external hip flexion moments in early stance due to more hip flexion placing the centre 

of mass anterior to the hip joint centre.  After ipsilateral initial contact the impact of the heel 

with the ground creates a ground reaction vector anterior to the hip joint centre creating an 

external hip flexion moment, seen in Figure 8.15.  By the end of the first double support phase, 

the participants with lower %FM demonstrated external hip extensor moments as the ground 

reaction vector passed posterior to the hip joint centre.  However, in participants with greater 

%FM, external hip flexion moment continued through to midstance.  At ipsilateral toe-off 

(7.63% ± 2.27% of gait cycle) the hip flexor moment was significantly greater in boys with 

higher %FM (23.47Nm 95%CI 8.86Nm) compared to boys with lower %FM (3.03Nm 95%CI 

9.36Nm) possibly due to hip extensor weakness.  Shultz et al., (2009) also found significantly 

higher absolute hip flexor moments in overweight compared to healthy weight children.  This 

study related greater hip sagittal plane moments to increased compressive forces on the 

capital femoral growth plate possibly leading to slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE).   

Internal rotation moments of the hip were significantly higher in boys with greater body fat 

mass (1.30Nm and -0.97Nm for the highest %FM and lowest %FM respectively).  As seen in 

Figure 8.15, the participants with higher %FM in the current study were more externally 

rotated at ipsilateral toe off.  Towards the end of the stance phase, as the hip internally 

rotated to bring the leg into the midline of the body, a larger internal rotation moment was 

required to rotate the limb in participants with higher adiposity. Greater internal joint 

moments may relate to the externally rotated position of the hip and the greater inertia of the 

lower limb in participants with higher %FM. This finding is in-line with Shultz et al., (2009), who 

found significantly higher mean internal (reported as net internal external rotation moments) 

rotation moments of the hip in obese children.  Shultz et al., (2009) reported that greater 

rotational forces acting on the hip together with larger compression forces from excessive 

body mass may further predispose obese children to slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE).  

In cases of SCFE, the femoral head slips inferior and posterior to the femoral neck and the 

entire limb externally rotates (Wills, 2004).  This excessive femoral retroversion in obese 

children may relate to the higher internal hip internal rotation joint moments at the end of 

stance phase found in the current study.  The sample of boys in the current study was free 
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from orthopaedic pathologies as indicated in the health screening questionnaire indicating 

that SCFE was not diagnosed.  However, altered hip biomechanics during gait could indicate a 

trend towards development of SCFE symptoms in the boys with higher adiposity.         

  

8.5.2.2  Knee 

The knee joint of boys with higher body fat mass demonstrated greater flexion at ipsilateral 

toe off.  The range of knee flexion across %FM was 27.53⁰ (95%CI 1.06⁰) in participants with 

higher %FM to 18.60⁰ (95%CI 1.20⁰) in participants with lower %FM.  This was also found in a 

study of obese adolescents during the stance phase of gait (McMillan et al., 2010).  In the 

previous study obese adolescents demonstrated 40.82° ± 7.90° of knee flexion at ipsilateral toe 

off compared to 37.28° ± 5.28° in healthy weight adolescents.  The reason for disparity 

between values of knee flexion at ipsilateral toe-off between McMillan et al., (2010) and the 

current study is not clear.  However, an examination of normative values for paediatric knee 

flexion at ipsilateral toe-off demonstrates approximate values of 20° to 30° (van der Linden et 

al., 2002; Ganley & Power 2005; Chester et al., 2006).  The slightly higher knee flexion values 

reported by MacMillan et al., (2010) even for healthy weight children may be due to marker 

placement differences between the studies.  

Also associated with greater knee flexion at ipsilateral toe off was the time spent in stance 

phase of gait, shown in Table A10.8.  Participants who spent longer in the stance phase of gait 

showed significantly more knee flexion at ipsilateral toe off.  At ipsilateral toe-off the ground 

reaction vector is posterior to the knee joint aiding knee flexion as the hip flexes to propel the 

thigh forward.  Whittle (1996) described the lower limb as a double jointed pendulum so as 

the hip flexes the shank is ‘left behind’ due its inertia.  The potentially larger shank inertia of 

participants with higher %FM could result in the toe remaining in contact with the ground for 

longer.  This may indicate that boys with higher %FM exhibited greater instability during gait 

requiring more time in the double support phase (Winter, 1987).   

Boys with higher %FM also demonstrated greater external peak knee adduction moments 

early in the stance phase.  The range of regression values was from 1.30Nm (95%CI 0.44Nm) in 

participants with higher %FM to -0.97Nm (95%CI 0.46Nm) in participants with lower %FM.    

The frontal knee joint angle of the participants with higher %FM was in varus (adduction) 

alignment in early stance compare to a valgus alignment in participants with lower %FM.  

Greater external knee adduction moments are due to the medial placement of the ground 
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reaction vector relative to the knee joint.  Browning & Kram (2007) reported greater external 

knee adduction moments in obese adult gait at a range of walking speeds.  The authors 

summarised that external knee adduction moments distribute larger compressive forces 

across the medial compartment of the tibiofemoral joint.  Furthermore, external knee 

adduction moments have been positively correlated with osteoarthritis severity and 

progression (Miyazaki et al., 2002).  However, greater knee adduction moments do not 

necessarily result in greater medial knee compartment forces.  An external rotation of the 

lower limb, seen in the current study at the ankle joint in Figure 8.12, would reduce external 

knee adduction moments by placing the centre of pressure more lateral. This may be a 

strategy employed to reduce potentially injurious loads (Browning & Kram 2007).   

Studies on frontal plane moments in obese paediatric gait have also shown greater peak 

external knee adduction moments, reported as internal knee abduction moments (Gushue et 

al., 2005).  These authors attributed greater external knee adduction moments to increased 

adipose tissue between the thighs of obese children.  However, a later study examined the 

effects of altering thigh girth (using neoprene wrapped round the thigh) on knee biomechanics 

in adults (Westlake et al., 2013).  Peak external knee adduction moment was not altered by the 

addition of the neoprene wrap to thigh girth, but step width significantly increased.  The 

authors concluded that a greater step width with no change in knee adduction moments 

suggests that greater external knee adduction moments seen in obese gait may be due to 

greater body mass and not the physical constraints of the thigh.  The results of the current 

study suggest contrary to Westlake et al., (2013) because while %FM was significantly related 

to greater peak external knee adduction moments, BMI Z-Score was not.  This indicates that 

variance in peak external knee adduction moments was not significantly explained by body 

mass (relative to height).  Therefore, suggesting that other factors other than BMI Z-Score 

increase peak knee external adduction moments.  It is evident that the cause of greater 

external knee adduction moments in participants with higher %FM is not clear.  However, 

there is a clear link between greater external knee adduction moments and Blount’s disease 

(tibia vara) in obese children and medial knee osteoarthritis in obese adults (Skinner, 1996; 

Miyazaki et al., 2002). 
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8.5.2.3  Ankle 

Ankle kinematics were significantly associated with %FM in all three planes of motion, as 

shown in Figures 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11. In the sagittal plane boys with higher adiposity 

demonstrated approximately 4⁰ less plantarflexion shortly after ipsilateral initial contact, 5⁰ 

more dorsiflexion at contralateral initial contact and 30⁰ more dorsiflexion at ipsilateral toe-

off.  This finding is in-line with Spryropoulos et al., (1991) who found greater ankle dorsiflexion 

throughout the stance phase.  Spyropoulos et al., (1991) attributed this to reduced hip flexion 

and reduced stride length as a mechanism to bring the body mass vector over the flat foot as 

soon as possible.  Furthermore, the study explained that reduced plantarflexion during the 

push-off period of the gait cycle in the obese adults was due to diminished push-off force, a 

reduced swing period and subsequently smaller stride lengths.  This is in-line with the finding 

of a significant relationship between stance phase duration and %FM in the current study.   

Furthermore, dorsiflexion at contralateral toe-off was also significantly associated with step 

length.  Reductions in step length were significantly associated with greater dorsiflexion in the 

current sample population.  Therefore, greater dorsiflexion in participants with higher %FM 

may be a result of weaker plantarflexors relative to the greater inertia of the lower limb 

segments resulting in diminished push-off and subsequent reduced step length and swing 

time.   

Prior to and at ipsilateral initial contact, the ankle of boys with higher %FM demonstrated less 

abduction motion.  The difference across the range of %FM was small, approximately 1.5⁰, 

which may have little clinical significance. At ipsilateral initial contact the foot begins abducting 

(everting) in the frontal plane at the subtalar rather than the ankle (talocrural) joint (Perry 

1992).  As the PiG lower limb model only describes whole foot motion with regard to the 

shank, the separate motion of the foot joints cannot be established.  Shultz et al., (2009) 

reported greater ankle inversion (adduction) values of approximately 1⁰, averaged across the 

gait cycle, in obese children.  This finding is in-line with the findings from the current study of 

less abduction moment in participants with higher %FM.  However, McMillan et al., (2009) 

measured hindfoot frontal plane motion in overweight and healthy weight boys and 

adolescents, finding greater eversion (abduction) in the stance phase in the overweight boys.  

The authors reported that greater ankle abduction at ipsilateral initial contact may be a result 

of calcaneal valgus motion.  Measuring ankle joint motion (motion of the foot relative to the 

shank) appears to give different motion values than when hindfoot motion (relative to the 

shank) is reported separate from the rest of the foot.  It is possible that opposing frontal plane 
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motion between the hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot reduce the validity of representing the 

foot as a single segment.  The use of a multi segmental foot model can determine which 

segments of the foot frontal plane motion can be attributed to. 

The ankle joint of participants with higher %FM was significantly less internally rotated by 

approximately 13⁰ at peak internal rotation and ipsilateral initial contact.  Peak internal 

rotation occurs at approximately the same time as peak abduction; prior to ipsilateral initial 

contact (approximately 89% of the gait cycle).  Less internal rotation and less abduction of the 

ankle are significantly associated with %FM at ipsilateral toe-off.  These findings suggest that 

the frontal and transverse plane motions of the foot are linked in this sample population.  

Indeed, the frontal and transverse plane gait parameters of the ankle showed enough shared 

variance to be considered as one principal component.  Messier et al., (1994) measured 2D 

footprint angles from obese and non-obese adults.  While the accuracy of using 2D measures 

of the 3D structures of the foot may be reduced the study did find increased hindfoot inversion 

(adduction) and out-toeing (forefoot external rotation) at ipsilateral initial contact.  These 

findings match the current studies results of reduced abduction (inversion) and reduced 

internal rotation of the foot in obese children.  Messier et al., (1994) described the abnormally 

inverted hindfoot motion as the cause of greater eversion during the stance phase to place the 

first metatarsal head into a weight bearing position.  Less internal rotation of the foot about 

the ankle at the start of the stance phase may reduce lateral body motion enhancing dynamic 

stability during gait.      

 

8.5.3  Foot Kinematic Findings 

The current study shows that hindfoot motion relative to the shank segment in boys with 

higher %FM were less adducted (internally rotated) during early stance phase and more 

abducted (externally  rotated) during late stance phase. The participants with greater %FM 

demonstrated approximately 7⁰ more abduction (external rotation) of the hindfoot compared 

to the participants with lower %FM.  This is consistent with the findings of less ankle internal 

rotation from the PiG lower limb model.  This finding may highlight a pronated foot type in 

boys with higher fat mass giving rise to a flat foot.  The findings of greater hip internal rotation 

hip and adduction knee moments may indicate that the boys with higher fat mass distribute 

forces more medially through their lower limb joints.  This will cause the body’s centre of 

pressure to move medially, potentially inducing pronatory changes in the foot.  Teichtahl et al., 
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(2006) measured the association between foot rotation (foot modelled a one rigid segment), 

thigh rotation and external knee adduction moment in non-obese adults.  The study found 

external foot rotation was related to reduced external knee adduction moments during the 

later part of the stance.  The reason for this finding was the medial positioning of the ground 

reaction vector, closer to the knee joint centre thus reducing the lever arm when the foot is 

externally rotated.  Therefore, the externally rotated position may be a compensatory 

mechanism the participants with greater %FM employ to reduce knee adduction moments.   

The current study found greater midfoot dorsiflexion at the beginning and end of the stance 

phase and the end of the swing phase in boys with greater adiposity.  The difference between 

the highest %FM participants at the lowest %FM participants was approximately 20⁰ at 

contralateral toe-off and 12⁰ at ipsilateral toe off.  This finding can be linked to radiographic 

findings of flat feet and a pronatory foot type.  In flat foot deformity the medial longitudinal 

arch collapses and the talus plantarflexes resulting in a plantar position of the metatarsals 

compared to the hindfoot complex (van Boerum et al., 2003).  Villarroya et al., (2009) found 

talus-first metatarsal sagittal plane angles to be high (greater dorsiflexion) in obese children 

and adolescents compared to published normal values.  While comparisons between static 

foot alignments from radiographic measures may not compare directly with dynamic motion 

of the foot, both the talus-first metatarsal and midfoot sagittal plane orientation reveal the 

presence of a pronatory foot type (Villarroya et al., 2009). This can occur at any midtarsal joint 

giving the appearance of midfoot dorsiflexion in relation to the hindfoot as seen in current 

study’s participants with higher body fat mass.  This finding, along with hindfoot abduction 

gives more evidence to a pronated foot and lowering of the medial longitudinal arch with 

excessive fat mass. 

The midfoot of participants with greater %FM showed a greater eversion peak after ipsilateral 

initial contact.  The range was small; 2.19⁰ (95%CI 1.01⁰) of eversion in the participants with 

higher %FM and 1.66⁰ (95%CI 1.24⁰) in participants with lower %FM.  Midfoot eversion in early 

stance found in the current study could also indicate a lowering of the medial longitudinal arch 

in participants with higher %FM.  This finding is consistent with previous studies on dynamic 

plantar pressure in obese children.  Mickle et al., (2006) found higher peak pressures under the 

midfoot segment of obese children compared to non-obese counterparts.  This finding is not 

only due to extra adipose tissue in the plantar pad as ultrasonography confirmed obese 

children to have fatter and flatter feet (Riddiford-Harland et al., 2011).  Weakening or laxity of 

the arch supporting structures, due to excessive force incurred by the carriage of greater loads, 
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will flatten the arch.  This can happen at the talo-navicular, navicular-cuneiform or tarsal-

metatarsal joints (van Boerum et al., 2003).  The 3DFoot models the midfoot from the 

navicular to the first metatarsal so eversion at this segment indicates that the medial 

longitudinal arch is lowering at the navicular-cuneiform joint.  The timing of the peak eversion 

occurs when greater body mass is transferring through the foot after heel strike predisposing 

the arch to higher forces. Both excessive fat and total mass where significantly associated with 

greater peak eversion early in the stance phase in the current study.  This indicates that the 

carriage of excessive load (body mass) from greater adiposity may cause greater midfoot 

eversion in participants with higher %FM.  The finding of greater midfoot eversion from the 

3DFoot model was opposite to the finding of greater adduction (inversion) of the ankle joint in 

the PiG model.  By modelling the foot as a single rigid segment the forefoot may appear 

inverted due to eversion of the midfoot.  This highlights the need to present foot motion as a 

number of segments so motion can be attributed to the correct joint.           

 

8.5.4 Comparisons with Reliability Study 

In order to interpret the results of the current study the range of findings across %FM range 

need to be referred to between-session reliability estimated in experimental chapters 2 and 3 

(chapters 6 and 7) to determine if the associations are greater than measurement error.  The 

subjects of the experimental study, on average, were younger and had a lower BMI Z-Score 

than the subjects of the main study.  However, the age range of the participants in the 

reliability study was inclusive the age range of the participants in the main study.  The range of 

BMI Z-Scores was less than that of the main study meaning the reliability of gait analysis in 

children with lower and higher BMI Z-Scores has not been confirmed.  Therefore, when 

considering significant associations between gait variables and BMI Z-Score a conservative 

assessment above standard error measurement values will be made.  Body fat mass (%FM) 

was not measured in the participants of the reliability study due to body composition 

protocols not being in place when the reliability study took place 

All significant associations between lower limb and foot biomechanics at all gait cycle events 

and peaks were higher than the corresponding standard error of measurement (SEM) values 

calculated in experimental chapters 2 and 3 (chapters 6 and 7).  However, caution should be 

taken when interpreting frontal plane ankle and midfoot angular associations with body fat 

mass.  The regression range from the lowest to the highest adiposity at the ankle joint in the 
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frontal plane was 1.62⁰ at ipsilateral initial contact and 1.40⁰ at initial peak abduction in the 

swing phase.  These values are only slightly higher than the SEM values calculated in 

experimental chapter 2 (chapter 6) (1.18⁰ and 1.13⁰ for ankle angle at ipsilateral initial contact 

and initial peak abduction in the swing phase respectively).  Similar findings were found in 

knee joint frontal plane moments; the regression range across the spread of body fat mass 

levels in the sample of boys was 0.102Nm and the SEM from the reliability study in 

experimental chapter 2 (chapter 6) was 0.091Nm.  The frontal plane findings in the main study 

may be significant, but the small difference in regression between high and low adiposity could 

mean the associations lack clinical relevance.  Previous studies also found small frontal plane 

differences in motion between obese and non-obese children of 1-2⁰ at the ankle and hindfoot 

(Shultz et al., 2009, McMillan et al., 2010).  It is possible that even small changes in frontal 

plane motion and forces may predispose children to musculoskeletal pathology (Shultz et al., 

2011). 

 

8.6  Summary 

The results of the present study show that an association exists between lower limb and foot 

motion and amount of adiposity in a cross-sectional sample of boys age 7 to 11 years old.  At 

the hip joint, significantly greater flexion throughout the gait cycle may relate to hip extensor 

muscle weakness resulting in an anterior position of the centre of mass.  This anterior 

displacement of the centre of mass may lead to greater external hip flexion moments which 

were seen at the start of the gait cycle.  Significantly higher internal hip rotation at the end of 

the stance phase maybe the result of an externally rotated lower limb and greater thigh 

segmental inertia.  Greater rotation forces acting on the hip joint may predispose boys with 

higher fat mass to orthopaedic conditions such as slipped capital femoral epiphysis.  Greater 

knee flexion at the end of the stance phase in boys with higher %FM was significantly 

associated with stance phase duration.  This finding may indicate the necessity to increase 

stability by prolonging the stance phase.  Boys with higher fat mass demonstrated greater 

external knee adduction moments, a potential precursor to Blount’s disease and medial knee 

joint osteoarthritis in later life.  Fat mass was significantly associated with ankle joint motion 

over the gait cycle in all three planes.  The ankle was more; dorsiflexed, indicting a possible 

weakness of the plantarflexors; also, adducted and externally rotated, signifying altered foot 

mechanics.  The foot of boys with higher adiposity demonstrated a pronated foot type 

indicating a lowering of the medial longitudinal arch and a flatter foot.  The hindfoot was more 
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abducted (externally rotated) throughout the gait cycle possibly relating to structural changes 

to the calcaneal and talus due to excessive forces on the medial lower limbs.  The midfoot of 

higher adiposity boys was more dorsiflexed during the later part of stance indicating a 

lowering of the medial longitudinal arch.  The midfoot was also everted at the beginning of 

stance also resulting in a greater lowering of medial longitudinal arch possibly due to laxity 

caused by the carriage of excess fat mass.    

 

8.7 Limitations 

The first limitations of this chapter of the thesis was the protocol to determine at which point 

in the gait cycle to extract lower limb and foot joint angle and moment values for analysis.  

While previous research informed the choice of values at events and peaks through the gait 

cycle subphases, this was not a comprehensive assessment.  In order to fully explore the gait 

cycle information at every data point should be considered. This can be achieved by principle 

component analysis (PCA) to combine areas of the gait which demonstrate shared variance 

into components for analysis.  In this way the, somewhat arbitrary, choice of gait events and 

peaks is removed. Therefore, further relationships between adiposity with lower limb and foot 

biomechanics could be explored.  Previous work has employed PCA to identify age related 

kinetic variables to determine gait maturation (Chester et al., 2008).  Furthermore, the 

relationships between adiposity with lower limb and foot biomechanics maybe non-linear 

rather than assumed linear in the current study. To date little work has been presented on 

possible curvilinear relationships between body fat (%FM) and joint biomechanics during gait.  

Future work should consider analysing all %FM-joint biomechanics plots for the potential for 

curvilinear relationships.        

A further limitation of the study was the inability to measure foot joint kinetics using the 

3DFoot model.  Presenting foot joint kinetics could provide more information on the 

relationship between adiposity and foot biomechanics.  The Kinfoot model tested in 

experimental chapter 3 (chapter 7) provides foot joint moment and powers (MacWilliams et 

al., 2003).  However, some of inverse dynamic calculations used in Kinfoot have been 

questioned (Buczek et al., 2006).  Recently, a foot model has been developed to measure 

moments and powers of the hindfoot, forefoot and hallux segments (Bruening et al., 2012).  

Future research should incorporate foot segment kinetic analysis when analysing relationships 

with obesity during gait. 
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Marker placement error was previously described in experimental chapters 2 and 3 (chapters 6 

and 7) which can reduce the between-session reliability of the PiG biomechanical model.  The 

‘instrumented pointer device’ protocol attempted to reduce errors in the marker placement by 

removing the effect of soft tissue artefact on skin mounted ASIS markers.  However, other 

marker locations may be also affected by soft tissue artefact misrepresenting angular and 

moment data in obese participants.  Kirtley (2002) presented the effects of altering the 

position of many marker locations from the modified Helen Hayes marker set (utilised by PiG).  

The effect of superiorly locating the sacral marker caused anterior tilt of the pelvis which 

would have the effect of increasing hip flexion.  Kirtley (2002) commented that locating the 

position of the sacral marker on S2 vertebrae is not easy in obese individuals.  Therefore, the 

finding of significantly greater hip flexion in participants with higher %FM may be related to 

misplacement of the sacral marker and warrants further investigation. 
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9. Thesis summary 

The aims of this study were; firstly, to establish protocols and test between-session reliability 

of methods for determining body composition for determining obesity (body mass index) and 

adiposity (body fat); secondly, to establish protocols and test between-session reliability of 

three dimensional gait analysis to measure lower limb and foot biomechanics in children; and 

finally, to identify gait characteristics associated with adiposity in a cross-sectional sample of 

boys age 7 to 11 years old.   

Previous research has indicated that obese children demonstrated musculoskeletal co-

morbidities that affect the hip, knee and foot and alter gait characteristics.  Incidence of 

slipped capital femoral epiphysis, tibia vara and flatfeet are reported to be higher in obese 

compared to non-obese children.  Each of these co-morbidities has been linked to high body 

mass causing excessive and misplaced forces across the lower limb joints resulting in 

remodelling of the musculoskeletal system.  Remodelling of lower limb joints in children with 

higher fat mass may alter gait characteristics before musculoskeletal co-morbidities are 

diagnosed.  Therefore, detecting lower limb gait characteristics associated with higher fat mass 

could prevent future incidence of musculoskeletal co-morbidities.  

Previous studies examining the effects of obesity on paediatric gait have defined obesity 

according BMI Z-Score.  This however, measures weight as a ratio to height matched to age 

and gender reference values and not body fat mass.  This may mislabel children of a short-

compact build as overweight or obese even if they do not have excessive adipose tissue (body 

fat mass).  Few previous studies have examined the health implications of childhood obesity by 

using measures of body fat mass to define obesity.  Therefore, the first aim of this study was to 

examine the effects of adiposity on gait characteristics to assess if excessive adipose tissue is 

associated with altered joint motion.     

Obese children have been previously reported to walk; slower with a greater stance phase of 

gait; with reduced lower limb flexion throughout the gait cycle; and greater lower limb sagittal 

and frontal plane moments throughout the stance phase.  Specific gait differences between 

obese and non-obese children were found at gait events (initial contact and toe off) as well as 

angular and moment peaks.  Few studies have examined three-dimensional biomechanics 

whilst controlling for age, anthropometric and spatiotemporal confounding variables.  

Therefore, in order to explore the effects of adiposity on lower limb biomechanics a 
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comprehensive assessment of lower limb biomechanics was required over the entire gait cycle 

whilst controlling for confounding variables. 

Reports on dynamic foot motion differences between obese and non-obese children have 

shown that the midfoot demonstrated greater plantar surface area and increased plantar 

pressures. These dynamic measures of foot structure indicate that the feet of obese children 

are flatter during gait predisposing the midfoot to greater stresses during the stance phase.  

However, these studies examined the foot in two-dimensions analysing the plantar surface 

only.  Few studies have examined relationships between obesity and three-dimensional 

motion of the foot in children.   

 

9.1 Aim1: Establish Protocols and Test Between-Session Reliability of Methods for 

Determining Body Composition for Determining Obesity and Adiposity 

In order to define obesity an accurate measure of body fat mass (adiposity) is required.  

However, in large scale population studies Body Mass Index (BMI) is used to infer body fat 

mass based on the correlation between them, r values ranging from 0.39 to 0.90 (Barlow & 

Dietz, 1998).  The two key limitations of using BMI as a measure of obesity in paediatric 

research are; (1) the assumption of an linear increase in fat and lean mass through childhood, 

when the ratio of fat-to-lean mass changes throughout development; and (2) the poor 

correlation between BMI and fat mass (%FM) in certain populations (children with low %FM, 

ethnicity, high physical activity levels).  Therefore, obesity defined by adiposity (measure of 

body fat mass) may be more appropriate in a cross-sectional sample of primary school-aged 

boys.  

Methods to assess adiposity were established in this study by comparing techniques to 

measure body fat mass.  For research purposes a measure of paediatric body fat mass should 

be accurate, precise and cause little discomfort or potential harm to the participant.  

Therefore, this study aimed to test between-session reliability of two devices of body fat mass 

measurement; the air displacement plethysmography (ADP) and bioelectrical impedance 

analysis (BIA).  Previous studies have found equations to estimate body fat mass to be age, 

gender, ethnicity and level of obesity specific.  Therefore, this study also examined subject 

specific equations to estimate body fat mass in each body composition device.   

The results of experimental chapter 1 (chapter 5) indicated that anthropometric and body fat 

mass measures were reliable in a cross-sectional sample of boys (R>0.99).  Measures of body 
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fat mass by ADP demonstrated greater between-session reliability and lower error compared 

to BIA (TEM = 0.54%FM and 0.81%FM relative to total body mass, for ADP and BIA 

respectively).  Low agreement between body fat mass estimates based on manufacturers or 

age- and gender-specific equations indicate that these equations cannot be used 

interchangeably.  As no method of validating body composition measures against ‘gold 

standard’ techniques (three or four compartment models) was available the results were 

compared to the literature.  Previous studies have reported that using age- and gender-specific 

body composition equations present better agreement than manufacturer’s equations.  

Therefore the age- and gender-specific equations of ADP for measuring body composition 

were to be used in the main study to determine body fat mass in the sample.  Furthermore, no 

clear cutoff for determining the main study (chapter 8) groups based on excessive or healthy 

levels of adiposity in children has been estimated.  Therefore, the level of adiposity in the main 

study (chapter 8) sample of boys was related to gait characteristics as a continuous variable 

removing errors in incorrect assignment of body fat mass groups.  

 

9.2 Aim 2: Establish Protocols and Test Between-Session Reliability of Three Dimensional 

Gait Analysis to Measure Lower Limb and Foot Biomechanics in Children. 

Quantifying lower limb motion involves the application of a biomechanical model to the 

recorded marker motion to determine limb orientation, and relative motion between limbs 

about a joint centre.  Reliability of the conventional lower limb model (PiG) to determine 

motion and forces has been found to vary between studies with large errors found in the 

transverse plane (Gorton et al., 2009).  Furthermore, marker placement errors may be greater 

in obese adults due to excessive adipose tissue (Rash et al., 1999).  Marker placement errors 

have been reduced by using a correction factor for transverse plane thigh motion (Baker et al., 

1999, Malt et al., 2012) and virtual pelvic markers (Board et al., 2012). However, the reliability 

before and after such marker placement protocols have not been tested in children across a 

range of adiposity levels.  Therefore, the first aim of experimental chapter 2 (chapter 6) was to 

establish a reliable protocol for measuring lower limb motion in children.  To achieve this, a 

test re-test protocol was implemented to examin the kinematic and kinetic outputs from the 

lower limb model (PiG) in a group of children.   

Anthropometric measures, required to estimate joint and limb centres, were highly reliable 

between sessions (ICC >0.93).  Cadence, step width and step length were reliable between 
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sessions (ICC >0.81), but stance phase duration and walking speed were less reliable (ICC 

>0.42).  However, no significant differences between sessions were found between 

anthropometric and spatiotemporal measures indicating that differences between kinematic 

and kinetic outputs were due to extrinsic (methodological variability) rather than intrinsic 

errors (inherent variability).  The PiG lower limb model demonstrated moderate between-

session reliability for joint angular (ICC 0.58) and joint moment outputs (ICC 0 .44).  Errors 

between repeated sessions were 3.98⁰ ± 1.89⁰ for joint angular and 2.38Nm ± 2.06Nm for joint 

moment outputs.  The application of the thigh rotation protocol improved between-session 

reliability of lower limb joint angles (ICC 0.62) but did not change joint moments (ICC 0.44).  

Errors between sessions were reduced to 3.56⁰ ± 1.77⁰ for joint angles but remained the same 

at 2.38Nm ± 1.89Nm for joint moments.  These findings indicate that using the thigh marker 

rotation offset increased lower limb model between-session reliability and reduced errors; 

therefore, it was used in the main study (chapter 8).  An experimental protocol was developed 

to track the anterior pelvis by virtual rather than skin mounted markers which are susceptible 

to soft tissue artefact in obese subjects.  Using virtual markers significantly altered in the 

position of the ASIS and hip joint centre and resulted in greater hip flexion over the gait cycle.  

The ASIS virtual marker protocol was used to track anterior pelvis position in the main study 

(chapter 8).  

The aim of the third experimental chapter (chapter 7) was to establish protocols and test 

between-session reliability of measuring foot motion in children.  No consensus has been 

reached on the appropriate method to model the foot and, therefore many foot models are 

available to determine foot segment motion. Between-session reliability of foot models has 

varied between studies depending on the segmentation of the foot and population sampled.  

Foot models that describe motion of many foot segments may provide more information on 

foot biomechanics during gait but are generally less reliable.  Therefore, there was a need to 

measure the between-session reliability of a variety of foot models in children of varying 

adiposities. 

Three foot models were examined for between-session reliability of kinematic outputs during 

paediatric gait assessment.  The choice of foot model for the main study (chapter 8) was based 

on the model that can provide the greatest reliable information on foot segmental motion 

during gait.  The three segment, OFM demonstrated highest joint angle between-session 

reliability (ICC 0.53) followed by the four segment, 3DFoot (ICC 0.52) and the eight segment, 

Kinfoot (ICC 0.46).  However, 3DFoot demonstrated the least joint angle errors (SEM 3.88⁰ ± 
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2.18⁰) compared to OFM (4.61⁰ ± 2.17⁰) and Kinfoot (5.08⁰ ± 1.53⁰).  Therefore, 3DFoot was 

determined to be the most appropriate for use in this study sample population in the main 

study (chapter 8).  Normalising 3DFoot to a standing position reduced between-session 

reliability (ICC 0.43) but in also reduced errors (3.29⁰ ± 2.02⁰).  This reduced marker placement 

errors, but also removed actual differences between subjects.  Therefore, 3DFoot model joint 

angle outputs were analysed without reference to standing position.     

 

9.3 Aim 3: Identify Gait Characteristics Associated with Adiposity in a Cross-Sectional 

Sample of Boys Age 7 to 11 Years Old 

The aim of the main study (chapter 8) was to measure angular motion and joint moments of 

the lower limb joints (hip, knee and ankle) and the foot segments (hindfoot, midfoot, forefoot 

and hallux) during paediatric gait. Furthermore, to relate any kinematic and kinetic findings to 

the level of body fat mass when controlling for other factors that influence gait biomechanics 

(spatiotemporal, anthropometric or age related factors). 

The findings of the main study (chapter 8) can be explored with reference to the functional 

characteristics of gait which are to absorb the shock of impact, stabilise the body and facilitate 

forward progression (Perry, 1992). The first double support phase (DS1) of the gait cycle 

involves the abrupt transfer of body weight onto the ipsilateral limb.  During the loading 

response phase hip stability is maintained by activity of the hip extensors (Perry 1992).    

Participants with greater %FM demonstrated greater external hip joint flexion moments during 

the loading response phase (0-10% of the gait cycle).  This finding may be linked to greater hip 

flexion found in boys with higher %FM which could displace the centre of mass anteriorly. This 

could be a result of weak hip extensors relative to greater forces from the carriage of greater 

load.   

The midtarsal joint facilitates shock-absorption during the loading response phase.  This is 

caused by subtalar joint eversion ‘unlocking’ the talonavicular and calcaneocuboid joints 

allowing greater mobility (Perry, 1992). This allows the medial longitudinal arch to act as a 

spring during weight bearing supporting body weight (Watt, 2006).  Participants with greater 

%FM demonstrated greater midfoot eversion during the loading response phase 

(approximately 2% of the gait cycle).  This finding may indicate greater laxity of midtarsal joint 

in participants with greater %FM.  Greater midfoot eversion was also related to a higher BMI Z-
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Score indicating that the carriage of excess adipose tissue may cause excessive compressive 

forces on the immature osseous structures of the medial longitudinal arch.  

Following the loading response phase single limb (SS1) support begins with contralateral toe-

off.  As body weight is loading onto the ipsilateral limb the knee joint experiences an adduction 

moment (Perry 1992).  The medial position of the ground reaction vector, as the body drops 

onto the ipsilateral limb, places high-stress on the knee joint.  Participants with higher %FM 

demonstrated greater knee adduction moments after the loading response phase.  It is unclear 

whether this is due to greater body mass from excess adiposity or an increase in thigh girth.  

Regression analysis showed that BMI Z-Score was not associated with greater adduction 

moments of the knee suggesting that body mass is not a factor.  A larger thigh girth would 

place the knee in a greater varus position due to abduction of the hip.  This would place the 

ground reaction vector in a more medial position compared to a smaller thigh girth.  The lower 

limb morphological characteristics of obese children may have a large impact of biomechanics 

and warrants further investigation. 

At the end of the stance phase is terminal stance and pre-swing phases (approximately 30-60% 

of the gait cycle).  Terminal stance begins when the ipsilateral heel rises until contralateral 

initial contact and pre-swing occurs during the second double support phase (DS2).  At 

ipsilateral toe-off the hip joint is in maximal external rotation as the knee flexes to initial the 

swing phase (Perry 1992).  Participants with greater %FM demonstrated greater hip joint 

internal rotation moments as well as greater knee flexion at ipsilateral toe-off.  These two 

findings may be linked to greater inertia of the lower limb and a relative weakness of the knee 

flexors particularly the sartorius (due its combined action of knee flexion and hip external 

rotation).  Greater knee flexion in participants with higher %FM was also related to a longer 

stance phase period.  This maybe a compensatory mechanism to increase stability at ipsilateral 

toe-off, which is a relatively unstable period of the gait cycle.     

The position of the ground reaction vector moves evermore anteriorly within the foot through 

the stance phase.  As the heel rises during terminal stance the ground reaction vector is 

directly through the forefoot inducing dorsiflexion at the midtarsal and metatarsal-phalangeal 

joints (Perry 1992).  Participants with greater %FM demonstrated greater midfoot dorsiflexion 

at contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off.  This finding may be linked to the finding 

of greater midfoot eversion indicating a pronatory foot position and potential flat foot.   

Ligamentous laxity is the most commonly ascribed aetiology for the flexible flatfoot in the 

developing child (D’Amico 2001).  At 2-3 years old ligament laxity peak in the growing child and 
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diminishes by the age of 8-10 years old (Valmassey, 1996).  However, if the foot is put under 

excessive pronation in infancy the load may permanently deform and elongate the medial 

longitudinal arch ligaments.  Since the ligamentous structure can no longer secure the osseous 

framework instability results and a flexible flatfoot may be present. 

The findings described above indicate that excessive adiposity can have deleterious 

consequences on lower limb and foot motion at points of the gait cycle.  Two more 

biomechanical findings were consistent across the gait cycle; the first was greater hip flexion 

and the second was greater hindfoot external rotation in participants with higher %FM.   

Excessive hip flexion through the stance phase can be related to postural positions of the body 

including forward trunk lean and knee flexion (Perry 1992).  Forward tilt of the pelvis could 

have lead to greater hip flexion moments seen at the start of the stance phase.  Forward tilting 

of the pelvis could be the result of an anterior displacement of the centre of mass from greater 

adiposity (particularly in the abdominal region).  This increases the demand on the hip 

extensors which may not provide the necessary strength to extend the hip and prevent the 

pelvis and trunk from leaning forward.  Greater external rotation of the hindfoot in 

participants with higher %FM across the gait cycle may relate to relative motion about the 

subtalar joint. Inman et al., (1981) suggested the subtalar joint acts like a mitered hinge, 

whereby supination and pronation of the foot is transferred respectively into external and 

internal rotation of the shank.  Body weight and potentially %FM is one of the most powerful 

pronatory forces (D’Amico 2001).  A medial displacement of the centre of gravity, caused by 

compensatory joint mechanisms proximal to the foot, produces subtalar joint pronation. 

Continuation of medially aligned body weight, through childhood development, can 

overstretch and weaken the medial ligamentous structures of the foot.  Osseous structures on 

the lateral aspect of the foot can become compressed while the medial structures and put 

under strain.  All these pathological consequences of medial displacement of the centre of the 

gravity make it very difficult for the underdeveloped and malleable foot to function efficiently 

(D’Amico 2001). 

 

9.4 Clinical Implications 

The findings of altered lower limb and foot biomechanics in boys with higher adiposity indicate 

the need to reduce the level of adiposity to prevent damage to the developing joints.  In order 

to reduce or prevent increases in childhood adiposity physical activity is recommended and in 
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particular walking is encouraged (Shultz et al., 2011).  However, excessive forces at the hip and 

knee joints and malalignments of the foot joints indicate that walking may cause discomfort 

for boys with higher adiposity.  Therefore, clinical interventions such as orthotics to support 

and realign the midfoot would reduce further maladaptation to the foot.  Furthermore, 

strengthening the musculature of the lower limbs may prevent misplaced motions in the 

frontal and transverse planes and reduce forces required to move relatively larger limbs. 

 

9.5 Future Research 

An outline for future research in this section begins with studies based on the data collected in 

the current study.  This is followed by studies that should seek to understand the factors that 

influence the relationships between altered foot and lower limb gait biomechanics and higher 

fat in children.  Finally longitudinal intervention studies should determine the causality 

between possible factors over time. 

The current study demonstrated that participants with higher %FM have altered lower limb 

and foot biomechanics during the gait cycle.  Further analyses into the associations between 

the timing of peak lower limb and foot angles and moments with body fat mass should be 

carried out.  Furthermore, the range of motion of each lower limb and foot joint during the sub 

phases of gait and levels of adiposity should be examined.  The culminated results from lower 

limb and foot angular and moment associations with body fat mass at event values, peaks 

values, timing of peak, and range of motion could then be analysed together.  Principle 

component analysis and multiple regression analysis techniques could be used to explore the 

relationships between the significant findings.  This would determine if joint angular 

associations with adiposity are due to a temporal offset or an alteration to the range of motion 

to the joint.  Furthermore, combining multiple lower limb and foot joints into the analysis 

would uncover any relationships between the joints associated with higher levels of adiposity 

in children.  One possible relationship could be between knee adduction moments and 

external foot rotation which has been reported in previous studies (Teichtahl et al., 2006).     

Future research is required to determine why altered foot and lower limb biomechanics take 

place in children with higher adiposity.  A comprehensive analysis of a child’s level 

obesity/adiposity, physical activity levels, strength assessment, and joint alignment of the 

lower limb should be undertaken.  Previous studies have shown that, compared to non-obese 

children, obese children have higher absolute muscle strength, but lower muscle strength 
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relative to body weight (Tsiros et al., 2011).  Of particular interest is the relationship between 

muscular strength of the hip extensors with the amount of hip flexor moments during the early 

part of gait.  Understanding the associations between physical activity with foot and lower 

limb gait biomechanics may provide an understanding of the apparent reciprocal relationship 

between the two factors.  A lack of physical activity can lead to increased body fat and 

potentially to obesity due to lower energy expenditure compared to energy intake.  However, 

a lack of physical activity can also affect the development of a healthy musculoskeletal system.  

Future research should consider examining the relationships between physical activity and 

foot and lower gait biomechanics in children over a range of adiposity levels.  Previous 

research has demonstrated the links between lower limb musculoskeletal co-morbidities such 

as slipped capital femoral epiphysis, Blount’s disease and flatfeet.  However, a consideration of 

the lower limb skeletal structure and joint alignments in obese children may provide insight 

into co-morbidity risk before the pathology is reached.  The relationship between joint 

alignment and foot and lower limb gait biomechanics could provide information on why 

children with higher fat demonstrate altered kinematics.                   

The discovery of the relationships between altered foot and lower limb biomechanics, physical 

activity, muscle strength and joint alignment in children with higher fat mass would lead to 

longitudinal assessments of the causal links between these variables. A muscle strength 

training intervention study would provide details on the causality between relatively weaker 

hip extensors and larger hip flexion moments during gait.  A factor to control for in this study 

would be the possible reduction in body fat due to strength training, which may also reduce 

hip flexion moments.  The effects of weight-loss on foot and lower limb gait biomechanics 

should be considered separately.  Level of physical activity could be the cause of, or caused by 

altered foot and lower limb gait biomechanics. Therefore, longitudinal assessment of these 

factors would require study groups in which changes in physical activity and level of obesity 

were controlled over time.  A possible cause of reduced physical activity in obese children is 

pain and discomfort which should be measured before and after interventions.   

An intervention that targets foot and lower limb alignment is the use of orthotic devices.  

Orthotic devices such as wedges can be placed into participant’s shoes to change the 

magnitude and position of forces during gait and alter foot and alignment.  Of particular 

interest would be the use of orthotic to reduce pronation and knee adduction moments in 

children with higher fat mass.  The results of the current study show a possible collapsing of 

the medial longitudinal arch from foot pronation and greater medial compartment stress from 
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greater knee adduction moments.  However, the orthotic wedges required to reduce 

pronation are placed medially and to reduce knee adduction moments are laterally placed.  

This may indicate that foot pronation and knee adduction moments are related and 

longitudinal intervention studies could determine the associations.   

Further longitudinal studies could focus on the relationships between knee adduction 

moments during gait in children with higher fat mass and medial knee osteoarthritis in adults 

which has also been linked with obesity.  Preventing risk factors for medial knee osteoarthritis 

such as knee adduction moments, varus knee alignment and obesity could allow individuals to 

be more active and reduce body fat.  The final intervention study could focus on weight loss 

programmes to understand if altered foot and lower limb gait biomechanics are reduced.  The 

controlling factors would be physical activity, muscular strength and joint alignment which may 

change as a result of weight loss.  The aim of future studies should be to determine the factors 

that can prevent children from becoming obese or manage children who are obese to prevent 

them becoming obese adolescents or adults.  The multifaceted causes and effects of childhood 

obesity mean much research is required.  Discovering relationships between foot and lower 

limb gait biomechanics and body fat in the current study may lead to future research 

understanding the complex nature of childhood obesity.               

 

9.6 Conclusion 

This study established protocols to reliably determine the body composition and gait 

biomechanics of boys between the age of 7 to 11 years old.  Levels of body fat mass were 

related to altered lower limb and foot joint angular displacements and moments during gait.  

Key relationships included greater hip flexion, knee adduction moments and a pronated foot in 

boys with higher fat mass.  These findings indicate that higher fat mass may decrease mobility 

and induce greater musculoskeletal demands reducing the potential for physical activity.  This 

underpins the need for further longitudinal research looking at the prevention and 

management of musculoskeletal complications associated with childhood obesity.       
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Stratford Campus,  

Water Lane, Stratford,  

London, E15 4LZ 

 

 

University Research Ethics Committee 

 

If you have any queries regarding the conduct of the programme in which you are being 

asked to participate, please contact the Secretary of the University Research Ethics 

Committee, Ms Debbie Dada, Admissions and Ethics Officer, Graduate School, University of 

East London, Docklands Campus, London E16 2RD (Tel 020 8223 2976, Email: 

d.dada@uel.ac.uk 

 

Principal Investigators 

Mr Ryan Mahaffey, MSc.  r.mahaffey@uel.ac.uk.  0208 223 4033 

Dr Stewart Morrison, PhD.  s.c.morrison@uel.ac.uk.  0208 223 2679 

 

We would like to invite your child to participate in a research project being undertaken by 

the School of Health and Bioscience at the University of East London. This form provides 

you with the information about the study so you can make an informed decision whether 

your child can participate. It also informs you of how your child’s privacy will be protected 

and what your child's involvement will be if you agree they can take part.  Your child's 

participation is voluntary and you can withdraw your child from the research at anytime 

without giving any reason and this will not affect the status of your child's medical care or 

legal rights.  

 

What is the study looking at? 

This work is being conducted to look at how the foot moves during walking in children.  

There is some research to suggest that a number of factors (such as body weight) can 

affect the way the foot moves and this is what we want to find out.   

 

How can my child be included? 

To participate in the research your child needs to be aged between 7 - 11 years old, you 

will be asked to complete a pre-screening health questionnaire before testing. The research 

will be undertaken by one PHD student and one assistant, both from the University of East 

London. 

What will we be measuring? 
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We are examining the reliability of body composition measures which tell us how much 

lean and fat mass a child has, this will be done in three ways;    

 

During the testing we will measure the Body Mass Index (BMI) of your child by recording 

their height and weight. Data collection will take place behind a medical screen to maintain 

the privacy of your child. If you or your child is not happy with this procedure taking place 

(you/they are in no way obliged to do so) then the measurements will not be taken and 

your child will still be more than welcome to continue their participation in the study at no 

disadvantage to themselves what-so-ever.  We will measure the body composition of your 

child using two measures; the first, called BODPOD measures the amount of air which is 

displaced when someone sits in a chamber.  The second is called BIA and measures the 

amount of water in the child’s body by passing a very small and unnoticeable electric 

current from stickers on their feet to stickers on their hands.  This will take at least 30 

mintues. Any travelling costs will be fully reimbursed and refreshments will also be 

provided. We ask that you bring a pair of shorts and swimming trunks to be worn during 

the tests and suggest that you bring a towel and/or dressing gown to keep your child 

warm in between tests.  Finally please do not feed your child 4 hours before coming to the 

laboratory, we will provide food following the testing procedure.   

 

Are there any possible discomforts or risks? 

- Pain is highly unlikely – they are more likely to feel uncomfortable or embarrassed 

because they need to wear swimsuit or shorts and vest. Getting tired or feeling bored 

is also more likely.  Your child is in no way obliged to complete the testing procedure, 

if at any time you or your child wishes to stop you can do so without any reason. 

 

Data Protection 

Information collected about your child will be stored in computers with security passwords.  

Only the primary researcher and his research team have access to review these research 

records, and they will protect the confidentiality of these records. 

 

We hope you will give your consent for your child to participate in this valuable research. If 

you have any questions or would like to discuss this further please contact Ryan Mahaffey, 

details at the top of the letter. 

 

 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

 

 

 

Ryan Mahaffey 
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Stratford Campus,  

Water Lane, Stratford,  

London, E15 4LZ 

 

University Research Ethics Committee 

 

If you have any queries regarding the conduct of the programme in which you are being 

asked to participate, please contact the Secretary of the University Research Ethics 

Committee, Ms Debbie Dada, Admissions and Ethics Officer, Graduate School, University of 

East London, Docklands Campus, London E16 2RD (Tel 020 8223 2976, Email: 

d.dada@uel.ac.uk) 

 

Principal Investigators 

 

Mr Ryan Mahaffey, MSc.  r.mahaffey@uel.ac.uk.  0208 223 4033 

Dr Stewart Morrison, PhD.  s.c.morrison@uel.ac.uk.  0208 223 2679 

 

We would like to invite your child to participate in a research project being undertaken by 

the School of Health and Bioscience at the University of East London. This form provides 

you with the information about the study so you can make an informed decision whether 

your child can participate. It also informs you of how your child’s privacy will be protected 

and what your child's involvement will be if you agree they can take part.  Your child's 

participation is voluntary and you can withdraw your child from the research at anytime 

without giving any reason and this will not affect the status of your child's medical care or 

legal rights.  

 

What is the study looking at? 

This work is being conducted to look at how the foot moves during walking in children.  

There are many methods for determining foot motion during walking; we need to examine 

which will be most accurate and reliable. 

 

How can my child be included? 

To participate in the research your child needs to be aged between 7 - 11 years old, you 

will be asked to complete a pre-screening health questionnaire before testing. The research 

will be undertaken by one PHD student and one assistant, both from the University of East 

London. 

 

What will we be measuring? 

We will also look to investigate the effects of walking on the legs of your child by using 

specialist equipment called the VICON Motion Analysis which will take place in the 
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laboratories at the University of East London.  Your child will be asked to walk across a 

room containing ten specially designed cameras.  

These cameras are designed to analyse the way an individuals walks three-dimensionally. 

They will also have small markers and pieces of equipment attached to their skin and 

muscles. 

During the testing we will measure the Body Mass Index (BMI) of your child by recording 

their height and weight. Data collection will take place behind a medical screen to maintain 

the privacy of your child. If you or your child is not happy with this procedure taking place 

(you/they are in no way obliged to do so) then the measurements will not be taken and 

your child will still be more than welcome to continue their participation in the study at no 

disadvantage to themselves what-so-ever.  This will take around 1 hour. Any travelling 

costs will be fully reimbursed and refreshments will also be provided. We ask that you 

bring a pair of shorts to be worn during the tests.   

 

Are there any possible discomforts or risks? 

- Having the small pieces of equipment attached to the skin and muscles of your child, 

might feel a little odd for them, but it will not hurt and they can be removed easily. 

- Pain is highly unlikely – getting tired or feeling bored is more likely.  Your child is in no 

way obliged to complete the testing procedure, if at any time you or your child wishes 

to stop you can do so without any reason. 

 

Data Protection 

Information collected about your child will be stored in computers with security passwords.  

Only the primary researcher and his research team have access to review these research 

records, and they will protect the confidentiality of these records. 

 

We hope you will give your consent for your child to participate in this valuable research. If 

you have any questions or would like to discuss this further please contact Ryan Mahaffey, 

details at the top of the letter. 

 

 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ryan Mahaffey 

  

 

Research Assistant School of Health and Bioscience 

University of East London 

U.H. 2.16 | Stratford Campus | 

Water Lane | Stratford | London | E15 4LZ   

 

t: +44 (0)208 223 3317 | r.mahaffey@uel.ac.uk  
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University Research Ethics Committee 

If you have any queries regarding the conduct of the programme in which you are being asked 

to participate, please contact the Secretary of the University Research Ethics Committee, Ms 

Debbie Dada, Admissions and Ethics Officer, Graduate School, University of East London, 

Docklands Campus, London E16 2RD (Tel 020 8223 2976, Email: d.dada@uel.ac.uk) 

 

Principal Investigators 

Mr Ryan Mahaffey, MSc.  r.mahaffey@uel.ac.uk.  0208 223 4110 

Dr Stewart Morrison, PhD.  s.c.morrison@uel.ac.uk.  0208 223 2679 

 

We would like to invite your child to participate in a research project being undertaken by the 

School of Health, Sport and Bioscience at the University of East London. This form provides you 

with the information about the study so you can make an informed decision whether your child 

can participate. It also informs you of how your child’s privacy will be protected and what your 

child's involvement will be if you agree they can take part.  Your child's participation is voluntary 

and you can withdraw your child from the research at anytime without giving any reason and 

this will not affect the status of your child's medical care or legal rights.  

 

What is the study looking at? 

This work is being conducted to look at how the foot moves during walking in children.  There is 

some research to suggest that a number of factors (such as body weight) can affect the way the 

foot moves and this is what we want to find out.   

 

How can my child be included? 

To participate in the research your child needs to be aged between 7 - 11 years old, you will be 

asked to complete a pre-screening health questionnaire before testing. The research will be 

undertaken by one PhD student and one assistant, both from the University of East London 

 

What will we be measuring? 

We will also look to investigate the effects of walking on the legs of your child by using specialist 

equipment called the VICON Motion Analysis which will take place in the laboratories at the 

University of East London.  Your child will be asked to walk across a room containing ten 

specially designed cameras.  
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These cameras are designed to analyse the way an individual walks three-dimensionally. They 

will also have small markers attached to their skin.  During the testing we will measure the Body 

Mass Index (BMI) of your child by recording their height and weight. Data collection will take 

place behind a medical screen to maintain the privacy of your child. If you or your child is not 

happy with this procedure taking place (you/they are in no way obliged to do so) then the 

measurements will not be taken and your child will still be more than welcome to continue their 

participation in the study at no disadvantage to themselves what-so-ever.  We will measure the 

body composition of your child using two measures; the first, called BODPOD measures the 

amount of air which is displaced when someone sits in a chamber.  The second is called BIA 

and measures the amount of water in the child’s body by passing a very small and unnoticeable 

electric current from stickers on their feet to stickers on their hands.  This will take at least 1 

hours. Any travelling costs will be fully reimbursed and refreshments will also be provided.  

 

Are there any possible discomforts or risks? 

- Having the small pieces of equipment attached to the skin of your child, might feel a little 

odd for them, but it will not hurt and they can be removed easily. 

- Pain is highly unlikely – they are more likely to feel uncomfortable or embarrassed because 

they need to wear shorts and vest. Getting tired or feeling bored is also more likely.  Your 

child is in no way obliged to complete the testing procedure, if at any time you or your child 

wishes to stop you can do so without any reason. 

 

Data Protection 

Information collected about your child will be stored in computers with security passwords.  Only 

the primary researcher and his research team have access to review these research records, 

and they will protect the confidentiality of these records. 

 

We hope you will give your consent for your child to participate in this valuable research. If you 

have any questions or would like to discuss this further please contact Ryan Mahaffey, details at 

the top of the letter. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

 

Ryan Mahaffey, MSc (r.mahaffey@uel.ac.uk). Office: 0208 223 4110.  Mobile: 07708 258 174   
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Appendix III: Consent Form 

CONSENT FORM 

(Parent / Guardian of child) 

 

Title of project:  Does body mass alter the dynamic function of children’s feet? 

Name of Researcher:  Ryan Mahaffey 

 Please Initial 

1. I have the read the information leaflet, dated , 

relating to the above programme of research in which 

my child has been asked to participate and have been 

given a copy to keep. The nature and purposes of the 

research have been explained to me, and I have had the 

opportunity to discuss the details and ask questions 

about this information. I understand what it being 

proposed and the procedures in which my child will be 

involved have been explained to me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. I understand that my child’s involvement in this study, 

and particular data from this research, will remain 

strictly confidential. Only the researchers involved in 

the study will have access to the data. It has been 

explained to me what will happen once the 

experimental programme has been completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. As my child’s participation in this study is voluntary, I 

understand that I have the right to withdraw from the 

programme at any time without disadvantage to myself 

and without being obliged to give any reason. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. I agree to my child’s participation in the above study 
 

 

Name of Child (block capitals)      Parent / Guardian contact number/email 

 

 

------------------- 

 

Name of Parent / Guardian  Date   Signature 

 

 

Name of Researcher   Date   Signature 

 

 

 



 

Appendix IV: Assumptions of Normality and Homogeneity for ICCs for Chapters 6 and 7 

In order to carry out ICC calculations in experimental chapters 2 and 3 (chapters 6 and 7) the 

assumptions of normality and homogeneity for parametric tests were examined.  Figure A4.1 

demonstrates a typical histogram of the spread of angular and moment outputs; the 

distribution appears to form a bell-shaped curve.  The normal probability plot represents 

normal distribution as all points a close to the line.  The scatter plot of standardised residuals 

against standardised predictor value shows a random dispersion of points demonstrating 

homogeneity. 

   

FigureA4.1 Histogram of frontal knee joint angle peak minimum during stance phase 
standardised regression residual, normal probability plot and plot of standardised predicted 
values against standard residuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix V: Example of Normalising Gait Parameters to 100 or 50 Data Points Compared 

with no Normalisation. 

Normalising hip joint motion to 100 or 50 data points over the gait cycle significantly changed 

angular outputs at gait events and peaks compared to no normalisation.  The largest 

differences from normalisation were found in the transverse plane where peak internal 

rotation varied by 3.21° between 50 data points and both 100 and 183 data points.  However, 

these differences were not significantly different due to high variation in hip transverse plane 

motion between the ten subjects.  Frontal plane normalisation differences were generally 

smaller than in the transverse plane with no event or peak being greater than 1°.  However, 

the difference was significant at contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe off between 50 

and both 100 and 183 data points.  Differences in sagittal plane hip joint motion at gait cycle 

events and peaks were also no greater than 1° but were significantly different at contralateral 

initial contact and at ipsilateral toe off between all three normalisation protocols. 

Differences in joint angles at gait cycle events is a result of altered timing of the events due to 

normalisation to 100 or 50 data points.  Ipsilateral initial contact does not alter between 

normalisation protocols, contralateral toe-off occurs at 7.76 ± 2.56%, 7.52 ± 2.91% and 8.59 ± 

2.87% for 183, 100 and 50 data points respectively, contralateral initial contact occurs at 49.78 

± 1.99%, 49.78 ± 1.87% and 49.78 ± 2.56% for 183, 100 and 50 data points respectively, and 

finally ipsilateral toe-off occurs at 57.85 ± 2.23%, 57.70 ± 2.13% and 58.37 ± 2.78% for 183, 100 

and 50 data points respectively.  These differences were significant at contralateral toe-off 

between 183 and 50 data points (p<.001) and between 100 and 50 data points (P<.05) and 

ipsilateral toe-off between 183 and 50 data points (p<.05) and 100 and 50 data points (p<.05). 

These findings suggest that in absolute terms normalising to 50 data points reduces peak 

angular motion compared to 100 and 183 data points, especially in the transverse plane.  Small 

angular differences between groups may be reduced and significance lost increasing the 

likelihood of a type II error (false negative).  The areas of the gait cycle that are most affected 

are the points when angular motion changes direction (transverse plane) or angular velocity is 

high (sagittal plane).   

 

 

 



 

Table A5.1. 3D hip angles at gait cycle events and peaks during phases following; no normalisation (183 frames 
captured); normalising the gait cycle to 100 frames or; normalising the gait cycle to 50 frames.  ¹ = significant 
difference between 183 and 100, ² = significant differences between 183 and 50, ³ = significant differences between 
183 and 50.  Significance set at p<.009 following Bonferoni adjusted for multiple t-tests.  183 represents non-
normalisation (mean frames captured per gait cycle was 183 ± 18.37).  N=10.  

 
IIC DS 1 Max CTO SS1 Max SS 1 Min CIC ITO SS2 Max SS2Min 

          
Sag          
183 37.22 ± 10.31 37.36 ± 10.86 36.33 ± 9.25   -4.37 ± 8.93¹ -1.93 ± 10.46¹ 38.49 ± 10.99  
100 37.22 ± 10.31 37.36 ± 10.86 36.33 ± 8.73   -4.15 ± 8.45 -1.49 ± 11.25² 38.46 ± 11.54  
50 37.22 ± 10.31 37.22 ± 10.86 35.36 ± 9.00   -4.15 ± 8.49³ -2.39 ± 11.11³ 38.43 ± 11.54  
          
Fro          
183 -6.77 ± 6.24  -2.71 ± 6.17 1.55 ± 6.42  -0.82 ± 2.55 -5.67 ± 3.51 -5.28 ± 6.65 -8.24 ± 3.82 
100 -6.77 ± 6.24  -2.71 ± 6.17 1.55 ± 6.40  -0.98 ± 2.51² -6.07 ± 3.67² -5.38 ± 6.60 -8.24 ± 3.98 
50 -6.77 ± 6.24  -1.98 ± 5.78 1.55 ± 6.37  -0.69 ± 2.58³ -5.26 ± 3.38³ -5.62 ± 6.51 -8.24 ± 3.98 
          
Tra          
183 -2.66 ± 12.64  4.51 ± 14.31 7.80 ± 14.93 0.23 ± 5.01 2.75 ± 5.01 5.98 ± 10.96 16.20 ± 11.91 -10.98 ± 8.07 
100 -2.66 ± 12.64  4.51 ± 14.31 7.80 ± 14.93 0.27 ± 5.03 2.60 ± 5.07 6.28 ± 11.20 16.12 ± 11.50 -10.98 ± 8.07 
50 -2.66 ± 12.64  6.70 ± 14.27 7.52 ± 14.93 0.41 ± 5.03 2.88 ± 5.03 5.62 ± 10.41 15.84 ± 11.43 -10.98 ± 8.24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix VI: Sample Size Calculation for the Main Study 

In order to calculate sample size for the main study (Chapter 8) three elements were required; 

the minimal detectable difference, the effect size statistic, statistical significance and statistical 

power.  Based on previous clinical studies using 3D motion capture to analysis gait a minimal 

detectable difference of 5° is appropriate for differences in lower limb joint angles (McGinley 

et al., 2009).  The effect size is calculated by dividing the minimal detectable difference by 

inter-subject standard deviation (SD).  The pooled inter-subject SD is calculated from the 

subjects in the lower limb and foot reliability study.  For a conservative estimate of effect size 

the joint parameter with the highest SD was chosen, 3DFoot’s hallux segment (SD = 10.22°).  

All other joint angles and moments demonstrated lower SD and would therefore lead to a 

smaller sample size.  By choosing the variable with the highest inter-subject variability the 

sample size of the main study should be large enough to detect differences of 5°.  Statistical 

significance was set at 0.95, this means the chances of finding a type I error (false positive) is 

5%.  Statistical power was set at 0.80, this means the chances of finding a type II error (false 

negative) is 20%.  The formula for calculating sample size (Eng 2003) based on these 

parameters is: 

 
(1) 

Where N is the sample size, δ is the pooled SD, Zcrit is a value corresponding to statistical 

significance of 0.95, Zpwr is a value corresponding to statistical power of 0.80 and D is the 

minimum detectable difference.   

The results of the sample size calculation are that a sample of 66 participants is required to 

detect a difference of 5° in joint angles.  Joint moments demonstrated higher SD (hip sagittal 

moments were highest at 10.91Nm) but the minimum detectable differences was much larger 

based on previous studies on obesity and gait parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix VII: Collinearity of Confounding Variables 

Table A7.1  presents the full list of age, spatiotemporal and anthropometric measured 

variables to assess the confounding affect on the relationship between %FM with lower limb 

and foot biomechanics.  Table A7.2 presents the selected confounding variables which could 

be entered into multiple regression analysis without violating the limits of the variance 

inflation factor (VIF <10) and the tolerance statistic (>0.2).   

Table A7.1 Collinearity of all confounding variables with  %FM  

 Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

Age .523 1.913 
BMI Z-Score .262 3.824 
Height .234 4.266 
Weight .142 7.024 
Stride time (s) .002 527.367 
Step time (s) .002 526.903 
Contralateral toe-off (%) .018 85.396 
Contralateral initial contact (%) .011 90.088 
Stance phase (%) .423 2.366 
Stride Distance (mm) .088 11.337 
Step Distance (mm) .007 151.018 
Velocity Right (mm) .004 230.557 
Step width (mm) .941 1.063 
Cadence  .006 165.333 
Total single support .698 1.433 

 

 

Table A7.2. Collinearity of confounding variables with  %FM following 
removal of selected variables due to high collinearity 

 Collinearity Statistics 

Tolerance VIF 

Age .496 2.016 
Height  .453 2.206 
BMI Z-score .679 1.472 
Stance phase (%) .707 1.415 
Step distance .395 2.532 
Velocity  .484 2.064 
Step width  .951 1.051 
Total single support (%) .871 1.148 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix VIII: Example of PC and Multiple Regression Analysis. 

This example is for the hip joint.  Nineteen points of the gait cycle were extracted for analysis 

including 5 peaks and events in the sagittal plane, 7 in the frontal and 7 in the transverse 

plane.  These were entered into PCA and scree plot was created in order to distinguish the 

components for further analysis. The first three components were extracted for further 

investigation these had eigenvalues of 34.80%, 25.99% and 19.47% explaining 80.26% of the 

variance in 3D hip joint angles.     

 

Figure A8.1. Scree plot of PCA components based on variance across 
%FM of hip joint angles. 

 
 

A transformation matrix of the first three components was created with variables >0.722 or 

less than <0.722 indicted as contributing to that component.  The components were saved as 

an output score which was taken forward into multiple regression. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A8.1. Rotated Component Matrix and loading magnitudes  

  

Component 

1 2 3 

SS 2 sag Max (deg.) -.040 .943* -.075 

SS 1 fro Max (deg.) .047 .130 .755* 

SS 2 fro Min (deg.) -.197 -.235 .774* 

SS 2 fro Max (deg.) -.017 -.221 .834* 

SS 1 tra Min (deg.) .957* -.170 -.003 

SS 2 tra Min (deg.) .899* -.055 -.195 

SS 2 tra Max (deg.) .919* -.022 .095 

 Sag IIC (deg.) -.078 .946* -.051 

 Sag CTO  (deg.) -.047 .906* -.082 

 Sag CIC  (deg.) -.159 .909* -.027 

 Sag ITO (deg.) -.160 .887* -.017 

 Fro IIC (deg.) .117 -.221 .810* 

 Fro CTO  (deg.) .073 -.030 .826* 

 Fro CIC  (deg.) .028 .256 .751* 

 Fro ITO (deg.) -.159 -.037 .815* 

 Tra IIC (deg.) .903* .014 -.184 

 Tra CTO  (deg.) .947* -.006 .003 

 Tra CIC  (deg.) .934* -.214 .048 

 Tra ITO (deg.) .914* -.167 .148 

 

Component 1 relates to hip joint angles in the transverse plane, component 2 to the sagittal 

plane and component to the frontal plane.  At this stage the initial nineteen hip joint variables 

are represented by 3 components based on the angles in the three cardinal planes.  The first 

stage of multiple regression involves linear regression of the dependent variables with the 3 

output scores for each component.  Table A8.2 is the output from linear regression on 

component 1 (hip transverse plane angles).  This shows that height, age BMI Z-Score, body fat 

mass, velocity and step width are associated (P<.05) with component 1.  These dependent 

variables are therefore taken forward to mixed model regression with component 1.  Table 

A8.3 shows the outputs of mixed model regression analysis only BMI Z-Score is significantly 

associated with the output score of component 1 (hip transverse plane angles).  Therefore, 

because no significant associations with body fat mass were found no further exploration of 

hip joint transverse plane angles is undertaken.      

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A8.2. Linear regression of component score 1 with dependent variables 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -2.615 .842  -3.107 .002 

Height .022 .006 .164 3.471 .001 

age -.146 .042 -.150 -3.507 .000 

BMI Z-Score -.071 .012 -.233 -5.754 .000 

%FM .000 .000 .221 4.988 .000 

Stance phase (%)  -5.179E-005 .000 -.013 -.358 .720 

Step Distance (mm) .000 .001 -.007 -.140 .889 

Velocity (mm) .001 .000 .190 4.194 .000 

Step width (mm)  -8.751E-006 .000 -.078 -2.418 .016 

Total single support .000 .000 -.036 -1.075 .283 

 

Table A8.3. Mixed model regression of component score 1 with dependent variables 

Source 
Numerator 

df 
Denominator 

df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 14.850 .459 .508 

Height 1 14.696 .007 .935 

age 1 14.839 .309 .586 

BMI Z-Score 1 301.505 4.976 .026 

%FM 1 15.766 1.880 .189 

Velocity 1 831.980 .148 .701 

Step width 1 313.116 2.430 .120 

 

Component 2 (hip sagittal plane angles) output score was then entered into linear regression 

analysis.  Height, age, BMI Z-Score, %FM, step distance and velocity were significantly (p<.05, 

Table A8.4) associated with component 2.  These dependent variables were taken forward into 

mixed model regression analysis.  Table A8.5 shows that height and body fat mass remain 

significantly associated with component 2 (hip joint sagittal angles) when adjusted for the 

dependent variables.   

Table A8.4. inear regression of component score 2 with dependent variables 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -2.176 .738  -2.947 .003 

Height 7.966E-005 .000 .171 4.606 .000 

age -.007 .002 -.145 -4.299 .000 

BMI Z-Score -.025 .010 -.082 -2.535 .011 

%FM .001 .000 .603 17.076 .000 

Stance phase (%)  5.703E-005 .000 .015 .498 .619 

Step Distance (mm) 3.959E-006 .000 .294 7.416 .000 

Velocity (mm) .000 .000 -.213 -5.983 .000 

Step width (mm)  -2.364E-006 .000 -.021 -.820 .412 

Total single support -.002 .015 -.005 -.171 .865 

 



 

Table A8.5. Mixed model regression of component score 2 with dependent variables 

Source 
Numerator 

df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 152.187 24.336 .000 

Height 1 141.441 5.697 .018 

age 1 156.679 .468 .495 

BMI Z-Score 1 598.205 .038 .846 

%FM 1 172.744 36.966 .000 

Velocity (mm) 1 895.519 .333 .564 

Step Distance (mm) 1 341.578 1.763 .185 

  

At this point the results of linear regression analysis indicate that there is a significant 

association between body fat mass and height and hip joint sagittal angles at peaks and events 

during the gait cycle.  In order to determine whether all or only some of the hip sagittal joint 

angles are associated with body fat mass linear and mixed model regression analysis was run 

on each of the 5 data points comprising component 2.  Linear regression outputs determined 

the dependent variables entered in to mixed model regression analysis. The output of mixed 

model regression on the five data points for hip sagittal plane angles are shown in tables A8.6 

to A8.10.  The findings indicate that body fat mass is significantly associated with hip sagittal 

joint angles at ipsilateral initial contact, contralateral initial contact and ipsilateral toe-off.  In 

order interpret the association between body fat mass and hip joint sagittal plane joint angles 

scatter plots were produced.  The linear relationship between the variables determines the 

regression range across levels of body fat mass with-in this sample of boys.        

 

Table A8.6. Mixed model regression of Hip Angle Sag at IIC with dependent variables 

Source 
Numerator 

df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 71.931 193.487 .000 

BMI Z-Score 1 3.536 1.095 .362 

%FM 1 30.269 10.346 .003 

Step Length 1 1535.522 2.817 .093 

Velocity 1 913.725 .081 .775 

 

Table A8.7. Mixed model regression of Hip Angle Sag at CTO with dependent variables 

Source 
Numerator 

df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 57.216 32.591 .000 

Age 1 56.131 .945 .335 

BMI Z-Score 1 238.056 .811 .369 

%FM 1 28.756 4.075 .053 

Step Length 1 895.812 8.808 .003 

Velocity 1 120.157 .041 .841 

 



 

 

Table A8.8. Mixed model regression of SS 2 Hip sag Max with dependent variables 

Source 
Numerator 

df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 47.732 83.953 .000 

BMI Z-Score 1 921.740 .888 .346 

%FM 1 32.500 3.327 .077 

Step Length 1 2424.774 7.965 .005 

Velocity 1 911.212 4.702 .030 

 

Table A8.9. Mixed model regression of Hip Angle Sag at CIC with dependent variables 

Source 
Numerator 

df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 2808.439 14.984 .000 

Height 1 2789.206 6.388 .012 

BMI Z-Score 1 1003.503 2.038 .154 

%FM 1 3850.631 21.019 .000 

Velocity 1 47.726 4.993 .030 

 

Table A8.10. Mixed model regression of Hip Angle Sag at ITO with dependent 
variables 

Source 
Numerator 

df Denominator df F Sig. 

Intercept 1 45.253 6.050 .018 

Height 1 45.017 3.224 .079 

Age 1 45.731 .084 .774 

BMI Z-Score 1 285.874 .000 .986 

%FM 1 56.131 18.232 .000 

Velocity 1 32.474 2.112 .156 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix IX: Regression Model Assumptions of Normality and Homoscedasticity for the 

Main Study 

In order to carry out regression analysis in the main study (chapter 8) the assumptions of 

normality and homoscedasticity must be explored.  Figure A9.1 demonstrates a typical 

histogram of the standardised residuals; the distribution appears to form a bell-shaped curve.  

The normal probability plot represents normal distribution as all points a close to the line.  The 

scatter plot of standardised residuals against standardised predictor value shows a random 

dispersion of points demonstrating homoscedasticity. 

  

Figure A9.1. Histogram of standardised regression residual, normal probability plot and plot of standardised 
predicted values against standard residuals for right ankle angle in the sagittal plane and %FM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix X: Linear and Mixed Regression Analysis Coefficients and Significance from Chapter 

8. 

Tables A10.1 to A10.33 present the results of linear and mixed regression analysis outputs for 

each lower limb and foot joint. 

Table A10.1. Hip joint component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -2.615 .842  -3.107 .002 

Height .122 .043 .101 2.837 .005 

age .022 .006 .164 3.471 .001 

BMI Z-score -.146 .042 -.150 -3.507 .000 

%FM  -.071 .012 -.233 -5.754 .000 

Stance phase duration .000 .000 .221 4.988 .000 

Step length -5.179E-005 .000 -.013 -.358 .720 

Velocity .000 .001 -.007 -.140 .889 

Step width  .001 .000 .190 4.194 .000 

Total single support duration -8.751E-006 .000 -.078 -2.418 .016 

       

2 

(Constant) -2.176 .738  -2.947 .003 

Height -.099 .034 -.083 -2.899 .004 

age 7.966E-005 .000 .171 4.606 .000 

BMI Z-score -.007 .002 -.145 -4.299 .000 

%FM  -.025 .010 -.082 -2.535 .011 

Stance phase duration .001 .000 .603 17.076 .000 

Step length 5.703E-005 .000 .015 .498 .619 

Velocity 3.959E-006 .000 .294 7.416 .000 

Step width  .000 .000 -.213 -5.983 .000 

Total single support duration -2.364E-006 .000 -.021 -.820 .412 

       

3 

(Constant) -4.306 1.041  -4.137 .000 
Height .044 .006 .338 7.368 .000 
age -.212 .044 -.217 -4.814 .000 
BMI Z-score -.236 .037 -.383 -6.387 .000 
%FM  .002 .006 .021 .375 .708 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .046 1.259 .208 
Step length -6.850E-007 .000 -.051 -1.047 .295 
Velocity .000 .000 -.074 -1.701 .089 
Step width  -5.356E-006 .000 -.048 -1.507 .132 
Total single support duration -.002 .018 -.004 -.111 .911 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.2. Hip joint component Mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors from linear 

regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

1 

Intercept 1 14.850 .459 .508 
Height 1 14.696 .007 .935 
Age 1 14.839 .309 .586 
BMI Z-Score 1 301.505 4.976 .026 
%FM 1 15.766 1.880 .189 
Velocity 1 831.980 .148 .701 
Step width 1 313.116 2.430 .120 

      

2 

Intercept 1 152.187 24.336 .000 
Height 1 141.441 5.697 .018 
Age 1 156.679 .468 .495 
BMI Z-Score 1 598.205 .038 .846 
%FM 1 172.744 36.966 .000 
Velocity 1 895.519 .333 .564 
Step length 1 341.578 1.763 .185 

      

3 

Intercept 1 26.837 1.452 .239 

Height 1 33.217 2.512 .122 

Age 1 37.838 2.379 .131 

BMI Z-Score 1 30.568 5.605 .024 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.3. Hip joint individual variables linear regression coefficients for sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events and peaks and  

predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

SS 2 sag Max 
(deg.) 

(Constant) 28.635 8.164  3.508 .000 
Height .008 .048 .006 .159 .874 
age -.231 .339 -.026 -.681 .496 
BMI Z-score 1.506 .283 .269 5.315 .000 
%FM  .007 .001 .347 7.061 .000 
Stance phase duration -.001 .001 -.035 -1.108 .268 
Step length 3.982E-005 .000 .324 7.711 .000 
Velocity -.003 .001 -.152 -4.080 .000 
Step width  3.485E-006 .000 .003 .126 .900 
Total single support duration .103 .140 .021 .732 .464 

       

Sag IIC (deg.) 

(Constant) 20.039 8.781  2.282 .023 
Height .015 .049 .012 .301 .764 
age -.026 .018 -.055 -1.424 .155 
BMI Z-score .992 .291 .175 3.403 .001 
%FM  .008 .001 .376 7.569 .000 
Stance phase duration .110 .130 .027 .849 .396 
Step length 5.300E-005 .000 .426 10.007 .000 
Velocity -.005 .001 -.243 -6.466 .000 
Step width  1.146E-006 .000 .001 .040 .968 
Total single support duration -.001 .001 -.014 -.475 .635 

       

Sag CTO  (deg.) 

(Constant) 23.403 10.132  2.310 .021 
Height -.040 .050 -.034 -.805 .421 
age -.042 .018 -.090 -2.369 .018 
BMI Z-score -.301 .101 -.108 -2.986 .003 
%FM  .010 .001 .528 13.352 .000 
Stance phase duration .090 .133 .022 .673 .501 
Step length 5.998E-005 .000 .491 11.059 .000 
Velocity -.005 .001 -.249 -6.271 .000 
Step width  -1.240E-005 .000 -.012 -.423 .672 
Total single support duration .015 .149 .003 .100 .920 

       

Sag CIC  (deg.) 

(Constant) -18.580 6.570  -2.828 .005 
Height .001 .000 .262 7.574 .000 
age -.026 .016 -.053 -1.589 .112 
BMI Z-score 1.369 .263 .231 5.204 .000 
%FM  .007 .001 .341 7.923 .000 
Stance phase duration -.001 .001 -.038 -1.387 .166 
Step length 6.172E-006 .000 .047 1.286 .199 
Velocity -.005 .001 -.247 -7.571 .000 
Step width  -8.270E-006 .000 -.008 -.321 .748 
Total single support duration .015 .130 .003 .113 .910 

       

Sag ITO (deg.) 

(Constant) -27.774 7.036  -3.947 .000 

Height .001 .000 .306 8.565 .000 

age -.052 .016 -.103 -3.155 .002 

BMI Z-score -.364 .094 -.120 -3.864 .000 

%FM  .012 .001 .549 16.139 .000 

Stance phase duration .002 .001 .044 1.548 .122 

Step length 4.121E-007 .000 .003 .081 .935 

Velocity -.004 .001 -.171 -4.991 .000 

Step width  -5.736E-006 .000 -.005 -.209 .835 

Total single support duration .001 .139 .000 .008 .994 

 



 

Table A10.4.  Hip joint individual variables mixed model regression of sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events and peaks 
with significant predictors from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

SS 2 sag Max 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 47.732 83.953 .000 
BMI Z-score 1 921.740 .888 .346 
%FM 1 32.500 3.327 .077 
Step length 1 2424.774 7.965 .005 
Velocity 1 911.212 4.702 .030 

      

Sag IIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 71.931 193.487 .000 
BMI Z-score 1 3.536 1.095 .362 
%FM 1 30.269 10.346 .003 
Step length 1 1535.522 2.817 .093 
Velocity 1 913.725 .081 .775 

      

Sag CTO  (deg.) 

Intercept 1 57.216 32.591 .000 
Age 1 56.131 .945 .335 
BMI Z-Score 1 238.056 .811 .369 
FM% 1 28.756 4.075 .053 
Step Length 1 895.812 8.808 .003 
Velocity 1 120.157 .041 .841 

      

Sag CIC  (deg.) 

Intercept 1 2808.439 14.984 .000 
Height 1 2789.206 6.388 .012 
BMI Z-Score 1 1003.503 2.038 .154 
FM% 1 3850.631 21.019 .000 
Velocity 1 47.726 4.993 .030 

      

Sag ITO (deg.) 

Intercept 1 45.253 6.050 .018 

Height 1 45.017 3.224 .079 

Age 1 45.731 .084 .774 

BMI Z-Score 1 285.874 .000 .986 

FM% 1 56.131 18.232 .000 

Velocity 1 32.474 2.112 .156 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.5. Knee joint component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) 2.288 .769  2.977 .003 
Height -.055 .006 -.423 -9.474 .000 
age .441 .042 .455 10.593 .000 
BMI Z-score .151 .035 .247 4.335 .000 
%FM  -8.856E-005 .000 -.041 -.743 .458 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.030 -.861 .389 
Step length 1.333E-006 .000 .100 2.102 .036 
Velocity 2.833E-005 .000 .014 .326 .745 
Step width  9.167E-006 .000 .082 2.690 .007 
Total single support duration .001 .000 .134 4.206 .000 

       

2 

(Constant) -.153 .711  -.215 .830 
Height -1.975E-005 .000 -.043 -.899 .369 
age -.041 .042 -.043 -.990 .323 
BMI Z-score -.063 .012 -.209 -5.085 .000 
%FM  .001 .000 .271 6.016 .000 
Stance phase duration -8.984E-005 .000 -.023 -.618 .537 
Step length .000 .001 .025 .481 .631 
Velocity .001 .000 .190 4.112 .000 
Step width  -2.253E-006 .000 -.020 -.620 .536 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.035 -1.025 .306 

       

3 

(Constant) 1.266 .558  2.270 .023 
Height .000 .000 -.372 -8.837 .000 
Age -.007 .002 -.135 -3.338 .001 
BMI Z-score -.151 .033 -.245 -4.537 .000 
%FM  .001 .000 .338 6.430 .000 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .113 3.370 .001 
Step length 1.034E-005 .000 .768 17.069 .000 
Velocity -.001 .000 -.391 -9.811 .000 
Step width  7.328E-006 .000 .065 2.256 .024 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.080 -2.668 .008 

       

4 

(Constant) -.767 .669  -1.147 .252 

Height .000 .000 .251 5.667 .000 

Age -.003 .002 -.053 -1.212 .226 

BMI Z-score .051 .036 .083 1.431 .153 

%FM  .018 .006 .159 2.920 .004 

Stance phase duration .000 .000 .071 1.997 .046 

Step length -.003 .001 -.178 -3.700 .000 

Velocity -4.299E-005 .000 -.021 -.485 .628 

Step width  -2.582E-006 .000 -.023 -.751 .453 

Total single support duration .000 .000 -.068 -2.141 .033 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.6.  Knee joint component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors from linear 
regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

1 

Intercept 1 14.051 1.079 .316 
Height 1 14.055 .222 .645 
age 1 14.099 1.503 .240 
BMI Z-score 1 321.203 .128 .721 
Total single support duration 1 308.329 2.984 .085 
Step length 1 309.228 .996 .319 
Step width 1 308.235 .038 .846 

      

2 

Intercept 1 56.444 .795 .376 
BMI Z-score 1 4.429 .968 .376 
%FM 1 37.128 .045 .833 
Velocity 1 1341.279 .067 .796 

      

3 

Intercept 1 32.063 .000 .992 
Height 1 22.681 .010 .923 
Age 1 22.930 .899 .353 
BMI Z-score 1 188.461 1.954 .164 
%FM 1 34.898 2.065 .160 
Stance phase duration 1 316.549 .067 .795 
Velocity 1 318.715 1.227 .269 
Step width 1 309.420 .244 .622 
Total single support duration 1 312.073 .992 .320 
Step length 1 185.848 1.318 .252 

      

4 

Intercept 1 99.028 3.384 .069 

Height 1 61.938 1.786 .186 

%FM 1 57.718 6.951 .011 

Stance phase duration 1 904.572 1.627 .202 

Step length 1 817.940 2.630 .105 

Total single support duration 1 893.097 .028 .867 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.7.  Knee joint individual variables linear regression coefficients for sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events and peaks 
and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

Sag CIC  (deg.) 

(Constant) 17.169 4.188  4.100 .000 
Height 9.615E-005 .000 .035 .743 .458 
age .173 .264 .030 .656 .512 
BMI Z-score -.590 .223 -.165 -2.645 .008 
%FM  .169 .038 .259 4.420 .000 
Stance phase duration -.001 .001 -.022 -.583 .560 
Step length -.003 .005 -.031 -.609 .542 
Velocity -.001 .001 -.101 -2.213 .027 
Step width  .006 .005 .046 1.390 .165 
Total single support duration -.001 .001 -.027 -.783 .434 

       

Sag ITO (deg.) 

(Constant) 10.708 4.374  2.448 .015 

Height .000 .000 .120 2.710 .007 

age -.018 .016 -.049 -1.133 .257 

BMI Z-score .493 .263 .109 1.876 .061 

%FM  .124 .045 .151 2.767 .006 

Stance phase duration .006 .001 .194 5.464 .000 

Step length 7.019E-006 .000 .071 1.505 .133 

Velocity -.002 .001 -.126 -2.987 .003 

Step width  -1.195E-005 .000 -.015 -.473 .637 

Total single support duration -.001 .001 -.035 -1.102 .271 

 

 

Table A10.8. Knee joint individual variables mixed model regression of sagittal Knee angles at gait cycle events and 
peaks with significant predictors from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Sag CIC  (deg.) 

Intercept 1 59.272 29.638 .000 
BMI Z-score 1 362.099 3.509 .062 
%FM 1 79.886 3.428 .062 
Velocity 1 85.880 1.544 .217 

      

Sag ITO (deg.) 

Intercept 1 42257.264 4.821 .028 

Height 1 299833.453 1.040 .308 

%FM 1 631793.630 7.296 .007 

Stance phase duration 1 925.385 5.601 .018 

Velocity 1 988.776 .004 .951 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.9. Ankle joint component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -1.958 1.181  -1.657 .098 
Height .004 .002 .083 1.937 .053 
age -1.314E-005 .000 -.028 -.594 .553 
BMI Z-score -.027 .013 -.087 -2.112 .035 
%FM  .000 .000 .214 4.763 .000 
Stance phase duration .002 .017 .004 .101 .920 
Step length .000 .001 -.013 -.256 .798 
Velocity .000 .000 .176 3.871 .000 
Step width  -1.493E-005 .000 -.133 -4.084 .000 
Total single support duration .034 .019 .061 1.808 .071 

       

2 

(Constant) 2.284 1.145  1.995 .046 
Height -.023 .040 -.024 -.577 .564 
age -.056 .006 -.424 -10.034 .000 
BMI Z-score -.039 .033 -.064 -1.184 .237 
%FM  .048 .006 .428 8.576 .000 
Stance phase duration .048 .015 .109 3.180 .002 
Step length .009 .001 .542 11.683 .000 
Velocity -.002 .000 -.301 -7.298 .000 
Step width  -.001 .001 -.030 -1.017 .309 
Total single support duration -.025 .017 -.046 -1.496 .135 

       

3 

(Constant) -1.989 1.139  -1.746 .081 
Height -.220 .040 -.225 -5.473 .000 
Age .022 .006 .166 3.942 .000 
BMI Z-score .100 .033 .163 3.040 .002 
%FM  .017 .006 .156 3.135 .002 
Stance phase duration .032 .015 .071 2.087 .037 
Step length .003 .001 .184 3.980 .000 
Velocity -.002 .000 -.265 -6.457 .000 
Step width  .000 .001 -.011 -.370 .712 
Total single support duration -.021 .017 -.039 -1.262 .207 

 

Table A10.10. Ankle joint component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors from linear 
regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

1 

Intercept 1 46.536 .016 .898 
BMI Z-score 1 2.685 .983 .402 
%FM 1 30.717 4.395 .047 
Velocity 1 1393.222 .002 .960 
Step width 1 1220.068 .676 .411 

      

2 

Intercept 1 55.314 5.102 .028 
Height 1 50.399 7.849 .007 
%FM 1 47.312 7.449 .009 
Stance phase duration 1 896.396 .012 .912 
Step length 1 691.927 1.085 .298 
Velocity 1 918.081 .186 .666 

      

3 

Intercept 1 74.409 3.199 .078 

age 1 62.958 5.786 .019 

Height 1 63.442 4.359 .041 

BMI Z-score 1 6.688 .026 .878 

%FM 1 31.605 4.458 .043 

Stance phase duration 1 944.546 2.375 .124 

Step length 1 1004.502 .055 .815 

Velocity 1 968.698 2.506 .114 



 

Table A10.11.  Ankle joint individual variable linear regression coefficients for sagittal Ankle angles at gait cycle events and 
peaks and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

SS 2 fro Min 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -9.560 3.217  -2.972 .003 
Height .008 .006 .056 1.333 .183 
age .000 .000 -.198 -4.281 .000 
BMI Z-score -.052 .035 -.060 -1.492 .136 
%FM  .002 .000 .260 5.909 .000 
Stance phase duration .111 .046 .088 2.393 .017 
Step length 2.163E-06 .000 .057 1.149 .251 
Velocity .002 .001 .135 3.034 .002 
Step width  -3.996E-05 .000 -.126 -3.937 .000 
Total single support duration .051 .051 .033 .987 .324 

       

SS 2 fro Max 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -4.556 2.354  -1.935 .053 
Height .133 .098 .059 1.364 .173 
age .023 .014 .077 1.707 .088 
BMI Z-score -.748 .082 -.525 -9.148 .000 
%FM  .002 .000 .439 7.894 .000 
Stance phase duration -.001 .000 -.127 -3.569 .000 
Step length -2.774E-06 .000 -.089 -1.863 .063 
Velocity .001 .000 .203 4.814 .000 
Step width  -1.364E-05 .000 -.052 -1.704 .089 
Total single support duration .146 .040 .115 3.610 .000 

       

SS 2 tra Min 
(deg.) 

(Constant) 18.601 12.233  1.521 .129 
Height -.242 .509 -.021 -.476 .634 
age -.021 .072 -.014 -.297 .766 
BMI Z-score 3.388 .425 .473 7.963 .000 
%FM  -.010 .001 -.391 -6.779 .000 
Stance phase duration .003 .002 .070 1.894 .059 
Step length -.001 .010 -.007 -.138 .890 
Velocity -.002 .001 -.077 -1.752 .080 
Step width  .000 .000 .090 2.836 .005 
Total single support duration -.831 .210 -.130 -3.948 .000 

       

SS 2 tra Max 
(deg.) 

(Constant) 23.571 15.391  1.531 .126 
Height -.083 .030 -.120 -2.744 .006 
age .001 .000 .178 3.878 .000 
BMI Z-score .186 .488 .022 .382 .703 
%FM  -.011 .002 -.376 -6.594 .000 
Stance phase duration -.105 .219 -.017 -.481 .630 
Step length -.004 .011 -.019 -.383 .702 
Velocity -.003 .001 -.101 -2.323 .020 
Step width  .000 .000 .103 3.290 .001 
Total single support duration -.248 .242 -.033 -1.024 .306 

       

Fro IIC (deg.) 

(Constant) -4.380 3.312  -1.322 .186 
Height .010 .007 .064 1.438 .151 
Age .000 .000 -.205 -4.408 .000 
BMI Z-score -.280 .107 -.156 -2.602 .009 
%FM  .002 .000 .380 6.564 .000 
Stance phase duration .066 .048 .051 1.380 .168 
Step length 9.260E-06 .000 .235 4.723 .000 
Velocity .000 .001 .023 .511 .609 
Step width  -3.284E-05 .000 -.100 -3.127 .002 
Total single support duration .021 .053 .013 .403 .687 

       

Fro CTO  (deg.) 

(Constant) -1.460 3.263  -.447 .655 
Height .020 .006 .152 3.562 .000 
age -.037 .016 -.109 -2.305 .021 
BMI Z-score -.096 .032 -.122 -2.999 .003 



 

%FM  .002 .000 .300 6.773 .000 
Stance phase duration .030 .043 .026 .710 .478 
Step length .008 .002 .177 3.504 .000 
Velocity .000 .000 .080 1.790 .074 
Step width  -3.649E-05 .000 -.126 -3.914 .000 
Total single support duration .007 .047 .005 .154 .878 

       

Fro CIC  (deg.) 

(Constant) -8.246 4.089  -2.017 .044 
Height -.138 .136 -.044 -1.014 .311 
age .010 .020 .024 .502 .616 
BMI Z-score .078 .041 .080 1.921 .055 
%FM  .000 .000 -.020 -.448 .654 
Stance phase duration .064 .054 .045 1.181 .238 
Step length .000 .003 .006 .111 .912 
Velocity .001 .001 .059 1.264 .207 
Step width  -.006 .002 -.078 -2.356 .019 
Total single support duration .055 .060 .032 .920 .358 

       

Fro ITO (deg.) 

(Constant) -4.380 3.312  -1.322 .186 
Height .010 .007 .064 1.438 .151 
age .000 .000 -.205 -4.408 .000 
BMI Z-score -.280 .107 -.156 -2.602 .009 
%FM  .002 .000 .380 6.564 .000 
Stance phase duration .066 .048 .051 1.380 .168 
Step length 9.260E-06 .000 .235 4.723 .000 
Velocity .000 .001 .023 .511 .609 
Step width  -3.284E-05 .000 -.100 -3.127 .002 
Total single support duration .021 .053 .013 .403 .687 

       

tra IIC (deg.) 

(Constant) 34.559 16.540  2.089 .037 
Height -.095 .031 -.129 -3.127 .002 
age .002 .000 .235 5.162 .000 
BMI Z-score .672 .176 .151 3.821 .000 
%FM  -.014 .001 -.456 -10.597 .000 
Stance phase duration -.086 .234 -.013 -.370 .712 
Step length -.057 .012 -.236 -4.801 .000 
Velocity .000 .001 .008 .181 .856 
Step width  .000 .000 .102 3.263 .001 
Total single support duration -.296 .260 -.037 -1.142 .254 

       

tra CTO  (deg.) 

(Constant) 31.899 14.069  2.267 .024 
Height -.069 .029 -.099 -2.325 .020 
age .001 .000 .135 2.865 .004 
BMI Z-score .676 .169 .162 3.989 .000 
%FM  -.009 .001 -.321 -7.219 .000 
Stance phase duration -.396 .226 -.065 -1.751 .080 
Step length -.054 .011 -.238 -4.665 .000 
Velocity .000 .004 -.003 -.070 .944 
Step width  .000 .000 .132 4.087 .000 
Total single support duration .000 .003 -.003 -.075 .940 

       

tra CIC  (deg.) 

(Constant) 41.463 16.581  2.501 .013 
Height -.008 .032 -.010 -.237 .813 
age -.143 .092 -.073 -1.553 .121 
BMI Z-score .120 .186 .026 .645 .519 
%FM  -.004 .001 -.132 -2.943 .003 
Stance phase duration .001 .002 .013 .357 .721 
Step length 2.272E-05 .000 .114 2.269 .024 
Velocity -.004 .001 -.118 -2.618 .009 
Step width  .000 .000 .106 3.241 .001 
Total single support duration -.427 .274 -.053 -1.560 .119 

       
tra ITO (deg.) (Constant) 93.284 16.536  5.641 .000 



 

Height -.072 .566 -.005 -.128 .898 
age -.397 .084 -.221 -4.741 .000 
BMI Z-score .119 .169 .028 .706 .480 
%FM  -.003 .001 -.084 -1.920 .055 
Stance phase duration -.099 .224 -.016 -.441 .659 
Step length 4.230E-05 .000 .230 4.650 .000 
Velocity -.009 .001 -.319 -7.205 .000 
Step width  .000 .000 .118 3.680 .000 
Total single support duration -.627 .249 -.084 -2.518 .012 

       

DS 1 sag Min 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -16.033 3.613  -4.437 .000 
Height .008 .008 .038 .954 .340 
age -.001 .000 -.320 -7.405 .000 
BMI Z-score .139 .044 .112 3.140 .002 
%FM  .139 .017 .307 8.191 .000 
Stance phase duration .249 .063 .138 3.958 .000 
Step length 2.540E-005 .000 .466 9.967 .000 
Velocity -.002 .000 -.213 -5.055 .000 
Step width  -.008 .003 -.081 -2.652 .008 
Total single support duration .000 .001 -.016 -.510 .610 

       

Sag IIC (deg.) 

(Constant) -1.507 5.593  -.269 .788 
Height -.134 .197 -.029 -.678 .498 
age -.192 .027 -.305 -7.055 .000 
BMI Z-score .193 .162 .066 1.193 .233 
%FM  .171 .027 .321 6.282 .000 
Stance phase duration .307 .074 .145 4.125 .000 
Step length .026 .004 .331 6.972 .000 
Velocity -.006 .001 -.227 -5.366 .000 
Step width  -.008 .003 -.070 -2.305 .021 
Total single support duration -.059 .082 -.022 -.710 .478 

       

Sag CTO  (deg.) 

(Constant) 7.070 4.565  1.549 .122 
Height -.662 .161 -.175 -4.111 .000 
age -.117 .022 -.230 -5.283 .000 
BMI Z-score -.039 .132 -.016 -.295 .768 
%FM  .139 .022 .321 6.252 .000 
Stance phase duration .173 .061 .100 2.849 .004 
Step length .029 .003 .456 9.537 .000 
Velocity -.006 .001 -.280 -6.596 .000 
Step width  -.002 .003 -.018 -.596 .551 
Total single support duration -.193 .067 -.091 -2.871 .004 

       

SS 2 sag Min 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -61.983 8.403  -7.377 .000 
Height -.109 .017 -.276 -6.437 .000 
age .244 .045 .238 5.475 .000 
BMI Z-score -.413 .273 -.087 -1.513 .131 
%FM  .304 .046 .350 6.553 .000 
Stance phase duration .335 .120 .097 2.791 .005 
Step length 9.976E-006 .000 .095 2.060 .040 
Velocity .000 .002 .003 .082 .934 
Step width  -.008 .006 -.046 -1.516 .130 
Total single support duration -.002 .001 -.055 -1.745 .081 

       

Sag CIC  (deg.) 

(Constant) 3.240 8.185  .396 .692 
Height -.783 .289 -.103 -2.713 .007 
age -.036 .040 -.035 -.899 .369 
BMI Z-score 1.027 .237 .216 4.338 .000 
%FM  .156 .040 .180 3.918 .000 
Stance phase duration .321 .109 .093 2.945 .003 
Step length .057 .005 .447 10.451 .000 
Velocity -.024 .002 -.547 -14.407 .000 
Step width  .003 .005 .017 .628 .530 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Total single support duration -.197 .121 -.047 -1.635 .102 
       

Sag ITO (deg.) 

(Constant) -9.624 8.609  -1.118 .264 

Height -1.702 .304 -.237 -5.607 .000 

age .148 .042 .153 3.527 .000 

BMI Z-score .495 .249 .110 1.988 .047 

%FM  .153 .042 .187 3.654 .000 

Stance phase duration .096 .115 .029 .836 .403 

Step length .022 .006 .185 3.892 .000 

Velocity -.010 .002 -.232 -5.492 .000 

Step width  -.006 .005 -.036 -1.184 .237 

Total single support duration -.324 .127 -.081 -2.555 .011 



 

Table. A10.12.  Ankle joint individual variables mixed model regression of sagittal Ankle angles at gait cycle events and 
peaks with significant predictors from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

SS 2 fro Min 
(deg.) 
 

Intercept 1 76.842 .073 .788 
Height 1 63.515 2.618 .111 
%FM 1 67.303 4.967 .029 
Stance Phase Duration 1 737.949 1.561 .212 
Velocity 1 887.121 .974 .324 
Step Width 1 877.603 .023 .879 

      

SS 2 fro Max 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 121.567 9.032 .003 
BMI Z-Score 1 914.401 .790 .374 
%FM 1 22.010 .510 .483 
Stance phase duration 1 210.806 1.296 .256 
Velocity 1 884.070 .073 .787 
Total Single Support Phase 1 874.316 .450 .503 

      

SS 2 tra Min 
(deg.) 
 

Intercept 1 78.485 7.495 .008 
BMI Z-Score 1 .879 1.611 .446 
%FM 1 19.539 .130 .722 
Step Width 1 860.688 .402 .526 
Total Single Support Phase 1 598.445 .493 .483 

      

SS 2 tra Max 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 46.079 .472 .496 
Age 1 45.933 .468 .497 
Height 1 45.968 .333 .566 
%FM 1 45.979 5.777 .020 
Velocity 1 889.190 .089 .766 
Step Width 1 879.554 .023 .880 

      

Fro IIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 54.203 .220 .641 
Height 1 49.283 .053 .819 
BMI Z-Score 1 316.756 .794 .374 
%FM 1 108.392 26.366 .000 
Step Width 1 309.507 .599 .439 
Step Length 1 36.838 3.231 .080 

 
 
 

    

Fro CTO  (deg.) 

Intercept 1 48.450 1.155 .288 
Age 1 56.187 5.345 .024 
Height 1 50.816 1.880 .176 
BMI Z-Score 1 15.698 .002 .968 
%FM 1 40.553 2.093 .156 
Step Length 1 379.633 .364 .547 
Step Width 1 874.043 .422 .516 

      

Fro CIC  (deg.) 
Intercept 1 49.499 .679 .414 
Step Width 1 881.760 .030 .863 

      

Fro ITO (deg.) 

Intercept 1 51.294 2.495 .120 
Height 1 46.116 1.903 .174 
BMI Z-Score 1 14.781 .487 .496 
%FM 1 38.924 .324 .573 
Step Length 1 903.865 1.074 .300 
Velocity 1 905.474 .821 .365 
Step Width 1 879.991 1.150 .284 
Total Single Support Phase 1 855.756 .141 .708 

      

tra IIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 44.245 .020 .887 
Age 1 43.102 .605 .441 
Height 1 43.010 .765 .387 
BMI Z-Score 1 199.285 .575 .449 
%FM 1 57.142 5.521 .022 



 

Step Length 1 194.955 2.591 .109 
Step Width 1 878.097 .332 .565 

      

Tra CTO (deg.) 

Intercept 1 38.264 .127 .723 
Age 1 35.597 2.212 .146 
Height 1 37.155 .620 .436 
BMI Z-Score 1 20.369 .047 .831 
%FM 1 39.531 1.653 .206 
Step Length 1 232.601 .706 .402 
Step Width 1 865.602 .734 .392 

      

Tra CIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 63.448 .868 .355 
%FM 1 38.121 .021 .885 
Step Length 1 900.777 3.657 .056 
Velocity 1 104.043 .759 .386 
Step Width 1 870.474 .309 .579 

      

Tra ITO (deg.) 

Intercept 1 61.320 6.105 .016 
Height 1 57.001 5.485 .023 
Step Length 1 908.268 3.369 .067 
Velocity 1 907.168 2.597 .107 
Step Width 1 881.331 1.357 .244 
Total Single Support Phase 1 907.579 .699 .403 

      

DS 1 sag Min 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 3548.748 .730 .393 
Height 1 3364.478 3.235 .072 
BMI Z-Score 1 4200.604 .043 .835 
%FM 1 4252.119 6.601 .010 
Stance Phase Duration 1 929.341 1.020 .313 
Step Length 1 1105.640 .124 .725 
Velocity 1 1211.770 .000 .992 
Step Width 1 56.013 3.559 .064 

      

Sag IIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 62.138 1.973 .165 
Height 1 54.898 4.556 .037 
%FM 1 52.674 3.096 .052 
Stance Phase Duration 1 901.994 .043 .835 
Step Length 1 511.779 .462 .497 
Velocity 1 931.136 .276 .599 
Step Width 1 889.405 2.840 .092 

      

Sag CTO (deg.) 

Intercept 1 80.242 .007 .932 
age 1 40.795 1.868 .179 
BMI Z-Score 1 355.736 .903 .343 
%FM 1 68.084 3.060 .068 
Stance Phase Duration 1 917.540 2.600 .107 
Step Length 1 904.603 12.544 .000 
Velocity 1 566.807 16.541 .000 

      

SS 2 sag Min 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 56.421 11.741 .001 
age 1 47.281 3.872 .055 
Height 1 48.829 5.717 .021 
%FM 1 48.674 3.560 .064 
Stance Phase Duration 1 921.452 .384 .536 
Step Length 1 922.997 3.097 .079 

      

Sag CIC (deg.) 
 

Intercept 1 80.242 .007 .932 
age 1 40.795 1.868 .179 
BMI Z-Score 1 355.736 .903 .343 
%FM 1 68.084 5.060 .028 
Stance Phase Duration 1 917.540 2.600 .107 
Step Length 1 904.603 12.544 .000 
Velocity 1 566.807 16.541 .000 



 

      

Sag ITO (deg.) 

Intercept 1 59.888 4.367 .041 

age 1 50.724 5.724 .020 

Height 1 47.213 4.635 .036 

BMI Z-Score 1 285.811 .273 .602 

%FM 1 81.789 4.985 .026 

Step Length 1 572.279 .516 .473 

Velocity 1 276.237 .760 .384 

Total Single Support Phase 1 884.409 .227 .634 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.13.  Hip joint moment component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

Sagittal      

1 

(Constant) -7.653 1.638  -4.671 .000 
age -.075 .059 -.079 -1.266 .206 
BMI Z-score -.020 .018 -.064 -1.155 .249 
Height .062 .009 .475 7.143 .000 
%FM .000 .000 .132 2.162 .031 
Stance phase duration -.046 .027 -.094 -1.717 .087 
Step length) -.004 .001 -.242 -3.041 .003 
Velocity .002 .000 .382 5.392 .000 
Step width .000 .001 .010 .224 .823 
Total single support duration .001 .000 .093 1.782 .076 

       

2 

(Constant) 2.952 1.788  1.651 .100 
age .053 .066 .056 .813 .416 
BMI Z-score -.066 .020 -.206 -3.332 .001 
Height -7.030E-005 .000 -.152 -2.067 .039 
%FM -9.399E-005 .000 -.042 -.618 .537 
Stance phase duration -.033 .030 -.068 -1.117 .265 
Step length) 1.056E-006 .000 .082 .932 .352 
Velocity .000 .000 -.147 -1.860 .064 
Step width -.001 .001 -.040 -.771 .441 
Total single support duration .003 .032 .005 .091 .928 

       

3 

(Constant) -6.289 1.437  -4.375 .000 
age -.016 .004 -.316 -4.321 .000 
BMI Z-score -.231 .061 -.377 -3.777 .000 
Height .049 .010 .372 5.013 .000 
%FM .000 .000 .169 1.836 .067 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .100 1.649 .100 
Step length) -.001 .001 -.059 -.681 .497 
Velocity .001 .000 .243 3.144 .002 
Step width .000 .001 .014 .280 .780 
Total single support duration -.001 .000 -.099 -1.745 .082 

      
Frontal      

1 

(Constant) -2.990 .928  -3.221 .001 
age -.186 .065 -.196 -2.840 .005 
BMI Z-score -.128 .058 -.209 -2.211 .028 
Height .000 .000 .512 7.300 .000 
%FM .001 .000 .256 2.935 .004 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.078 -1.362 .174 
Step length) -1.510E-006 .000 -.117 -1.431 .153 
Velocity .000 .000 .107 1.451 .148 
Step width .001 .001 .021 .430 .667 
Total single support duration .000 .000 .040 .748 .455 

       

2 

(Constant) -1.343 1.085  -1.238 .216 
age .030 .069 .031 .425 .671 
BMI Z-score .254 .063 .414 4.055 .000 
Height .000 .000 .282 3.825 .000 
%FM -.030 .010 -.265 -2.889 .004 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .029 .487 .627 
Step length) -.004 .001 -.261 -3.042 .003 
Velocity .001 .000 .153 1.993 .047 
Step width 5.999E-006 .000 .042 .845 .399 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.021 -.381 .703 

       

3 
(Constant) -2.698 1.590  -1.696 .091 
age .280 .062 .295 4.517 .000 
BMI Z-score .114 .055 .185 2.080 .038 



 

Height -.013 .009 -.097 -1.461 .145 
%FM .000 .000 .171 2.074 .039 
Stance phase duration .037 .026 .075 1.395 .164 
Step length) .003 .001 .163 2.101 .036 
Velocity -.001 .000 -.438 -6.383 .000 
Step width -1.382E-005 .000 -.098 -2.155 .032 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.020 -.403 .687 

       
Transverse      

1 

(Constant) .003 .003 .059 .871 .384 
age .069 .057 .112 1.197 .232 
BMI Z-score 8.718E-005 .000 .188 2.710 .007 
Height .001 .000 .286 3.305 .001 
%FM .000 .000 .024 .418 .676 
Stance phase duration -.001 .001 -.076 -.933 .352 
Step length) .000 .000 .198 2.739 .006 
Velocity 7.233E-006 .001 .000 .005 .996 
Step width 3.101E-006 .000 .001 .010 .992 
Total single support duration .003 .003 .059 .871 .384 

       

2 

(Constant) .045 .061 .047 .732 .464 
age -.192 .054 -.312 -3.537 .000 
BMI Z-score -9.123E-005 .000 -.197 -3.008 .003 
Height 5.578E-005 .000 .025 .305 .760 
%FM -4.668E-005 .026 .000 -.002 .999 
Stance phase duration -5.627E-006 .000 -.436 -5.725 .000 
Step length) .000 .000 .196 2.863 .004 
Velocity -1.926E-005 .000 -.136 -3.029 .003 
Step width -.021 .028 -.038 -.757 .449 
Total single support duration .045 .061 .047 .732 .464 

       

3 

(Constant) -3.161 1.859  -1.701 .090 

age -.016 .003 -.328 -4.801 .000 

BMI Z-score .042 .018 .133 2.320 .021 

Height .038 .009 .289 4.040 .000 

%FM -.001 .007 -.012 -.197 .844 

Stance phase duration -.048 .029 -.098 -1.615 .107 

Step length) -1.473E-006 .000 -.114 -1.337 .182 

Velocity .001 .000 .221 2.854 .005 

Step width -.001 .001 -.045 -.884 .377 

Total single support duration .000 .000 .052 .912 .362 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.14. Hip joint moment component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors 
from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Sagittal     

1 

Intercept 1 341.256 20.099 .000 
Height 1 411.440 9.606 .002 
%FM 1 80.861 4.667 .040 
Step Length 1 438.340 .156 .693 
Velocity 1 417.568 3.549 .060 

      

2 
Intercept 1 2028.154 8.164 .004 
BMI Z-Score 1 369 26.063 .000 
Height 1 369.000 5.701 .017 

      

3 

Intercept 1 26.837 1.452 .239 
age 1 2680.626 4.352 .037 
BMI Z-Score 1 2293.896 3.642 .056 
Height 1 2227.718 7.148 .008 
Velocity 1 604.852 4.927 .027 

      
Frontal     

1 

Intercept 1 12520.839 13.094 .000 
age 1 7281.548 1.318 .251 
BMI Z-Score 1 19078.348 .584 .445 
Height 1 4941.367 11.211 .001 
%FM 1 27404.724 .969 .325 

      

2 

Intercept 1 2453.866 6.617 .010 
BMI Z-Score 1 5615.525 8.971 .003 
Height 1 2544.458 9.460 .002 
%FM 1 5405.064 2.515 .113 
Step distance 1 508.325 2.236 .135 
Velocity 1 522.788 5.803 .016 

      

3 

Intercept 1 365 10.746 .001 
age 1 365 20.483 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1 365 9.789 .002 
%FM 1 365 2.253 .134 
Step distance 1 365 2.637 .105 
Velocity 1 365 45.250 .000 
Step width 1 365 5.473 .020 

      
Transverse     

1 

Intercept 1 5952.389 14.901 .000 
Height 1 7101.523 7.149 .008 
%FM 1 18431.539 13.059 .000 
Velocity 1 452.888 3.802 .052 

      

2 

Intercept 1 71.387 19.331 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1 47.313 9.482 .003 
Height 1 60.891 3.674 .060 
Velocity 1 359.309 .002 .961 
Step distance 1 349.074 .578 .448 
Step width 1 352.398 5.687 .018 

      

3 

Intercept 1 3024.541 6.307 .012 

age 1 4615.782 5.803 .016 

BMI Z-Score 1 3285.854 1.891 .169 

Height 1 3586.808 5.079 .024 

Velocity 1 585.083 2.841 .092 

 



 

 

Table A10.15. Hip joint moment individual variables linear regression coefficients for sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events and 
peaks and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

DS1 sag Max 
(Nm) 

(Constant) -430558.140 78894.758  -5.457 .000 
age -142.567 151.219 -.062 -.943 .346 
BMI Z-score -5199.295 2554.600 -.183 -2.035 .043 
Height 3003.978 405.094 .496 7.416 .000 
%FM 16.660 8.602 .161 1.937 .054 
Stance phase duration 699.053 1226.563 .031 .570 .569 
Step length) -130.125 58.838 -.173 -2.212 .028 
Velocity 78.363 17.401 .313 4.503 .000 
Step width 129.710 59.773 .099 2.170 .031 
Total single support duration -.413 13.492 -.002 -.031 .976 

       

SS1 sag Max 
(Nm) 

(Constant) -3275.179 2355.156 -.091 -1.391 .165 
age -1004.257 702.720 -.083 -1.429 .154 
BMI Z-score 1921.380 343.625 .387 5.592 .000 
Height 11.888 5.410 .140 2.197 .029 
%FM -1838.868 1059.782 -.100 -1.735 .084 
Stance phase duration -.128 .040 -.262 -3.194 .002 
Step length) 31.201 5.397 .427 5.781 .000 
Velocity -.183 .258 -.034 -.712 .477 
Step width 20.165 11.789 .093 1.711 .088 
Total single support duration -3275.179 2355.156 -.091 -1.391 .165 

       

Sag CTO (Nm) 

(Constant) 7.070 4.565  1.549 .122 
age -.662 .161 -.175 -4.111 .000 
BMI Z-score -.117 .022 -.230 -5.283 .000 
Height -.039 .132 -.016 -.295 .768 
%FM .139 .022 .321 6.252 .000 
Stance phase duration .173 .061 .100 2.849 .004 
Step length) .029 .003 .456 9.537 .000 
Velocity -.006 .001 -.280 -6.596 .000 
Step width -.002 .003 -.018 -.596 .551 
Total single support duration -.193 .067 -.091 -2.871 .004 

       

SS1 tra Max 
(Nm) 

(Constant) -3747.395 1625.541  -2.305 .022 
age 11.300 5.282 .143 2.139 .033 
BMI Z-score 339.483 91.527 .346 3.709 .000 
Height .199 .050 .269 4.026 .000 
%FM 2.221 15.258 .012 .146 .884 
Stance phase duration .085 .369 .013 .229 .819 
Step length) -3.074 2.023 -.118 -1.520 .129 
Velocity 1.772 .602 .205 2.945 .003 
Step width .007 .010 .033 .722 .471 
Total single support duration -.093 .465 -.010 -.199 .843 

       

Tra CIC (Nm) 

(Constant) -2989.558 1567.332  -1.907 .057 
age 4.522 5.342 .062 .846 .398 
BMI Z-score 233.225 92.482 .260 2.522 .012 
Height .081 .050 .119 1.620 .106 
%FM 11.667 15.404 .070 .757 .449 
Stance phase duration .286 .373 .046 .767 .444 
Step length) -8.110E-005 .002 -.004 -.051 .959 
Velocity .768 .605 .097 1.269 .205 
Step width -1.029 2.088 -.025 -.493 .623 
Total single support duration -.086 .472 -.010 -.182 .855 

       
Tra ITO (Nm) (Constant) -1318.589 2078.137  -.635 .526 



 

age -154.940 126.970 -.083 -1.220 .223 

BMI Z-score 87.946 38.084 .140 2.309 .021 

Height .043 .066 .048 .661 .509 

%FM 1.040 .294 .236 3.540 .000 

Stance phase duration .063 .502 .008 .125 .901 

Step length) -.002 .002 -.094 -1.102 .271 

Velocity 1.545 .818 .146 1.888 .060 

Step width -.003 .014 -.009 -.188 .851 

Total single support duration .157 .638 .014 .247 .805 

 

 

 

Table A10.16. Hip joint moment individual variables mixed model regression of sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events 
and peaks with significant predictors from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

DS1 sag Max 
(Nm) 

Intercept 1 51.986 12.104 .001 
BMI Z-Score 1 33.427 .938 .340 
Height 1 62.281 11.245 .001 
Step length 1 353.111 .002 .964 
Velocity 1 333.429 6.099 .014 
Step Width 1 60.244 .159 .691 

      

SS1 sag Max 
(Nm) 

Intercept 1 74.537 4.227 .043 
Height 1 81.367 4.519 .037 
Step length 1 358.449 .173 .677 
Velocity 1 364.570 4.529 .034 

      

Sag CTO (Nm) 

Intercept 1 80.217 1.772 .187 
age 1 60.045 .919 .341 
Height 1 59.817 .786 .379 
%FM 1 57.981 6.256 .015 
Stance phase 1 903.216 .032 .858 
Step length 1 877.720 1.162 .281 
Velocity 1 921.991 2.822 .093 
Total single support phase 1 895.307 1.597 .207 

      

SS1 tra Max 
(Nm) 

Intercept 1 69.717 6.089 .016 
age 1 58.775 .613 .437 
BMI Z-Score 1 49.808 9.310 .004 
Height 1 69.986 3.719 .058 
Velocity 1 365.643 4.010 .046 

      

Tra CIC (Nm 
Intercept 1 36.972 64.309 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1 38.696 5.599 .023 

      

Tra ITO (Nm) 

Intercept 1 180.960 1.482 .225 

BMI Z-Score 1 103.689 4.632 .034 

%FM 1 73.007 11.278 .001 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.17.  Knee joint moments component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

Sagittal      

1 

(Constant) -5.887 1.538  -3.828 .000 
age -.105 .062 -.111 -1.696 .091 
BMI Z-score .072 .019 .225 3.858 .000 
Height 7.672E-005 .000 .166 2.372 .018 
%FM .000 .000 .054 .844 .399 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .063 1.093 .275 
Step length) .005 .001 .308 3.679 .000 
Velocity .000 .000 -.083 -1.108 .269 
Step width 1.745E-005 .000 .123 2.557 .011 
Total single support duration .023 .031 .041 .756 .450 

       

2 

(Constant) 4.174 1.655  2.522 .012 
age .024 .061 .025 .392 .695 
BMI Z-score -.008 .017 -.025 -.462 .644 
Height -.056 .009 -.432 -6.347 .000 
%FM .008 .007 .069 1.199 .231 
Stance phase duration .054 .028 .110 1.933 .054 
Step length) .004 .001 .272 3.318 .001 
Velocity -.001 .000 -.335 -4.567 .000 
Step width -.002 .001 -.055 -1.147 .252 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.037 -.695 .488 

       

3 

(Constant) -2.420 1.874  -1.291 .197 
age -.053 .067 -.055 -.783 .434 
BMI Z-score .018 .020 .055 .871 .384 
Height 9.473E-005 .000 .204 2.725 .007 
%FM 7.807E-005 .000 .035 .503 .615 
Stance phase duration .021 .030 .044 .697 .486 
Step length) -2.853E-006 .000 -.221 -2.489 .013 
Velocity .001 .000 .217 2.702 .007 
Step width -1.451E-006 .000 -.010 -.196 .844 
Total single support duration -.010 .033 -.018 -.306 .760 

      
Frontal      

1 

(Constant) -4.040 .938  -4.305 .000 
age -.047 .057 -.049 -.818 .414 
BMI Z-score -.038 .017 -.118 -2.181 .030 
Height .000 .000 .225 3.513 .000 
%FM .001 .000 .354 5.976 .000 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.060 -1.116 .265 
Step length) 3.811E-006 .000 .295 3.897 .000 
Velocity .000 .000 .041 .594 .553 
Step width .003 .001 .122 2.718 .007 
Total single support duration .000 .000 .054 1.065 .288 

       

2 

(Constant) 1.531 1.281  1.195 .233 
age .319 .064 .336 4.991 .000 
BMI Z-score -.048 .019 -.150 -2.518 .012 
Height -.034 .009 -.263 -3.667 .000 
%FM .000 .000 .151 2.296 .022 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .083 1.399 .163 
Step length) -.001 .001 -.087 -1.013 .312 
Velocity .000 .000 -.142 -1.867 .063 
Step width -1.101E-006 .000 -.008 -.158 .875 
Total single support duration .000 .000 .058 1.038 .300 

       

3 
(Constant) -.750 1.326  -.566 .572 
age -.111 .072 -.117 -1.558 .120 
BMI Z-score -.090 .063 -.147 -1.432 .153 



 

Height .023 .010 .180 2.349 .019 
%FM .000 .000 -.161 -1.695 .091 
Stance phase duration -9.777E-006 .000 -.002 -.037 .970 
Step length) -1.749E-006 .000 -.136 -1.534 .126 
Velocity .000 .000 .161 2.023 .044 
Step width .001 .001 .042 .812 .417 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.067 -1.140 .255 

       
Transverse      

1 

(Constant) .008 .003 .155 2.466 .014 
age .263 .054 .428 4.871 .000 
BMI Z-score 6.765E-005 .000 .146 2.332 .020 
Height .014 .009 .121 1.543 .124 
%FM .000 .000 -.027 -.530 .597 
Stance phase duration -8.015E-008 .000 -.006 -.087 .931 
Step length) .000 .000 .026 .405 .686 
Velocity 1.219E-005 .000 .086 2.005 .046 
Step width .001 .000 .096 2.004 .046 
Total single support duration .008 .003 .155 2.466 .014 

       

2 

(Constant) 5.256 1.646  3.192 .002 

age .048 .066 .051 .728 .467 

BMI Z-score -.039 .020 -.122 -1.946 .052 

Height -1.105E-005 .000 -.024 -.319 .750 

%FM .000 .000 .087 1.265 .207 

Stance phase duration -.001 .000 -.128 -2.068 .039 

Step length) -.003 .001 -.194 -2.163 .031 

Velocity .000 .000 .231 2.896 .004 

Step width -2.143E-006 .000 -.015 -.293 .770 

Total single support duration -.042 .033 -.075 -1.289 .198 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table. A10.18.  Knee joint moments component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors 
from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Sagittal     

1 

Intercept 1 640.057 18.661 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1 29.044 3.594 .068 
Step Length 1 428.622 4.400 .037 
Step width 1 342.521 .754 .386 
Height 1 433.606 8.721 .003 

      

2 

Intercept 1 68.252 13.227 .001 
Height 1 72.390 8.700 .004 
Step Length 1 366.635 .310 .578 
Velocity 1 359.611 1.040 .309 

      

3 

Intercept 1 513.622 8.313 .004 
Height 1 524.102 11.274 .001 
Step Length 1 498.175 8.010 .005 
Velocity 1 497.004 4.621 .032 

      
Frontal     

1 

Intercept 1 4359.636 26.428 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1 57510.885 1.664 .197 
Height 1 6708.222 12.210 .000 
%FM 1 48306.052 5.814 .016 
Step width 1 345.646 .096 .757 
Step Length 1 394.208 5.476 .020 

      

2 

Intercept 1 48.550 5.609 .022 
age 1 33.491 2.388 .132 
BMI Z-Score 1 38.218 1.578 .217 
Height 1 42.739 5.987 .019 
%FM 1 56.277 1.228 .273 

      

3 
Intercept 1 50.146 .068 .796 
Height 1 46.617 .112 .739 
Velocity 1 98.668 .099 .753 

      
Transverse     

1 

Intercept 1 593.062 6.242 .013 
age 1 464.808 .750 .387 
BMI Z-Score 1 80.643 17.289 .000 
Height 1 385.622 .887 .347 
Step width 1 387.616 .857 .355 
Total single support duration 1 362.431 1.115 .292 

      

2 

Intercept 1 574.591 2.517 .113 

Stance phase duration 1 412.474 1.879 .171 

Step Length 1 666.465 .478 .490 

Velocity 1 582.222 .514 .474 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.19.  Knee joint moments individual variables linear regression coefficients for sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events 
and peaks and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

SS1 fro Max 
(Nm) 

(Constant) -15865.019 14610.337  -1.086 .278 
age -87.678 30.098 -.169 -2.913 .004 
BMI Z-score -452.662 174.059 -.136 -2.601 .010 
Height 1.299 .298 .269 4.353 .000 
%FM 8.412 1.341 .360 6.275 .000 
Stance phase duration -550.651 262.431 -.108 -2.098 .037 
Step length) .043 .010 .319 4.340 .000 
Velocity 5.944 3.737 .105 1.591 .113 
Step width 27.863 12.776 .095 2.181 .030 
Total single support duration 5.940 2.911 .100 2.041 .042 

       

Fro CTO  (Nm) 

(Constant) -32617.963 13865.624  -2.352 .019 

age -55.479 613.958 -.006 -.090 .928 

BMI Z-score 1054.467 542.103 .175 1.945 .053 

Height .824 .306 .181 2.690 .007 

%FM .865 1.835 .039 .472 .638 

Stance phase duration 1.735 2.277 .042 .762 .447 

Step length) 48.510 12.607 .305 3.848 .000 

Velocity 3.186 3.730 .060 .854 .394 

Step width 36.596 12.760 .132 2.868 .004 

Total single support duration -381.909 282.471 -.070 -1.352 .177 

 

 

 

Table. A10.20.  Knee joint moments individual variables mixed model regression of sagittal hip angles at gait cycle 
events and peaks with significant predictors from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

SS1 fro Max 
(Nm) 

Intercept 1 213.545 .502 .479 
age 1 49.664 .560 .458 
BMI Z-Score 1 42.353 .946 .336 
Height 1 63.662 8.662 .005 
%FM 1 43.907 7.906 .007 
Stance phase 1 342.279 9.149 .003 
Step length 1 206.233 3.417 .066 
Step width 1 338.531 .292 .589 
Total single support duration 1 342.826 .638 .425 

      

Fro CTO  (Nm) 

Intercept 1 79.941 16.064 .000 

Height 1 63.435 14.843 .000 

Step length 1 325.191 5.243 .023 

Step width 1 358.247 2.248 .135 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.21. Ankle joint moments component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

Sagittal      

1 

Constant) -7.206 .997  -7.227 .000 
age .002 .002 .041 1.066 .287 
BMI Z-score .312 .033 .509 9.377 .000 
Height .000 .000 .531 13.621 .000 
%FM .004 .006 .038 .784 .433 
Stance phase duration .057 .015 .117 3.701 .000 
Step length) .000 .001 .024 .535 .593 
Velocity .000 .000 .032 .781 .435 
Step width -.001 .001 -.048 -1.800 .073 
Total single support duration -.038 .017 -.067 -2.268 .024 

       

2 

Constant) .354 2.126  .167 .868 
age .000 .003 .006 .084 .933 
BMI Z-score -.015 .020 -.047 -.743 .458 
Height -.030 .010 -.227 -3.034 .003 
%FM .000 .000 .153 2.211 .028 
Stance phase duration .086 .030 .178 2.884 .004 
Step length) .001 .001 .043 .478 .633 
Velocity .000 .000 .075 .936 .350 
Step width -7.678E-006 .000 -.054 -1.047 .296 
Total single support duration -.033 .033 -.059 -1.002 .317 

       
Frontal      

1 

Constant) 2.017 1.385  1.457 .146 
age .201 .068 .211 2.942 .003 
BMI Z-score -.027 .020 -.086 -1.350 .178 
Height -.017 .010 -.131 -1.711 .088 
%FM .000 .000 .082 1.168 .243 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.107 -1.684 .093 
Step length) -.002 .001 -.098 -1.076 .283 
Velocity .000 .000 .091 1.115 .266 
Step width -.001 .001 -.047 -.886 .376 
Total single support duration .000 .000 .034 .562 .575 

       

2 

Constant) 3.276 1.365  2.399 .017 
age .009 .003 .180 2.627 .009 
BMI Z-score -.041 .018 -.127 -2.211 .028 
Height -.045 .009 -.344 -4.791 .000 
%FM -.004 .007 -.036 -.584 .560 
Stance phase duration .001 .000 .126 2.070 .039 
Step length) -5.502E-008 .000 -.004 -.049 .961 
Velocity 8.099E-005 .000 .042 .537 .591 
Step width .003 .001 .093 1.815 .070 
Total single support duration .000 .000 .034 .599 .550 

       
Transverse      

1 

Constant) -3.526 1.466  -2.405 .017 
age .151 .061 .159 2.458 .014 
BMI Z-score .246 .055 .401 4.440 .000 
Height .000 .000 .225 3.456 .001 
%FM .005 .009 .040 .492 .623 
Stance phase duration -.016 .026 -.034 -.640 .522 
Step length) -.002 .001 -.132 -1.735 .084 
Velocity .001 .000 .127 1.878 .061 
Step width 7.936E-006 .000 .056 1.263 .208 
Total single support duration .000 .000 .030 .599 .549 

       

2 
Constant) 2.781 1.992  1.396 .164 
age .038 .065 .040 .578 .564 



 

BMI Z-score -.034 .019 -.108 -1.766 .078 
Height .006 .010 .047 .647 .518 
%FM .000 .000 .152 2.267 .024 
Stance phase duration -.034 .029 -.070 -1.160 .247 
Step length) -.003 .001 -.189 -2.158 .032 
Velocity .002 .000 .410 5.267 .000 
Step width -.002 .001 -.063 -1.236 .217 
Total single support duration -.053 .032 -.095 -1.674 .095 

       

3 

Constant) -.248 1.433  -.173 .863 

age .001 .004 .023 .328 .743 

BMI Z-score .054 .020 .170 2.670 .008 

Height .003 .010 .023 .308 .758 

%FM -1.764E-005 .000 -.008 -.113 .910 

Stance phase duration .000 .000 .043 .691 .490 

Step length) 7.621E-007 .000 .059 .657 .512 

Velocity -5.092E-005 .000 -.026 -.327 .744 

Step width -.005 .001 -.161 -3.048 .002 

Total single support duration .000 .000 -.057 -.949 .343 

 

 

Table. A10.22. Ankle joint moments component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors from 
linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

Sagittal     

1 

Intercept 1 261.041 50.723 .000 
BMI Z-score 1 34.159 67.534 .000 
Height 1 44.414 116.027 .000 
Stance phase duration 1 351.804 2.559 .111 
Total single support duration 1 348.588 .694 .405 

      

2 

Intercept 1 104.901 .620 .433 
Height 1 48.010 3.683 .061 
%FM 1 74.987 .080 .777 
Stance phase duration 1 349.199 16.303 .000 

Frontal     

1 
Intercept 1 59.535 .910 .344 
age 1 57.352 .906 .345 

      

2 

Intercept 1 367.000 8.638 .003 
age 1 367 6.147 .014 
BMI Z-score 1 367 8.313 .004 
Height 1 367 25.828 .000 
Stance phase duration 1 367 6.268 .013 

      
Transverse     

1 

Intercept 1 29010.246 15.988 .000 
age 1 7983.027 1.325 .250 
BMI Z-score 1 41712.450 11.797 .001 
Height 1 3216.567 2.194 .139 

      

2 

Intercept 1 791.695 2.014 .156 
%FM 1 1960.201 1.365 .243 
Step length 1 744.065 .617 .432 
Velocity 1 650.625 9.146 .003 

      

3 

Intercept 1 168.729 1.359 .245 

BMI Z-score 1 13.325 6.067 .028 

Step width 1 359.978 7.621 .006 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A10.23.  Shank-calcaneus component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -.114 .925  -.123 .902 
age -.027 .044 -.029 -.605 .545 
BMI Z-Score .070 .015 .223 4.771 .000 
Height -.006 .007 -.049 -.934 .350 
%FM  -.001 .000 -.261 -5.053 .000 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .096 2.386 .017 
Step length .002 .001 .124 2.401 .017 
Velocity 2.680E-005 .000 .005 .103 .918 
Step width .004 .001 .158 4.568 .000 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.080 -2.176 .030 

       

2 

(Constant) -2.885 1.187  -2.430 .015 
age -.386 .046 -.416 -8.477 .000 
BMI Z-Score -.353 .041 -.559 -8.567 .000 
Height .050 .007 .381 7.488 .000 
%FM  .001 .000 .375 5.877 .000 
Stance phase duration -.008 .018 -.017 -.423 .673 
Step length .002 .001 .132 2.608 .009 
Velocity -.001 .000 -.113 -2.628 .009 
Step width -.001 .001 -.028 -.843 .400 
Total single support duration .000 .000 -.056 -1.549 .122 

       

3 

(Constant) -1.246 .913  -1.364 .173 

age -.006 .002 -.114 -2.800 .005 

BMI Z-Score -.087 .012 -.280 -7.003 .000 

Height .000 .000 .305 6.875 .000 

%FM  .001 .000 .443 10.054 .000 

Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.067 -1.939 .053 

Step length -.004 .001 -.213 -4.796 .000 

Velocity .001 .000 .112 2.948 .003 

Step width -3.264E-006 .000 -.026 -.885 .376 

Total single support duration .038 .017 .068 2.171 .030 



 

 

Table A10.24. Shank-Calcaneus component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors from 
linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

1 

Intercept 1 99.568 1.927 .168 
BMI Z-Score 1 50.995 2.649 .110 
%FM 1 24.930 .001 .978 
Stance phase duration 1 736.970 .144 .704 
Step length 1 122.373 .047 .829 
Step width 1 718.416 .002 .961 
Total single support duration 1 736.953 .608 .436 

      

2 

Intercept 1 47.062 2.595 .114 
age 1 47.045 1.991 .165 
BMI Z-Score 1 47.021 5.374 .025 
Height 1 47.046 3.095 .085 
%FM 1 47.010 2.674 .109 
Step length 1 736.319 .406 .524 
Velocity 1 736.732 1.651 .199 

      

3 

Intercept 1 77.350 .141 .709 

age 1 72.508 .105 .747 

BMI Z-Score 1 64.933 5.140 .027 

Height 1 69.070 .620 .434 

%FM 1 66.495 10.621 .002 

Step length 1 743.842 .002 .968 

Velocity 1 747.425 .631 .427 

Total single support duration 1 605.213 .768 .381 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.25. Shank-Calcaneus individual variables linear regression coefficients for sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events and 
peaks and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

SS 1 tra Min 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -34.955 8.894  -3.930 .000 
age -1.603 .306 -.247 -5.231 .000 
BMI Z-score -.134 .269 -.030 -.497 .619 
Height .436 .044 .475 9.857 .000 
%FM .158 .045 .198 3.497 .000 
Stance phase duration -.305 .121 -.097 -2.531 .012 
Step length -.034 .006 -.270 -5.613 .000 
Velocity .003 .002 .073 1.753 .080 
Step width  -.003 .006 -.018 -.552 .581 
Total single support duration .193 .134 .050 1.446 .149 

       

SS 2 tra Min 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -28.000 8.770  -3.193 .001 
age -1.801 .302 -.281 -5.962 .000 
BMI Z-score .273 .265 .063 1.031 .303 
Height .438 .044 .483 10.057 .000 
%FM .076 .045 .096 1.707 .088 
Stance phase duration -.286 .119 -.092 -2.402 .017 
Step length -.033 .006 -.260 -5.445 .000 
Velocity .002 .002 .050 1.209 .227 
Step width  -.002 .006 -.012 -.360 .719 
Total single support duration .118 .132 .031 .894 .371 

       

Tra IIC (deg.) 

(Constant) -16.587 6.774  -2.449 .015 
age -.064 .015 -.175 -4.320 .000 
BMI Z-score -.542 .093 -.233 -5.852 .000 
Height .001 .000 .393 8.866 .000 
%FM .006 .001 .392 8.912 .000 
Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.088 -2.574 .010 
Step length -.033 .006 -.244 -5.522 .000 
Velocity .007 .002 .155 4.087 .000 
Step width  -2.730E-005 .000 -.029 -.998 .319 
Total single support duration .256 .128 .063 1.995 .046 

       

Tra CTO (deg.) 

(Constant) -17.139 6.701  -2.558 .011 
age -.042 .015 -.121 -2.867 .004 
BMI Z-score -.520 .092 -.235 -5.646 .000 
Height .001 .000 .389 8.403 .000 
%FM .006 .001 .379 8.262 .000 
Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.100 -2.784 .006 
Step length -.029 .006 -.229 -4.995 .000 
Velocity 2.359E-006 .000 .153 3.881 .000 
Step width  -3.837E-005 .000 -.043 -1.411 .159 
Total single support duration .258 .128 .066 2.023 .043 

       

Tra CIC (deg.) 

(Constant) -6.323 6.733  -.939 .348 
age -.034 .015 -.094 -2.295 .022 
BMI Z-score -.704 .092 -.309 -7.657 .000 
Height .001 .000 .186 4.143 .000 
%FM .008 .001 .519 11.661 .000 
Stance phase duration -.002 .001 -.078 -2.258 .024 
Step length -.025 .006 -.189 -4.213 .000 
Velocity .003 .002 .073 1.884 .060 
Step width  -3.187E-005 .000 -.035 -1.172 .241 
Total single support duration .359 .128 .090 2.812 .005 

       

Tra ITO (deg.) 

(Constant) 2.111 7.143  .295 .768 

age -1.191 .296 -.165 -4.028 .000 

BMI Z-score -.771 .099 -.317 -7.793 .000 

Height .001 .000 .266 5.898 .000 



 

%FM .007 .001 .448 10.000 .000 

Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.088 -2.525 .012 

Step length -.022 .006 -.159 -3.531 .000 

Velocity -3.355E-007 .000 -.020 -.514 .607 

Step width  -2.565E-005 .000 -.026 -.878 .380 

Total single support duration .332 .137 .078 2.425 .016 

 

Table. A10.26. Shank-Calcaneus individual variables mixed model regression of sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events 
and peaks with significant predictors from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

SS 1 tra Min 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 94.097 6.702 .011 
age 1 89.617 3.354 .070 
Height 1 91.903 3.745 .056 
%FM 1 92.528 3.802 .054 
Step length 1 383.745 .182 .670 

      

SS 2 tra Min 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 59.078 9.915 .003 
age 1 57.302 5.357 .024 
Height 1 57.072 8.788 .004 
Stance phase duration 1 653.105 .982 .322 
Step length 1 265.428 .102 .749 

      

Tra IIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 49295.262 2.849 .091 
age 1 3744886.161 1.394 .238 
BMI Z-Score 1 4279774.544 2.400 .121 
Height 1 2503649.484 3.686 .055 
%FM 1 3609843.984 5.243 .022 
Stance phase duration 1 758.856 6.011 .014 
Step length 1 759.738 .938 .333 
Velocity 1 768.226 .101 .751 
Total single support duration 1 757.187 1.445 .230 

      

Tra CTO 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 48986.486 7.207 .007 
age 1 3568367.149 .432 .511 
BMI Z-Score 1 3966371.518 2.251 .134 
Height 1 2351058.439 3.123 .077 
%FM 1 3433969.968 4.771 .029 
Stance phase durations 1 755.821 .844 .359 
Step length 1 762.527 .198 .656 
Total single support duration 1 759.157 .023 .880 
Velocity 1 804.033 .231 .631 

      

Tra CIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 103.450 .053 .819 
age 1 76.657 .183 .670 
BMI Z-Score 1 75.543 2.991 .088 
Height 1 71.212 .002 .966 
%FM 1 75.889 14.185 .000 
Stance phase duration 1 525.379 .834 .361 
Step length 1 752.742 .006 .940 
Total single support duration 1 740.982 1.214 .271 

      

Tra ITO 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 123.980 .015 .903 

age 1 80.232 1.196 .277 

BMI Z-Score 1 78.903 8.492 .005 

Height 1 76.774 .806 .372 

%FM 1 79.788 14.033 .000 

Stance phase duration 1 666.940 1.345 .247 

Step length 1 764.200 .105 .746 

Total single support duration 1 748.048 .396 .529 

 



 

Table A10.26.  Calcaneus-Midfoot component linear regression Regression coefficients for regression score model and  
predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -1.920 1.365  -1.407 .160 
age .011 .002 .221 4.463 .000 
BMI Z-score -.255 .041 -.403 -6.160 .000 
Height .002 .007 .019 .369 .712 
%FM .000 .000 .186 2.909 .004 
Stance phase duration .015 .018 .034 .856 .392 
Step Length -.002 .001 -.115 -2.277 .023 
Velocity .000 .000 .058 1.348 .178 
Step width -1.109E-005 .000 -.089 -2.655 .008 
Total single support duration .027 .020 .048 1.355 .176 

       

2 

(Constant) -1.923 .807  -2.384 .017 
age .247 .041 .266 6.023 .000 
BMI Z-score .239 .037 .377 6.425 .000 
Height -.010 .006 -.078 -1.704 .089 
%FM .000 .000 .194 3.369 .001 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.040 -1.113 .266 
Step Length .003 .001 .180 3.965 .000 
Velocity -.001 .000 -.164 -4.229 .000 
Step width -8.195E-007 .000 -.007 -.218 .828 
Total single support duration -7.588E-007 .000 .000 -.004 .997 

       

3 

(Constant) -.901 .693  -1.301 .194 

age .176 .045 .189 3.881 .000 

BMI Z-score -.238 .042 -.376 -5.685 .000 

Height 5.643E-005 .000 .121 2.463 .014 

%FM .020 .007 .172 2.743 .006 

Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.117 -2.972 .003 

Step Length -2.789E-007 .000 -.019 -.388 .698 

Velocity -.001 .000 -.120 -2.848 .005 

Step width 9.113E-005 .001 .004 .108 .914 

Total single support duration .000 .000 .038 1.068 .286 

Table. A10.27.  Calcaneus-midfoot component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors 
from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

1 

Intercept 1 47.675 .014 .905 
age 1 47.019 .392 .535 
BMI Z-score 1 46.978 2.009 .163 
%FM 1 46.976 .377 .542 
Step Length 1 736.510 1.233 .267 
Step width 1 735.263 .021 .884 

      

2 

Intercept 1 47.737 8.044 .007 
age 1 47.357 3.682 .061 
BMI Z-score 1 48.267 28.384 .000 
%FM 1 47.149 5.469 .024 
Step Length 1 739.394 1.419 .234 
Velocity 1 740.894 3.520 .061 

      

3 

Intercept 1 536.308 8.642 .003 

age 1 543.404 1.588 .208 

BMI Z-score 1 543.653 4.294 .039 

Height 1 551.086 2.833 .093 

%FM 1 587.886 3.679 .041 

Stance phase duration 1 733.644 .355 .552 

Velocity 1 77.570 2.341 .130 



 

Table A10.28. Calcaneus-midfoot individual variables linear regression coefficients for sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events 
and peaks and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

DS 1 sagMin 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -11.446 8.198  -1.396 .163 
age 1.295 .314 .186 4.123 .000 
BMI Z-Score 2.256 .284 .476 7.949 .000 
Height -.064 .046 -.065 -1.405 .160 
%FM .001 .001 .064 1.103 .270 
Stance phase duration .100 .123 .030 .813 .416 
Step length 2.221E-005 .000 .199 4.382 .000 
Velocity -.008 .002 -.179 -4.603 .000 
Step width  -.004 .006 -.019 -.628 .530 
Total single support duration -.001 .001 -.035 -1.066 .287 

       

SS 1 sagMin 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -11.446 8.198  -1.396 .163 
age 1.295 .314 .186 4.123 .000 
BMI Z-Score 2.256 .284 .476 7.949 .000 
Height -.064 .046 -.065 -1.405 .160 
%FM .001 .001 .064 1.103 .270 
Stance phase duration .100 .123 .030 .813 .416 
Step length 2.221E-005 .000 .199 4.382 .000 
Velocity -.008 .002 -.179 -4.603 .000 
Step width  -.004 .006 -.019 -.628 .530 
Total single support duration -.001 .001 -.035 -1.066 .287 

       

SS 2 sagMin 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -14.480 6.652  -2.177 .030 
age 1.921 .327 .267 5.869 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1.876 .296 .383 6.349 .000 
Height -.036 .048 -.036 -.762 .446 
%FM .002 .001 .147 2.496 .013 
Stance phase duration -.002 .001 -.059 -1.614 .107 
Step length 8.758E-006 .000 .076 1.658 .098 
Velocity -.005 .002 -.106 -2.689 .007 
Step width  -.005 .006 -.026 -.825 .410 
Total single support duration -.001 .001 -.015 -.455 .650 

       

SS 2 sagMax 
(deg.) 

(Constant) 1.035 7.697  .134 .893 
age 1.085 .279 .168 3.888 .000 
BMI Z-Score -.378 .092 -.175 -4.092 .000 
Height -.040 .043 -.044 -.922 .357 
%FM .008 .001 .567 12.040 .000 
Stance phase duration 6.777E-005 .001 .002 .068 .946 
Step length 1.192E-005 .000 .116 2.490 .013 
Velocity -.007 .002 -.171 -4.273 .000 
Step width  -.006 .006 -.033 -1.027 .305 
Total single support duration -.073 .128 -.019 -.567 .571 

       

Sag IIC (deg.) 

(Constant) -9.670 7.351  -1.316 .189 
age 1.796 .286 .283 6.274 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1.972 .258 .457 7.633 .000 
Height -.127 .042 -.142 -3.050 .002 
%FM .001 .001 .100 1.709 .088 
Stance phase duration -.001 .001 -.036 -.982 .326 
Step length 1.933E-005 .000 .191 4.185 .000 
Velocity -.004 .002 -.101 -2.593 .010 
Step width  .005 .005 .030 .973 .331 
Total single support duration .127 .123 .034 1.028 .304 

       

Sag CTO (deg.) 

(Constant) -4.251 5.862  -.725 .469 
age 1.890 .288 .298 6.552 .000 
BMI Z-Score 2.132 .260 .494 8.186 .000 
Height -.156 .042 -.174 -3.707 .000 



 

%FM .001 .001 .043 .732 .464 
Stance phase duration -.001 .001 -.041 -1.121 .263 
Step length 2.013E-005 .000 .199 4.326 .000 
Velocity -.003 .002 -.087 -2.204 .028 
Step width  .003 .005 .016 .512 .609 
Total single support duration .001 .001 .040 1.197 .231 

       

Sag CIC (deg.) 

(Constant) -24.188 8.937  -2.706 .007 
age .554 .299 .078 1.856 .064 
BMI Z-Score -.545 .099 -.227 -5.493 .000 
Height -.024 .046 -.024 -.525 .600 
%FM .011 .001 .648 14.264 .000 
Stance phase duration .223 .122 .065 1.825 .068 
Step length 2.712E-005 .000 .238 5.309 .000 
Velocity -2.398E-006 .000 -.144 -3.724 .000 
Step width  .001 .006 .006 .201 .841 
Total single support duration .049 .137 .012 .356 .722 

       

Sag ITO (deg.) 

(Constant) -20.930 6.246  -3.351 .001 
age .459 .286 .068 1.609 .108 
BMI Z-Score -.615 .094 -.269 -6.507 .000 
Height .027 .044 .028 .610 .542 
%FM .010 .001 .670 14.677 .000 
Stance phase duration .001 .001 .025 .688 .492 
Step length 2.380E-005 .000 .219 4.857 .000 
Velocity -.004 .002 -.086 -2.214 .027 
Step width  -1.916E-005 .000 -.021 -.685 .494 
Total single support duration -6.239E-005 .001 -.002 -.047 .962 

       

DS 1 froMax 
(deg.) 

(Constant) 2.014 4.646  .433 .665 
age 2.242 .277 .355 8.109 .000 
BMI Z-Score .775 .086 .365 8.991 .000 
Height 7.727E-005 .000 .024 .517 .606 
%FM -.293 .034 -.376 -8.676 .000 
Stance phase duration -.004 .001 -.166 -4.411 .000 
Step length -6.098E-006 .000 -.060 -1.287 .199 
Velocity -.004 .002 -.111 -2.709 .007 
Step width  .004 .006 .020 .623 .533 
Total single support duration .001 .001 .024 .704 .482 

       

SS 2 froMin 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -13.122 4.600  -2.853 .004 
age 1.207 .300 .190 4.026 .000 
BMI Z-Score -2.218 .278 -.513 -7.986 .000 
Height .000 .000 .137 2.869 .004 
%FM .177 .048 .226 3.730 .000 
Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.103 -2.699 .007 
Step length -6.778E-006 .000 -.067 -1.422 .155 
Velocity -.003 .002 -.063 -1.532 .126 
Step width  -3.734E-005 .000 -.044 -1.362 .174 
Total single support duration .002 .001 .054 1.575 .116 

       

SS 2 froMax 
(deg.) 

(Constant) -3.908 4.948  -.790 .430 
age .728 .323 .110 2.257 .024 
BMI Z-Score -2.290 .299 -.507 -7.667 .000 
Height .000 .000 .126 2.575 .010 
%FM .177 .051 .216 3.458 .001 
Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.090 -2.294 .022 
Step length -2.637E-006 .000 -.025 -.514 .607 
Velocity -.004 .002 -.092 -2.199 .028 
Step width  -3.032E-005 .000 -.034 -1.028 .304 
Total single support duration .001 .001 .036 1.016 .310 

       
Fro IIC (deg.) (Constant) -6.909 4.891  -1.413 .158 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

age 1.243 .313 .186 3.970 .000 
BMI Z-Score -2.135 .285 -.470 -7.482 .000 
Height .000 .000 .135 2.794 .005 
%FM .003 .001 .177 2.883 .004 
Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.108 -2.815 .005 
Step length -6.761E-006 .000 -.063 -1.324 .186 
Velocity -.004 .002 -.090 -2.182 .029 
Step width  -.003 .006 -.014 -.437 .662 
Total single support duration .002 .001 .049 1.422 .155 

       

Fro CTO (deg.) 

(Constant) -14.013 4.531  -3.093 .002 
age 1.080 .296 .171 3.646 .000 
BMI Z-Score -1.920 .274 -.448 -7.010 .000 
Height .001 .000 .207 4.375 .000 
%FM .095 .047 .122 2.018 .044 
Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.122 -3.218 .001 
Step length -1.191E-005 .000 -.118 -2.536 .011 
Velocity -.002 .002 -.057 -1.411 .159 
Step width  -.004 .006 -.026 -.807 .420 
Total single support duration .003 .001 .073 2.133 .033 

       

Fro CIC (deg.) 

(Constant) -9.968 4.590  -2.172 .030 
age 1.619 .300 .251 5.399 .000 
BMI Z-Score -2.029 .277 -.463 -7.312 .000 
Height .000 .000 .085 1.814 .070 
%FM .108 .048 .136 2.280 .023 
Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.113 -3.006 .003 
Step length -1.002E-005 .000 -.097 -2.105 .036 
Velocity -.001 .002 -.036 -.899 .369 
Step width  9.836E-005 .006 .001 .018 .986 
Total single support duration .002 .001 .041 1.216 .225 

       

Fro ITO (deg.) 

(Constant) -2.386 4.937  -.483 .629 

age 1.356 .323 .200 4.202 .000 

BMI Z-Score -2.136 .298 -.462 -7.158 .000 

Height .000 .000 .080 1.667 .096 

%FM .140 .051 .167 2.734 .006 

Stance phase duration -.003 .001 -.121 -3.147 .002 

Step length -3.881E-006 .000 -.036 -.758 .449 

Velocity -.005 .002 -.117 -2.846 .005 

Step width  .001 .006 .007 .221 .825 

Total single support duration .002 .001 .042 1.214 .225 



 

Table. A10.29.  Calcaneus-midfoot individual variables mixed model regression of sagittal hip angles at gait cycle events 
and peaks with significant predictors from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

DS 1 sagMin 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 134.476 18.888 .000 
age 1 122.033 11.362 .001 
BMI Z-Score 1 143.331 13.940 .000 
Step Length 1 754.140 .000 .990 

      

SS 1 sagMin 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 134.476 18.888 .000 
age 1 122.033 11.362 .001 
BMI Z-Score 1 143.331 13.940 .000 
Step Length 1 754.140 .000 .990 
Velocity 1 342.640 .874 .351 

      

SS 2 sagMin 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 47.987 12.919 .001 
age 1 47.226 4.845 .033 
BMI Z-Score 1 47.033 2.079 .156 
%FM 1 46.997 .258 .614 
Velocity 1 745.873 2.304 .129 

      

SS 2 sagMax 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 49.246 3.152 .082 
age 1 48.404 2.445 .124 
BMI Z-Score 1 48.035 1.468 .232 
%FM 1 48.050 10.153 .003 
Step Length 1 749.883 2.744 .098 
Velocity 1 750.554 4.219 .040 

      

Sag IIC (deg.) 

Intercept 1 47.453 1.150 .289 
age 1 47.069 2.392 .129 
BMI Z-Score 1 47.109 11.117 .002 
Height 1 47.210 .043 .836 
Step Length 1 742.743 .419 .518 
Velocity 1 744.705 .315 .575 

      

Sag CTO 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 250.072 1.292 .257 
age 1 259.414 1.966 .162 
BMI Z-Score 1 238.371 12.064 .001 
Height 1 267.667 .110 .740 
Step Length 1 742.110 .400 .527 
Velocity 1 195.911 .184 .668 

      
Sag CIC 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 47.600 .954 .334 
BMI Z-Score 1 48.631 3.258 .077 
Height 1 47.815 .914 .344 
%FM 1 48.476 12.710 .001 
Step Length 1 737.153 .063 .802 
Velocity 1 76.019 .663 .418 

      
Sag ITO 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 72.706 24.487 .000 
BMI Z-Score 1 49.043 4.751 .034 
%FM 1 49.046 20.593 .000 
Step Length 1 760.689 .202 .653 
Velocity 1 759.160 .172 .678 

      

DS 1 froMax 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 53.837 7.889 .007 
age 1 47.628 12.641 .001 
BMI Z-Score 1 55.931 12.685 .001 
%FM 1 53.303 7.062 .010 
Stance phase duration 1 738.930 .258 .612 
Velocity 1 85.714 2.283 .134 

      
SS 2 froMin 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 1338918.595 12.175 .000 
age 1 13161314.617 2.075 .150 



 

BMI Z-Score 1 21646510.435 4.351 .037 
Height 1 36283207.555 .332 .565 
%FM 1 32145877.229 1.036 .309 
Stance phase duration 1 742.300 .586 .444 

      

SS 2 froMax 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 48.330 2.019 .162 
age 1 61.903 2.168 .146 
BMI Z-Score 1 57.028 1.604 .210 
Height 1 60.426 .231 .632 
%FM 1 61.224 .066 .799 
Stance phase duration 1 906.013 .001 .971 
Velocity 1 62.100 .832 .365 

      
Fro IIC (deg.) Intercept 1 319.137 7.280 .007 

age 1 310.203 1.660 .199 
BMI Z-Score 1 333.730 3.873 .050 
Height 1 464.149 .483 .488 
%FM 1 447.255 .888 .347 
Stance phase duration 1 737.454 1.486 .223 
Velocity 1 59.610 4.822 .032 

      

Fro CTO 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 1501.347 31.848 .000 
age 1 1744.653 5.434 .020 
BMI Z-Score 1 1381.074 14.037 .000 
Height 1 1575.606 3.713 .054 
%FM 1 1402.115 1.110 .292 
Stance phase duration 1 760.471 .028 .867 
Step Length 1 7880.479 .974 .324 

      
Fro CIC (deg.) Intercept 1 47.794 12.367 .001 

age 1 41.659 10.106 .003 
BMI Z-Score 1 38.198 1.379 .248 
%FM 1 33.524 .064 .802 
Stance phase duration 1 737.004 1.674 .196 
Step Length 1 741.931 .646 .422 

      

Fro ITO 
(deg.) 

Intercept 1 65.592 8.446 .005 

age 1 58.751 7.601 .008 

BMI Z-Score 1 50.061 .755 .389 

%FM 1 75.653 .071 .791 

Stance phase duration 1 149.662 .355 .552 

Velocity 1 87.165 .260 .611 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.30.  Midfoot-metatarsal component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -3.678 .982  -3.745 .000 
age .014 .002 .289 6.422 .000 
BMI Z-Score -.109 .014 -.350 -7.854 .000 
Height  -2.298E-005 .000 -.049 -1.004 .316 
%FM .001 .000 .238 4.866 .000 
Stance phase duration .056 .017 .125 3.285 .001 
Step length 1.520E-006 .000 .102 2.119 .034 
Velocity -2.066E-007 .000 -.095 -2.275 .023 
Step width -1.659E-005 .000 -.133 -4.048 .000 
Total single support duration .000 .000 .020 .565 .572 

       

2 

(Constant) 2.456 1.161  2.115 .035 
age .230 .046 .248 4.967 .000 
BMI Z-Score .248 .042 .392 5.912 .000 
Height  -.049 .007 -.377 -7.274 .000 
%FM -.001 .000 -.343 -5.282 .000 
Stance phase duration -4.172E-005 .000 -.011 -.262 .793 
Step length .000 .001 .013 .245 .807 
Velocity .000 .000 .078 1.779 .076 
Step width .004 .001 .146 4.294 .000 
Total single support duration .033 .020 .060 1.656 .098 

       

3 

(Constant) -1.555 1.041  -1.493 .136 

age .001 .002 .014 .295 .768 

BMI Z-Score .039 .015 .124 2.659 .008 

Height  .000 .000 .251 4.890 .000 

%FM -.001 .000 -.337 -6.552 .000 

Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.035 -.865 .387 

Step length -2.110E-006 .000 -.142 -2.795 .005 

Velocity .001 .000 .218 4.957 .000 

Step width -.001 .001 -.045 -1.286 .199 

Total single support duration -.012 .020 -.022 -.600 .549 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A10.31. Midfoot-metatarsal component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant predictors 
from linear regression 

Model Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

1 

Intercept 1 52.738 .031 .862 
age 1 48.123 .651 .424 
BMI Z-Score 1 48.784 3.477 .068 
%FM 1 48.797 .789 .379 
Stance phase duration 1 776.051 .541 .462 
Step length 1 784.393 .821 .365 
Velocity 1 1143.866 .004 .949 
Step width 1 838.696 .176 .675 

      

2 

Intercept 1 47.062 2.595 .114 
age 1 47.045 1.991 .165 
BMI Z-Score 1 47.021 5.374 .025 
Height 1 47.046 3.095 .085 
%FM 1 47.010 2.674 .109 
Step length 1 736.319 .406 .524 
Velocity 1 736.732 1.651 .199 

      

3 

Intercept 1 103000.090 4.075 .044 

BMI Z-Score 1 158424.225 2.217 .136 

Height 1 113901.315 5.894 .015 

%FM 1 193243.217 3.915 .052 

Step length 1 8291284357.248 .002 .969 

Velocity 1 766.070 1.164 .281 

 

 

Table A10.32. First metatarsal-hallux component linear regression coefficients for regression score model and  predictors  

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) -.576 .869  -.663 .508 
age .048 .042 .051 1.147 .252 
BMI Z-Score .141 .013 .450 10.940 .000 
Height  -.006 .006 -.048 -.993 .321 
%FM -.043 .005 -.374 -8.513 .000 
Stance phase duration .000 .000 .124 3.256 .001 
Step length -.003 .001 -.148 -3.068 .002 
Velocity .001 .000 .178 4.255 .000 
Step width -.002 .001 -.072 -2.180 .030 
Total single support duration 8.495E-005 .000 .015 .442 .658 

       

2 

(Constant) 3.160 1.010  3.129 .002 

age -.100 .042 -.108 -2.369 .018 

BMI Z-Score .059 .013 .190 4.487 .000 

Height  -5.979E-005 .000 -.128 -2.612 .009 

%FM .025 .005 .221 4.920 .000 

Stance phase duration .000 .000 -.038 -.985 .325 

Step length -4.264E-007 .000 -.029 -.588 .557 

Velocity .000 .000 .061 1.428 .154 

Step width .001 .001 .046 1.354 .176 

Total single support duration -.032 .020 -.058 -1.622 .105 

 

 



 

Table. A10.33.  First metatarsal-hallux component mixed model regression of regression scores with significant 
predictors from linear regression 

Model  Source Numerator df Denominator df F Sig. 

1 

Intercept 1 57.647 .000 .984 
BMI Z-Score 1 42.920 9.882 .003 
%FM 1 49.260 3.243 .056 
Stance phase duration 1 746.543 .467 .494 
Step length 1 292.314 .663 .416 
Velocity 1 761.125 .272 .602 
Step width 1 728.723 1.798 .180 

      

2 

Intercept 1 4817232.500 .285 .593 

age 1 12291175.642 .033 .855 

BMI Z-Score 1 19530432.718 1.331 .249 

Height 1 24776309.105 .564 .453 

%FM 1 23532381.625 1.915 .166 
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Published Manuscript: 
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Paediatric Physiotherapists.  3 (2), 5 – 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Annual Conference of the Society of Chiropodists and Podiatrists.  Harrogate, United 

Kingdom. 

Three-dimensional analysis of the paediatric foot during gait 

Mahaffey, R.1, Morrison, S.C. 1, Cramp, M. 1, Drechsler, W.I. 1 

1School of Health, Sport & Bioscience, University of East London 

  

During 3-D gait analysis foot and ankle segments have typically been presented as a single rigid 

mass. This not only excludes frontal plane motions but also negates 3-D movements that occur 

between the toes and the ankle. However, over the last decade, a variety of multi-segmental 

foot models have been produced to examine, in detail, the movement of the foot during gait.  

The aims of this study is to evaluate available foot models to determine the most appropriate 

for comparing biomechanical gait characteristics in children.  Twenty one children were 

recruited to the University of East London gait lab where marker sets for three foot models 

were applied to their right feet.  Each foot model was examined for intra- and inter-session 

reliability.  All models demonstrated acceptable intra session reliability for the hindfoot and 

forefoot but not the hallux segment.  Inter session reliability was lower in foot models that 

divide the foot up into more segments and in foot models that don’t normalise to a static pose.  

The application of 3-D modelling techniques to measure paediatric foot motion over the gait 

cycle is reliable both within and between testing sessions however caution must be taken with 

hallux segments.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


